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ABOUT US EST. 1971
The Company was founded in San Diego, California 

by Allan and Gerry Hodge in 1971 with several patents 

relating to lids for dumpsters targeting the solid waste 

industry.  Balanced Lid Systems was the business 

name in those days and Allan along with other partners 

worked hard to manufacture, sell and distribute the lids 

to container manufacturers and end users nationally.  

The industry also calls these lids Hodge Lids.  After a 

period of 5 to 6 years Allan decided to license the patent 

rights to many container manufacturers across the 

country and ultimately signed 8 to 10 manufacturers.  

The lid is still being manufactured today and is used at 

many Colleges and Universities as well as restaurants 

as the lid has a seal to completely keep odor in the 

container vs out of the container.

The funds Allan and Gerry received from the licensed 

Balanced Lid patents allowed Allan and Gerry to form 

A.M. Hodge Products which was a sole proprietorship.  

In 1977 Allan invented an automatic lid lock and filed 

patent US4182530A on April 20th,1978.  Allan and Gerry 

manufactured, assembled and distributed globally the 

automatic locks.  The company operated out of the 

garage (next to the washer and dryer) and our current 

President grew up watching them grow their business.  

Over the next 10 years Allan focused on inventing many 

locking devices for solid waste dumpsters all of which 

were patented.  Allan and Gerry registered logos and 

created product brands, which greatly increased their 

customer base.

Allan and Gerry became a distributor for Master and 

American Lock Companies in 1981 to provide lower 

cost padlocks to the solid waste industry.  Prior to this 

point in time many solid waste haulers were purchasing 

their padlocks from local locksmiths at very high prices.  

Allan and Gerry came up with the slogan “no order too 

big or too small, we service them all.”  Their decision 

to distribute other brands of products was a good 

one since it greatly increased their sales and further 

enlarged their customer base.

In 1986 Allan and Gerry moved out of their garage (and 

away from the washer and dryer) to a 4000 square 

foot facility in the City of El Cajon, California about 20 

minutes east of their home.  Allan began acquiring 

manufacturing equipment to produce the products in 

the facility as well as hiring college students to work 

in the warehouse manufacturing parts, shipping and 

receiving etc.  San Diego State University is and was a 

great source of employees for Hodge Products Inc.

In 1988 Anthony Hodge began working at Hodge 

Products Inc.  Anthony previously worked for Shell Oil 

Company while attending San Diego State University 

and thereafter worked for May Company Department 

Stores (Macy’s Today) and brought his experiences to 

Hodge Products Inc.  Both Shell and May Company 

were deeply structured companies with many layers 

of management.  Anthony began to implement 

these tactics and the company continued to grow by 

communicating with customers via phone, fax and 

direct mail campaigns.

In 1989 they formed a California Corporation and 

Hodge Products Inc. was truly born.  Allan, Gerry and 

now Anthony worked hard manufacturing more than 

container locks, they started manufacturing lid hinges, 

pockets, gussets and caster pads.  By 1995 they had 

outgrown the 4000 square foot facility and moved to an 

8000 square foot facility on Hill Street in El Cajon.  Allan 

and Anthony painstakingly moved themselves which 

was difficult to do business and move at the same time.  

The move was extremely successful by allowing them 

to expand and grow while still operating as a Mom and 

Pop.

In 1995 Anthony built the businesses first Dos based 

Novell network and linked 5 computers together which 

expedited their growth and allowed them to work more 

effectively and provided a better customer experience.  

In 1996 Anthony hired AT&T to install the first T-1 line 

into the City of El Cajon where the business resided 

which allowed AT&T to sell “pipe services” to other 

businesses in the area.  Back then the monthly fee for 

the T1 line was $2200.00 per month!  Anthony along 

with a friend wrote the code for two servers to host 

their many websites which were designed and launched 

on site.

By 1998 they hired their first full time office employee.  

The Italian lunches they enjoyed as a Mom and Pop 

slowed down as the business began its rapid growth 

due to the many websites which brought tremendous 

revenue.  There are many reasons for the exponential 

growth during these years, one of the most important 

was moving away from the Mom and Pop mentality to 

a Corporate Culture taking advantage of all the software 

and technology currently available to Fortune 500 

Companies.

During the years between 1998 and 2008 some of the 

milestones the Corporation achieved are as follows:

• Third generation, Zach Hodge and Riley Hodge, started 

working summers in 2002 

• Acquired over 100 TLD (Top Level Domains) 

 masterlocks.com, masterpadlocks.com,     

 keyedalike.com, triggerlock.com, americanlocks.com,   

 trashtrucks.com, A2Zhardware®.com 

• Built, designed and hosted over 100 of our own 

websites in house

• Purchased an extensive amount of manufacturing 

equipment, web servers, network servers, high capacity 

production printer, software development, registered 

trademarks as well as patents for mechanical devices 

and software

• Built, Designed and engineered Buildalock®.com with 

several software related patents

During the years from 2009 through 2018 Hodge 

Products Inc closed the Houston, Texas facility and 

later during this time period opened our Northwood, 

Ohio facility.  The company moved its Corporate 

headquarters from El Cajon, California to Santee, 

California finally moving back to San Diego and to the 

same zip code that the company was founded in, 92120.  

Zach Hodge and Riley Hodge have been working 

full time adding to the Hodge commitment of never 

standing still, always innovating and creating a new and 

exciting future for the company and its customers!

“No order too big 
or too small, we 
service them all.”

“...a new and 
exciting future for 
the company!”
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100100                   Auto Open
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WASTE INDUSTRY PRODUCTS: AUTOMATIC LOCKS WASTE INDUSTRY PRODUCTS: AUTOMATIC LOCKS

The fully patented automatic Lid-Lok®. With this side mounted model, the driver does not have to 

get out of the truck in order to unlock the padlock. The padlock can stay on the unit while being 

dumped so the driver is in-and-out. This model is great for areas where there is a lot of open 

space and the driver has to go long distances. Call today for pricing! 

  

 • Automatic front load lid lock 

 • Easily welded onto dumpster

 • Made from sturdy 7-gauge steel 

 • Made with drain hole for precipitation 

 • Soon to be manufactured in the USA 
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#100100 Automatic Lid Lok 

Top View

Top View Bar Locking assembly 

Bottom View
Mounting Plate rotatedBar Assembly

Side View

Side View
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Manual Front Load                        with Flat Square300100

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

 • Manual front load lid lock

 • Easily welded onto dumpster

 • Made from sturdy 7-gauge and 10-gauge steel

 • Prevents unnauthroized access to dumpster by locking lid

 • 300100 sold in quantites of 25

 • Proudly manufactured in the USA 

DESCRIPTION

The original Lid-Lok®. This classic design has been a staple in the industry for over 40 years. It 

is inexpensive and reliable which saves you time from making your own. With the flat mounting 

pad, you will be in and out in no time. This Lid-Lok® comes with a slot that is also welded to 

the banding in order to allow for easy padlock usage on the container. In the areas where an 

automatic lock are unnecessary, such as alleys, beaches, condo’s/ apartments, and industrial 

facilities, it makes complete sense to go with the manual lock. With a few simple welds, you are 

up and running in no time. 
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TOP SELLER

300200

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

 • Manual front load lid lock

 • Easily welded onto dumpster

 • Made from sturdy 7-gauge and 10-gauge steel

 • Extended mounting pad for containers with overhanging lids

 • Prevents unnauthroized dumping of trash into dumpster by 

locking lid closed

 • 300200 sold in quantites of 20

 • Proudly manufactured in the USA 

DESCRIPTION

The original Lid-Lok®. This classic design has been a staple in the industry for over 40 years. 

It is inexpensive and reliable which saves you time from making your own. With the bent 

mounting pad, you will be able to weld onto containers that have lids overhanging. This Lid-

Lok® comes with a slot that is also welded to the banding in order to allow for easy padlock 

usage on the container. In the areas where an automatic lock are unnecessary, such as alleys, 

beaches, condo’s/ apartments, and industrial facilities, it makes complete sense to go with the 

manual lock. With a few simple welds, you are up and running in no time. 
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Top View Bottom View

Front View

Slot PlateBar Assembly

Side View

Side View

Manual Front Load                        with Bent Square
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Manual Front Load Lid-Lok®300150

WASTE CONTAINER PARTS MADE IN THE USA

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

 • Manual front load lid lock
 • Easily welded onto dumpster
 • Made from sturdy 7-gauge and 10-gauge steel
 • Comes with 8-inch chain already welded on 
 • Allows for a great combination with our Sav-Lok®
 • Flat mounting pad for standard containers
 • Can have flat or extended mounting pad on opposite side 
upon request

 • Prevents unnauthroized dumping of trash into dumpster by 
locking lid closed

 • Soon to be manufactured in the USA 

DESCRIPTION

The new, patent pending Lid-Lok®. With this improved design, there is no need for the padlock 

slot. In addition to the padlock slot being removed, the 300150 also comes standard with 

an eight inch piece of chain welded onto the locking mechanism itself. What this means is, 

by ordering the 300150, our Sav-Lok®, and a padlock, you can open up a box with all of it 

completely put together, elimating any steps you would have to take in order to attach the 

padlock yourself. Many haulers and manufacturers love the idea of time savings when it comes 

to the locking mechansim, and the 300150 fits the bill! 

12 13

       Manual Front Load300150

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

 • Manual front load lid lock
 • Easily welded onto dumpster
 • Made from sturdy 7-gauge and 10-gauge steel
 • Comes with 8-inch chain already welded on 
 • Allows for a great combination with our Sav-Lok®
 • Flat mounting pad for standard containers
 • Can have flat or extended mounting pad on opposite side 
upon request

 • Prevents unnauthroized dumping of trash into dumpster by 
locking lid closed

 • Soon to be manufactured in the USA 

DESCRIPTION

The new, patent pending Lid-Lok®. With this improved design, there is no need for the 

padlock slot. In addition to the padlock slot being removed, the 300150 also comes standard 

with an eight inch piece of chain welded onto the locking mechanism itself. What this means 

is, by ordering the 300150, our Sav-Lok®, and a padlock, you can open up a box with all of 

it completely assembled, elimating any steps you would have to take in order to attach the 

padlock yourself. Many haulers and manufacturers love the idea of time savings when it comes 

to the locking mechansim, and the 300150 fits the bill! 
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FEATURES
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SPECIFICATIONS

300175 Automatic or Manual Lock Welded with Pipe     Front and Rear Load Cable  200600 and 200800

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

1/8”

200800 Rear Load Cable Kit

4 - Bolts 4 - Locking Nuts

1 - Double Loop  3/16” Galvanized Cable

Top View Top ViewSide View Side View
2 - Loopie 
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Many customers have hundreds of bins that are waiting to go through the repair phase before 

they are eligible to be sent back out. Listening to these concerns, we have had tremendous 

success welding automatic and manual locks to schedule 40 pipe for you, cutting out some 

steps on your end. Allow us to take that burden off of you, allowing you to spend your time 

getting caught up on all those bins! 

Why purchase a cable lock? 

A cable lock is meant to replace the welding of a steel lock because the cable version is easily 

bolted onto the side of the dumpster. No welding required!  No schedule 40 pipe necessary! 

These conveniently packaged kits can be assembled on routes and ship a lot better than a nine 

pound bar! 

 • Automatic lock or manual lock fully assembled with pipe
 • Simply weld the entire kit on and you are done
 • Saves a tremendous amount of time
 • Schedule 40 pipe cut to desired lengths 
 • Proudly welded in the USA 

 • Manual front/ rear load locking device (bolted version) 
 • 200600 - Front load cable kit
 • 200800 - Rear load cable kit
 • Easily bolted to the container 
 • Mounting brackets, nuts, and bolts included with 
instruction sheet

 • Cable is 3/16” galvanized and is cut to 93-1/4” in length
 • Galvanized cable is meant to last when out in the 
elements 

 • Proudly assembled in the USA 

WELDED LOCKS 
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WASTE INDUSTRY PRODUCTS: WELDED LOCKS WITH PIPE WASTE INDUSTRY PRODUCTS: BOLTABLE MANUAL CABLE LOCKS
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200300 Front / Rear Load Cable                           with Spring

Why purchase a cable lock with a spring? 

The spring model cable lock is meant for ease of cable handling becasue the cable does not touch 

the ground. There are no heavy moving parts, no parts that can rust, and no welding required. 

A cable lock is meant to replace the welding of a steel lock because the cable version is easily 

bolted onto the side of the dumpster. No welding required! No schedule 40 pipe necessary! These 

conveniently packaged kits can be assembled on routes and ship a lot better than a nine pound bar! 

  

 • Manual front/ rear load locking device (spring model bolted version)

 • Preferred cable kit by the end user

 • Easily bolted to the container 

 • Mounting brackets, nuts, and bolts included with instruction sheet

 • Cable is 3/16” galvanized and is cut to 106” in length 

 • Galvanized cable is meant to last when out in the elements 

 • Proudly assembled in the USA 
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WASTE INDUSTRY PRODUCTS: LIDS WASTE INDUSTRY PRODUCTS: LIDS

636240-674580 Front Load Lids

Hodge Products, Inc. is now an authorized distributor for Duraflex® Dumpster lids from Container 

Components.  Hodge has many solid waste customers across the Nation who will enjoy the benefits 

of a one stop shop from Hodge.  Our relationship with Container Components dates back to the 

early 1970’s and Craig Taylor and Allan Hodge worked together on various products and projects.  

The Hodge logo is produced on these lids and we now have access to all lid sizes you may require.  

These lids are proudly manufactured in the USA.

Lids currently unavailable for sale in Southern CA

Part 
Number

Lid Dimensions Dumpster 
Size

Part Number Lid Dimensions Dumpster 
Size

636240 36” X 24” 1yd 636450 36” X 45” 3yd & 4yd

636250 36” X 25” 1yd 636460 36” X 46” 3yd & 4yd

636260 36” X 26” 1yd 636470 36” X 47” 3yd & 4yd

636300 36” X 30” 1yd & 1-1/2yd 636480 36” X 48” 3yd & 4yd

636310 36” X 31” 1yd & 1-1/2yd 636490 36” X 49” 3yd & 4yd

636320 36” X 32” 1yd & 1-1/2yd 637460 37” X 46” 3yd & 4yd

636330 36” X 33” 1yd & 1-1/2yd 637480 37” X 48” 3yd & 4yd

636360 36” X 36” 1yd & 1-1/2yd 672480 72” X 48” 3yd & 4yd

637310 37” X 31” 1yd & 1-1/2yd 674480 74” X 48” 3yd & 4yd

636380 36” X 38” 1-1/2yd & 2yd 636550 36” X 55” 6yd & 8yd

636400 36” X 40” 2yd 636560 36” X 56” 6yd & 8yd

636410 36” X 41” 2yd 636570 36” X 57” 6yd & 8yd

637400 37” X 40” 2yd 636580 36” X 58” 6yd & 8yd

637410 37” X 41” 2yd 637560 37” X 56” 6yd & 8yd

672400 72” X 40” 2yd 637570 37” X 57” 6yd & 8yd

672410 72” X 41” 2yd 637580 37” X 58” 6yd & 8yd

674400 74” X 40” 2yd 672580 72” X 58” 6yd & 8yd

674410 74” X 41” 2yd 674580 74” X 58” 6yd & 8yd
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900100 and 900111 9/16” and 11/16” Lid Ear
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Lid Rod 907450

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

Lid ears are one of the most common container parts in the industry. Mainly used in conjunction 

with the lid rod, they allow for the lid to be mounted to the dumpster. We are proud to say that our 

lid ears are made in the USA! 

  

Whether you need rod cut, bent, threaded or smashed, we can do it all for you. We can do any 

thickness, in addition to any desired length and combination of end points for your container needs.

  

 • 900100 - 9/16” lid ear

 • 900111 - 11/16” lid ear 

 • 9/16” is standard, 11/16” is preferred by container manufacturers 

 • Made from sturdy 7-gauge steel 

 • Dual holes allow for custom lid angles 

 • Proudly manufactured in the USA 

 • 1/2” Lid Rod 

 • Available in custom lengths 

 • Threaded, smashed, bent, or plain 

 • Rod proudly manufactured and cut in the USA 
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DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION
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900300

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

Tired of being restricted to only getting “in stock” pocket sizes? Look no further. All you need to 

give us when you call or email are the dimmensions and preferred gauge and we can give you 

pricing in no time. 

  

The standard traingle gusset adds strength to the pocket. Without gussets, the pockets become 

very weak and will collapse under the weight of the forks. Depending on the application, go with 7 

or 10 gauge traingle gussets to add life to those worn out pockets! 

  

 • Custom fabricated pockets 

 • Made to any dimmensions needed 

 • Made with any specified gauge steel

 • Fast turn-around time 

 • Proudly manufactured in the USA 

 • Triangle container gusset

 • Works on all front load pockets

 • Made from sturdy 7 or 10 gauge steel 

 • Made with notches for pockets that have flanges

 • If no flanges, simply fill with weld

 • Proudly manufactured in the USA 

Gusset Custom Pockets 942084
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DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION
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Cut-to-length Schedule 40 Pipe  900075-900080900600 and 900700

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

Local suppliers are always quick and reliable, but they typically charge a premium for that service. 

For schedule 40 pipe, that might be the best way for you to go. But, since we buy truckloads at a 

time, it might be worth a call since we stock all standard sizes, can ship anywhere required, and 

have extremely competitve pricing on cut pipe! 

  

Instead of using a cheap, bolt on lid prop (which is basically a piece of rectangle bar), go with 

our looped lid prop. The reason our looped lid prop is superior is because nothing gets caught 

on the looped end when the hauler goes to dump the container. In addition to those benefits, 

our lid props come in two standard sizes, 14 and 21”, depending on how high you want the lid 

to be propped open during use. The two common areas where these are preffered are condos/ 

appartment complexes and construction sites. 

  

 • Cut-to-length schedule 40 pipe

 • 1” OD fits perfectly with our Lid-Loks®

 • Pipe is imported and proudly cut in the USA 

 • 14/21” Lid Prop 

 • 900600 - 14” looped lid prop

 • 900700 - 21” looped lid prop

 • No sharp edges to catch on bags

 • Easy to install and can be placed anywhere

 • 360 Degree Swivel 

 • Proudly Manufactured in the USA 

14/21” Looped Lid Prop
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900800 Caster Pad 

Why use a caster pad? And why buy ours?

The caster pad is meant to avoid constant replacement of the bin bottom. Instead of welding the 

caster directly onto the bin bottom, use our quick-change caster pad instead. The caster slides 

nicely into the caster pad and is kept in place with a five-inch carriage bolt. When the caster goes 

bad, (which we all know they do), simply have the driver replace the caster in the field! No need to 

take the dumpster back into the yard when the driver only has to unbolt the caster pad to put on a 

new caster. Instead of spending hundreds of dollars on replacement bin bottoms, spend a couple 

of dollars on some caster pads that will last a long time! 

 • Quick change caster pad for easy in-field caster 
replacement

 • Simple weld right onto corner plate/ bin bottom
 • Installs in minutes 
 • Made from sturdy 10-gauge steel 
 • 5” Carriage bolt included and nylon locking nut included 
 • Proudly manufactured in the USA 

7-1/2”5-3/8”

5-3/8”

1/8”

3/4”

1-3/16”

1-3/16”

1”

4.25”

4.25”

900800 Caster Holder

Bottom View w/Bolt Bottom View 

Caster Pad

Side View

End View

3/4”

4.25”

1-3/16”
9/16”

4.25”

End View
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DESCRIPTION
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900801 and 900803 Single/Triple Bend Corner Plate

What are corner plates used for? 

A corner plate is meant to add extra life to the already worn out bin bottoms by reinforcing the 

corners where the high stress points are located. Also, the corner plate acts as a buffer between 

the caster pad and the bottom itself. Instead of replacing the entire bin bottom when the caster pad 

fails, weld the caster pad onto the corner plate instead. That way, if the caster pad fails, you only 

have to replace the caster pad and the corner plate, not the entire bin bottom, saving you hundreds 

of dollars per container! 

  

 • 900801 - Single bend corner plate

 • 900803 - Triple bend corner plate

 • Easy weld on design allows for assembly to be quick and painless

 • Simple weld onto bin bottom

 • Single bend is the economic choice for added life to the bottom

 • Triple bend is the preferred choice for added strength to                

the bottom

 • Made from sturdy 10-gauge steel 

 • Proudly manufactured in the USA

SPECIFICATIONS

Single/Triple Bend Corner Plate with Caster Pad Welded  900801W and 900803W

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

Cutting out an additional step in the welding process for the end users really goes a long way. 

That is why we are welding our caster pads to our corner plates to save you some time! Simply 

order them fully put together and you are good to go. We can also weld these directly onto bin 

bottoms for you which you will see more in depth on the next page. 

 • Easy weld on design allows for assembly to be quick and painless

 • 900801W - Single bend corner plate with caster pad

 • 900803W - Triple bend corner plate with caster pad

 • Simple weld onto bin bottom

 • Corner plates come pre-welded with caster pads attached

 • Single bend is the economic choice for added life to the bottom

 • Triple bend is the preferred choice for added strength to the bottom

 • Made from sturdy 10-gauge steel 

 • Proudly manufactured in the USA
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DESCRIPTION
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Custom Bin Bottoms

Tired of being restricted to only getting “in stock” bin bottom sizes? Look no further. All you 

need to give us when you call or email are the dimmensions and preferred gauge and we can 

give you pricing in no time. 

  

 • Custom fabricated bin bottoms

 • Made to any dimmensions needed 

 • Made with any specified gauge steel

 • Available with drain plug and rails

 • Fast turn-around time 

 • Proudly manufactured in the USA 

Custom Bin Bottoms with 
Corner Plates, Caster Pads, and Casters972363W972363

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

Tired of being restricted to only getting “in stock” bin bottom sizes? Look no further. All you 

need to give us when you call or email are the dimmensions and preferred gauge and we can 

give you pricing in no time. These bin bottoms are fabricated with corner plates and caster pads 

welded onto them. By doing the welding ourselves, it saves you time when having to refurbish 

containers. Let us do the hard work!  

 • Custom fabricated bin bottoms

 • Made to any dimmensions needed 

 • Include single or tiple bend corner plates in additon to caster pads and casters if specified

 • Made with any specified gauge steel

 • Fast turn-around time 

 • Proudly manufactured in the USA 
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6X2 Rubber Molded Swivel and Rigid Casters 6X2 Phenolic Swivel and Rigid Casters90062S/RPH90062S/R

DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

Phenolic casters are made from macerated canvas mixed with phenolic resin, and molded under 

high pressure and temperature. Its hardness is comparable to polished maple flooring. Phenolic 

caster wheels are recommended for smooth concrete and can be used for storage (standing) 

loads without permanent set. Withstands temperature range of -50 degrees to 250 degrees 

fahrenheit. Approximately 920 pound capacity each.  

Mold-on rubber casters have soft rubber tires molded onto iron centers. Soft rubber provides 

more desirable operating characteristics than any other wheel material. It is quiet, absorbs shock 

(prolonging equipment life and protecting containers), can roll over small objects, protects costly 

floor surfaces, and minimizes vibration. Withstands temperature range of -40 degrees to 160 

degrees fahrenheit. Approximately 610 pound capacity each.
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6X2 Polyolefin Swivel and Rigid Casters 6X2 Polyurethane Swivel and Rigid Casters90062S/RPU90062S/RPO

DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

Mold on polyurethane casters with cast iron cores are superior to rubber casters in resistance 

to grease, oil, cutting, chunking, and abrasive wear. These caster wheels can be used on almost 

any factory floor. Given the same size load on a smooth floor, a polyurethane caster wheel rolls 

easier than the same size conventional rubber caster wheel. Withstands temperature range of -40 

degrees to 180 degrees fahrenheit. Approximately 940 pound capacity each. 

Polypropylene casters are made of a polypropylene compound that is an excellent, multi-

application performer. These casters have superior strength resistance to abrasion, compression 

set, acids, oils, grease, and impact. These casters provide easy rolling and great floor protection. 

Withstands temperature range of -20 degrees to 185 degrees fahrenheit. Approximately 660 

pound capacity each. 
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500400 Cart Lock

Still getting complaints from customers about raccoons getting in their trash? Tired of hearing a 30 

minute conversation as to someone’s neighbor dumping trash in their can? That is where our cart-

lok would come in handy. This cheap and reliable device is meant to inhibit people from getting 

into trash cans and carts by simply locking up the lid with a padlock.

  

 • 3/16” vinyl coated cable cut to a 1 foot length 
 • Mounting brackets and ¾” bolts and nuts included 
 • One end is bolted to the front of the can, where the other is 
bolted to the lid of the can, with the padlock going through 
the front end to secure the lid shut

 • A cheap and reliable option to prevent unauthorized use of 
a trash container 

 • Installs in minutes with a simple cordless drill
 • Proudly assembled in the USA 
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400100 - 400700

Why do you need a Sav-Lok®? 

A Sav-Lok® is a permanent padlock attachment that is attached to the shackle of the padlock in 

order to prevent the loss of the padlock. Instead of welding chain directly to the shackle of the 

padlock, which completely ruins the tumblers and pins inside the padlock, we can safely attach the 

Sav-Lok® in house and will prevent the constant loss of your padlocks! 

  

 • Available in shackle sizes ranging from ¼” to ½” 
 • A permanent padlock attachment to prevent the constant 
loss of padlocks 

 • Sold standard with ¾” bolts but any bolt length is 
available 

 • Easy bolt-on mounting brackets allow for quick assembly 
onto container 

 • Call our experts for what Sav-Lok size fits best with your 
padlocks! 

 • Proudly assembled in the USA
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000609

Instead of scrapping our excess schedule 40 pipe, we took the liberty of making custom pen/ 

pencil holders out of it. Any configuration is available! These pencil holders are a great addition 

to your desk and work well as a gift to others as well. Call today for pricing! 

 • Pencil holder made out of schedule 40 pipe
 • Any color option available
 • Great gift for a friend/ family member 
 • Custom designs 
 • Can hold however many pencils or pens you need

Pencil Holder

FEATURES

 • Pencil holder made out of schedule 40 pipe

 • Any color option available

 • Great gift for a friend/ family member 

 • Custom designs 

 • Can hold however many pencils or pens you need
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7KA 8KA

3KA 4KA

1KA 2KA

5KA 6KA

1-1/8in (29mm) Wide Laminated Steel Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike 1-1/8in (29mm) Wide Laminated Brass Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike

1-9/16in (40mm) Wide Laminated Steel Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike 1-9/16in (40mm) Wide Laminated Brass Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike

1-3/4in (44mm) Wide Laminated Steel Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike 1-3/4in (44mm) Wide Laminated Brass Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike

2in (51mm) Wide Laminated Steel Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike 2in (51mm) Wide Laminated Brass Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to match 

other locks with the W7 cylinder

 • 1-1/8in (29mm) wide laminated steel body for superior strength

 • 9/16in (14mm) tall, 3/16in (5mm) diameter standard steel shackle

 • Dual locking levers provide pry resistance

 • Non-rekeyable, 4-pin W7 cylinder helps prevent picking

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 1-1/2” (LF) and 2-1/2” (LJ) 

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, and keyed 

alike master keyed

 • Additional color options available are black, blue, green, red, white, and yellow

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to match other locks 

with the W7 cylinder

 • Ideal for marine and other harsh environments

 • 1-1/8in (29mm) wide laminated brass body offers excellent corrosion resistance

 • 9/16in (14mm) tall, 3/16in (5mm) diameter standard steel shackle

 • Dual locking levers provide pry resistance

 • Non-rekeyable, 4-pin W7 cylinder helps prevent picking

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 1-1/2” (LF) and 2-1/2” (LJ) 

 • Additional shackle material available is brass 

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, and keyed alike 

master keyed

 • Additional color options available are black, blue, green, red, white, and yellow

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to match 

other locks with the W1 cylinder

 • Commercial grade padlock features superior protection from drilling and prying

 • 1-9/16in (40mm) wide laminated steel body for superior strength

 • 3/4in (19mm) tall, 9/32in (7mm) diameter hardened steel shackle for superior cut 

resistance

 • Dual locking levers provide extra pry resistance

 • Non-rekeyable, 4-pin W1 cylinder helps prevent picking

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 1-1/2” (LF) and 2” (LH) 

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, and keyed 

alike master keyed

 • Additional color options available are black, blue, green, red, white, and yellow

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to match 

other locks with the W1 cylinder

 • Ideal for marine and other harsh environments

 • 1-9/16in (40mm) wide laminated brass body offers excellent corrosion resistance

 • 3/4in (19mm) tall, 9/32in (7mm) diameter hardened steel shackle for superior cut 

resistance

 • Dual locking levers provide extra pry resistance

 • Non-rekeyable, 4-pin W1 cylinder helps prevent picking

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 1-1/2” (LF) and 2” (LH) 

 • Additional shackle material available is brass

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, and keyed 

alike master keyed

 • Additional color options available are black, blue, green, red, white, and yellow

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to match 

other locks with the W1 cylinder

 • Commercial grade padlock features superior protection from drilling and prying

 • 1-3/4in (44mm) wide laminated steel body for superior strength

 • 15/16in (24mm) tall, 5/16in (8mm) diameter hardened steel shackle for superior cut 

resistance

 • Dual locking levers provide extra pry resistance

 • Non-rekeyable, 4-pin W1 cylinder helps prevent picking

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 1-1/2” (LF) and 2-1/2” (LJ) 

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, and keyed 

alike master keyed

 • Additional color options available are black, blue, green, red, white, and yellow

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to match 

other locks with the W1 cylinder

 • Ideal for marine and other harsh environments

 • 44mmin (44mm) wide laminated brass body offers excellent corrosion resistance

 • 15/16in (24mm) tall, 5/16in (8mm) diameter hardened steel shackle for superior cut 

resistance

 • Dual locking levers provide extra pry resistance

 • Non-rekeyable, 4-pin W1 cylinder helps prevent picking

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 1-1/2” (LF) and 2-1/2” (LJ) 

 • Additional shackle material available is brass

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, and keyed 

alike master keyed

 • Additional color options available are black, blue, green, red, white, and yellow

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to match 

other locks with the W1 cylinder

 • Commercial grade padlock features superior protection from drilling and prying

 • 2in (51mm) wide laminated steel body for superior strength

 • 1in (25mm) tall, 3/8in (10mm) diameter hardened boron alloy shackle for superior 

cut resistance

 • Dual locking levers provide extra pry resistance

 • Non-rekeyable, 4-pin W1 cylinder helps prevent picking

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 1-1/2” (LF) and 2-1/2” (LJ) 

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, and keyed 

alike master keyed

 • Additional color options available are black, blue, green, red, white, and yellow

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to match 

other locks with the W1 cylinder

 • Ideal for marine and other harsh environments

 • 2in (51mm) wide laminated brass body offers excellent corrosion resistance

 • 1in (25mm) tall, 3/8in (10mm) diameter hardened boron alloy shackle for superior 

cut resistance

 • Dual locking levers provide extra pry resistance

 • Non-rekeyable, 4-pin W1 cylinder helps prevent picking

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 1-1/2” (LF) and 2-1/2” (LJ) 

 • Additional shackle material available is brass

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, and keyed 

alike master keyed

 • Additional color options available are black, blue, green, red, white, and yellow
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500KA 175

22KA 176

105KA 178BLK

1-3/4in (44mm) Wide Laminated Steel Warded Padllock, Keyed Alike 2in (51mm) Wide Resettable Combination Brass Padlock

1-1/2in (38mm) Wide Laminated Steel Warded Padlock, Keyed Alike 2in (51mm) Wide Resettable Combination Brass Padlock, Supervisory Key Override

1-1/8in (29mm) Wide Laminated Steel Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike 2in (51mm) Wide Resettable Combination Zinc Die-Cast Padlock, Black

 • Keyed Ailke - order multiple locks to open with the same key 

 • 1-3/4in (44mm) wide laminated steel body for superior strength

 • 13/16in (21mm) tall, 9/32in (7mm) diameter steel shackle provides 

strong cut resistance

 • Single locking lever

 • Warded locking mechanism minimizes jamming from dirt and grime

 • Additional keying options available are keyed different

 • Set-your-own 4-digit combination for convenience and security

 • Reset to any of 10,000 personalized combination

 • 2in (51mm) wide solid brass case for strength and weatherability

 • 1in (25mm) tall, 5/16in (8mm) diameter hardened steel shackle for superior 

cut resistance

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 2-1/4” (LH)

 • Additional shackle material available is stainless steel (LHSS option only)

 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

 • Set-your-own 4-digit combination with key override feature for 

supervisory access

 • Reset to any of 10,000 personalized combination

 • 2in (51mm) wide solid brass case for strength and weatherability

 • 1in (25mm) tall, 5/16in (8mm) diameter hardened steel shackle for 

superior cut resistance

 • Order override key separately, K7

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 2-1/4” (LH) 

 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

 • Black powder-coat, 2in (51mm) wide die cast body for durable security 

and weatherability

 • Set-your-own 4-digit combination for convenience and security

 • Reset to any of 10,000 personalized combination

 • 1in (25mm) hardened steel shackle for cut resistance

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key

 • 1-1/2in (38mm) laminated steel body for strength

 • 5/8in (16mm) tall, 1/4in (6mm) diameter steel shackle provides strong 

cut resistance

 • Single locking lever

 • Warded locking mechanism minimizes jamming from dirt and grime

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 1-1/2” (LF)

 • Additional keying options available are keyed different 

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key

 • 1-1/8in (29mm) laminated steel body for superior strength

 • Steel shackle provides strong cut resistance

 • Single locking lever

 • Warded locking mechanism minimizes jamming from dirt and grime

 • Additional keying options available are keyed different 
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1174

1175

1177

1178

2-1/4in (57mm) Wide ProSeries® Stainless Steel Resettable Combination Padlock

2-1/4in (57mm) Wide ProSeries® Brass Resettable Combination Padlock

2-1/4in (57mm) Wide ProSeries® Shrouded Brass Resettable Combination Padlock

2-1/4in (57mm) Wide ProSeries® Zinc Die-Cast Resettable Combination Padlock, Black

 • ProSeries® resettable combination locks are designed for Commercial/Industrial 
applications

 • Set-your-own 4-digit combination for convenience and security; 10,000 possible 
combinations

 • No reset tool required
 • Large ergonomic dials with exclusive blind feature permit operation with gloves, in low 

light or complete darkness
 • Deadlocking mechanism protects against prying, shimming and rap attacks
 • Shackle seal and dial dust cover protect internal components and dials for trouble-free 

operation
 • 2-1/4in (57mm) wide stainless steel body for extreme corrosion resistance
 • 1-1/16in (28mm) stainless steel shackle for additional corrosion resistance
 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

 • ProSeries® resettable combination locks are designed for Commercial/Industrial 
applications

 • Set-your-own 4-digit combination for convenience and security; 10,000 possible 
combinations

 • No reset tool required
 • Large ergonomic dials with exclusive blind dial feature permit operation with gloves, in 

low light or complete darkness
 • Deadlocking mechanism protects against prying, shimming and rap attacks
 • Shackle seal and dial dust cover protect internal components and dials for trouble-free 

operation
 • 2-1/4in (57mm) wide solid brass body for superior corrosion resistance
 • 1-1/16in (28mm) octagonal boron-carbide shackle for excellent cut resistance
 • Additional shackle sizes available are 2-1/16” (LH)
 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

 • ProSeries® resettable combination locks are designed for Commercial/Industrial 
applications

 • Set-your-own 4-digit combination for convenience and security; 10,000 possible 
combinations

 • No reset tool required
 • Large ergonomic dials with exclusive blind dial feature permit operation with gloves, in 

low light or complete darkness
 • Deadlocking mechanism protects against prying, shimming and rap attacks
 • Shackle seal and dial dust cover protect internal components and dials for trouble-free 

operation
 • 2-1/4in (57mm) wide shrouded solid brass body for superior corrosion resistance
 • 1-1/16in (28mm) octagonal boron-carbide shackle with shrouded feature for maximum cut 

resistance
 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

 • ProSeries® resettable combination locks are designed for Commercial/Industrial 
applications

 • Set-your-own 4-digit combination for convenience and security; 10,000 possible 
combinations

 • No reset tool required
 • Large ergonomic dials with exclusive blind dial feature permit operation with gloves, in 

low light or complete darkness
 • Deadlocking mechanism protects against prying, shimming and rap attacks
 • Shackle seal and dial dust cover protect internal components and dials for trouble-free 

operation
 • 2-1/4in (57mm) wide die cast body for strength and durability
 • 1-1/16in (28mm) octagonal boron-carbide shackle for excellent cut resistance
 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

6121KA

6125KA

6127KA

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to match 

other locks with the W6000 cylinder

 • Ideal for harsh outdoor conditions - exclusive Pro Series® Weather Tough® cover 

protects lock from water, ice, dirt and grime

 • ProSeries® Padlocks are designed for Commercial/Industrial applications

 • 2-3/8in (60mm) heavy steel body withstands physical attack

 • 1-3/8in (35mm) tall, 3/8in (10mm) diameter hardened boron alloy shackle for 

maximum cut resistance

 • Dual ball locking mechanism resists pulling and prying

 • High security, rekeyable 5-pin cylinder with spool pins is virtually impossible to 

pick

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 2-1/2” (LJ) 

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, and keyed 

alike master keyed

 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ)

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to match 

other locks with the W6000 cylinder

 • Ideal for harsh outdoor conditions - exclusive Pro Series® Weather Tough® cover 

protects lock from water, ice, dirt and grime

 • ProSeries® Padlocks are designed for Commercial/Industrial applications

 • 2-5/8in (67mm) heavy steel body withstands physical attack

 • 1-3/8in (35mm) tall, 7/16in (11mm) diameter hardened boron alloy shackle for 

maximum cut resistance

 • Dual ball locking mechanism resists pulling and prying

 • High security, rekeyable 5-pin cylinder with spool pins is virtually impossible to 

pick

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 1-7/8” (LH) and 2-3/8” (LJ)

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, and keyed 

alike master keyed

 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

2-1/8in (54mm) Wide ProSeries® Weather Tough® 
Laminated Steel Rekeyable Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to match 

other locks with the W6000 cylinder

 • Ideal for harsh outdoor conditions - exclusive Pro Series® Weather Tough® cover 

protects lock from water, ice, dirt and grime

 • ProSeries® Padlocks are designed for Commercial/Industrial applications

 • 2-1/8in (54mm) heavy steel body withstands physical attack

 • 1-1/8in (29mm) tall, 5/16in (8mm) diameter hardened boron alloy shackle for 

maximum cut resistance

 • Dual ball locking mechanism resists pulling and prying

 • High security, rekeyable 5-pin cylinder with spool pins is virtually impossible to 

pick

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 1-1/2” (LF), 2-3/8” (LJ) and 5-5/8” (LN)

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, and keyed 

alike master keyed

 • Additional color options available are red, yellow, green, blue, orange and white

 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

2-3/8in (60mm) Wide ProSeries® Weather Tough® 
Laminated Steel Rekeyable Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike

2-5/8in (67mm) Wide ProSeries® Weather Tough® 
Laminated Steel Rekeyable Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike
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6321KA

6325KA

6327KA

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to 

match other locks with the W6000 cylinder

 • Iron shroud protects shackle from bolt cutters

 • ProSeries® Padlocks are designed for Commercial/Industrial 

applications

 • 2-3/8in (60mm) heavy steel body withstands physical attack

 • 3/4in (19mm) tall, 3/8in (10mm) diameter hardened boron alloy shackle 

for superior cut resistance

 • Dual ball locking mechanism resists pulling and prying

 • High security, rekeyable 5-pin cylinder with spool pins is virtually 

impossible to pick

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, 

and keyed alike master keyed

 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to 

match other locks with the W6000 cylinder

 • Iron shroud protects shackle from bolt cutters

 • ProSeries® Padlocks are designed for Commercial/Industrial 

applications

 • 2-5/8in (67mm) heavy steel body withstands physical attack

 • 3/4in (19mm) tall, 7/16in (11mm) diameter hardened boron alloy shackle 

for superior cut resistance

 • Dual ball locking mechanism resists pulling and prying

 • High security, rekeyable 5-pin cylinder with spool pins is virtually 

impossible to pick

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, 

and keyed alike master keyed

 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

2-1/8in (54mm) Wide ProSeries® Shrouded Laminated Steel 
Rekeyable Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to 

match other locks with the W6000 cylinder

 • Iron shroud protects shackle from bolt cutters

 • ProSeries® Padlocks are designed for Commercial/Industrial 

applications

 • 2-1/8in (54mm) heavy steel body withstands physical attack

 • 3/4in (19mm) tall, 5/16in (8mm) diameter hardened boron alloy shackle 

for superior cut resistance

 • Dual ball locking mechanism resists pulling and prying

 • High security, rekeyable 5-pin cylinder with spool pins is virtually 

impossible to pick

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, 

and keyed alike master keyed

 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

2-3/8in (60mm) Wide ProSeries® Shrouded Laminated Steel 
Rekeyable Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike

2-5/8in (67mm) Wide ProSeries® Shrouded Laminated Steel 
Rekeyable Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike

6271KA

770LHC

6230KA

7035KA

2-7/8in (73mm) Wide ProSeries® Reinforced Zinc Die-Cast 
Hidden Shackle Rekeyable Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike

2-7/8in (73mm) Reinforced Die Cast Rekeyable 6-Pin Tumbler 
Hidden Shackle Padlock with High Security Hasp

2-1/2in (64mm) Wide ProSeries® Solid Steel
 Rekeyable Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike

1-9/16in (40mm) Wide ProSeries® Shrouded Solid Steel 
Rekeyable Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to match other locks 

with the W7000 cylinder

 • ProSeries® Padlocks are designed for Commercial/Industrial applications

 • Lock body conceals shackle - defeats attempts to pry and cut

 • 2-7/8in (73mm) wide reinforced die cast body withstands forcible attacks

 • 3/8in (9mm) diameter boron alloy shackle

 • High security, rekeyable 6-pin cylinder with spool pins is virtually impossible to pick

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, and keyed alike 

master keyed

 • Reinforced die cast 6271 hidden shackle padlock with high security 770 hasp offers 
maximum security

 • Hidden shackle padlock design and hasp shroud provides maximum security against 
drilling, sawing and crowbars

 • Rekeyable 6-pin 297 cylinder provides superior pick resistance
 • Steel hasp measures 9-1/16in x 4-1/2in (23cm x 11.4cm)
 • Installation requires (6) 3/8in carriage bolts, washers and nuts. Not included as application 

determines bolt length
 • Ideal for high security areas and vehicle doors
 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, and keyed alike 

master keyed

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to match other locks 
with the W6000 cylinder

 • ProSeries® Padlocks are designed for Commercial/Industrial applications
 • 2-1/2in (64mm) wide round solid steel body
 • Chrome rustproofing provides longer life
 • 1-1/8in (29mm) tall, 7/16in (11mm) hardened boron alloy shackle for superior cut 

resistance
 • Dual ball bearing locking mechanism resists pulling and prying
 • High security, rekeyable 5-pin cylinder with spool pins is virtually impossible to pick
 • Additional shackle sizes available are 2” (LH)
 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, and keyed alike 

master keyed

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to match other locks 
with the W6000 cylinder

 • Shackle shroud protects from bolt cutters
 • ProSeries® Padlocks are designed for Commercial/Industrial applications
 • 1-9/16in (40mm) heavy hardened steel body with chrome rustproofing for high security 

with long life
 • 1-1/16in (27mm) tall, 1/4in (6mm) diameter hardened boron alloy shackle for superior cut 

resistance
 • Dual ball locking mechanism resists pulling and prying
 • High security, rekeyable 5-pin cylinder with spool pins is virtually impossible to pick
 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, and keyed alike 

master keyed
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PADLOCKS AND SECURITY: AMERICAN LOCK SOLID STEEL MAXIMUM SECURITY

A2010KA A700KA

A5200KA A748KA

A5560KA A790KA

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to 

match other locks with the APTC12 cylinder

 • 1-3/4in (44mm) wide chrome plated solid steel body resists cutting, 

sawing and corrosion

 • 1-1/8in (28mm) tall, 5/16in (8mm) diameter hardened boron alloy 

shackle for superior cut resistance

 • Rekeyable 5-pin APTC12 cylinder helps prevent picking

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, 

and keyed alike master keyed

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to 

match other locks with the APT748 cylinder

 • 2-1/2in (64mm) wide chrome plated solid steel body offers the greatest 

protection against cutting, sawing and corrosion

 • Shrouded shackle provides greatest protection from cutting and 

prying

 • 1in (25mm) tall, 7/16in (11mm) diameter boron alloy steel shackles for 

superior cut resistance

 • Rekeyable 6-pin APT748 cylinder helps prevent picking

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, 

and keyed alike master keyed

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to 

match other locks with the APTC12 cylinder

 • 1-3/4in (44mm) solid brass body for maximum corrosion resistance

 • 1-1/8in (28mm) tall, 5/16in (8mm) diameter hardened boron alloy 

shackle for superior cut resistance

 • Dual ball bearing locking mechanism resists pulling and prying

 • Rekeyable 5-pin APTC12 cylinder helps prevent picking

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, 

and keyed alike master keyed

 • Additional shackle material options are brass and stainless steel

 • Weather cover available for maximum resistance to the elements 

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to 

match other locks with the APTC14 cylinder

 • 3in (76mm) wide body withstands physical attacks

 • Chrome plated solid steel bodies resist cutting, sawing, and 

corrosion

 • 1-1/2in (32mm) tall, 1/2in (13mm) diameter boron alloy steel shackles 

for superior cut resistance

 • Rekeyable 6-pin APTC14 cylinder offers maximum pick resistance

 • Stainless steel pins provide increased drill resistance

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, 

and keyed alike master keyed

2-7/8in (73mm) Solid Steel Rekeyable 6-Pin Tumbler Flat Back 
Hidden Shackle Padlock, Keyed Alike

2-1/2in (64mm) Solid Steel Rekeyable Pin Tumbler 
Padlock, Chrome Plated, Keyed Alike

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to 

match other locks with the APT2001 cylinder

 • Hidden shackle padlock design provides maximum security against 

drilling, sawing and crowbars

 • Precision machined from high quality solid steel

 • Flat back design

 • Triple plated for superior corrosion protection

 • Rekeyable 6-pin APT2001 cylinder provides superior pick resistance

 • Replaces A2500 lock

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, 

and keyed alike master keyed

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to 

match other locks with the APTC12 cylinder

 • 2-1/2in (64mm) wide chrome plated solid steel body resists cutting, 

sawing and corrosion

 • 1-1/16in (27mm) tall, 7/16in (11mm) diameter hardened boron alloy 

shackle offers superior cut resistance

 • Rekeyable 5-pin APTC12 cylinder helps prevent picking

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, 

and keyed alike master keyed

1-3/4in (44mm) Solid Steel Rekeyable Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike 2-1/2in (64mm) Shrouded Solid Steel Rekeyable Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike

1-3/4in (44mm) Solid Brass Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike 3in (76mm) Shrouded Solid Steel Rekeyable Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike
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PADLOCKS AND SECURITY: AMERICAN LOCK SOLID ALUMINUM

A30KA

A1205KARED

A1305KAYLW

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to 
match other locks with the APTC12 cylinder

 • 1-3/4in (44mm) wide solid aluminum body offers strong protection against 
the elements

 • Durable red anodized finish withstands abuse and harsh environments
 • 1-1/8in (28mm) tall, 5/16in (8mm) diameter boron alloy steel shackle for 

superior cut resistance
 • Rekeyable 5-pin APTC12 cylinder prevents picking
 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, and 

keyed alike master keyed
 • Additional shackle material options available are brass and stainless steel
 • Additional color options available are black, blue, brown, clear, green, 

orange, purple, and yellow
 • Weather cover available for maximum resistance to the elements 

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to 
match other locks with the APTC12 cylinder

 • 2in (50mm) wide solid aluminum body offers strong protection against the 
elements

 • Durable yellow anodized finish withstands abuse and harsh environments
 • 1-1/8in (28mm) tall, 3/8in (10mm) diameter boron alloy steel shackle for 

superior cut resistance
 • Rekeyable 5-pin APTC12 cylinder prevents picking
 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, and 

keyed alike master keyed
 • Additional shackle material options available are brass and stainless steel
 • Additional color options available are black, blue, brown, clear, green, 

orange, purple, and red
 • Weather cover available for maximum resistance to the elements 

1-3/4in (44mm) Solid Aluminum Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike

 • Keyed Alike - order multiple locks to open with the same key or order to 

match other locks with the APTC12 cylinder

 • 1-1/2in (38mm) wide solid aluminum body offers strong protection 

against the elements

 • 1in (25mm) tall, 1/4in (6mm) diameter hardened boron alloy steel 

shackle for superior cut resistance

 • Optional chrome plated shackle for extra corrosion resistance

 • Non-rekeyable 5-pin APTC12 cylinder prevents picking

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, 

and keyed alike master keyed

 • Brass shackle available for maximum resistance to corrosion 

 • Additional color options available are black, blue, brown, clear, green, 

orange, purple, and yellow

 • Weather cover available for maximum resistance to the elements 

1-3/4in (44mm) Red Solid Aluminum Rekeyable Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike

2in (51mm) Yellow Solid Aluminum Rekeyable Pin Tumbler Padlock, Keyed Alike

K1

K7

K6000

AK5

Duplicate Pin Tumbler Cut Key

Duplicate Pin Tumbler Cut Key

Duplicate Pin Tumbler Cut Key

Duplicate Pin Tumbler Cut Key

 • The Master Lock No. K1 Duplicate Cut Key is used with the Master Lock W1 

4-Pin Tumbler Cylinder

 • The W1 Cylinder is also available on Master Lock Pro Series® Padlocks

 • The Master Lock No. K1 Cut Key has the following Valid Key Number Ranges: 

2001 - 2997, X2000 - X2998, 0301 - 0950, 3030 - 3999, and A101 - A208

 • The Master Lock No. K7 Duplicate Cut Key is used with the Master Lock W7 
4-Pin Tumbler Cylinder

 • The Master Lock No. K7 Cut Key has the following Valid Key Number Ranges: 
P104 - P851 and K1973 - K2924

 • The Master Lock No. K6000 Duplicate Cut Key is used with the Master Lock 
W6000 5-Pin Tumbler Cylinder

 • The W6000 Cylinder is a standard cylinder on the Master Lock Pro Series® 
Padlocks

 • The Master Lock No. K6000 Cut Key has the following Valid Key Number 
Range: 10G001 - 34G157

 • The American Lock No. AK5 Duplicate Cut Key is used with the American Lock 
APTC12 5-Pin Tumbler Cylinder

 • The American Lock No. AK5 Cut Key has the following Valid Key Number 
Range: 11111 - 88888
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1850D 1630

1502 1654

1525 1670

 • Patented BlockGuard® Anti-Shim Technology withstands attempts to 

violate the latch mechanism

 • Includes combination chart to facilitate lock system administration

 • 1-7/8in (48mm) wide double-reinforced stainless steel body withstands 

abuse

 • 3/4in (19mm) tall, hardened steel shackle for extra cut resistance

 • Easy 3-number dialing with automatic scrambling feature to prevent 

reopening of lock

 • Additional color options available are blue, green, red, purple, orange, 

gold and grey

 • Additional options available are dial pad printing (PADD), laser 

engraving (LZ) and special back case printing (IMPC) 

 • Designed for standard horizontal latch box lockers with hinges on the right
 • NEW octagonal, stylish dial with larger dial numbers and easy grip (black, 

plastic dials only)
 • Springbolt action for convenient, automatic locking
 • Secure, easy to dial 3-digit combination
 • Longer useful life with 5 different pre-set combinations; easily changed to 

maintain security
 • End user registration and control charts provided to secure and simplify 

administration
 • Customize with optional color metal dials. Choose from Red, Blue, Green, 

Purple or Black. See catalog for details. (Metal and color dials feature the 
non-slip dial)

 • Use Model 1676MKADA for ADA Applications
 • Extension kit available for doors with a thickness of 11/16in (17mm) to 3/4in 

(19mm)
 • Additional color options available are blue, green, purple, and red

 • Patented BlockGuard® Anti-Shim Technology withstands attempts to 

violate the latch mechanism

 • Includes combination chart to facilitate lock system administration

 • Key control feature provides supervisory access; specify key to match 

existing system or factory assigned

 • 1-7/8in (48mm) wide double-reinforced stainless steel body withstands 

abuse

 • 3/4in (19mm) tall, hardened steel shackle for extra cut resistance

 • Easy 3-number dialing with automatic scrambling feature to prevent 

reopening of lock

 • Additional color options available are blue, green, red, purple, orange, 

gold and grey

 • Additional options available are dial pad printing (PADD), laser 

engraving (LZ) and special back case printing (IMPC) 

 • Designed for lift handle, turn handle, and single point latch/box 

horizontal latch locker doors with hinges on right

 • Manual deadbolt locking

 • Secure, easy to dial 3-digit combination

 • Longer useful life with 5 different pre-set combinations; easily changed 

to maintain security

 • End user registration and control charts provided to secure and simplify 

administration

 • Customize with optional color metal dials. Choose from Red, Blue, 

Green, Purple or Black. See Catalog for details.

 • Use Model 1676MKADA for ADA Applications

 • Extension kit available for doors with a thickness of 11/16in (17mm) to 

3/4in (19mm)

 • Additional color options available are blue, green, purple, and red

1-7/8in (48mm) Stainless Steel Lock Body General Security Combination Padlock Built-In Combination Lock for Lift Handle Lockers - Hinged on Right

 • 1-7/8in (48mm) wide stainless steel body withstands abuse

 • 3/4in (19mm) tall, hardened steel shackle for extra cut resistance

 • 3-digit dialing

 • Designed for standard lift handle lockers with hinges on the right

 • Convenient, automatic locking

 • Longer useful life with 5 different pre-set combinations; easily changed 

to maintain security

 • End user registration and control charts provided to secure and simplify 

administration

 • Customize with optional color metal dials. Choose from Red, Blue, 

Green, Purple or Black. See Catalog for details.

 • Use Model 1636MKADA for ADA Applications

 • Extension kit available for doors with a thickness of 11/16in (17mm) to 

3/4in (19mm)

 • Additional color options available are blue, green, purple, and red

1-7/8in (48mm) General Security Combination Padlock Built-In Combination Lock for Horizontal Latch Box Lockers - Hinged on Right

1-7/8in (48mm) General Security Combination Padlock with Key Control Feature Built-In Combination Lock for Lift Handle, 
Single Point and Box Lockers - Hinged on RightP
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400100 - 400700

Why do you need a Sav-Lok®? 

A Sav-Lok® is a permanent padlock attachment that is attached to the shackle of the padlock in 

order to prevent the loss of the padlock. Our Sav-Lok® can be used in a multitude of different 

industries: waste, trucking, fencing, manufacturing, prisons, etc. Anywhere where you do not want 

your padlocks to get lost!  

 • Available in shackle sizes ranging from ¼” to ½” 
 • A permanent padlock attachment to prevent the constant 
loss of padlocks 

 • Sold standard with ¾” bolts but any bolt length is 
available 

 • Easy bolt-on mounting brackets allow for quick assembly 
onto container 

 • Call our experts for what Sav-Lok size fits best with your 
padlocks! 

 • Proudly assembled in the USA 

PADLOCKS AND SECURITY: SAV-LOK® PADLOCKS AND SECURITY: SAV-LOK®
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LOCKOUT 
TAGOUT

6160

62

64

66

67

68

70

76

77

ZENEX THERMOPLASTIC

ANODIZED ALUMINUM

POWDER COATED ALUMINUM

HASPS

LOCKOUTS

LOCK BOXES

LOCKOUT STATIONS

SAFETY TAGS
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410 S31

411 S32

406 S33

 • Thermoplastic Safety Padlock
 • 1-1/2in (38mm) wide 3in (76mm) tall Thermoplastic body, shackle with 

1-1/2in (38mm) clearance
 • Designed exclusively for lockout tagout applications
 • Durable, lightweight, non-conductive Thermoplastic lock body
 • Customize on-site with permanent, write-on labels
 • Compliance with “One Employee, One Lock, One Key” directive
 • High security, reserved for safety cylinder
 • Key retaining - ensures that padlock is not left unlocked
 • Keyed different, 6-pin tumbler with over 40,000 available key changes 

cylinder, Shelf Pack 6, Master Carton Qty 36
 • Additional shackle sizes available are 3” (LT)  
 • Additional keying options availble are keyed alike, master keyed, and 

keyed alike master keyed
 • Additional color options available are red, yellow, green, blue, orange, 

black, teal, and purple
 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

 • S32 Global Thermoplastic Dielectric Safety Padlock
 • Recommended solution for sensitive environments where a plastic 3/16in (4.76mm) 

shackle size is required
 • Non-Conductive, Non-Magnetic, Non-Sparking dielectric nylon shackle
 • 1-3/8in (35mm) wide, 1-7/8in (48mm) tall Thermoplastic black body, with 1-1/2in 

(38mm) shackle clearance
 • Patented design complies with the OSHA guideline of “one employee, one lock, one 

key” directive
 • Non-Key retaining - padlock can be left unlocked and snap locked if needed
 • Stands up to chemicals, extreme temperatures, and is UV stable
 • Includes English write-on “Danger” and “Property Of” labels; 14 language options 

available for global identification purposes
 • S142 Photo identification label available for immediate user recognition
 • Keyed different, 6-pin tumbler with over 40,000 available key changes cylinder
 • Additional shackle sizes available are 3” (LT)  
 • Additional keying options availble are keyed alike, master keyed, and keyed alike 

master keyed
 • Additional color options available are red, yellow, green, blue, orange, black, teal, 

purple and white
 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

 • 406 Dielectric Thermoplastic Safety Padlock
 • Plastic shackle helps prevent electrocution and arc flashing, also 

prevents electrical current from shackle to key
 • All components are non-sparking and non-magnetic - plastic, copper, 

brass
 • 1-1/2in (38mm) wide, 1-3/4in (45mm) tall, Thermoplastic body, plastic 

shackle with 1-1/2in (38mm) clearance
 • Designed exclusively for lockout tagout applications
 • Durable, lightweight, non-conductive Thermoplastic lock body
 • Compliance with “One Employee, One Lock, One Key” directive
 • Key retaining - ensures that padlock is not left unlocked
 • Keyed different, 6-pin tumbler with over 40,000 available key changes 

cylinder
 • Commercial Packaing, Shelf Pack Qty 6, Master Carton Qty 36
 • Additional keying options availble are keyed alike, master keyed, and 

keyed alike master keyed
 • Additional color options available are red, yellow, green, blue, orange, 

black, teal, and purple
 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

 • S33 Global Thermoplastic Snap Lock Safety Padlock

 • 3/16in (4.76mm) diameter shackle fits more applications

 • Marine grade 316 stainless steel shackle provides superior corrosion resistance

 • 1-3/8in (35mm) wide , 1-7/8in (48mm) tall Thermoplastic body, with 1-1/2in (38mm) 

shackle clearance

 • Patented design complies with the “One Employee, One Lock, One Key” 

directive

 • Non-Key retaining - padlock can be left unlocked and snap locked as needed

 • Stands up to chemicals, extreme temperatures, and is UV stable

 • Includes English write-on “Danger” and “Property Of” labels; 14 language options 

available for global identification purposes

 • S142 Photo identification label available for immediate user recognition

 • Keyed different, 6-pin tumbler with over 40,000 available key changes cylinder

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 3” (LT)  

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed alike, master keyed, and keyed alike 

master keyed

 • Additional color options available are red, yellow, green, blue, orange, black, teal, 

purple and white

 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

Zenex™ Thermoplastic Safety Padlock, 
1-1/2in (38mm) Wide with 1-1/2in (38mm) Shackle

Zenex™ Thermoplastic Safety Padlock, 1-3/8in (35mm) 
Wide with 1-1/2in (38mm) Tall Stainless Steel Shackle, Key Retaining

 • 410 Thermoplastic Safety Padlock
 • 1-1/2in (38mm) wide, 1-3/4in (44mm) tall Thermoplastic body, shackle 

with 1-1/2in (38mm) clearance
 • Designed exclusively for lockout tagout applications
 • Durable, lightweight, non-conductive Thermoplastic lock body
 • Customize on-site with permanent, write-on labels
 • Compliance with “One Employee, One Lock, One Key” directive 
 • High security, reserved-for-safety cylinder
 • Key retaining - ensures that padlock is not left unlocked
 • Keyed different, 6-pin tumbler with over 40,000 available key changes 

cylinder, Shelf Pack Qty 6, Master Carton Qty 36
 • Additional shackle sizes available are 3” (LT)  
 • Additional keying options availble are keyed alike, master keyed, and 

keyed alike master keyed
 • Additional color options available are red, yellow, green, blue, orange, 

black, teal, and purple
 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

 • S31 Global Thermoplastic Safety Padlock

 • 3/16in (4.76mm) diameter shackle fits more applications

 • Marine grade 316 stainless steel shackle provides superior corrosion resistance

 • 1-3/8in (35mm) wide, 1-7/8in (48mm) tall Thermoplastic body, with 3in (76mm) 

shackle clearance

 • Patented design complies with the OSHA guideline of “one employee, one lock, one 

key” directive

 • Key Retaining - ensures padlock is not accidentally left unlocked

 • Stands up to chemicals, extreme temperatures, and is UV stable

 • Includes English write-on “Danger” and “Property Of” labels; 14 language options 

available for global identification purposes

 • S142 Photo identification label available for immediate user recognition

 • Keyed different, 6-pin tumbler with over 40,000 available key changes cylinder

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 3” (LT)  

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed alike, master keyed, and keyed alike 

master keyed

 • Additional color options available are red, yellow, green, blue, orange, black, teal, 

purple and white

 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

Zenex™ Thermoplastic Safety Padlock,
 1-1/2in (38mm) Wide with 1-1/2in (38mm) Shackle

Dielectric Zenex™ Thermoplastic Safety Padlock, 1-3/8in (35mm) 
Wide with 1-1/2in (38mm) Tall Nylon Shackle, Non-Key Retaining

Dielectric Zenex™ Thermoplastic Safety Padlock,
 1-1/2in (38mm) Wide with 1-1/2in (38mm) Nylon Shackle

Zenex™ Thermoplastic Safety Padlock, 1-3/8in (35mm) 
Wide with 1-1/2in (38mm) Tall Stainless Steel Shackle, Non-Key RetainingL
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LOCKOUT TAGOUT: ZENEX THERMOPLASTIC LOCKOUT TAGOUT: ZENEX THERMOPLASTIC
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A1105

A1106

A1107

 • American Lock Aluminum Safety Padlock

 • 1-1/2in (38mm) wide anodized aluminum body, 1/4in (6mm) diameter 

chrome plated, boron alloy shackle with 1-1/2in (38mm) clearance

 • Anodized finish suitable for lockout tagout in food processing facilities

 • Corrosion resistant finish for tough environments

 • High visibility color plus high security

 • Keyed different 5-pin tumbler rekeyable cylinder

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed alike, master keyed, and keyed 

alike master keyed

 • Additional color options available are red, yellow, green, blue, orange, 

black, clear, brown and purple

 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

 • American Lock Aluminum Safety Padlock

 • 1-1/2in (38mm) wide anodized aluminum body, 1/4in (6mm) diameter 

chrome plated, boron alloy shackle with 3in (76mm) clearance

 • Anodized finish suitable for lockout tagout in food processing facilities

 • Corrosion resistant finish for tough environments

 • High visibility color plus high security

 • Keyed different 5-pin tumbler rekeyable cylinder

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed alike, master keyed, and keyed 

alike master keyed

 • Additional color options available are red, yellow, green, blue, orange, 

black, clear, brown and purple

 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

Anodized Aluminum Safety Padlock,
 1-1/2in (38mm) Wide with 1in (25mm) Tall Shackle

 • American Lock Aluminum Safety Padlock

 • 1-1/2mm (38mm) wide anodized aluminum body, 1/4in (6mm) diameter 

chrome plated, boron alloy shackle with 1in (25mm) clearance

 • Anodized finish suitable for lockout tagout in food processing facilities

 • Corrosion resistant finish for tough environments

 • High visibility color plus high security

 • Keyed different 5-pin tumbler rekeyable cylinder

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed alike, master keyed, and 

keyed alike master keyed

 • Additional color options available are red, yellow, green, blue, orange, 

black, clear, brown and purple

 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ)  

Anodized Aluminum Safety Padlock, 
1-1/2in (38mm) Wide with 1-1/2in (38mm) Tall Shackle

Anodized Aluminum Safety Padlock, 
1-1/2in (38mm) Wide with 3in (76mm) Tall Shackle

S1105

S1106

S1107

 • American Lock Aluminum Safety Padlock
 • 1-1/2in (38mm) wide anodized aluminum body, 1/4in (6mm) diameter 

chrome plated, boron alloy shackle with 1-1/2in (38mm) clearance
 • Anodized finish suitable for lockout tagout in food processing facilities
 • Corrosion resistant finish for tough environments
 • Compliance with “One Employee, One Lock, One Key” directive directive
 • High security, reserved for safety cylinder
 • Key retaining - ensures that padlock is not left unlocked
 • Keyed different, 6-pin tumbler with over 40,000 available key changes
 • Also available Keyed alike - master keyed
 • Commerical Packaging, Shelf Pack Qty 6, Master Carton Qty 24
 • Additional keying options availble are keyed alike, master keyed, and keyed 

alike master keyed
 • Additional color options available are red, yellow, green, blue, orange, black, 

clear, brown and purple
 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

 • American Lock Aluminum Safety Padlock
 • 1-1/2in (38mm) wide anodized aluminum body
 • 1/4in (6mm) diameter chrome plated, boron alloy shackle with 1in (25mm) 

clearance
 • Anodized finish suitable for lockout tagout in food processing facilities
 • Corrosion resistant finish for tough environments
 • Compliance with “One Employee, One Lock, One Key” directive directive
 • High security, reserved for safety cylinder
 • Key retaining - ensures that padlock is not left unlocked
 • Keyed different, 6-pin tumbler with over 40,000 available key changes
 • Also available Keyed alike - master keyed
 • Additional keying options availble are keyed alike, master keyed, and keyed 

alike master keyed
 • Additional color options available are red, yellow, green, blue, orange, black, 

clear, brown and purple
 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

 • American Lock Aluminum Safety Padlock
 • 1-1/2in (38mm) wide anodized aluminum body, 1/4in (6mm) diameter chrome 

plated, boron alloy shackle with 3in (76mm) clearance
 • Anodized finish suitable for lockout tagout in food processing facilities
 • Corrosion resistant finish for tough environments
 • Compliance with “One Employee, One Lock, One Key” directive directive
 • High security, reserved for safety cylinder
 • Key retaining - ensures that padlock is not left unlocked
 • Keyed different, 6-pin tumbler with over 40,000 available key changes
 • Also available Keyed alike - master keyed
 • Commerical Packaging, Shelf Pack Qty 6, Master Carton Qty 24
 • Additional keying options availble are keyed alike, master keyed, and keyed 

alike master keyed
 • Additional color options available are red, yellow, green, blue, orange, black, 

clear, brown and purple
 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

Anodized Aluminum Safety Padlock, 1-1/2in (38mm) 
Wide with1in (25mm) Tall Shackle, Key Retaining Safety Exclusive Cylinder

Anodized Aluminum Safety Padlock, 1-1/2in (38mm) 
Wide with1-1/2in (38mm) Tall Shackle, Key Retaining Safety Exclusive Cylinder

Anodized Aluminum Safety Padlock, 1-1/2in (38mm) 
Wide with3in (76mm) Tall Shackle, Key Retaining Safety Exclusive CylinderL
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LOCKOUT TAGOUT: ANODIZED ALUMINUM LOCKOUT TAGOUT: ANODIZED ALUMINUM
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6835

S6835

Powder Coated Aluminum Safety Padlock, 
1-1/2in (38mm) Wide with 1in (25mm) Tall Shackle

Powder Coated Aluminum Safety Padlock, 1-1/2in (38mm) 
Wide with1in (25mm) Tall Shackle, Key Retaining Safety Exclusive Cylinder

 • Powder Coated Aluminum Safety Padlock

 • 1-1/2in (38mm) wide aluminum body, 1/4in (6mm) shackle with 1in 

(25mm) clearance

 • Baked on powder-coated finish stays bright

 • Ideal for corrosive and tough environments

 • High visibility color plus high security

 • Keyed different 5-pin tumbler cylinder

 • 6-pin cylinder available

 • Commerical Packaging, Shelf Pack Qty 6, Master Carton Qty 24

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 1-1/2” (LF) and 3” (LT)

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, 

and keyed alike master keyed

 • Additional color options available are red, yellow, green, blue, orange 

and black 

 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 

 • Powder Coated Aluminum Safety Padlock

 • 1-1/2in (38mm) wide aluminum body

 • 1/4in (6mm) diameter chrome plate, boron alloy shackle

 • 1in (25mm) shackle clearance

 • High visibility, baked on powder-coated finish stays bright

 • Compliance with “One Employee, One Lock, One Key” directive 

directive

 • High security, reserved for safety cylinder

 • Key retaining - ensures that padlock is not left unlocked

 • Keyed different, 6-pin tumbler with over 40,000 available key changes

 • Also available Keyed alike - master keyed

 • Additional shackle sizes available are 1-1/2” (LF) and 3” (LT)

 • Additional keying options availble are keyed different, master keyed, 

and keyed alike master keyed

 • Additional color options available are red, yellow, green, blue, orange 

and black 

 • Additional options available are custom laser engraving (LZ) 
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416

418

420

421

Aluminum Lockout Hasp, 1in (25mm) Jaw Clearance

Steel Heavy Duty Lockout Hasp, 1in (25mm) Jaw Clearance

Steel Lockout Hasp, 1in (25mm) Jaw Clearance

Steel Lockout Hasp, 1-1/2in (38mm) Jaw Clearance

 • Aluminum Lockout Hasp

 • Lockout by multiple workers at each lockout point

 • Keeps equipment inoperative while repairs or adjustments are being made

 • Control cannot be turned on until last worker’s safety padlock is removed 

from hasp

 • Spark resistant aluminum

 • Dimensions are 1-1/2in x 4-3/8in (38mm x 111mm) with 1in (25mm) inside jaw 

diameter, holds up to 6 padlocks

 • Heavy Duty Pry Proof Lockout Hasp

 • Lockout by multiple workers at each lockout point

 • Keeps equipment inoperative while repairs or adjustments are being made

 • Control cannot be turned on until last worker’s safety padlock is removed 

from hasp

 • Heavy duty pry proof steel

 • Dimensions are 2-3/8in x 3-1/4 (60mm x 82mm) with 1in (25mm) inside jaw 

diameter, holds up to 4 safety padlocks

 • Steel Lockout Hasp

 • Lockout by multiple workers at each lockout point

 • Keeps equipment inoperative while repairs or adjustments are being made

 • Control cannot be turned on until last worker’s safety padlock is removed 

from hasp

 • Heavy gauge steel jaw with red vinyl coated handle

 • Dimensions are 1-3/4in x 4-1/2in (44mm x 114mm) with 1in (25mm) inside jaw 

diameter, holds up to 6 safety padlocks

 • Steel Lockout Hasp

 • Lockout by multiple workers at each lockout point

 • Keeps equipment inoperative while repairs or adjustments are being made

 • Control cannot be turned on until last worker’s safety padlock is removed 

from hasp

 • Heavy gauge steel jaw with red vinyl coated handle

 • Dimensions are 2-3/8in x 5in (60mm x 127mm) with 1-1/2in (38mm) inside jaw 

diameter, holds up to 6 safety padlocks

LOCKOUT TAGOUT: POWDER COATED ALUMINUM LOCKOUT TAGOUT: HASPS
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468LS806

485S856

S3920S866

 • Rotating Gate Valve Lockout Device Set

 • Set of five rotating gate valve lockouts (480, 481, 482, 483 and 484)

 • Outward/inward rotation allows for easier installation and storage

 • Surrounds the valve operating handle to protect against accidental valve 

opening

 • Unique patented rotating design allows for easier installation in 

confined space applications

 • Each size rotates into itself and nests into the next larger size to save 

space in safety tool boxes

 • Center knockout can be removed for rising stem gate valves

 • Multiple workers can apply their personal safety padlocks

 • Complete with high visibility permanent safety labels (English, French & 

Spanish) that can be written-on to identify the responsible person

 • Tough, lightweight, dielectric thermoplastic bodies withstand 

chemicals

 • Patented 1/8in (3.3mm) diameter x 9ft (2.74m) cable features a red plastic 

coating for added durability and visibility

 • Cable reel acts as Cable Management System to allow for easier 

application and protected storage of the cable

 • Tough, lightweight thermoplastic body withstands chemicals

 • Ergonomic design eases operation when wearing gloves

 • Contoured design provides ability to stack, transport, and store multiple 

devices

 • Suitable for group or multi-point lockout

 • Includes high-visibility, write-on safety labels in English, Spanish and 

French for easy identification

 • Seal Tight™ Handle-Off Ball Valve Lockout

 • Patented innovative design eliminates the risk of valve reactivation 

with removal of the handle

 • Covers valve stem for secure lockout tagout

 • Universal fit-effectively locks out all valves from 3/8in (10mm) to 4in 

(102mm)

 • Fits virtually all types of pipe including insulated, PVC and metal

 • Easy to use - simple to apply with an intuitive wrapping strap and 

locking mechanism

 • Lightweight, flexible lockout device is easily carried to the job and 

then folded for compact storage in safety toolboxes

 • Includes write-on labels in English, Spanish and French

 • Constructed of durable PVC polyester fabric and HDPE plastic

 • Performs effectively to withstand corrosive environments and 

extreme temperatures

 • 6ft Cable Lockout

 • Patented 5/32in (4mm) diameter x 6ft (1.83m) pull-tight cable adjusts for a 

secure fit every time. Also available from 2 to 50 feet (.61m to 15.24m) long

 • Integrated safety lockout hasp and cable is ideal for multiple circuit breaker 

panels and side-by-side gate valve lockouts

 • Tough, flexible multi-stranded steel cable is insulated with a clear plastic 

coating (PVC free)

 • Feed the cable end through the points to be locked out, then back through the 

lockout body

 • Cinch it tight to remove any slack with the patented locking feature

 • Tough, lightweight thermoplastic body withstands chemicals

 • Performs effectively in extreme conditions

 • Includes high-visibility, write-on safety labels in English, Spanish and French

 • Adjustable Butterfly Valve Lockout

 • Locks out valve in seconds by feeding S806 cable lockout device 

through desired eyelet and around valve neck

 • Durable, lightweight thermoplastic material is chemical resistant 

and performs effectively in extreme environments

 • Directional application arrows allow for ease of installation and 

minimize user error

 • Stainless steel rivet allows device to smoothly pivot open and 

closed to ensure proper fit

 • Cable lockout with adjustable Nylon Core Cable

 • Patented 1/8in (3.3mm) diameter x 9ft (2.74m) cable features a yellow 

plastic coating for added durability and visibility

 • Cable reel acts as Cable Management System to allow for easier 

application and protected storage of the cable

 • Tough, lightweight thermoplastic body withstands chemicals

 • Ergonomic design eases operation when wearing gloves

 • Contoured design provides ability to stack, transport, and store multiple 

devices

 • Suitable for lockout in electrical environments

 • Includes high-visibility, write-on safety labels in English, Spanish and 

French for easy identification

Seal Tight™ Handle-Off Ball Valve LockoutAdjustable Cable Lockout, 6ft (1.8m) Cable

Rotating Gate Valve Lockout, Set of All Five Size Models, Nos. 480-484Retractable Cable Lockout Device with Steel Core Cable

Butterfly Valve Lockout, Device OnlyRetractable Cable Lockout Device with Nylon Core Cable

LOCKOUT TAGOUT: CABLE LOCKOUT LOCKOUT TAGOUT: VALVE LOCKOUT
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S600S3500

S601503RED

S602498A

 • 430-grade stainless steel construction maximizes corrosion 

resistance

 • Clear, impact-resistant window provides visibility to secured keys

 • Side window to view unused locks

 • 18 numbered lockout holes for easy identification

 • Latch with lock hole on front for operations lock

 • Flanged design on sides offers easy application of locks

 • Gasketed key slot to drop keys into removable cup

 • Drain holes on bottom to limit liquids from accumulating inside

 • Stackable design facilitates storage and simplifies transporting 

multiple boxes

 • Replacement removable key cups available (PKGP43216)

 • Latch Tight™ Red Group Lock Box - Portable or Wall Mount

 • Storage device captures keys for effective lock out of large 

equipment

 • Exclusive Latch Tight™ feature ensures that keys cannot be accessed 

until the last safety padlock is removed

 • Durable powder-coated red finish with stainless steel handle

 • Integrated storage organizes up to 12 keys or hundred of bulk keys

 • Dual application - wall mount or portable

 • Up to 14 workers can apply their personal safety padlock or lockout 

hasp

 • Additional color option available is yellow

 • 430-grade stainless steel construction maximizes corrosion 

resistance

 • Clear, impact-resistant window provides visibility to secured keys

 • 18 numbered lockout holes for easy identification

 • Latch with lock hole on front for operations lock

 • Flanged design on sides offers easy application of locks

 • Gasketed key slot to drop keys into removable cup

 • Drain holes on bottom to limit liquids from accumulating inside

 • Stackable design facilitates storage and simplifies transporting 

multiple boxes

 • Replacement removable key cups available (PKGP43216)

 • Includes permit display case and wall mount group lock box

 • 430-grade stainless steel with heavy-duty powder coating withstands outdoor 

elements and provides corrosion resistance

 • Wall mounted for accessibility

 • Clear, impact-resistant windows for viewing permit and key(s) during lockout

 • Rubber seal on permit display case protects documents from water damage in 

outdoor applications or during cleaning

 • Rewritable tag provides area to communicate station-specific information

 • Group lock box has 12 numbered lock holes for personal safety locks, plus a latch 

hole designated for the control lock

 • Includes removable lock caddy for easy transportation of equipment locks to 

isolation points during lockout

 • Removable key cup in lock box to collect and maintain visibility of secured key(s) 

during lockout, and easy retrieval of key(s) after release of lockout

 • Replacement lock caddy (S3503), rewritable tags (PKGP44055) and key cup 

(PKGP50837) available separately

 • 430-grade stainless steel construction maximizes corrosion 

resistance

 • Clear, impact-resistant window provides visibility to secured keys

 • Rewritable tag for specific procedure or machine information

 • 18 numbered lockout holes for easy identification

 • Latch with lock hole on front for operations lock

 • Flanged design on sides offers easy application of locks

 • Gasketed key slot to drop keys into removable cup

 • Drain holes on bottom to limit liquids from accumulating inside

 • Stackable design facilitates storage and simplifies transporting 

multiple boxes

 • Replacement removable key cups (PKGP43217) and rewritable tags 

(PKGP43150, 1 bag of 20 tags) available

 • Portable Red Group Lock Box - Latch Tight™

 • Secure each lockout point on a piece of equipment with just one 

designated safety padlock

 • Capture the keys from those lockout points by placing them in the lock 

box

 • Each authorized employee locks one personal safety padlock onto the 

box, removing them only when their work is complete

 • Exclusive Latch Tight™ feature ensures that keys cannot be accessed 

until the last safety padlock is removed

 • Durable powder-coated red finish with an easy-to-grip, ergonomic 

handle

 • “Lock Out” message in English, Spanish and French communicates to 

all workers

 • Accommodates up to 12 workers, more with the use of lockout hasps

Portable Group Lock Box with Key WindowPermit Control Station

Portable Group Lock Box with Key & Side WindowLatch Tight™ Red Group Lock Box, Wall-Mount or Portable

Large Portable Group Lock Box with Key Window & Rewritable TagLatch Tight™ Portable Group Lock Box

LOCKOUT TAGOUT: PERMIT CONTROL STATIONS AND GROUP LOCK BOXES LOCKOUT TAGOUT: GROUP LOCK BOXES
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496BS3922

491BS3923

493BS3924

 • Grip Tight™ Circuit Breaker Lockout

 • Fits wide or tall breaker toggles typically found on hi-voltage/hi-

amperage breakers

 • Innovative patented Grip Tight™ design effectively locks out 

circuit breakers

 • Adjust to breaker with simple thumb turn and then close 

clamping handle for a tight grip on the toggle

 • Great strength with universal fit

 • Compact lockout device is easy to carry and easy to store

 • Accepts all American Lock and Master Lock safety padlock 

shackles and lockout hasp diameters

 • Durable construction with powder coated steel and reinforced 

polymer for operation in harsh environments

 • Device fully conceals flange bolts preventing access to the blind 

until all work has been completed

 • Adjustable device provides a tight fit, adapting to multiple flanged 

pipe applications

 • Recommended for use with nut diameter from 1-5/16in to 1-7/8in 

(33.3mm – 47.8mm)

 • Four lockout holes allow for multiple workers to lockout device at 

one time

 • Durable aluminum and hardened steel construction withstands 

conditions indoors and out

 • Universal Wall Switch Cover

 • Locks out both toggle and Decora™ Paddle Wall Switches

 • Patented design assures switch stays locked on or off

 • Hinges open for unobstructed normal operations of switch

 • Includes English/Spanish and English/French labels

 • Device fully conceals flange bolts preventing access to the blind 

until all work has been completed

 • Adjustable device provides a tight fit, adapting to multiple flanged 

pipe applications

 • Recommended for use with nut diameter from 3/4in to 1-1/8in 

(19mm – 28.7mm)

 • Four lockout holes allow for multiple workers to lockout device at 

one time

 • Durable aluminum and hardened steel construction withstands 

conditions indoors and out

 • Grip Tight™ Circuit Breaker Lockout

 • Fits standard height and tie-bar toggles typically found on 120 

and 240 volt breakers

 • Innovative patented Grip Tight™ design effectively locks out 

circuit breakers

 • Adjust to breaker with simple thumb turn and then close 

clamping handle for a tight grip on the toggle

 • Great strength with universal fit

 • Compact lockout device is easy to carry and easy to store

 • Accepts all American Lock and Master Lock safety padlock 

shackles and lockout hasp diameters

 • Durable construction with powder coated steel and reinforced 

polymer for operation in harsh environments

 • Device fully conceals flange bolts preventing access to the blind 

until all work has been completed

 • Adjustable device provides a tight fit, adapting to multiple flanged 

pipe applications

 • Recommended for use with nut diameter from 2in to 2-3/4in 

(52.3mm – 69.9mm)

 • Four lockout holes allow for multiple workers to lockout device at 

one time

 • Durable aluminum and hardened steel construction withstands 

conditions indoors and out

Universal Wall Switch CoverBlind Flange Lockout Device, Small

Grip Tight™ Circuit Breaker Lockout, Tall and Wide TogglesBlind Flange Lockout Device, Medium

Grip Tight™ Circuit Breaker Lockout, Standard Single and Double TogglesBlind Flange Lockout Device, Large

LOCKOUT TAGOUT: BLIND FLANGE LOCKOUT LOCKOUT TAGOUT: ELECTRICAL LOCKOUT
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S3900

 • Rotating Large Electrical Plug Lockout Device

 • Outward/inward rotation allows for easier application and storage

 • Surrounds the electrical plug and protects against accidental reconnection

 • Patented rotating design allows for easier installation in confined space applications

 • Complete with high visibility permanent safety labels (English, French & Spanish)

 • Tough, lightweight, dielectric thermoplastic bodies withstand chemicals

 • Performs effectively in extreme conditions

 • For electrical plug sizes up to 3in (76mm) in diameter x 6in (152mm) with cord diameter 

up to 3/4in (19mm) (Most 110 and many 220-volt plugs)

 • Rotating Electrical Plug Lockout Device

 • Outward/inward rotation allows for easier application and storage

 • Surrounds the electrical plug and protects against accidental reconnection

 • Patented rotating design allows for easier installation in confined space applications

 • Complete with high visibility permanent safety labels (English, French & Spanish)

 • Tough, lightweight, dielectric thermoplastic bodies withstand chemicals

 • Performs effectively in extreme conditions

 • For electrical plug sizes up to 2-1/4in (57mm) in diameter x 3-1/4in (82mm) with cord 

diameter up to 3/4in (19mm) (Most 110 and many 220-volt plugs)

 • Pneumatic Lockout

 • Prevents pneumatic fitting from being connected to pressurized air source

 • Can lockout up to 6 pneumatic devices

 • For use with male fittings

 • Accommodates ¼ in, 5/16 in, 3/8 in, 7/16 in, ½ in, 9/16 in, 5/8 in, 13/16 in connections

 • Measures 1-3/8in wide x 7-3/4in tall, 1/8in thick (33mm x 185mm x 3.2mm)

 • Stainless steel construction for corrosion resistance

 • Accepts up to 2 padlocks or lockout hasps for multiple worker lockout

 • Accepts any Master Lock or American Lock safety padlock with shackle diameter up to 

9/32 inches

Rotating Electrical Plug Lockout, 110 and 220 Volt Plugs

Rotating Large Electrical Plug Lockout, 220-550 Volt Plugs

Stainless Steel Pneumatic Lockout

4716

S201CSM

S1017

 • Exceeds OSHA 29CFR 1910.146 Standard for Permit Required 

Confined Space

 • Easy-to-use, elastic rimmed cover slips over flange of confined space 

for quick application to deter unauthorized entry

 • Provides OSHA required signage to warn affected workers of 

confined space hazards

 • Size Medium fits standard 23in - 28in (584mm - 711mm) man-ways

 • Keeps unwanted materials from entering the confined space 

including litter, debris and pests

 • Mesh material provides ventilation to allow for airflow

 • Made from durable materials to withstand extreme environments

 • Reusable covers are easily cleaned and stored

 • Available in four sizes, Small to X-Large, to fit standard man-way 

diameters from 20in to 39in (508mm – 991mm)

 • Steering Wheel Cover

 • 16in (406mm) Steering wheel cover provides visual deterrent for 

vehicle maintenance

 • Trilingual warning (English, French & Spanish) notifies employees 

not to start or move vehicle

 • Lock in place with a 421 hasp and safety padlock

 • For added security use S806 lockout cable device around steering 

wheel and foot pedals

 • Additional size options available are 20” and 24” 

 • Personal Lockout Toolbox

 • 17in (432mm) wide safety lockout toolbox keeps important lockout 

devices and padlocks together

 • Ultra-durable design

 • Lockable to keep items secure

Steering Wheel Cover, 16in (41cm) Diameter

Elastic, Ventilated Confined Space Cover, Size Medium fits manway holes 23in - 28in (584mm - 711mm)

17in (432mm) Personal Lockout ToolBox, Unfilled

LOCKOUT TAGOUT: ELECTRICAL AND PNEUMATIC LOCKOUT LOCKOUT TAGOUT: COVERS AND LOCKOUT STATIONS
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S1705P410S1800

S1518S1850ES

S4002MT1484BP1106

S40501484BP410ES

Compact Lockout Center, Zenex™ Thermoplastic PadlocksDeluxe Tool Station, Unfilled 

Large Padlock Rack, UnfilledLockout Station, Spanish/English, Unfilled

Danger Do Not Operate - Metal Detectable Safety Tag20-Lock Padlock Station, Anodized Aluminum Padlocks

Yellow Caution Do Not Operate This Equipment - Safety Tag20-Lock Padlock Station, English/Spanish, Zenex™ Thermoplastic Padlocks

 • Compact Lockout Center

 • Includes one 410RED Zenex™ padlock, one 421 hasp and two 497A lockout tags

 • Compact lockout center locates machine specific lockout devices and padlocks near a 

lockout point

 • Four hanger clips for safety padlocks or hasps

 • Durable polycarbonate construction for years of use in corrosive environments

 • Includes face labels in English, Spanish/English or French/English

 • Center measures 7-3/4in wide x 9-3/4in tall x 3-3/8in deep (196mm x 247mm x 85mm)

 • Bin measures 6-1/2in wide x 2-7/8in tall x 2-7/8in deep (165mm x 73mm x 73mm)

 • Deluxe Tag Center

 • Two tip-out bins each have 3 compartments for lockout tags

 • Each compartment holds 25 lockout tags with a total capacity of 150 lockout tags

 • Compartments can also hold safety eyewear and ear protection

 • 8 hanger clips can hold safety padlocks or hasps

 • Holes provided along bottom for peghooks, allows you to hang bulky devices below

 • Deluxe Tag Center measures 22in wide x 11in tall x 4in deep (558mm x 279mm x 101mm)

 • Each bin measures 10in wide x 6-3/4in tall x 3-1/2in deep (254mm x 171mm x 88mm)

 • Padlock Rack

 • Holds 18-22 safety padlocks

 • 17.5in wide x 3in tall x 1.5in deep (444mm x 76mm x 38mm x 748mm)

 • Heavy gauge steel with durable powder coat finish ensure long life in 

manufacturing facilities

 • Includes labels in English, Spanish/English and French/English

 • Spanish/English Lockout Station

 • Multilingual Spanish/English large capacity lockout station holds departmental             

lockout needs

 • 8 hanger clips holds 2 safety padlocks or lockout hasps each

 • Holes provided along bottom for optional peg hook hangers to hang bulky devices

 • Lockable - use a combination padlock to limit access to authorized employees

 • Lockout station comes unfilled

 • Measures 23.5in wide x 15.5in tall x 4.5in deep (596mm x 393mm x 114mm)

 • Safety Tag

 • Guardian Extreme™ Metal Detectable Tags fuse graphics into rugged industrial-grade 

polypropylene blended with a metal additive

 • Ideal for lockout tagout in food processing and pharmaceutical facilities

 • Longest lasting tags available

 • Stands up to wash downs, humidity, and extreme temperatures

 • Use indoors or outdoors

 • Stands up to sun, rain, sleet, windborne sand and dirt

 • Superior chemical resistance to over 30 chemicals

 • Withstands over 80 lbs. (36kg) of pullout force (exceeds OSHA requirement)

 • 3in (76mm) wide x 5-3/4in (146mm) tall

 • Aluminum 20 Lock Padlock Station

 • Safety Lockout covered padlock station with 20 of the A1106RED aluminum padlocks, keyed different

 • Also contains four 420 hasps and four bags (12/pack) of 497A Danger Do Not Operate lockout tags

 • Exclusive lockable translucent cover protects contents from dust and grime and ensures the lockout 

safety padlocks are there when you need them

 • Resilient polycarbonate material provides twice the heat resistance and quadruple the impact strength 

of typical stations

 • One piece molded construction means no glued hanger clips or tag pockets to ever come loose

 • Reinforced snap-on clips provide easy padlock and hasp storage and removal

 • Station measures 22in high x 22in wide x 1-3/4in deep (558mm x 558mm x 44mm)

 • Safety Tag

 • Guardian Extreme™ process fuses graphics into rugged industrial-grade polypropylene

 • Longest lasting tags available

 • Stands up to wash downs, humidity, and extreme temperatures

 • Use indoors or outdoors

 • Stands up to sun, rain, sleet, windborne sand and dirt

 • Superior chemical resistance to over 30 chemicals

 • Withstands over 80 lbs. (36kg) of pullout force (exceeds OSHA requirement)

 • 3in (76mm) wide x 5-3/4in (146mm) tall

 • One item consists of 1 bag with 6 tags and 6 ties

 • Zenex 20 Lock Spanish/English Padlock Station

 • Spanish/English Safety Lockout covered padlock station with 20 of the 410RED Zenex™ padlocks, 

keyed different

 • Also contains four 420 hasps and four bags (12/pack) of 497AX Spanish/English Danger Do Not 

Operate lockout tags

 • Exclusive lockable translucent cover protects contents from dust and grime and ensures the lockout 

safety padlocks are there when you need them

 • Resilient polycarbonate material provides twice the heat resistance and quadruple the impact strength 

of typical stations

 • One piece molded construction means no glued hanger clips or tag pockets to ever come loose

 • Reinforced snap-on clips provide easy padlock and hasp storage and removal

 • Zenex™ padlock includes front and rear labels in English, Spanish and French

 • Station measures 22in high x 22in wide x 1-3/4in deep (558mm x 558mm x 44mm)
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LOCKOUT TAGOUT: LOCKOUT STATIONS LOCKOUT TAGOUT: LOCKOUT STATIONS AND SAFETY TAGS
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7”X10” MCHL191
10”X14” MCHL192
14”X20” MCHL155

14”X10” SBMCHL192
20”X14” SBMCHL155

7”X10” MADM070
10”X14” MADM044

7”X10” MCHL091
10”X14” MCHL092

7”X10” MCHL269
10”X14” MCHL285

7”X10” MCHL288
10”X14” MCHL295

10”X14” MCHG030 14”X10” SBMCHG030
20”X14” SBMCHG106

7”x10” MCHG033
10”x14” MCHG034

5”x7” MCHL122
7”x10” MCPG019
10”x14” MCPG020
14”x20” MCPG010

14”X10” SBMCPG020
20”X14” SBMCPG010

5”X7” MCHL123
7”x10” MCHL127
10”x14” MCHL125
14”x20” MCPG007

14”X10” SBMCHG041 7”X10” MCHL320
10”X14” MCHL327

7”X10” MCHL317
10”X14” MCHL309

7”X10” MRHZ307
10”X14” MRHZ306

10”x14” MPPA618 7”X10” MCHL652
10”X14” MCHL668
14”X20”MCHL649

7”X10” MELC642
10”X14” MELC643

7”X10” MCHL645
10”X14” MCHL644

7”X10” MCHL628
10”X14” MCHL622

7”X10” MCPG611
10”X14” MCPG612
14”X20” MCPG609

7”X10” MCHL141
10”X14” MCHL103

10”X14” MCHL104 7”X10” MCHG047
10”X14” MCHG048

7”X10” MCHL 228
10”X14” MCHL 231
14”X20” MCHL069

7”X10” MCHL008
10”X14” MCHL007

7”X10” MCHL 152
10”X14” MCHG049

7”X10” MCHL050
10”X14” MCHL048

7”X10” MCHG101
10”X14” MCHG102
14”X20” MCHL080

7”X10” MCHL149
10”X14” MCHL078
14”X20” MCHL086

7”X10” MCHL186
10”X14” MCHG052

7”X10” MSMK251
10”X14” MSMK243

7”X10” MSMK031
10”X14” MSMK034

7”X10” MSMK254
10”X14” MSMK246

7” x 10” MCHL147
10” x 14” MSMK022
14” x 20” MSMK009

7”X10” MCHL150
10”X14” MCHG055

7”X10” MCHL006
10”X14” MCHL057

7”X10” MCHL003
10”X14” MCHL195
14”x20” MCHL219

7”X10” MCHL196
10”X14” MCHL174
14”X20” MCHL207

7”X10” MCHL189
10”X14” MCHL190
14”X20” MCHL208

7”X10” MCHL075
10”X14” MCHL010
14”X20”MCHL209

7”X10” MCHL193
10”X14” MCHL194
14”X20”MCHL210

7”X10” MCHL224
10”X14” MCHL226
14”X20”MCHL211

7”X10” MCHL221
10”X14” MCHL225
14”X20”MCHL212

7”X10” MCHL177
10”X14” MCHG078

7”X10” MCHL173
10”X14” MCHL175
14”X20”MCHL213

7”X10” MCHL168
10”X14” MCHL170
14”X20”MCHL214

7”X10” MCHL083
10”X14” MCHL206
14”X20”MCHL215

7”X10” MCHL171
10”X14” MCHL235
14”X20”MCHL217

7”X10” MCHL517
10”X14” MCHL516
14”X20”MCHL514

7”X10” MCHL085
10”X14” MCHL081

7”X10” MCHL268
10”X14” MCHL270

10”X14” MCHL106 7”X14” MCHL054
10”X14” MCHL038
14”X20” MCHL218

7”X10” MCHL156
10”X14” MCHG093

7”X10” MCHL074
10”X14” MCHL073

7”X10” MCPG025
10”X14” MCHL200

7”X10” MCHL654
10”X14” MCHL614

10”X14” MCHL707
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10”X14” MCHL613 7”X10” MCHL935
10”X14” MCHL936

7”x10” MWLD009
10”x14” MWLD017
14”x20” MWLD011

7”X10” MCPG018
10”X14” MCPG004
14”X20” MCPG017

7”X10” MCPG101
10”X14” MCPG104

7”X10” MCPG802
10”X14” MCPG803

7”X10” MCPG802
10”X14” MCPG805

7”X10” MCPG804
10”X14” MCPG816

7”X10” MCPG800
10”X14” MCPG825
14”X20” MCPG826

7”X10” MBHZ501
10”X14” MBHZ504

7”X10” MBHZ509
10”X14” MBHZ510

7”X10” MCAW122
10”X14” MCAW126

7”X10” MCAW128
10”X14” MCAW130
14”X20” MCAW131

7”X10” MCAW181
10”X14” MCAW182

7”X10” MCAW147
10”X14” MCAW148

7”X10” MCAW621
10”X14” MCAW610

14”X10” SBMCAW103 7”X10” MCAW124
10”X14” MCAW125
14”X20” MCAW135

7”X10” MCHL633
10”X14” MCHL674

7”X10” MCAW806
10”X14” MCAW805

7”X10” MCAW808
10”X14” MCAW800
14”X20” MCAW812

4”x12” MCAW518 7”X10” MCSP116
10”X14” MCSP002
14”X20” MCSP010

7”X10” MCSP140
10”X14” MCSP141
14”X20” MCSP011

7”X10” MCSP038
10”X14” MCSP013

7”X10” MCSP006
10”X14” MCSP230
14”X20” MCSP040

7”X10” MCSP133
10”X14” MCSP134
14”X20” MCSP143

7”X10” MCSP015
10”X14” MCSP014

14”X10” SBMCSP134
20”X14” SBMCSP143

7”X10”  MCSP019
10”X14” MCSP018
14”X20” MCSP051

7”X10”  MCSP130
10”X14” MCSP001
14”X20” MCSP047

14”X10” SBMCSP018
20”X14” SBMCSP051

7”X10” SBMCSP113M
10”X14” SBMCSP126M
14”X20” SBMCSP129M

MCRT127
MCRT135
MCRT106

10”X14” MPPE140

7”X10” MCRT101
10”X14” MADM014
14”X20” MCRT011

14”X10” SBMADM0114
20”X14” SBMCRT011

7”X10” MADM002
10”X14” MADM003

7”X10” MCRT153
10”X14” MCRT154

10”X14” MCRT145

7”X10” MEDM026
10”X14” MEQM124

7”X10” MCRT604
10”X14” MEQM632

7”X10” MELC169
10”X14” MELC161

7”X10” MSTF102
10”X14” MCRT009

7”X10” MSTF201
10”X14” MCRT010

7”X10” MELC058
10”X14” MELC059
14”X20” MELC083

7”X10” MELC275
10”X14” MELC022
14”X20” MELC080

7”X10” MELC029
10”X14” MELC028

7”X10” MELC132
10”X14” MELC124

14”X10” SBMELC114
20”X14” SBMELC116

7”X10” MELC079
10”X14” MELC077

7” x 10” MELC135
10” x 14” MELC138
14” x 20” MELC081

7” x 10” MELC141
10” x 14” MELC040
14” x 20” MELC148

7” x 10” MELC127
10” x 14” MELC128
14” x 20” MELC129
18” x 24” MELC074

7” x 10” MELC050
10” x 14” MELC044
14” x 20” MELC082

7” x 10” MELC328
10” x 14” MELC329
14” x 20” MELC330

7” x 10” MELC312
10” x 14” MELC306

7” x 10” MELC325
10” x 14” MELC326
14” x 20” MELC327

7” x 10” MELC001
10” x 14” MELC002

7” x 10” MADM142
10” x 14” MADM143
14” x 20” MADM144
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7” x 10” MADM080
10” x 14” MADM05

7” x 10” MELC309
10” x 14” MELC308

7” x 10” MELC639
10” x 14” MELC625
14” x 20” MELC638

7” x 10” MELC801
10” x 14” MELC804

7” x 10” MELC142
10” x 14” MELC149

7” x 10” MELC313
10” x 14” MELC305

7” x 10” MELC307
10” x 14” MELC303

7” x 10” MELC636
10” x 14” MELC640

7” x 10” MELC111
10” x 14” MELC112
14” x 20” MELC108

7” x 10” MELC178
10” x 14” MELC011

7” x 10” MELC179
10” x 14” MELC038

10” x 14” MELC103
18” x 24” MELC076

7” x 10” MELC146
10” x 14” MELC054

7” x 10” MLKT106
10” x 14” MLKT015
14” x 20” MLKT025

7” x 10” MLKT007
10” x 14” MLKT014

7” x 10” MLKT279
10” x 14” MLKT280

7” x 10” MLKT021
10” x 14” MLKT016
14” x 20” MLKT027

7” x 10” MLKT611
10” x 14” MLKT615

7” x 10” MEQM049
10” x 14” MEQM050
14” x 20” MEQM063

7” x 10” MEQM145
10” x 14” MEQM147

7” x 10” MADM148
10” x 14” MADM149
14” x 20” MADM137

5” x 7” MEQM093
7” x 10” MEQM092
10” x 14” MEQM094

7” x 10” MEQM710
10” x 14” MEQM712

7” x 10” MEQM017
10” x 14” MEQM138
14” x 20” MEQM205

5” x 7” MEQM069
7” x 10” MEQM072
10” x 14” MEQM070

7” x 10” MEQM021
10” x 14” MEQM020

7” x 10” MEQM235
10” x 14” MEQM080

7” x 10” MEQM700
10” x 14” MEQM699

5” x 7” MEQM013
7” x 10” MEQM025
10” x 14” MEQM014

10” x 14” MEQM158

7” x 10” MEQM330
10” x 14” MEQM332

7” x 10” MEQC720
10” x 14” MEQC721
14” x 20” MEQM713

14” x 10” SBMEQC721
20” x 14” SBMEQM713

7” x 10” MEQM061
10” x 14” MCRT016
14” x 20” MCRT014

7” x 10” MCRT004
10” x 14” MCRT021

10” x 14” SBMCRT016
14” x 20” SBMCRT014

7” x 10” MEQM705
10” x 14” MCRT614

7” x 10” MCRT006
10” x 14” MEQM635

7” x 10” MECR304
10” x 14” MECR305

7” x 10” MECR631
10” x 14” MECR633

7” x 10” MECR620
10” x 14” MECR622
14” x 20” MECR621

7” x 10” MEQM617
10” x 14” MECR606
14” x 20” MECR623

7” x 10” MECR601
10” x 14” MECR605

7” x 10” MEQM087
10” x 14” MEQM088
14” x 20” MEQM089

7” x 10” MEQM083
10” x 14” MEQM176
14” x 20” MEQM090

7” x 10” MEQM150
10” x 14” MEQM152
14”x 20” MEQM155

7” x 10” MEQM153
10” x 14” MEQM047

7” x 10” MEQM349
10” x 14” MEQM320

7” x 10” MEQM720
10” x 14” MEQM721
14” x 20” MEQM717

7” x 14” MADC517

7” x 10” MADM545
10” x 14” MEXT900

10” x 14” MADM510 7” x 10” MEXT584
10” x 14” MEXT918

7” x 10” MEXT586
10” x 14” MEXT441

7” x 10” MLEX558
10” x 14” MLEX569

3” x 10” MEXT406
7” x 10” MEXT551

10” x 14” MEXT921

10” x 14” MEXT560 7” x 10” MEXT590
10” x 14” MEXT923

7” x 10” MVHR500
10” x 14” MVHR49

10” x 14” MEXT929
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7” x 10” MEXT440
10” x 14” MEXT400

7” x 10” MEXT803
10” x 14” MEXT805

7” x 10” MEXT591
10” x 14” MEXT932

7” x 10” MEXT595
10” x 14” MEXT933

7” x 10” MFEX800
10” x 14” MADM823

14” x 10” MFEX523
24” x 18” MFEX502

14” x 10” SBMFEX524 24” x 18” MFEX504 7” x 10” MFEX506
10” x 14” MFEX528

7” x 10” MFXG477
10” x 14” MFXG588

7” x 10” MFXG406
10” x 14” MFXG522

10” x 7” MFXG419
14” x 10” MFXG516
20” x 14” MFXG420

10” x 7” MFXG417
14” x 10” MFXG908
20” x 14” MFXG424

10” x 7” MFXG456
14” x 10” MFXG558

10” x 7” SBMFXG931
14” x 10” SBMFXG932

7” x 10” MFXG423
10” x 14” MFXG518

14” x 10” SBMFXG518
20” x 14” SBMFXG903

7” x 10” MFXG425
10” x 14” MFXG909

7” x 10” MFXG602
10” x 14” MFXG605

7” x 10” MFXG592
10” x 14” MFXG520

10” x 14” MFXG928 10” x 7” MFXG432
14” x 10” MFXG523

14” x 5” MFXG597 7” x 10” MFSD900
10” x 14” MFSD903

7” x 10” MFSD543
10” x 14” MFSD957

7” x 10” MFSD506
10” x 14” MFSD958

10” x 7” MFSD436
14” x 10” MFSD538

7” x 10” MFSD959
10” x 14” MFSD960
14” x 20” MFSD410

7” x 10” MFSD981
10” x 14” MFSD982

7” x 10” MFSD983
10” x 14” MFSD984
14” x 20” MFSD413

7” x 10” MFSD985
10” x 14” MFSD986

7” x 10” MFSD987
10” x 14” MFSD988
14” x 20” MFSD411

7” x 10” MFSD928
10” x 14” MFSD927

7” x 10” SBMFSD928M
10” x 14” SBMFSD927M

7” x 10” MFSD931
10” x 14” MFSD929

7” x 10” MFSD921
10” x 14” MFSD919

7” x 10” MFSD429
10” x 14” MFSD569

7” x 10” MBHZ527
10” x 14” MBHZ530

10” x 7” MBHZ500
14” x 10” MBHZ502

7” x 10” MBHZ506
10” x 14” MBHZ528

7” x 10” MBHZ303
10” x 14” MBHZ300

7” x 10” MBHZ507
10” x 14” MBHZ508

7” x 10” MFSD818
10” x 14” MFSD801

7” x 10” MFSD812
10” x 14” MFSD810

7” x 10” MGNF863
10” x 14” MGNF864

7” x 10” MGNF984
10” x 14” MGSH904

14” x 10” SBMGNF910
20” x 14” SBMGSH906

7” x 10” MFSD933
10” x 14” MFSD932

7” x 10” MHSK845
10” x 14” MHSK846

7” x 10” MHSK939
10” x 14” MHSK950
14” x 20” MHSK941

7” x 10” MHSK912
10” x 14” MHSK901

7” x 10” MHSK926
10” x 14” MHSK918

10” x 7” MHSK580
14” x 10” MHSK582
20” x 14” MGNF120

7” x 10” MSTF647
10” x 14” MSTF649
14” x 20” MSTF653

7” x 10” MSTF640
10” x 14” MSTF642
14” x 20” MSTF624

7” x 10” MSTF646
10” x 14” MSTF648

7” x 10” MSTF656
10” x 14” MSTF657

7” x 10” MSTF659
10” x 14” MSTF660
14” x 20” MSTF630

7” x 10” MSTF645
10” x 14” MSTF661
14” x 20” MSTF632

5” x 7” MPLR530
7” x 10” MRCY512
10” x 14” MRCY520
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SIGNAGE AND IDENTIFICATION

5” x 7” MPLR533
7” x 10” MPLR534
10” x 14” MPLR535

5” x 7” MPLR556
7” x 10” MPLR557
10” x 14” MPLR558

5” x 7” MPLR568
7” x 10” MPLR569
10” x 14” MPLR570

5” x 7” MPLR571
7” x 10” MPLR572
10” x 14” MPLR573

7” x 5” MPLR676
10” x 7” MPLR677
14” x 10” MPLR678

7” x 10” MCHL810
10” x 14” MCHL811

7” x 10” MRST811
10” x 14” MRST805

7” x 10” MRST812
10” x 14” MRST813
14” x 20” MRST822

14” x 10” SBMRST813
20” x 14” SBMRST822

14” x 10” SBMRST803

7” x 10” MRST902
10” x 14” MRST904

14” x 10” SBMPPA105
20” x 14” SBMPPA109

7” x 10” MPPE042
10” x 14” MPPE008

7” x 10” MPPE011
10” x 14” MPPE010

7” x 10” MPPE076
10” x 14” MPPE075

7” x 10 MPPA001
10” x 14” MPPA002
14” x 20” MPPA003

10” x 7” MRPE301
14” x 10” MRPE300

7” x 10” MPPA605
10” x 14” MPPA606
14” x 20” MPPA607

7” x 10” MPPA609
10” x 14” MPPA610
14” x 20” MPPA611

7” x 10” MPPE791
10” x 14” MPPA615

7” x 10” MPPE414
10” x 14” MPPE413

7” x 10” MPPE647
10” x 14” MPPA703

7” x 10” MPPE794
10” x 14” MPPA617

7” x 10” MPPE406
10” x 14” MPPE736

7” x 10” MPPE870
10” x 14” MPPA805

7” x 10” MPPE849
10” x 14” MPPA818

7” x 10” MPPE854
10” x 14” MPPA801
14” x 20” MPPA802

7” x 10” MPPE929
10” x 14” MPPA900

7” x 10” MPPE031
10” x 14” MPPE032

7” x 10” MPPE133
10” x 14” MPPA023

7” x 10” MPPE219
10” x 14” MPPE218
14” x 20” MPPE220

7” x 10” MPPE323
10” x 14” MPPE322

7” x 10” MPPE446
10” x 14” MPPE62

7” x 10” MPPA602
10” x 14” MPPA603
12” x 18” MPPE661
14” x 20” MPPA604

7” x 10” MPPE792
10” x 14” MPPA630
14” x 20” MPPE427

7” x 10” MPPE776
10” x 14” MPPA620

7” x 10” MPPE675
10” x 14” MPPE676

7” x 10” MPPE410
10” x 14” MPPE409

7” x 10” MPPE431
10” x 14” MPPE712

7” x 10” MPPE855
10” x 14” MPPA808
14” x 20” MPPE865

7” x 10” MFPR102
10” x 14” MFPR008

7” x 10” MFPR104
10” x 14” MFPR105
18” x 24” MFPR162

7” x 10” MFPR612
10” x 14” MFPR60

7” x 10” MFPR608
10” x 14” MFPR610

7” x 10” MFPR602
10” x 14” MFPR601

7” x 10” MPPE035
10” x 14” MPPE131

7” x 10” MPPE436
10” x 14” MPPA608
14” x 20” MPPE443

14” x 10” SBMPPA608
20” x 14” SBMPPE443

7” x 10” MPPE441
10” x 14” MPPE722

10” x 14” MPPE727
12” x 18” MPPE690

7” x 10” MPPE796
10” x 14” MPPA656
14” x 20” MPPE42

7” x 10” MGNF954
10” x 14” MGNF993

7” x 10” MGNF958
10” x 14” MGNF957

7” x 10” MPPE930
10” x 14” MPPE913

7” x 10” MGNF975
10” x 14” MGNF959

7” x 10” MGNF980
10” x 14” MGNF996

7” x 10” MGNF989
10” x 14” MGNF998

7” x 10” MGNF950
10” x 14” MGNF947

7” x 10” MGNF956
10” x 14” MGNF940

7” x 10” MGNF983
10” x 14” MGNF999
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7” x 10” MGNF501
10” x 14” MGNF500

10” x 14” MGNF911 7” x 10” MSMK132
10” x 14” MSMK133
14” x 20” MSMK134

14” x 10” SBMSMK133
20” x 14” SBMSMK134

7” x 10” MSMK026
10” x 14” MSMK016

14” x 10” SBMSMK016
20” x 14” SBMSMG101

7” x 10” MSMK003
10” x 14” MSMK001

7” x 10” MSMK004
10” x 14” MSMK025

7” x 10” MSMK135
10” x 14” MSMK136
14” x 20” MSMK137

7” x 10” MSMK118
10” x 14” MSMK012
14” x 20” MSMK005

7” x 10” MSMK120
10” x 14” MSMK050
14” x 20” MSMK055

7” x 10” MSMK121
10” x 14” MSMK052

7” x 10” MSMK255
10” x 14” MSMK247
14” x 20” MSMK257

7” x 10” MSMK850
10” x 14” MSMK849

4” x 12” MSMK528

7” x 17” MSMG500 7” x 10” MSMK423
10” x 14” MSMK570
14” x 20” MSMK572

7” x 10” MSMK575
10” x 14” MSMK545
14” x 20” MSMK419

7” x 10” MSMG501
10” x 14” MSMG502
14” x 20” MSMG503

10” x 14” MSMK548

4” x 12” MSMK530 7” x 10” MSMK434
10” x 14” MSMG505
14” x 20” MSMG506

7” x 10” MSMK436
10” x 14” MSMG508
14” x 20” MSMG509

7” x 10” MSMK417
10” x 14” MSMK416

10” x 7” MSMK407
14” x 10” MSMK919
20” x 14” MSMK982

7” x 10” MSMK427
10” x 14” MSMK948
14” x 20” MSMK980

7” x 10” MSMK413
10” x 14” MSMK412

7” x 10” MCAW302
10” x 14” MSMK02

12” x 36” MCHL579 7” x 10” MRAD024
10” x 14” MRAD025

7” x 10” MRAD111
10” x 14” MRAD012

7” x 10” MRAD021
10” x 14” MRAD022

10” x 7” MRAD611
14” x 10” MRAD604

7” x 10” MRAD630
10” x 14” MRAD629

7” x 10” MRAD644
10” x 14” MRAD651

7” x 10” MRAD501
10” x 14” MRAD500

10” x 7” MRAD701
14” x 10” MRAD700

14” x 10” MRAD617 10” x 7” MRAD645
14” x 10” MRAD626

7” x 10” MRAD503
10” x 14” MRAD502
14” x 20” MRAD507

7” x 10” MVHR686
10” x 14” MVHR607
14” x 20” MVHR609

7” x 10” MVHR668
10” x 14” MVHR667

7” x 10” MVHR680
10” x 14” MVHR687
14” x 20” MVHR688

7” x 10” MVHR697
10” x 14” MVHR612
14” x 20” MVHR696
18” x 24” MVHR630

7” x 10” MVHR682
10” x 14” MVHR663
14” x 20” MVHR644

7” x 10” MECR001
10” x 14” MECR004

7” x 10” MTKC302
10” x 14” MVHR331
14” x 20” MVHR333

7” x 10” MTKC609
10” x 14” MVHR626
14” x 20” MTKC615

7” x 10” MVHR691
10” x 14” MVHR693

7” x 10” MVHR830
10” x 14” MVHR842
14” x 20” MVHR843

7” x 10” MTKC811
10” x 14” MTKC828
14” x 20” MTKC829

7” x 10” MCHL265
10” x 14” MCHL266

10” x 7” MRHR301
14” x 10” MRHR300

7” x 10” MVHR638
10” x 14” MVHR661
14” x 20” MVHR664
18” x 24” MVHR704

7” x 10” MVHR631
10” x 14” MVHR633
14” x 20” MVHR676

7” x 10” MVHR674
10” x 14” MVHR684

14” x 10” SBMVTR603
20” x 14” SBMVTR604
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SAFETY: HAND PROTECTION

GL802CR EGL602C3GL801 EGL401

GL603C5 9012

GL201 9000

GL101 900

EGL501C5 901GLC100 910

GL102 9001

GL501C5 9015

GL402C5 9002

Ultra Impact-Maximum 
Duty Cut Resistant Micro-Foam Nitrile GlovesUltra Impact - Maximum Duty Polyurethane Gloves

Micro-Foam Nitrile Gloves Anti-Vibration 
Gloves + Wrist Support

Impact - Heavy Duty Lightweight Anti-Vibration Glove

Light Duty Half-Finger Impact Gloves

Crinkle Latex Gloves Half-Finger Leather Impact GlovesGlove Clip Half-Finger Impact 
Gloves + Wrist Support

Medium Duty Full-Finger Impact Gloves

Crinkle Latex Gloves Anti-Vibration Gloves + DIR 
Proctection

Polyurethane Gloves Full-Finger Anti-Vibration Gloves

 • TPR impact protection on back of fingers and 
knuckles

 • 2 layer stretch Spandex on back for added 
comfort

 • Rough PVC palm for high abrasion protection 
and good grip

 • High visibility colors
 • Longer neoprene cuff to cover shirt/coverall 

cuffs
 • Full cut resistant inner lining for outstanding 

cut protection and dexterity

 • 13 gauge cut-resistant HPPE liner

 • Tear and abrasion resistant

 • Foam nitrile absorbs oil to increase grip

 • Additional foam coating acts like a sponge to 

help increase gripping power

 • TPR impact protection on back of fingers 

and knuckles

 • 2 layer stretch Spandex on back for added 

comfort

 • Rough PVC palm for high abrasion 

protection and good grip

 • High visibility colors

 • Longer neoprene cuff to cover shirt/

coverall cuffs

 • 13 gauge nylon liner

 • Tear and abrasion resistant

 • Low particulate shed

 • Grips well without being sticky

 • Offers tactile sensitivity and dexterity

 • 13 gauge cut-resistant HPPE liner

 • Tear and abrasion resistant

 • Black color does not show dirt or grime.

 • Foam nitrile absorbs oil to increase grip

 • Additional foam coating acts like a sponge to 

help increase gripping power

 • ANSI S2.73-2014/ISO 10819:2013-certified anti-
vibration protection

 • Full-length AVC™ palm padding reduces vibration 
and palm impact

 • Built-in wrist support with patented Open-Center 
Stay™  aides in relief from repetitive motion 
discomfort

 • Gripping palm provides secure hold on tools and 
equipment

 • Technical hex stretch knit construction
 • Neoprene knuckle pad
 • Reinforced fingertips and thumb saddle
 • Low-profile molded closure tab with ID space to 

write wearer’s name

 • 2 layer stretch Spandex on back for added 

comfort

 • TPR on 3 fingers for impact protection

 • EVA on index finger back for anti-shock 

protection

 • PVC patches with EVA padding on palm for 

good abrasion and vibration resistance

 • Soft terry cloth on the back of the thumb for 

brow-wiping

 • ANSI S2.73/ISO 10819-certified AV protection

 • Unique chloroprene rubber palm pad

 • Breathable 7-gauge cotton/nylon seamless knit

 • Comfortable, flexible pre-curved design

 • Elastic cuff for secure fit

 • 2 layer stretch Spandex for comfort and 

breathability

 • Touch screen function on 2 fingers and thumb

 • Segmented AVC™ palm padding in key areas reduces 
shock and palm impact

 • Gripping palm provides secure hold on tools and 
equipment

 • Half-finger design provides maximum dexterity 
and control

 • Hex stretch knit + breathable spandex 
construction

 • Neoprene knuckle pad
 • Reinforced thumb saddle
 • Low-profile molded hook & loop closure with ID 

space to write wearer’s name
 • Finger webbing loops for easy on/off

 • 13 gauge cut-resistant HPPE liner

 • Tear and abrasion resistant

 • High elasticity and grip

 • Crinkle latex palm suited for wet and 

dry conditions

 • Flexible and durable over a wide range 

of temperatures

 • Segmented foam palm padding in key areas reduces 
shock and palm impact

 • Genuine leather palm provides durability and 
natural feel

 • Half-finger design provides maximum dexterity 
and control

 • Hex stretch knit + breathable spandex 
construction

 • Neoprene knuckle pad
 • Low-profile molded hook & loop closure with ID 

space to write wearer’s name
 • Finger webbing loops for easy on/off

 • Keeps gloves handy by clipping to your belt loop or 

tool belt

 • Breakaway feature for safety

 • Segmented AVC™ palm padding in key areas reduces shock 
and palm impact

 • Gripping palm provides secure hold on tools and 
equipment

 • Built-in wrist support with patented Open-Center Stay™ 
aides in relief from repetitive motion discomfort

 • Half-finger design provides maximum dexterity and 
control

 • Hex stretch knit + breathable spandex construction
 • Neoprene knuckle pad
 • Reinforced thumb saddle
 • Low-profile molded hook & loop closure with ID space to 

write wearer’s name
 • Finger webbing loops for easy on/off

 • 2 layer stretch Spandex plus mesh fabric on back for 

comfort and breathability

 • Touch screen function on 2 fingers and thumb

 • Silicone patch on palm for anti-slip and better grip

 • Thicker embossed neoprene on knuckle for added 

protection

 • Synthetic leather patches on palm for added 

protection and comfort

 • Segmented AVC™ palm padding in key areas reduces 
shock and palm impact

 • Gripping palm provides secure hold on tools and 
equipment

 • Full-finger design protects while maintaining 
dexterity

 • Hex stretch knit + breathable spandex construction
 • Neoprene knuckle pad
 • Reinforced thumb saddle
 • Low-profile molded hook & loop closure with ID space 

to write wearer’s name

 • 13 gauge cut-resistant HPPE liner.

 • Tear and abrasion resistant.

 • High elasticity and grip.

 • Crinkle latex palm suited for wet and dry 

conditions.

 • Flexible and durable over a wide range of 

temperatures

 • ANSI S2.73-2014/ISO 10819:2013-certified anti-vibration 
protection

 • Full-length AVC™ palm padding reduces vibration and 
palm impact

 • Molded TPR armor on knuckles and fingers protects the 
back of hand

 • Gripping palm provides secure hold on tools and 
equipment

 • Hex stretch knit + breathable spandex construction
 • Reinforced thumb saddle
 • Low-profile molded hook & loop closure with ID space to 

write wearer’s name

 • 13 gauge cut-resistant HPPE liner.

 • Tear and abrasion resistant.

 • Low particulate shed.

 • Grips well without being sticky.

 • Offers tactile sensitivity and dexterity

 • ANSI S2.73-2014/ISO 10819:2013-certified vibration 
protection

 • Full-length AVC™ palm padding reduces vibration and 
palm impact

 • Gripping palm provides secure hold on tools and 
equipment

 • Technical hex stretch knit construction
 • Neoprene knuckle pad
 • Reinforced fingertips and thumb saddle
 • Low-profile molded hook & loop closure with ID space 

to write wearer’s name
 • EN 388: 2121 X
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800 811924LTR 812TX

925F(x) 812CR6

925CR6 821

760 710

815 710CR812 710TX

922CR 820

925CR 810

924 812CR

Glove Liners High Dexterity Utility GlovesLeather-Reinforced Hybrid Dorsal 
Impact-Reducing Gloves Utility + Touch Gloves

Standard Dorsal 
Impact-Reducing Gloves Utility + Cut Resistance Gloves

 Performance Dorsal 
Impact-Reducing + Cut Resistance 

Gloves
Smooth Surface Handling Gloves

Impact-Reducing Utility Gloves Heavy-Duty Utility Gloves

QuickCuff™ Utility Gloves Heavy-Duty + Cut 
Resistance GlovesStandard Utility Gloves Heavy-Duty + Touch Gloves

Cut-Resistant Nitrile-Dipped 
DIR Gloves High Abrasion Handling Gloves

Performance Dorsal 
Impact-Reducing + Cut Resistance 

Gloves
 Reinforced Utility Gloves

Hybrid Dorsal 
Impact-Reducing Gloves Utility + Cut Resistance Gloves

 • Gel polymer palm pads dampen shock 

and impact

 • Breathable cotton/spandex body

 • Half-finger design for optimal 

dexterity

 • Can be worn alone or underneath 

separate gloves

 • Super-thin 0.5mm high dexterity gripping palm

 • Wrapped index finger for maximum feel

 • Breathable poly mesh construction

 • Low-profile molded hook and loop closure with ID space

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off

 • EN 388: 2121 X

 • Full finger TPR + flexible foam knuckle padding

 • Full padded palm with genuine leather 

reinforceement

 • Leather-reinforced fingers and thumb saddle

 • Hi-vis breathable mesh construction

 • Neoprene cuff

 • Molded hook and loop closure with ID space space 

keeps out debris

 • EN 388: 2122 X

 • Touch screen palm with wrapped index finger

 • Reinforced thumb saddle wear area

 • Breathable poly mesh construction

 • Low-profile molded hook and loop closure with ID space

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off

 • EN 388: 2121 X

 • Full TPR armor + technical foam for max protection

 • Hi-Vis AX Suede™ + non-slip dot gripping palm

 • Armortex®-reinforced thumb saddle and index 

finger

 • Hi-vis breathable mesh construction

 • Padded neoprene cuff with reflective binding

 • Pull-on tab with ID space to write wearer’s name

 • EN 388: 4121 X P

 • Next-gen Armortex®-backed palm for extreme cut protection

 • Contrasting color red fingertips for hand signaling

 • Reinforced thumb saddle wear area enhances grip and extends 

glove life

 • Breathable poly mesh construction to keep working hands cool and 

comfortable

 • Low-profile molded hook and loop closure with ID space provides 

a secure fit to the wrist and helps workers keep track of their 

gloves

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off

 • External size label allows for quick swap-out at the tool crib

 • EN 388: 2543 E; ANSI/ASTM Cut Level A6

 • Next-gen Armortex®-backed palm for extreme cut 

protection

 • Full TPR armor + technical foam for max 

protection

 • Hi-Vis AX Suede™ + non-slip dot gripping palm

 • Armortex®-reinforced thumb saddle and index 

finger

 • Padded neoprene cuff with reflective binding

 • Pull-on tab with ID space to write wearer’s name

 • EN 388: 4443 F P; ANSI/ASTM Cut Level A6

 • Hex silicone palm pattern for super-tacky grip on dry, 

smooth surfaces such as boxes and cartons

 • Wrapped index finger for enhanced control

 • Breathable poly mesh construction

 • Low-profile molded hook and loop closure with ID 

space

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off

 • EN 388: 2131

 • TPR deflects knuckle busting impacts and scrapes

 • Padded palm with Tena-Grip™ reinforcement

 • Tena-Grip™-reinforced fingertips and thumb saddle

 • Technical hex-stretch knit construction

 • Molded hook and loop closure with ID space

 • EN 388: 3132 X

 • Padded palm with Tena-Grip™ reinforcement

 • Tena-Grip™-reinforced fingertips and thumb saddle

 • Technical hex-stretch knit construction

 • Neoprene knuckle pad

 • Low-profile molded hook and loop closure with ID 

space

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off

 • Available in gray or hi-vis lime with reflective logo

 • EN 388: 3132 X

 • Durable synthetic leather palm

 • Reinforced thumb saddle wear area

 • Breathable poly mesh construction

 • QuickCuff™ elastic gauntlet fit with ID space

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off

 • EN 388: 2121 X

 • Armortex®-backed palm for enhanced cut 

protection

 • Padded palm with Tena-Grip™ reinforcement

 • Technical hex-stretch knit construction

 • Neoprene knuckle pad

 • Low-profile molded hook and loop closure with ID 

space

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off

 • EN 388: 3544 D; ANSI/ASTM Cut Level A4

 • Durable synthetic leather palm

 • Reinforced thumb saddle wear area

 • Breathable poly mesh construction

 • Low-profile molded hook and loop closure with ID 

space

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off

 • Available in black or hi-vis lime

 • EN 388: 2121 X

 • Touch screen thumb and fingertip reinforcements

 • Padded palm with Tena-Grip™ reinforcement

 • Technical hex-stretch knit construction

 • Neoprene knuckle pad

 • Low-profile molded hook and loop closure with ID 

space

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off

 • EN 388: 3132 X

 • Molded TPR armor for full dorsal impact protection

 • Patented “flex zones” reduce hand fatigue

 • Reinforced sandy foam nitrile gripping palm

 • 13-gauge HPPE seamless knit for enhanced cut 

protection

 • Hi-vis for hand safety awareness and signaling

 • EN 388: 4543 C; ANSI/ASTM Cut 

 • Abrasion resistant Tena-Grip™ palm and fingers

 • Tena-Grip™-reinforced thumb saddle

 • Technical hex-stretch knit construction

 • Neoprene knuckle pad

 • Low-profile molded hook and loop closure with ID 

space

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off

 • EN 388: 3131 X

 • Armortex®-backed palm for ehanced cut 
protection

 • Full TPR armor + technical foam for max 
protection

 • Hi-Vis AX Suede™ + non-slip dot gripping 
palm

 • Armortex®-reinforced thumb saddle and 
index finger

 • Padded neoprene cuff with reflective 
binding

 • Pull-on tab with ID space to write wearer’s 
name

 • EN 388: 4443 C P; ANSI/ASTM Cut Level A3

 • Ultra-durable AX Suede™ palm reinforcement

 • AX Suede™-reinforced thumb saddle wear area

 • Breathable poly mesh construction

 • Low-profile molded hook and loop closure with ID 

space

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off

 • EN 388: 3121 X

 • Full finger TPR + flexible foam knuckle 
padding

 • Padded palm with Tena-Grip™ 
reinforcement

 • Hi-vis fingertips and reinforced thumb 
saddle

 • Hi-vis breathable mesh construction
 • Neoprene cuff
 • Molded hook and loop closure with ID 

space keeps out debris
 • EN 388: 3122 X

 • Armortex®-backed palm for enhanced cut protection

 • Reinforced thumb saddle wear area

 • Breathable poly mesh construction

 • Low-profile molded hook and loop closure with ID space

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off

 • EN 388: 3543 C; ANSI/ASTM Cut Level A3
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710CR 50400

860 54042

720LTR 53130

720 52520

710LTR 51150

Heavy-Duty + Cut Resistance Gloves Odin Safety Glasses 

Heavy Lifting Utility Gloves Valkyrie Safety Glasses 

Heavy-Duty Leather-Reinforced Framing Gloves Kvasir Safety Glasses

Heavy-Duty Framing Gloves Dagr Safety Glasses 

Heavy-Duty Leather-Reinforced Gloves Thor Safety Glasses 

 • Armortex®-backed palm for enhanced cut protection

 • Padded palm with Tena-Grip™ reinforcement

 • Technical hex-stretch knit construction

 • Neoprene knuckle pad

 • Low-profile molded hook and loop closure with ID space

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off

 • EN 388: 3544 D; ANSI/ASTM Cut Level A4

 • Meet ANSI Z87.1+, CSA Z94.3 & MIL-PRF 32432 Ballistic Impact

 • Scratch-resistant lens blocks 99.9% of harmful UV

 • Full-frame design with coinjection rubber temples

 • Rubber nose pieces prevent slipping

 • Available Fog-Off™ technology won’t wash, wear off

 • Optional foam gasket insert to reduce debris entry

 • Patented design

 • Half-finger design for maximum dexterity

 • Padded leather palm with reinforced thumb saddle

 • Breathable stretch spandex construction

 • Neoprene knuckle pad and thumb brow wipe

 • Low-profile molded hook and loop closure with ID space

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off

 • Meet ANSI Z87.1+ & MIL-PRF 32432 Ballistic Impact

 • Scratch-resistant lens blocks 99.9% of harmful UV

 • Smooth medium frame design with rubber temples

 • Available Fog-Off™ technology won’t wash, wear off

 • Optional foam gasket insert to reduce debris entry

 • Patented design

 • Framing finger config for grasping fasteners

 • Padded palm with durable leather reinforcement

 • Technical hex-stretch knit construction

 • Neoprene knuckle pad

 • Low-profile molded hook and loop closure with ID space

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off

 • EN 388: 2121 X

 • Meet ANSI Z87.1+ & MIL-PRF 32432 Ballistic Impact

 • Scratch-resistant lens blocks 99.9% of harmful UV

 • Versatile medium frame design with rubber temples

 • Temple accessory slot also improves air flow

 • Optional foam gasket insert to reduce debris entry

 • Patented design

 • Framing finger config for grasping fasteners

 • Padded palm with Tena-Grip™ reinforcement

 • Technical hex-stretch knit construction

 • Neoprene knuckle pad

 • Low-profile molded hook and loop closure with ID space

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off

 • EN 388: 3132 X

 • Meet ANSI Z87.1+, CSA Z94.3 + & MIL-PRF 32432 Ballistic Impact

 • Scratch-resistant lens blocks 99.9% of harmful UV

 • Sleek blade frame with coinjection rubber temples

 • Rubber nose pieces prevent slipping

 • Temple accessory slot also improves air flow

 • Patented design

 • Padded palm with durable leather reinforcement

 • Leather fingertips, thumb, and thumb saddle

 • Technical hex-stretch knit construction

 • Neoprene knuckle pad

 • Low-profile molded hook and loop closure with ID space

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off

 • EN 388: 2121 X

 • Meet ANSI Z87.1+, CSA Z94.3 & MIL-PRF 32432 Ballistic Impact

 • Scratch-resistant lens blocks 99.9% of harmful UV

 • Full-frame design with coinjection rubber temples

 • Available Fog-Off™ technology won’t wash, wear off

 • Patented design
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55000

59083

58031

57021

56092

Njord Safety Glasses 

Skoll Safety Glasses 

Erda Safety Glasses

Baldr Safety Glasses 

Loki Safety Glasses 

 • Meet ANSI Z87.1+ & MIL-PRF 32432 Ballistic Impact

 • Scratch-resistant lens blocks 99.9% of harmful UV

 • Stylish medium frame design

 • Great glasses at a super price point

 • Patented design

 • Meet ANSI Z87.1+, CSA Z94.3 & MIL-PRF 32432 Ballistic Impact

 • Scratch-resistant lens blocks 99.9% of harmful UV Rays

 • Single lens, blade-frame design provides wide field of vision and coverage

 • Rubber temple tips and non-slip nose piece provides a snug, comfortable fit

 • Available Fog-Off™ technology won’t wash or wear off

 • Patent pending

 • Meet ANSI Z87.1+, CSA Z94.3 & MIL-PRF 32432 Ballistic Impact

 • Scratch-resistant lens blocks 99.9% of harmful UV

 • Designed specifically for female workers and wearers

 • Sleek temples; no rubber to snag in longer hair

 • Available Fog-Off™ technology won’t wash, wear off

 • Optional foam gasket insert to reduce debris entry

 • Patented design

 • Meet ANSI Z87.1+, CSA Z94.3 & MIL-PRF 32432 Ballistic Impact

 • Scratch-resistant lens blocks 99.9% of harmful UV

 • Large frame design for maximum coverage in style

 • Coinjection rubber temples

 • Available Fog-Off™ technology won’t wash, wear off

 • Optional foam gasket insert to reduce debris entry

 • Patented design

 • Meet ANSI Z87.1+ & MIL-PRF 32432 Ballistic Impact

 • Scratch-resistant lens blocks 99.9% of harmful UV

 • Removeable rubber temples converts Loki to goggle

 • Available Fog-Off™ technology won’t wash, wear off

 • Removeable foam gasket insert and strap included

 • Patented design

HP54135

HP44131V

Full Brim 4-Point Standard Ratchet

HI Vis Lime Cap Style 4-Point Vented Ratchet 

 • ABS material — Strong, yet ultra-light for seemingly weightless 

protection

 • Ratchet suspension is easy to adjust and allows the wearer to modify 

the fit while wearing hard hat

 • Soft brow pad is replaceable

 • Replaceable suspensions and headbands also available

 • Custom imprinting available on hard hats

 • 4-point suspensions can be converted to a 6-point suspension with the 

HP6PTSUS

 • Additional color options are white, black, slate gray, red, yellow, hi-vis 

lime, hi-vis orange, blue, hi-vis pink, green, graphite matte white, 

graphite shiny white, graphite matte black, shiny black graphite, matte 

copper, and matte camo

 • ABS material — Strong, yet ultra-light for seemingly weightless 

protection

 • Low profile design — Offers a low center of gravity for better balance

 • Rear padded suspension — Provides additional level of comfort on the 

wearers’ neck

 • 4-position harness points — Allows you to move the harness forward, 

backward, up or down – allowing for the most optimal position for 

ultimate comfort

 • Replaceable sweat band — Padded fabric and polyurethane foam for all 

day wear

 • Vented pressure pad — Keeps the straps in place providing an 

additional level of comfort

 • Easy to grasp knob — Adjusts the suspension from 6 1/2 to 8

 • Swinging hinge points — Allows you to find the most comfortable 

position on the back of your head

 • Additional Color options available are white, red, yellow, green, hi-viz 

orange, blue, graphite shiny white, and graphite matte black
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HPS14110HP40035

HP50011HP26110

EHP50061-7HP16060

 • Bump cap and baseball cap in one

 • Reflective piping adds extra visibility

 • Soft inner foam cushion for comfortable wear

 • Size can be adjusted with a hook and loop strap to give a quick, 

secure fit

 • Tough polyethylene vented shell is removable and the outer cap is 

fully washable

 • Ideal for food processing and other industries that don’t require full 

hard hat protection

 • Holes in the liner match up with two mesh panels on the cap to 

provide additional ventilation for coolness and comfort

 • Shell constructed from high density polyethylene materials

 • Ratchet suspension is easy to adjust and allows the wearer to modify 

the fit while wearing hard hat

 • Soft brow pad is replaceable

 • Replaceable suspensions and headbands also available

 • Custom imprinting available

 • Polyethylene materials

 • Offers impact and penetration resistance

 • Ridgeless low profile design

 • No rain trough—prevents pooling of liquids

 • Ideal for linemen—Exceeds ANSI Type 1, Class E

 • Soft brow pad absorbs perspiration

 • Custom imprinting available

 • Stylish Ridgeline bump caps are available for applications where hard 

hats are not required, but some protection from minor bumps and scalp 

lacerations are needed

 • Ridgeline bump caps are made of polyethylene material and are not 

designed to meet the safety standards for industrial head protection

 • This cap is not designed to meet the ANSI Z89.1-2009 class C, G, & E 

standards for industrial head protection

 • Custom imprinting available

 • Stylish Bump Cap

 • Reflective piping adds extra visibility

 • Soft inner foam cushion for comfortable wear

 • Size can be adjusted with a hook and loop strap to give a quick, 

secure fit

 • Available in 3 peak sizes-3cm, 5cm, 7cm

 • Tough polyethylene vented shell is removable and the outer cap is 

fully washable

 • Ideal for food processing and other industries that don’t require full 

hard hat protection

 • Holes in the liner match up with two mesh panels on the cap to 

provide additional ventilation for coolness and comfort

 • Low profile design

 • Tested and marked for reverse donning

 • Shell constructed from High Density Polyethylene materials

 • Rain trough on sides and back of helmet channel moisture away

 • Soft brow pad is replaceable. Replaceable suspensions and headbands 

also available

 • Snap Lock suspension features “tuck away” adjustments for all day, 

hassle free wear

 • Ratchet suspension is easy to adjust and allows the wearer to modify 

the fit while wearing hard hat

 • Universal accessory slots fit cap mounted ear muffs and accessories. 

Hats also accommodate chin straps

 • Testing: Impact, Penetration, Flammability, Electrical Insulation, Marking 

& Humidity

White Cap Style 4-Point RatchetGreen Bump Cap 4-Point Glide Lock

Black & Gray Baseball Bump CapWhite Full Brim Style 6-Point Ratchet

Navy 7cm Peak Bump CapBlue Cap Style 6 - Point Snap Lock
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HGBR

HPR541

HP261

HP6PTSUS

HPR461

HP141

 • 6-point replacement suspension for all Ridgeline cap style hard hats

 • Constructed from durable nylon

 • Ratchet adjustment for easy fit

 • Pivoting action allows user to lift face shield while wearing

 • Adjustable pegs will accommodate a wide variety of face shields

 • 4-point replacement suspension for all Ridgeline full brim hard hats

 • 6-point replacement suspension for SL series full brim hard hats

 • Used to convert a 4-Point suspension to a 6-Point suspension for all 

Ridgeline full brim hard hats

 • 4-point replacement suspension for SL series cap style hard hats

Ridgeline Ratchet Headgear

4-Point Replacement Suspension

6-Point Replacement Suspension

6-Point Suspension Strap

6-Point Replacement Suspension

4-Point Replacement Suspension

S1250

S1060

S1150

S1110

Cylinder IR5 Polycarbonate Face Shield

Steel Wire Mesh Face Shield

Tapered IR5 Polycarbonate Face Shield

Tapered Polycarbonate Face Shield

 • Meets ANSI Z87+

 • 8” x 15.5” | .078” thick

 • Provides 99% UVA/B/C protection

 • Universal slots will accommodate a wide variety of headgear

 • Shown with HGBR - sold separately 

 • Meets ANSI Z87.1 standards for wire mesh

 • 8” x 15.5”

 • Provides good airflow for comfort 

 • Does not accommodate the HHAAD hard hat adapter 

 • Shown with HGBR - sold separately 

 • Meets ANSI Z87+

 • 8” x 15.5” | .078” thick

 • Provides 99% UVA/B/C protection

 • Universal slots will accommodate a wide variety of headgear

 • Shown with HGBR - sold separately

 • Meets ANSI Z87+

 •  8” x 15” | .078” thick

 • Provides 99% UVA/B/C protection

 • Universal slots will accommodate a wide variety of headgear

 • Shown with HGBR - sold separately
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S1010S1040

S1210S1035

S1210CCS1020

PYS1010RS1015

Polyethylene Face ShieldAluminum Bound Polycarbonate Face Shield

Cylinder Polycarbonate Face ShieldDark Green Tinted Polyethylene Face Shield

Cylinder Polycarbonate Face Shield with slots for chin cupPolycarbonate Face Shield

Polyethylene Face ShieldAluminum Bound Polyethylene Face Shield

 • Meets ANSI Z87

 •  8” x 15” | .040” thick

 • Universal slots will accommodate a wide variety of headgear

 • Shown with HGBR - sold separately

 • Meets ANSI Z87+

 • 8” x 15” | .040” thick

 • Aluminum bound allows shield to bend into preferred shape 

 • Provides 99% UVA/B/C protection 

 • Universal slots will accommodate a wide variety of headgear 

 • Shown with HGBR - sold separately 

 • Meets ANSI Z87+

 • 8” x 15.5” | .078” thick

 • Provides 99% UVA/B/C protection

 • Universal slots will accommodate a wide variety of headgear

 • Shown with HGBR - sold separately 

 • Meets ANSI Z87

 • 8” x 15” | .040” thick

 • Does not contain IR resin

 • Universal slots will accommodate a wide variety of headgear

 • Shown with HGBR - sold separately 

 • Meets ANSI Z87+

 • 8” x 15.5” | .078” thick

 • Provides 99% UVA/B/C protection

 • Universal slots will accommodate a wide variety of headgear

 • Accessory slots on bottom accommodate CHICUP - sold separately

 • Meets ANSI Z87+ 

 • 8” x 15” | .040” thick 

 • Provides 99% UVA/B/C protection 

 • Universal slots will accommodate a wide variety of headgear 

 • Shown with HGBR - sold separately 

 • Meets ANSI Z87

 • 8” x 15” | .040” thick

 • Universal slots will accommodate a wide variety of headgear

 • Shown with HGBR - sold separately

 • Meets ANSI Z87

 • 8” x 15” | .040” thick

 •  Aluminum bound allows shield to bend into preferred shape

 • Universal slots will accommodate a wide variety of headgear

 • Shown with HGBR - sold separately
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HPCSTRAPPYHGBRHT

HHBANDCHICUP

HPTRBANBL111

BPRBANDHVRSOR

Chin strapRidgeline Ratchet Headgear

Universal Replacement Hard Hat Sweat BandChin Protector for S1210CC Face Shield

Hard Hat Terry Cloth Sweat BandNon-Rated Black Balaclava

Bump Cap Sweat BandOrange Reflective Sticker

 • Elastic chin strap with chin cup for a comfortable fit
 • Quick clips design for easy installation on most hard 

hats on the market
 • Adjustable buckle on both sides to make length 

adjustment easy

 • Constructed from durable nylon
 • Universal pegs will accommodate a wide variety of face shields
 • Ratchet style adjustment for easy fit
 • Pivoting action allows user to lift face shield while wearing
 • Crown Width 6.25”
 • Universal sizing
 • Retail packaging

 • 8.46” x 2.74” 
 • 0.09” thick 
 • Shown with S1210CC - sold separately

 • Universal Replacement Hard Hat Sweat Band

 • Ultimate protection from cold, wind, dust, and UV rays
 • Balaclava with a hinge design that can be worn in a variety of 

ways from ski mask to neck gaiter
 • Covers face, nose, mouth, and neck while maintaining 

breathability
 • Self-extinguishing thermal fleece and mesh material
 • Features mesh breathing panels to increase airflow while 

minimizing condensation on your eyewear
 • Use for skiing, snowboarding, ATVing, hunting, construction, 

freezer workwear, and warehouse workwear
 • One size fits all

 • Hard Hat Terry Cloth Sweat Band

 • Bump Cap Sweat Band • Microprismatic vinyl stickers increase visibility of workers
 • Self-adhesive back with a peel-off liner for easy application
 • Each sheet holds 16 stickers
 • Featured with Ridgeline hard hats – hats sold separately
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HHAADHPRBANDR

HHAAHHABCMR

HHABWHHABCMS

HHANHHAAW

Deluxe Aluminum Cap Style Hard Hat AdapterRidgeline Hard Hat Replacement Headband

Aluminum Cap Style Hard Hat AdapterRidgeline Cap Style Hard Hat Adapter

Dielectric Full Brim Hard Hat AdapterSL Series Cap Style Hard Hat Adapter

Dielectric Cap Style Hard Hat AdapterAluminum Full Brim Hard Hat Adapter

 • Constructed from light weight aluminum

 • Designed to fit more rounded cap style hard hats

 • Accommodates a variety of face shields - does not fit S1060

 • Ridgeline Hard Hat Replacement Headband

 • Constructed from lightweight aluminum

 • Fits most cap style hard hats and accommodates a variety of face shields

 • Dielectric

 • Hard hat adapters fit into slots of Ridgeline cap style hard hats

 • Can be used with cap mounted earmuff

 • Adjustable while using cap mounted earmuff

 • Fits Ridgeline cap style hard hats and accommodates a variety of face shields

 • Dielectric

 • Constructed from High Impact Resistant ABS Resin

 • Fits on most full brim hard hats and accommodates a variety of face shields

 • Dielectric

 • Hard hat adapters fit into slots of cap style hard hats

 • Can be used with cap mounted earmuff

 • Adjustable while using cap mounted earmuff

 • Fits SL Series cap style hard hats and accommodates a variety of face shields

 • Dielectric

 • Constructed from 100% nylon material

 • Fits most cap style hard hats and accommodates a variety of face shields

 • Constructed from light weight aluminum

 • Fits most full brim hard hats and accommodates a wide variety of face shields
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8945 RTS3310 RVZ4420B

8950 RVZ3410 RVZ3110

8950XL RVHLM2910 RVHL2910

8960 RVMS2820 RVZ2810

Universal Bump Cap Insert Type R - Class 3 Hi-Vis Lime T-Shirt Type R - Class 2 Hi-Vis Orange Safety 
Vest with Black Bottom

Bump Cap Type R - Class 3 Hi-Vis Lime 
Safety Vest

Type R - Class 3 Hi-Vis Lime 
Safety Vest

Bump Cap Type R - Class 2 Hi-Vis Lime 
Safety Vest

Type R - Class 2 Hi-Vis Lime 
Safety Vest

Bump Cap w/ LED Lighting Technology Type R - Class 2 Hi-Vis Orange 
Safety Vest

Type R - Class 2 Hi-Vis Lime 
Safety Vest

 • Horizontal and vertical two-way flex design adds protection from worker-

generated impact to any cap

 • Innovative “trim-to-fit” feature adjusts height to fit different cap designs by 

simply using a pair of scissors

 • Lightweight polypropylene construction will not break or crack

 • Strategically placed vents allow for continuous airflow and breathability

 • Closed cell foam padding reduces impact and will not absorb odors

 • Weighs less than 3 oz.

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
moisture wicking t-shirt

 • 2’’ silver reflective material
 • Chest pocket

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester mesh 
material with solid black front 
bottom

 • 2’’ silver reflective material with 3’’ 
contrasting trim

 • Zipper front closure
 • Padded collar
 • Metal grommets on upper front 

collar and at waist
 • Clear chest pocket for badges with 

hook and loop closure
 • Reach through pocket on back with 

zipper closures
 • 8 pockets: 6 outside, 2 inside
 • Mic tabs

 • Removable impact-resistant shell with foam lining

 • Patented flanged design for comfort and air flow

 • Nylon or hi-vis polyester cap construction with reflective accents

 • Micro (30mm), short (50mm) or long (80mm) brim

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
solid material on front, mesh 
material on back

 • 2’’ silver reflective material with 
4” contrasting color trim

 • Zipper front closure
 • 8 pockets: 5 outside, 3 inside
 • Mic tabs

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 

mesh material

 • 2’’ silver reflective material

 • Zipper front closure

 • 7 pockets: 3 outside, 4 inside

 • Removable XL impact-resistant ABS plastic shell for larger heads and hairstyles

 • Recommended for hat size 7½ or above 

 • Patented flanged design for comfort and air flow

 • Nylon cap construction with reflective accents

 • Short (50mm) or long (80mm) brim

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 

mesh material

 • 2” silver reflective stripes

 • Hook and loop closure

 • Hi-vis lightweight polyester solid 

material

 • 2” silver reflective material

 • Front hook and loop closure

 • Patented LED lighting technology built in under brim

 • LEDs emit 48 lumens; battery life of approximately 30 continuous hours

 • Powered by four CR2032 lithium ion batteries (included)

 • Removable impact-resistant shell with foam lining

 • Patented flanged design for comfort and air flow

 • Nylon or hi-vis polyester with reflective accents

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
solid material with black trim

 • 2’’ silver reflective material
 • Metal snap front closure
 • Metal grommets on upper front 

collar trim
 • 8 pockets: 5 outside, 3 inside
 • Reach thru pocket on back with 

zipper closures
 • Mic tabs

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
solid material with black trim

 • 2’’ silver reflective material
 • Clear chest pocket for badges 

with hook and loop closure
 • Zipper front closure
 • Metal grommets on upper front 

collar trim
 • 9 pockets: 6 outside, 3 inside
 • Reach thru pocket on back with 

zipper closures
 • Mic tabs
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RVHL2710BR RV110NSRVZ2420

RVZ2110SERVZ2610 RCMS2810SE

RVHL2510BRD RCMS2810

RVZ2320

RV110RVZ2420SE

RCA2720SE

Type R - Class 2 Hi-Vis Lime 
Safety Vest Non-rated Hi-Vis Lime Safety VestType R - Class 2 Hi-Vis Orange 

Safety Vest

Type R - Class 2 Non FR Self 
Extinguishing Hi-Vis Lime 

Safety Vest
Type R - Class 2 Hi-Vis Lime 

Safety Vest
Type R - Class 2 Non FR Self 
Extinguishing Hi-Vis Lime 

Safety Vest

Type R - Class 2 Hi-Vis Lime 
Safety Vest

Type R - Class 2 Hi-Vis Lime 
Safety Vest

Type R - Class 2 Hi-Vis Orange 
Safety Vest

Non-Rated Hi Vis Lime 
Safety Vest

Type R - Class 2 Non FR Self 
Extinguishing Hi-Vis Orange 

Safety Vest

Type R - Class 2 Non FR Self 
Extinguishing Hi Vis Orange 

Safety Vest

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
mesh material

 • 2” silver reflective material with 
4” contrasting color trim

 • Breakaway hook and loop 
shoulders, sides, and front 
closure

 • Clear chest pocket for badges 
with hook and loop closure

 • Deep and wide inside pocket

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
mesh material

 • Hook and loop front closure
 • Elastic side straps

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
solid material on front, mesh 
material on back

 • 2” silver reflective material with 
4” contrasting color trim

 • Zipper front closure
 • 8 pockets: 5 outside, 3 inside
 • Mic tabs

 • Hi-Vis self-extinguishing 
lightweight polyester mesh 
material

 • 2’’ silver reflective material
 • Zipper front closure
 • Chest pocket with hook and 

loop closure
 • Deep and wide inside pocket

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
mesh material

 • 2’’ silver reflective material
 • Zipper front closure
 • Chest pocket with hook and 

loop closure
 • Deep and wide inside pocket

 • Hi-Vis self-extinguishing solid 
polyester

 • 2’’ 3M® reflective material 
with 4’’ contrasting color 
trim around bottom and over 
shoulders, forming an “X” on 
the back

 • Metal snap front closure
 • Metal grommets on upper 

front collar trim
 • 14 pockets: 10 outside, 4 

inside
 • Reach thru pocket on back with 

zipper closures
 • Flashlight pocket
 • Mic tabs
 • Reinforced D-ring slot

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
mesh material

 • 2’’ silver reflective material
 • Breakaway hook and loop 

shoulders, sides, and front 
closure

 • Chest pocket with hook and loop 
closure

 • Deep and wide inside pocket
 • Reinforced D-ring slot
 • Facebook  
 • Twitter

 • Hi-Vis solid polyester
 • 2’’ 3M® reflective material with 

4’’ contrasting color trim around 
bottom and over shoulders, 
forming an “X” on the back

 • Metal snap front closure
 • Metal grommets on upper front 

collar trim
 • 14 pockets: 10 outside, 4 

inside
 • Reach thru pocket on back with 

zipper closures
 • Flashlight pocket
 • Mic tabs
 • Reinforced D-ring slot

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
mesh material

 • 2” silver reflective material with 
4” contrasting color trim

 • Zipper front closure
 • 6 pockets: 4 outside, 2 inside
 • Mic tabs

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
mesh material

 • 1’’ vinyl reflective 
material

 • Hook and loop front 
closure

 • Elastic side straps
 • *Available in compact retail 

packaging - part number 
PYRV110

 • Hi-Vis self-extinguishing 
lightweight polyester solid 
front and mesh material on 
back

 • 2’’ silver reflective material 
with 4’’ contrasting color 
trim

 • Zipper front closure
 • 8 pockets: 5 outside, 3 

inside
 • Mic tabs

 • Hi-Vis self-extinguishing lightweight 
polyester mesh material

 • 2’’ silver reflective material with 4’’ 
contrasting color trim around bottom 
and over shoulders, forming an “X” 
on the back

 • Breakaway hook and loop shoulders, 
sides and front closure

 • Adjustable waist band
 • 3 pockets: 1 outside, 2 inside
 • Outside chest pocket with hook and 

loop closure
 • Deep and wide inside pockets
 • Reinforced D-ring slot

RVZ2220 Type R - Class 2 Hi-Vis Orange 
Safety Vestt

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
mesh material

 • 2” silver reflective material with 
4” contrasting color trim

 • Zipper front closure
 • Chest pocket with hook and 

loop closure
 • Deep and wide inside pocket

Type R - Class 2 Hi-Vis Lime 
Safety Vest

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
mesh material

 • 2” silver reflective material
 • Zipper front closure
 • Chest pocket with hook and loop 

closure
 • Deep and wide inside pocket

RVZ2220SE
Type R - Class 2 Non FR Self 
Extinguishing Hi-Vis Orange 

Safety Vest
 • Hi-Vis self-extinguishing 

lightweight polyester mesh 
material

 • 2’’ silver reflective material 
with 4’’ contrasting color 
trim

 • Zipper front closure
 • Chest pocket with hook and 

loop closure
 • Deep and wide inside 

pocket
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RVZ2110 PYRV110 Non-Rated Hi Vis Lime Safety Vest

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
mesh material

 • 2 -1 inch vinyl reflective stripes 
over shoulders

 • Hook and loop closure
 • Elastic side straps
 • Available in compact retail 

packaging
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RTS2310RCA2720 RTS2110NSRCZ2110

RTS2110RCA2510SE RLTS3110B

RTS2110BRCA2510

RCTS2110

RLTS3110

RTS2110NPRCZ2420

BL111

RLTS3110NS

Type R - Class 2 Hi-Vis Lime T-Shirt 
with Broken Heat Sealed Tape

Type R - Class 2 Hi Vis Orange 
Safety Vest Non-rated Hi-Vis Lime T-ShirtType R - Class 2 Hi Vis Lime 

Safety Vest

Type R - Class 2 Hi-Vis Lime T-Shirt
Type R - Class 2 Non FR Self 
Extinguishing Hi Vis Lime 

Safety Vest
Type R - Class 3 Hi-Vis Lime 

T-Shirts

Type R - Class 2 Hi-Vis Lime 
T-Shirt with Black Bottom

Type R - Class 2 Hi Vis Lime 
Safety Vest

Type R - Class 2 Hi Vis Lime 
T-Shirt

Type R - Class 3 Hi-Vis Lime 
T-Shirts

Type R - Class 2 Hi-Vis Lime 
T-Shirt

Type R - Class 2 Hi Vis Orange 
Safety Vest

Non-Rated Black Balaclava

Non-Rated Hi-Vis Lime Long 
Sleeve T-Shirt

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
moisture wicking t-shirt with 
black side panels

 • 2’’ heat sealed broken pattern 
silver reflective material

 • Chest pocket

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester mesh 
material

 • 2’’ silver reflective material with 4’’ 
contrasting color trim around bottom 
and over shoulders, forming an “X” 
on the back

 • Adjustable waist band
 • Breakaway hook and loop shoulders, 

sides and front closure
 • 3 pockets: 1 outside, 2 inside
 • Outside chest pocket with hook and 

loop closure
 • Deep and wide inside pockets
 • Reinforced D-ring slot

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
moisture wicking t-shirt

 • Chest pocket

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
mesh material

 • 2’’ silver reflective material, 
forming an “X” on the back

 • Zipper front closure
 • Chest pocket with hook and 

loop closure
 • Deep and wide inside pocket

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
moisture wicking t-shirt

 • 2’’ silver reflective material
 • Chest pocket

 • Hi-Vis work wear meets ANSI/
ISEA 107-2015 & CSA Z96-15 
standards

 • Hi-Vis self-extinguishing lightweight 
polyester mesh material

 • 2’’ silver reflective material, forming 
an “X” on the back

 • Breakaway hook and loop 
shoulders, sides and front 
closure

 • Adjustable waist band
 • 3 pockets: 1 outside, 2 inside
 • Outside chest pocket with hook and 

loop closure
 • Deep and wide inside pockets
 • Reinforced D-ring slot

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
moisture wicking long sleeve 
t-shirt with black bottom

 • Chest pocket
 • 2’’ silver reflective material

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
moisture wicking t-shirt with 
black bottom

 • Chest pocket
 • 2’’ silver reflective material

 • Hi-Vis work wear meets ANSI/
ISEA 107-2015 & CSA Z96-15 
standards

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
mesh material

 • 2’’ silver reflective material, 
forming an “X” on the back

 • Breakaway hook and loop 
shoulders, sides and front 
closure

 • Adjustable waist band
 • 3 pockets: 1 outside, 2 inside
 • Outside chest pocket with hook 

and loop closure
 • Deep and wide inside pockets
 • Reinforced D-ring slot

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
moisture wicking t-shirt

 • 2’’ silver reflective material with 
4’’ contrasting color trim around 
bottom and over shoulders, 
forming an “X” on the back

 • Chest pocket

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
moisture wicking long sleeve 
t-shirt

 • 2’’ silver reflective material
 • Chest pocket

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
moisture wicking t-shirt

 • 2’’ silver reflective 
material

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
solid material on front, 
mesh material on back

 • 2 inch silver reflective 
material with 4 inch 
contrasting color trim 
around bottom and over 
shoulders, forming an “X” 
on the back

 • Zipper closure
 • 8 pockets: 5 outside, 3 

inside
 • 2 mic holder loops

 • Ultimate protection from cold, wind, dust, and UV rays
 • Balaclava with a hinge design that can be worn in a variety 

of ways from ski mask to neck gaiter
 • Covers face, nose, mouth, and neck while maintaining 

breathability
 • Self-extinguishing thermal fleece and mesh material
 • Features mesh breathing panels to increase airflow while 

minimizing condensation on your eyewear
 • Use for skiing, snowboarding, ATVing, hunting, construction, 

freezer workwear, and warehouse workwear
 • One size fits all

 • Hi-Vis lightweight polyester 
moisture wicking long 
sleeve t-shirt

 • Chest pocket
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8210HLRJR3410 8215BARSZH3210

8210ZRJR3310 8220HLRH120

8216BARJ3210 8225HL8205HL

8220ZRJ3120 8225Z8205Z

Type R Class 2 Economy Mesh VestType R - Class 3 Hi-Vis Lime Jacket Type R Class 2 Economy Breakaway 
Mesh Vest

Type R - Class 3 Hi-Vis 
Lime Sweatshirt

Type R Class 2 Economy Mesh VestType R - Class 3 Hi-Vis Lime Jacket Type R Class 2 Standard 
Mesh VestNon-rated Hi-Vis Orange Knit Cap

Type R Class 2 Breakaway Mesh 
Vest w/ ID Badge Holder

Type R - Class 3 Hi-Vis 
Lime Jacket Type R Class 2 Standard Solid VestType R Class 2 Super Econo 

Mesh Vest

Type R Class 2 Standard 
Mesh Vest

Type R - Class 3 Hi-Vis 
Orange Jacket Type R Class 2 Standard Solid VestType R class 2 Super Econ 

Mesh Vest

 • ANSI-compliant polyester mesh 
(3.3oz)

 • Hook and loop closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective
 • Pockets: One inside
 • Single mic tab

 • Water resistant 4-in-1 reversible 
windbreaker polyester jacket

 • Weatherproof elastic band at 
wrists

 • Removable zip-out sleeves — 
converts Class 3 jacket to Class 2 
vest

 • Reverses from hi-vis lime to gray/
black

 • Silver reflective tape on hi-vis 
side

 • Hi-vis reflective piping on gray/
black side

 • Bottom hem adjustment — bungee 
cord/toggle pull

 • Mic tab on hi-vis side

 • ANSI-compliant polyester mesh 
(3.3oz)

 • Hook and loop closure
 • Hook and loop breakaway on 

shoulders and sides
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective
 • Pockets: One inside
 • Single radio mic tab

 • 100% polyester 280 g/m2 
fleece

 • Elastic knit at wrists and 
waist

 • 2’’ silver reflective material
 • Zipper front closure
 • Mesh lined hood with 

adjustable pull cord
 • 2 outside pockets

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
mesh (3.3oz)

 • Zipper closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective
 • Pockets: One inside
 • Single mic tab

 • Water repellant 4-in-1 
reversible quilted polyfil 
jacket

 • Removable zip-out sleeves 
— converts Class 3 jacket 
to Class 2 vest

 • Reverses from hi-vis lime/
black bottom to all black

 • Silver reflective tape on 
hi-vis side

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
mesh (3.3oz)

 • Hook and loop closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective
 • Pockets: One inside, two 

outside
 • Single radio mic tab

 • 100% Acrylic Knit
 • Reflective Striping
 • One Size Fits Most

 • ANSI-compliant polyester mesh 
(3.3oz)

 • Hook & loop closure
 • Hook & loop breakaway on 

shoulders and sides
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective 

material
 • Pockets: One inside; one outer 

clear ID badge holder with 
pocket behind it

 • Weatherproof polyester shell 
with quilted lining

 • Weatherproof elastic band at the 
waist and wrists

 • 2’’ silver reflective material
 • Concealed hood
 • Zipper front closure
 • 5 pockets: 4 outside, 1 inside
 • Cell phone/radio chest pocket 

with clear panel on outside 
shell

 • Mic tabs and pencil pocket

 • ANSI-compliant polyester solid 
(3.6oz)

 • Hook and loop closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective
 • Pockets: One inside, two 

outside
 • Single radio mic tab

 • ANSI-compliant polyester mesh 
(3.3oz)

 • Hook and loop closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
mesh (3.3oz)

 • Zipper closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 

reflective
 • Pockets: One inside, two 

outside
 • Single radio mic tab

 • Weatherproof polyester shell 
with zip out polar fleece liner

 • Weatherproof elastic band at 
the waist and wrists

 • 2’’ silver reflective material
 • Concealed detachable hood
 • Zipper front closure
 • 8 pockets: 5 outside, 3 inside
 • Cell phone/radio chest pocket 

with clear panel on outside 
shell

 • Mic tabs and pencil pocket

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
solid (3.6oz)

 • Zipper closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 

reflective
 • Pockets: One inside, two 

outside
 • Single radio mic tab

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
mesh (3.3oz)

 • Zipper closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 

reflective
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8250ZHG8229Z 8260FRHL8246Z

8253HDZ8230Z 8346Z8248Z

8254HDZ8235ZX 8310HL8249Z

8255HL8240HL 8320Z8250Z

Type R Class 2 Hi-Gloss 
Surveyors Vest

Type R Class 2 Economy 
Two-Tone Vest Type R Class 2 FR Modacrylic VestType R Class 2 Two-Tone Mesh Vest 

w/ Reflective Binding

Type R Class 2 Heavy-Duty Mesh 
Surveyors VestType R Class 2 Two-Tone Vest Two-Tone Hi-Vis Class 3 

Surveyor Vest
Type R Class 2 Two-Tone 

Surveyors Vest

Type R Class 2 Heavy-Duty 
Surveyors Vest

Type R Class 2 Two-Tone 
X-Back Vest Type R Class 3 Economy VestType R Class 2 Economy 

Surveyors Vest

Type R Class 2 Treated Poly VestType R Class 2 Two-Tone 
Expandable Vest Type R Class 3 Standard VestType R Class 2 Surveyors Vest

 • ANSI-compliant poly solid front 
(3.6oz) / mesh back (3.3oz)

 • Zipper closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ High Gloss 
Reflective

 • Pockets: Two inside, four 
outside

 • One large zippered rear 
document / tablet pocket

 • Dual radio mic tabs

 • ANSI-compliant polyester mesh 
(3.3oz.)

 • Zipper closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective
 • Reflective set on 4.5” 

contrasting color 
background

 • Pockets: One inside

 • ANSI-compliant modacrylic 
mesh (5.6oz) body and 
binding

 • Fabric passes ASTM F1506; 
ATPV of 4.6 cal/cm²

 • FR Hook and loop closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ FR Reflective
 • Pockets: One inside, one dual 

pen pocket
 • D-ring access slot
 • Single radio mic tab made from 

FR modacrylic material

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
mesh (3.3oz)

 • Zipper closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective
 • Reflective set on 3.5” 

contrasting mesh 
background

 • Reflective binding accents 
outline the wearer

 • Pockets: Two inside, four 
outside

 • Clear ID badge holder on 
cellphone pocket

 • Dual radio mic tabs

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
mesh back (3.6oz)

 • Zipper closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective
 • Lanyard grommet holes + 

structured webbing
 • Pockets: Four outside, two 

inside
 • One large zippered rear 

document / tablet pocket
 • Dual radio mic tabs

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
mesh (3.3oz)

 • Zipper closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ Reflective
 • Reflective set on 3.5” 

contrasting background
 • Pockets: One inside
 • Single radio mic tab

 • Durable and breathable 
polyester mesh (3.3 oz./112 
gsm)  

 • Zipper front closure for easy 
on/off

 • 2” wide reflective tape set on 
3.5” contrasting background 
for ultimate visibility        

 • Reflective trim outlines 
the whole vest enhancing 
visibility 

 • Quick access to mic tabs/safety 
glasses holder

 • 6 Easy Access Pockets 

 • ANSI-compliant poly solid 
front (3.6oz) / mesh back 
(3.3oz)

 • Zipper closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective
 • Reflective set on 3.5” 

contrasting background
 • Pockets: Two inside, four 

outside
 • Dual radio mic tabs

 • ANSI-compliant polyester solid 
front (5.3oz) / mesh back (4.1oz)

 • Heavy-duty #10 zipper closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ Reflective
 • Reflective set on 3.5” contrasting 

background
 • Internal webbing for added 

structure
 • Soft terry cloth neck zone
 • Lanyard grommet holes
 • Pockets: Four outside
 • One large zippered rear document 

/ tablet pocket
 • Dual radio mic tabs

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
solid (3.6oz)

 • Zipper closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ Reflective
 • Reflective set on 3.5” 

contrasting background
 • Pockets: One inside, four 

outside
 • D-ring access slot
 • X-back design

 • ANSI-compliant polyester mesh 
(3.3oz)

 • Hook and loop closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective
 • Pockets: One inside

 • ANSI-compliant poly solid front 
(3.6oz) / mesh back (3.3oz)

 • Zipper closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective
 • Pockets: Two inside, two 

outside
 • Single radio mic tab

 • ANSI-compliant treated 
polyester solid (3.6oz) with 
treatment to prevent after-
flame (NOT designed for 
use in ARC flash or flash fire 
applications)

 • After-flame treatment good 
for up to 25 washings

 • Hook and loop closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ FR Reflective
 • Pockets: One inside

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
mesh (3.3oz)

 • Hook and loop closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ Reflective
 • Reflective set on 4.5” 

contrasting background
 • Pockets: One multi-division 

inside
 • Dual radio mic tabs

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
mesh (3.3oz)

 • Zipper closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 

reflective
 • Pockets: One inside, two 

outside
 • Single radio mic tab

 • ANSI-compliant poly solid 
front (3.6oz) / mesh back 
(3.3oz)

 • Zipper closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ Reflective
 • Pockets: Two inside, four 

outside
 • One large zippered rear 

document / tablet pocket
 • Dual radio mic tabs
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8356FRHL8325Z 8289BK8020HL

80898330Z 8280BK8040HL

80918356FRHL 82958080BAX

82898010HL 83918126HL

Type O Class 1 Breakaway SashType R Class 3 Standard Vest Type R Class 2 Black Front T-ShirtNon-Certified Standard Vest

Non-Certified T-ShirtType R Class 3 Two-Tone Vest Type R Class 2 Black Front 
Performance T-Shirt Non-Certified Hi-Gloss Vest

Non-Certified Long Sleeve T-ShirtType R Class 3 FR 
Modacrylic Vest Type R Class 2 Polo ShirtNon-Certified X-Back Vest

Type R Class 2 T-Shirt Non-Certified Economy Vest Type R Class 3 Long Sleeve T-ShirtType O Class 1 Blue-Tone Vest

 • ANSI-compliant oxford 
polyester

 • 1.375” ANSI- compliant 
3M™ Scotchlite™ High Gloss 
Reflective

 • X-back design
 • Breakaway shoulders and 

sides
 • Pockets: One outside

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
solid (3.6 oz.)

 • Zipper closure
 • 2” Level 2 ANSI-compliant 

reflective material
 • Pockets: One inside, two 

outside

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
breathable knit (4.1oz)

 • Moisture wicking treatment
 • 30+ UPF for protection against 

harmful UV
 • 2” ANSI-compliant heat 

transfer reflective
 • Pockets: One outside chest
 • Black accents on front high 

wear area

 • Polyester mesh (2.6oz)
 • Hook and loop closure
 • 1” reflective 

 • Polyester breathable knit 
(4.1oz)

 • Moisture wicking treatment
 • 30+ UPF for protection against 

harmful UV
 • Pockets: One outside chest

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
mesh (3.3oz)

 • Zipper closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective
 • Reflective set on 3.5” 

contrasting background
 • Pockets: One inside
 • Single radio mic tab

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
breathable knit (4.1oz)

 • Moisture wicking treatment
 • 30+ UPF for protection against 

harmful UV
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ Comfort Trim™ 
segmented reflective

 • Under-arm vents
 • Pockets: One outside chest
 • Black front and collar hide dirt 

and wear

 • Polyester mesh (2.6oz)
 • Hook and loop closure
 • 1” hi-gloss reflective

 • Polyester breathable knit 
(4.1oz)

 • Moisture wicking treatment
 • 30+ UPF for protection against 

harmful UV
 • Pockets: One outside chest

 • ANSI-compliant modacrylic 
mesh (5.6oz) body and 
binding

 • Fabric passes ASTM F1506; 
ATPV of 4.6 cal/cm²

 • FR Hook and loop closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ FR Reflective
 • Pockets: One inside, one dual 

pen pocket
 • D-ring access slot
 • Single radio mic tab made from 

FR modacrylic material

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
breathable knit (4.1oz)

 • Moisture wicking treatment
 • 30+ UPF for protection against 

harmful UV
 • 2” ANSI-compliant heat 

transfer reflective
 • Split tail hem
 • Pockets: One outside chest

 • Polyester mesh (2.6oz)
 • Hook and loop closure
 • Breakaway shoulders
 • 2” hi-gloss reflective

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
breathable knit (4.1oz)

 • Moisture wicking 
treatment

 • 30+ UPF for protection 
against harmful UV

 • 2” ANSI-compliant heat 
transfer reflective

 • Pockets: One outside 
chest

 • Polyester mesh (2.6oz)
 • Hook and loop closure

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
breathable knit (4.1oz)

 • Moisture wicking 
treatment

 • 30+ UPF for protection 
against harmful UV

 • 2” ANSI-compliant heat 
transfer reflective

 • Pockets: One outside 
chest

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
mesh (3.3 oz.)

 • Adjustable Hook and loop 
closure

 • 2” Level 2 ANSI-compliant 
reflective material

 • Reflective set on 4.5” blue 
background

 • Clear ID badge holder on 
wearer’s left chest

 • Pockets: One inside
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83818291BK 8365BK8393

83858281BK 89308397

83658392 89358377

83858293 80018379

Type R Class 3 Performance 3-in-1 
Bomber Jacket

Type R Class 2 Black Front Long 
Sleeve T-Shirt

 Type R Class 3 Black Front 
Rain JacketType R Class 3 Hooded Sweatshirt

 Type R Class 3 4-in-1 JacketType R Class 2 Black Front 
Performance Long Sleeve T-Shirt Hi-Vis Baseball CapType R Class 3 Sweatshirt

Type R Class 3 Rain JacketType R Class 3 Zipper 
Hooded Sweatshirt Hi-Vis Ranger HatType R Class 3 Quilted 

Bomber Jacket

Type R Class 3 4-in-1 JacketType R Class 2 Black Front 
Hooded Sweatshirt Arm/Leg BandType R Class 3 Fleece Lined 

Bomber Jacket

 • Weatherproof 300D performance ripstop 
polyester outer shell

 • Breathable PU coating
 • 280g fleece body + thermal insulated, 

quilted sleeves
 • Zip-out liner with zip-off sleeves creates 

wearable fleece vest
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective material
 • Black panels hide dirt and wear
 • Detachable inset hood with drawstring 

and stoppers
 • Large hidden external zipper pocket for 

iPad/tablet storage
 • External zipper chest pocket
 • Combination cell phone chest pocket/clear 

ID badge holder
 • Dual slot pen pocket on arm
 • Dual mic tabs for clipping radios
 • Storm flap snap front covers rugged #8 

front zipper

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
breathable knit (4.1oz)

 • Moisture wicking treatment
 • 30+ UPF for protection against 

harmful UV
 • 2” ANSI-compliant heat 

transfer reflective
 • Pockets: One outside chest
 • Black accents on front and 

sleeve high wear areas

 • Weatherproof 300D oxford 
polyester outer shell

 • Breathable PU coating with 
polyester mesh lining

 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 
Scotchlite™ Reflective

 • Black panels hide dirt and 
wear

 • Inset hood with drawstring and 
stoppers

 • Two external front pockets with 
snap flaps

 • Cell phone chest pocket
 • Dual mic tabs for clipping 

radios
 • YKK #5 zippers

 • ANSI-compliant polyester polar 
fleece (8 oz.)

 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective 
material

 • Heat transfer reflective for 
flexible comfort

 • Drawstring hood
 • Pockets: Front pouch-st

 • Weatherproof 300D oxford 
polyester outer shell

 • Breathable PU coating
 • Inner jacket with 100g 3M™ 

Thinsulate™ lining
 • Inner jacket zips out and sleeves zip 

off to create Class 2 thermal vest
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ Reflective
 • Inset hood with drawstring and 

stoppers
 • Two external front pockets with 

snap flaps
 • Cell phone chest pocket
 • Dual mic tabs for clipping radios
 • YKK #5 zippers

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
breathable knit (4.1oz)

 • Moisture wicking treatment
 • 30+ UPF for protection against 

harmful UV
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ Comfort Trim™ 
segmented reflective

 • Under-arm vents
 • Pockets: One outside chest
 • Black front, sleeves and collar 

hide dirt and wear

 • ANSI-compliant 150D oxford 
polyester

 • Mesh venting panels
 • .25” ANSI-compliant 

reflective

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
polar fleece (8oz)

 • 2” ANSI-compliant heat 
transfer reflective

 • Weatherproof 300D oxford 
polyester outer shell

 • Breathable PU coating with 
polyester mesh lining

 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 
Scotchlite™ Reflective

 • Inset hood with drawstring and 
stoppers

 • Two external front pockets with 
snap flaps

 • Cell phone chest pocket
 • Dual mic tabs for clipping 

radios
 • YKK #5 zippers

 • ANSI-compliant polyester polar 
fleece (8oz)

 • 2” ANSI-compliant heat transfer 
reflective

 • Drawstring hood
 • Full-length zipper with “Be 

Tenacious” pull
 • Pockets: Two outside

 • ANSI-compliant 150D oxford 
polyester

 • Mesh venting panels
 • 1” ANSI-compliant 

reflective
 • Three sizes: S/M (21” -22.5”), 

L/XL (22.5” -24” ), 2XL/3XL 
(24” - 25.5” )

 • Weatherproof 300D oxford 
polyester outer shell

 • PU coating
 • Fully lined with 160g thermal 

quilted insulation
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective 

material
 • Black panels hide dirt and 

wear
 • Inset hood with drawstring 

and stoppers
 • Cell phone chest pocket
 • Dual slot pen pocket on arm
 • Dual mic tabs for clipping 

radios
 • Zipper front

 • Weatherproof 300D oxford 
polyester outer shell

 • Breathable PU coating
 • Inner jacket with 100g 3M™ 

Thinsulate™ lining
 • Inner jacket zips out and sleeves 

zip off to create Class 2 thermal 
vest

 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 
Scotchlite™ Reflective

 • Inset hood with drawstring and 
stoppers

 • Two external front pockets with 
snap flaps

 • Cell phone chest pocket
 • Dual mic tabs for clipping 

radios
 • YKK #5 zippers

 • ANSI-compliant polyester polar 
fleece (8oz)

 • 2” ANSI-compliant heat transfer 
reflective

 • Black accents on front and 
sleeve: high-wear areas

 • Drawstring hood
 • Pockets: Front pouch-style

 • Knit elastic band
 • ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ Reflective
 • Two sizes: S/M (12”), L/XL 

(15”)
 • 2” wide
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 • Weatherproof 300D oxford outer 
shell

 • PU coating
 • Zip-out 220g microfleece liner
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective 

material
 • Black panels on sleeves hide dirt 

and wear
 • Detachable inset hood with 

drawstring and stoppers
 • Cell phone chest pocket
 • Dual slot pen pocket on arm
 • Dual mic tabs for clipping 

radios
 • Zipper front
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8003 8244PSV

8004 8245PSV

8005 8240HL-NC

8006 8009

Arm/Leg Band Type P Class 2 Expandable 
Public Safety Vest

Hi-Vis Seat Belt Cover Type P Class 2 Public Safety Vest

Hi-Vis Mesh Neck Shade w/ 
Reflective

Non-Certified Two-Tone 
Expandable Vest

Hi-Vis Neck Shade Class E Two-Tone 
Mesh Leg Gaiters

 • Woven elastic band
 • 3M™ Scotchlite™ High Gloss 

Reflective
 • Adjusts from 13” to 16”
 • 1” wide

 • ANSI-compliant polyester mesh 
(3.3oz)

 • Adjustable sides
 • Hook and loop breakaway on 

shoulders and sides
 • ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ Reflective
 • Pockets: One outside; one 

multi-division inside
 • Dual radio mic tabs

 • ANSI-compliant poly solid 
front (3.6oz) / mesh back 
(3.3oz)

 • Hook and loop breakaway on 
shoulders and sides

 • ANSI-compliant 3M™ 
Scotchlite™ Reflective

 • Reflective set on 4.5” 
contrasting background

 • Pockets: One multi-division 
inside

 • Dual radio mic tabs

 • ANSI-compliant polyester mesh 
(3.3oz)

 • ANSI-compliant reflective 
material set on contrasting 
background

 • Elastic design fits most hard 
hats, including standard and full 
brim designs

 • Plastic clips provide secure fit

 • ANSI-compliant polyester solid 
fabric (3.6oz)

 • Reflective binding
 • Hook and loop closures
 • Attaches to hard hat suspension 

headbands

 • Ultralight ANSI-compliant polyester 
mesh is breathable and elastic to fit a 
variety of sizes

 • Two 2” ANSI-compliant 360 degree 
reflective tape with contrasting colors 
for enhanced visibility 

 • Drawstring closures on top and 
bottom for quick adjustment

 • Knee-to-ankle coverage in hi-vis lime 
or orange

 • Extra leg room slips easily over 
boots

 • Meets ANSI/ISEA 107 Class E 
compliance

 • One size fits most (Width: 56cm; 
Length: 47cm)
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8910BK 8915BK

8910 8915

8911 8918BK

 • ANSI-compliant polyester 
mesh (3.3oz)

 • 2” ANSI-compliant 
reflective

 • Drawstring waist
 • Wide leg openings with hook 

and loop closures
 • Pockets: One right leg cargo 

pocket

 • Weatherproof 300D oxford 
outer shell 

 • Breathable PU coating
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ Reflective
 • Elastic waistband with 

drawstring
 • Zippered leg openings for 

easy on/off
 • Pockets: One right leg cargo 

pocket

 • ANSI-compliant polyester mesh 
(3.3oz)

 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective
 • Drawstring waist
 • Wide leg openings with hook 

and loop closures
 • Pockets: One right leg cargo 

pocket
 • Black accents on bottom of leg 

high wear areas

 • Weatherproof 300D oxford 
outer shell 

 • Breathable PU coating
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ Reflective
 • Elastic waistband with 

drawstring
 • Zippered leg openings for easy 

on/off
 • Pockets: One right leg cargo 

pocket
 • Black accents on bottom of leg 

high wear areas

 • ANSI-compliant polyester mesh 
(3.3oz)

 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective
 • Reflective set on 4.5” 

contrasting background
 • Drawstring waist
 • Wide leg openings with hook 

and loop closures
 • Pockets: One right leg cargo 

 • Weatherproof 300D oxford 
outer shell 

 • Breathable PU coating
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ Reflective
 • Adjustable elastic 

suspenders
 • Zippered leg openings for 

easy on/off
 • Pockets: One right leg cargo 

pocket
 • Black accents on bottom of 

leg high wear areas

Class E Black Bottom 
Hi-Vis Pants Class E Black Bottom Rain Pants

Class E Hi-Vis Pants  Class E Rain Pants

Class E Two-Tone Pants Class E Black Bottom Rain Bibs

 • White and navy Polyester mesh 
material (3.3oz)

 • Hook and loop closure
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ Reflective
 • Reflective set on 4.5” 

contrasting background
 • Pockets: One multi-division 

inside
 • Dual radio mic tabs

 • ANSI-compliant polyester solid 
(3.6oz)

 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective 
material

 • Hook and loop closures
 • Fits standard width seat belt 

harness
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BBS500BBS100

BES500 BBS200

BKS500 BBS300

BWS500BBS400

High Performance Back Support – Premium Weight General Use Back Support

Ambidextrous Elbow Sleeve with StrapWeight Lifters Back Support Belt – Standard Weight 

Ambidextrous Knee Sleeve with Open Patella and StrapsGeneral Use Back Support – Standard Weight 

Wrist Wrap with Thumb Restrainer Hi-Vis Back Support – Standard Weight 

 • High Performance Back Support – Premium Weight 

 • All elastic 9-inch body for extra firm support

 • Ventilated, durable elastic body with two hook and loop fastening compression straps 

 • Adjustable suspenders with innovative buckle panel

 • Stretchable bias binding with zig-zag stitching

 • Color: Black

 • General Use Back Support – Economy Weight 

 • Constructed from lightweight, durable material 

 • Plastic support stays

 • Washable and shrink resistant

 • Features breakaway suspenders

 • 2 overlap style adjustable panels 

 • Contoured shape allows flexibility and complete freedom of movement

 • Stabilizes the spine, supports the abdomen and lower back to prompt proper lifting

 • Color: Black

 • Buckle with hook and loop closure and adjustable cinch strap                                           

 • Neoprene four-way stretch fabric provides unifrom support and warmth                           

 • Binding and pre-curve design with spandex mesh behind the elbow                                               

 •  Washable and shrink resistant  

 • Weight Lifters Back Support Belt – Standard Weight 

 • All elastic 8-inch body for extra firm support

 • Rigid EVA foam composition

 • Durable 600D foam laminated nylon body fabric

 • Breathable mesh and anti-slip elastic on the lumbar pad position

 • Adjustable webbed straps with hook and loop closure

 • Stretchable bias binding w/zig-zag stitch

 • Color: Black 

 • Neoprene four-way stretch fabric provides uniform support and warmth  

 • Contoured design conforms to the leg’s natural shape                                                                       

 • Foam anterior pad                    

 • Straps are made from durable woven elastic for support and comfort  

 • Two hook and loop closures                             

 • Washable and shrink resistant

 • General Use Back Support – Standard Weight 

 • All elastic 8-inch body for extra firm support 

 • Economical spandex elastic body 

 • Breathable mesh on the lumbar pad position

 • Non-conductive polypropylene stays

 • Adjustable, detachable suspenders with wider hook and loop fabric

 • Stretchable bias binding with zig-zag stitching

 • Color: Black 

 • Ambidextrous, neoprene four-way stretch fabric provides uniform support and warmth           

 • Straps are made from durable woven elastic for support and comfrot                                               

 • Hook and loop closure                                  

 •  Washable and shrink resistant  

 • Hi-Vis Back Support – Standard Weight 

 • All elastic 8-inch body for extra firm support

 • Hi-Vis spandex elastic with neoprene body 

 • Breathable mesh on the lumbar pad position

 • Non-conductive polypropylene stays with anti-slip elastic 

 • Adjustable, detachable suspenders 

 • Stretchable bias binding with zig-zag stitching

 • Color: Hi-Vis Orange/Black 
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PM9011VGPME10 PM8031VGPM9010PB

DUPM8010VGCOMBO8630 PM8041VGPM9011B

PM8010VGPM9010C VGPM8063CVGBH9010C

 • NRR 26dB / SNR 30dB
 • Low Profile Design
 • Soft foam ear cups
 • Fold-away, padded 

headband
 • Individually packaged

 • Soft nosepiece for snug fit.
 • 8 base wraparound lens 

provides full front side 
protection.

 • Semi-frame & slim co-material 
temple design for lightweight 
spectacle – 22 gm.

 • Scratch resistant 
polycarbonate lens provides 
99%

 • UVA/B/C protection.                                                  
Low profile design

 • Soft foam ear cups
 • Fold-away padded 

headband

 • NRR 26dB / SNR 30dB
 • Low Profile Design
 • Soft foam ear cups
 • Fold-away, padded headband 

Individually packaged

 • Suitable for youth or smaller 
size heads

 • Soft foam ear cups
 • Fold-away padded 

headband

 • NRR 19dB
 • Smaller band is designed to fit 

smaller size heads
 • Soft foam ear cups
 • Fold-away, padded headband 

Individually packaged

 • NRR 24dB
 • Slim profile ear cups
 • Omni directional 

microphone
 • Amplifies hearing, while 

compressing harmful sounds 
and reducing them to a safe 
level

 • Collapses for easy storage
 • External access for easy battery 

replacement
 • 2 AAA batteries are included

 • NRR 26dB / SNR 30dB
 • Low Profile Design
 • Soft foam ear cups
 • Fold-away, padded headband 

Individually packaged

 • NRR 22dB
 • Low profile design
 • Soft foam ear cups
 • Fold-away padded headband
 • Available in a box or 

freestanding/hanging 
clamshell

 • NRR 26dB / SNR 30dB
 • Low Profile Design
 • Soft foam ear cups
 • Fold-away, padded headband 

Individually packaged

 • NRR 22dB
 • NRR 34dB when worn with 

earplugs
 • Low profile design
 • Soft foam ear cups
 • Fold-away padded headband
 • Available in a box or 

freestanding/hanging 
clamshell

 • NRR 26dB / SNR 30dB
 • NRR 36dB when worn with 

earplugs
 • Low profile design
 • Soft foam ear cups
 • Fold-away padded headband
 • Available in a freestanding/

hanging clamshell

 • NRR 22dB
 • Can be worn with hard hats, 

shields and other PPE
 • Adjustable and durable 

neckband
 • Large soft foam earcups
 • Earcups tilt for optimum 

comfort and efficiency

Gray EarmuffElectronic Earmuff Hi-Vis Lime Earmuff Pink Earmuff 

Gray Ducks Unlimited Earmuff PM8010  Earmuff with Ever-Lite 
Black Frame and Amber Lens Hi-Vis Orange Earmuff Blue Earmuff 

Gray EarmuffGray Earmuff Teal Earmuff – Clamshell Behind the Head Earmuff 
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RPD3001PM3010 BP3000PM1010

RP4000PM2010 DPD1001CM6010

RPD2001VGPM1010C RP2001DP3000

 • NRR 25dB
 • Stem eliminates earplug 

contact with fingers
 • Three flexible rubber flanges 

form a cozy seal for all size 
ear canals

 • Packaged in a convenient 
dispenser box – 50 pair per 

box

 • NRR 22dB
 • Dielectric
 • Durable nylon headband
 • Soft foam ear cups
 • Individually packaged

 • NRR 32dB
 • Disposable corded earplugs 

are embedded with an iron 
ball for metal and magnetic 
detectability

 • Plug gently expands and self 
adjusts to all size ear canals

 • The soft foam earplugs 
provide all day comfort

 • Packaged in convenient 
dispenser box – 100 pair per 
box

 • NRR 27dB
 • Dielectric
 • Soft foam ear cups
 • Fits wide variety of hard 

hats
 • Easily accessible while 

working
 • Flip down over ears to use
 • Flip up when not in use 

Individually packaged

 • NRR 24dB
 • Reusable corded earplugs are 

embedded with metal shavings in 
the plug and cord for metal and 
magnetic detectability

 • Three flexible rubber flanges form 
a cozy seal for all size ear canals

 • Packaged in a convenient 
dispenser box – 50 corded pair 

per box

 • NRR 26dB / SNR 28dB
 • Soft foam ear cups
 • Adjustable to fit all sizes
 • Fold-away, padded 

headband
 • Individually packaged

 • BP3000 - NRR 22dB
 • Designed for environments 

with on-and-off noise 
hazards

 • Flexible band can rest around 
neck when not in use

 • Conical earplugs that require 
no roll down

 • NRR 25dB
 • Dielectric
 • Large soft foam ear cups
 • Durable padded nylon 

headband
 • Removable secure fit strap 

holds earmuff in place when 
wearing hard hat and not using 
headband

 • NRR 27dB
 • Reusable corded earplugs 

are embedded with an iron 
ball for metal and magnetic 
detectability

 • Plugs offer three flanges 
of soft rubber polymers, 
forming a cozy seal for all 
size ear canals

 • The pre-molded earplug 
is constructed of flexible 
rubber wrapped around 
a pocket of air for superb 
comfort

 • Contains no latex
 • Packaged in convenient 

dispenser box - 100 pair 
per box

 • NRR 25dB
 • Dielectric
 • Large soft foam ear cups
 • Durable, adjustable 

headband

 • NRR 27dB / SNR 26dB
 • CE EN-352-2:2002 

Certification
 • Constructed of flexible rubber 

wrapped around a pocket of air 
for superb comfort

 • Three flanges of flexible rubber 
form a cozy seal for all size ear 
canals

 • Packaged in a convenient 
dispenser box – 100 corded pair 
per box

 • NRR 30 dB 
 • No earplug roll down 

required
 • Stem eliminates foam contact 

with fingers
 • The soft foam earplugs provide 

all day comfort
 • Contoured fit disposable 

polyurethane earplugs
 • Packaged in a dispenser        

box – 50 pair per box

Metal Detectable Reusable 
Corded Earplugs Earmuff Conical Banded Earplugs Earmuff 

Reusable Push-in 
Uncorded Earplugs Earmuff Metal Detectable Disposable 

Corded Earplugs Gray Cap Mounted Muff 

Metal Detectable Reusable 
Corded EarplugsEarmuff Reusable Earplugs  Push-In Disposable Earplug
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EPC12PYDP1000 PYPM2010BP1000

PD500RPYRP2001 EPM3010BP2000

PYDP1000BNRP3001 EPM8010DP1000

 • NRR 32dB
 • Convenient dispenser holds 

500 pair of disposable 
earplugs

 • Quick and easy use for 
workers

 • Durable plastic design has 
easy twist knob and catch 
basin to prevent plugs from 
falling to the ground

 • 500 pair of disposable 
earplugs are included

 • Can be wall mounted or use a 
freestanding display

 • Replacement bag of earplugs 

is available for easy refill

 • NRR 27dB / SNR 26dB
 • CE EN-352-2:2002 

Certification
 • Constructed of flexible rubber 

wrapped around a pocket of 
air for superb comfort

 • Three flanges of flexible 
rubber form a cozy seal for all 
size ear canals

 • NRR 26dB / SNR 28dB
 • Soft foam ear cups
 • Adjustable to fit all sizes
 • Fold-away, padded 

headband
 • Individually packaged

 • BP2000 - NRR 22dB / SNR 
21dB

 • Flexible band keeps ear buds 
in place and helps make 
the hearing protector easy 
to find

 • BP2000 is formed in conical 
shape for superior comfort 
and fit

 • Safe and non-irritating. 
Replacement buds 
included

 • 40 pair per box

 • Black plastic clips secure 
corded earplugs to spectacle 
and also act as a lanyard

 • Sold in quantities of 12 pair

 • NRR 32dB / SNR 36dB
 • CE EN-352-2:2002 

Certification
 • Contoured fit disposable 

polyurethane ear plugs
 • Plug gently expands and self 

adjusts to all size ear canals

 • NRR 22dB
 • Durable nylon headband
 • Soft foam ear cups Individually 

packaged

 • BP1000 – NRR 18dB / SNR 
20dB

 • Flexible band keeps ear buds 
in place and helps make the 
hearing protector easy to 
find

 • Round ear caps of BP1000 are 
ideal for all-day wear

 • Safe and non-irritating 
Replacement buds included

 • 40 pair per box

 • NRR 32dB / SNR 36dB
 • CE EN-352-2:2002 

Certification
 • Contoured fit disposable 

polyurethane ear plugs
 • Plug gently expands and self 

adjusts to all size ear canals

 • NRR 24dB
 • Constructed of flexible rubber 

for superb comfort
 • Three flanges of flexible rubber 

form a cozy seal for all size ear 
canals

 • Packaged in a convenient 
dispenser box – 50 corded pair 
per box

 • NRR 26dB / SNR 30dB
 • Low Profile Design
 • Soft foam ear cups
 • Fold-away, padded headband 

Individually packaged

 • NRR 32dB / SNR 36dB
 • CE EN-352-2:2002 

Certification
 • Contoured fit disposable 

polyurethane earplugs
 • Plug gently expands and self 

adjusts to all size ear canals
 • Available in a convenient 

dispenser box
 • Uncorded plugs – 200 per box / 

10 boxes per case

Earplug Clip  Disposable Uncorded Earplugs EarmuffRound Banded Earplugs

500 Pair of Replacement PlugsReusable Earplugs EarmuffConical Banded Earplugs

100 Disposable Earplugs in a 
Retail BinReusable Earplugs Gray EarmuffDisposable Uncorded Earplugs
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6485 66506605 6602MF

6486 66606609 6603

6500 66016615 6665

6550 66026630 6670CT

Multi-Band High Performance hat w/ 
Neck ShadeHigh-Performance Headband Evaporative Microfiber 

Cooling Towel

Multi-Band Hard Hat Brim w/ ShadeTerry Sweatband Evaporative Cooling Band

Wrist Sweatband Economy Evaporative 
Cooling TowelHigh-Performance Dew Rag Evaporative Cooling Vest

Head Sweatband Evaporative Cooling TowelHigh-Performance Cap Evaporative Hard Hat Neck 
Shade w/CT

 • Inherently FR Nomex® knit 
fabric (EBT rating of 4.2 cal/
cm2)

 • Meets requirements of 
Performance Specification 
ASTM F1506; classified CAT 1 
according to NFPA 70E

 • Anti-stink treatment helps 
workers remain unscented

 • Multi-climate usage
 • Stretchable, comfortable and 

seam-free

 • Absorbent terry headband
 • Fits most hard hat suspension 

systems
 • Machine washable
 • 100% cotton

 • Thick, absorbent cotton terry
 • Elastic maintains snug fit
 • White, Black

 • Hi Cool® moisture management 
performance fabric

 • Comfortable to wear under hats, 
helmets or alone

 • Absorbent terry headband
 • Elastic band for a great fit
 • Stars & Stripes, Camouflage, Red 

Western, Navy Western, Solid 
Blue, Lime, Flames, Skulls

 • Thick, absorbent cotton terry
 • Elastic maintains snug fit
 • White, Black

 • Advanced PVA cooling 
technology

 • Super-evaporative, feels 
significantly cooler than 
ambient air

 • Activates fast and easy - run 
under cold water for one 
minute

 • Wear for hours or for quick 
relief

 • Simply re-wet to reactivate
 • Machine washable
 • Size: 13in x 29.5in (33cm x 

75cm)

 • Hi Cool® moisture management 
performance fabric

 • Comfortable to wear under 
hats, helmets or alone

 • Wide, absorbent terrycloth 
band

 • One size fits most
 • Stars & Stripes, Camouflage, 

Red Western, Navy Western, 
Solid Blue, Lime, Flames

 • Advanced PVA material 
activates easily and quickly 
when run under water for one 
minute

 • Re-usable, just re-wet
 • Super-evaporative cooling 

process helps keep you cool
 • Remains hydrated for up to 4 

hours
 • Hook and Loop straps for easy 

attachment
 • Patented
 • Color: Hi-Vis Lime

 • Hi Cool® moisture management 
performance fabric

 • Absorbent terry headband
 • Elasticized back for a great fit
 • Stars & Stripes, Camouflage, Red 

Western, Navy Western, Solid 
Blue, Lime, Flames, Skulls

 • Multiple style and usage 
configurations

 • Hi-tech moisture management 
performance fabric dries fast

 • Anti-stink treatment helps workers 
remain unscented

 • Multi-climate usage
 • Blocks wind, sun and dust
 • Stretchable, comfortable and seam-

free
 • Machine washable
 • Red Western, Navy Western, Hi-Vis 

Lime, Hi-Vis Orange, Stars & Stripes, 
Flames, Skulls, Be Tenacious, 
Realtree®

 • One size fits most

 • 100% Polyester fabric
 • Universal design - elastic inner 

rim to fit most hard hats
 • Blocks the sun’s rays keeping 

workers comfortable in 
environments absent from 
other forms of shade

 • Patent Pending
 • Colors: Hi-Vis Lime, Hi-Vis 

Orange

 • V-neck with zipper closure
 • Quilted nylon outer layer
 • Activated, polymer-embedded fabric 

inside
 • Water-repellent liner and black cotton-

poly elastic trim
 • Lightweight, durable, and washable
 • Soak in water 2-5 minutes to 

activate
 • Remains hydrated for up to 4 hours
 • Mesh side panels offer improved 

ventilation and stretch
 • 100% nylon
 • Gray, Lime

 • Microfiber material soft and 
absorbent

 • Super-evaporative, feels significantly 
cooler than ambient air

 • Non-toxic and chemical free
 • Machine washable
 • 2-sided color, gray on reverse for all 

colors
 • Size: 9.8in x 40.9in (25cm x 104cm)
 • UPF 50 for protection against harmful 

UV rays

 • Advanced PVA cooling technology
 • Super-evaporative, feels significantly 

cooler than ambient air
 • Activates fast and easy - run under 

cold water for one minute
 • 1/3 the size of the Chill-Its® 6602 

with the same cooling power
 • Use as a neck wrap by pulling end of 

wrap through slit
 • Wear for hours or for quick relief
 • Simply re-wet to reactivate
 • Machine washable
 • Size: 4in x 29.5in (10cm x 75cm)

 • Hi Cool® moisture management 
performance fabric

 • Absorbent terry headband
 • Wide panel neck protection
 • Adjustable cinch cord for a great fit
 • Hi-Vis Lime, Hi-Vis Orange

 • Advanced PVA cooling 
technology

 • Super-evaporative, feels cooler 
than ambient air

 • Activates fast and easy - run under 
water

 • Size: 13” x 29.5” (33cm x 75cm)
 • Only 20% thinner than 6602 

cooling towel
 • Merchandiseable packaging
 • Machine Washable
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6685 6705CT 6700CT 6710FR

6686 6705FR6700MF 6715

6690 67106700FR 6715CT

6700 6710CT6705 6716

Dry Evaporative Cooling Vest Evaporative Bandana w/CT - H&LEvaporative Cooling Bandana w/ 
Cooling Towel Evaporative FR Cooling Triangle Hat

Dry Evaporative Cooling Hat Evaporative FR Cooling 
Bandana-H&L

Evaporative Microfiber 
Cooling Bandana Evaporative Cooling Hard Hat Pad

Cooling Arm Sleeve Evaporative Cooling Triangle HatEvaporative FR Cooling Bandana Evaporative Cooling Hard Hat Pad

Evaporative Cooling Bandana-Tie Evaporative Cooling Triangle Hat 
w/Cooling Towel

Evaporative Cooling 
Bandana - Hook and Loop

Evaporative Cooling Hard 
Hat Liner

 • Provides immediate and long lasting 
cooling

 • Up to 3 days of cooling ability
 • FIll vest with 13-20oz (400-600ml) 

water to activate
 • Lightweight, durable and machine 

washable
 • V-neck with zip closure
 • Mesh side panels provide additional 

ventilation and stretch
 • Patented
 • Do not clean the inside reservoir. 

Cooling material is treated with an 
anti-microbial that inhibits mold 
growth. Keep cap closed at all times 
to maintain vest’s effectiveness.

 • Advanced PVA material 
activates easily and quickly 
when run under water for one 
minute

 • Re-usable, just re-wet
 • Super-evaporative cooling 

process helps keep you cool
 • Breakaway hook and loop 

closure
 • Patented design
 • Colors: Solid Blue, Hi-Vis Lime, 

Red Western, Blue Western, 
Stars & Stripes, Flames, 
Camouflage, Skulls

 • Advanced PVA material 
activates easily and quickly 
when run under water for one 
minute

 • Re-usable: just re-wet to re-
activate

 • Super-evaporative cooling 
process helps keep you cool

 • Lightweight and low profile; 
perfect for under hard hats

 • Tie closure
 • Patented design
 • Colors: Solid Blue, Hi-Vis Lime, 

Red Western, Blue Western, 
Stars & Stripes, Flames, 
Camouflage, Skulls

 • Modacrylic cotton blend fabric
 • Fabric meets ASTM F1506 

performance requirements (ATPV 
rating of 7.1 cal/cm2); classified 
CAT1 per NFPA 70E.

 • Meets ASTM F2302 for flame 
resistance

 • Soak in water 2-5 minutes to 
activate

 • Remains hydrated for up to 4 
hours

 • Re-usable, just re-wet
 • Colors: Solid Blue, Hi-Vis Lime

 • Provides immediate and long-
lasting cooling

 • Up to 3 days of dry cooling
 • Activate using 3oz (89ml) of 

water
 • Lightweight, durable, and 

machine washable

 • Modacrylic cotton blend fabric
 • Fabric meets ASTM F1506 

performance requirements 
(ATPV rating of 7.1 cal/cm2); 
classified CAT1 per NFPA 70E.

 • Meets ASTM F2302 for flame 
resistance

 • Soak in water 2-5 minutes to 
activate

 • Remains hydrated for up to 4 
hours

 • Re-usable, just re-wet
 • Colors: Solid Blue, Hi-Vis Lime

 • Microfiber material soft and 
absorbent

 • Super-evaporative, feels 
significantly cooler than 
ambient air

 • Re-usable, just re-wet
 • UPF 50 for protection against 

harmful UV
 • Tie closure

 • Lightweight, cooling acrylic 
polymers

 • Hook & loop closures
 • Conveniently attaches to hard hat 

suspension headband
 • Soak in water 2-5 minutes to 

activate
 • Remains hydrated for up to 4 

hours
 • Reactivate by re-soaking
 • Solid blue

 • Made of a soft, yet durable, 
performance knit fabric

 • When wet, super-evaporative 
cooling is immediate and can 
last for hours

 • When dry, sleeves will absorb 
sweat and wick moisture away 
from the body

 • UPF 50+ protection from 
harmful UV rays

 • Provides protection from light 
abrasions

 • Reflective accents
 • Anti-odor treatment
 • Machine washable
 • Chemical-free cooling

 • Activate by soaking in water for 
2-5 minutes

 • Re-usable: just soak in water to 
re-activate

 • Tie closure
 • Stars & Stripes, Camouflage, 

Red Western, Navy Western, 
Solid Blue, Lime, Flames, 
Skulls

 • Modacrylic cotton blend fabric
 • Fabric meets ASTM F1506 

performance requirements (ATPV 
rating of 7.1 cal/cm2); classified 
CAT1 per NFPA 70E.

 • Meets ASTM F2302 for flame 
resistance

 • Soak in water 2-5 minutes to 
activate

 • Remains hydrated for up to 4 
hours

 • Colors: Solid Blue, Hi-Vis Lime

 • Advanced PVA material activates 
easily and quickly when run under 
water for one minute

 • Hook and loop closures
 • Conveniently attaches to hard hat 

suspension headband
 • Reusable, just re-wet

 • Bandana/headband - tie 
closure

 • Activate by soaking in water for 
2-5 minutes

 • Remains hydrated for up to 4 
hours

 • Re-usable: just soak in water to 
re-activate

 • Stars & Stripes, Camouflage, 
Red Western, Navy Western, 
Solid Blue, Lime, Flames, 
Skulls

 • Advanced PVA material 
activates easily and quickly 
when run under water for one 
minute

 • Re-usable: re-wet to re-
activate

 • Super-evaporative cooling 
process helps keep you cool

 • Lightweight and low profile; 
perfect for under hard hats

 • Tie closure
 • Patented design
 • Colors: Solid Blue, Hi-Vis Lime, 

Red Western, Blue Western, 
Stars & Stripes, Flames, 
Camouflage, Skulls

 • Hook & loop closure
 • Soak in water 2-5 minutes to 

activate
 • Remains hydrated for up to 4 

hours
 • Re-usable, just re-wet
 • Stars & Stripes, Camouflage, 

Red Western, Navy Western, 
Solid Blue, Lime, Flames, 
Skulls

 • Lightweight, cooling acrylic 
polymers

 • Hook & loop closures
 • Conveniently attaches to hard 

hat suspension system
 • Soak in water 2-5 minutes to 

activate
 • Reactivate by re-soaking
 • Remains hydrated for up to 4 

hours
 • Solid blue
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6717 6235 8935MF 5155

6717CT 62016215 5156

6717FR 62206225 5157

8935CT 62406230

Evaporative Cooling Hard Hat Pad 
w/ Neck Shade

Phase Change Standard 
Cooling Vest 

Evaporative Class Headwear Hi-Vis 
Ranger Hat w/ MF Low Profile Hydration Pack

Evaporative Cooling Hard Hat 
Neck Shade Charge PackPhase Change Premium 

Cooling Vest w/packs
Premium Low Profile 

Hydration Pack

Evaporative Cooling Hard 
Hat Neck Shade Charge PackPhase Change Premium 

Cooling Vest Premium Cargo Hydration Pack

Evaporative Class Headwear 
Hi-Vis Ranger Hat w/CT Phase Change Vest ExtenderPhase Change Standard 

Cooling Vest w/packs

 • Lightweight, cooling         
acrylic polymers

 • Hook & loop closures
 • Protects neck from harmful 

UV rays
 • Conveniently attaches to hard 

hat suspension system
 • Soak in water 2-5 minutes       

to activate  
 • Remains hydrated for up to      

4 hours
 • Reactivate by re-soaking
 • Solid blue

 • Comfortable cotton 
construction with hook & loop 
closure

 • Extended vest surface area to 
enhance cooling power

 • Microfiber material soft and 
absorbent

 • Super-evaporative, feels 
significantly cooler than 
ambient air

 • Easily activated by running 
under water for one minute

 • ANSI certified 150D Oxford 
Polyester

 • ANSI-compliant tape with 
contrasting color

 • Durable 600D water-resistant rip stop 
polyester shell

 • Zip-up cap cover keeps debris and 
contaminants at bay

 • Insulated pack and tube keeps water 
cool

 • 100% anti-microbial bite valve 
with cover to protect against 
contaminants

 • Bite valve cover for protection from 
contaminants

 • Breakaway shoulder straps for added 
safety

 • DualCap bladder featuring smaller 
(60mm) cap nestled into larger (80mm) 
cap for easy water and ice filling

 • Advanced PVA material 
activates easily and quickly 
when run under water for one 
minute

 • Hook and loop closures 
connect to hard hat suspension 
system

 • Remains hydrated for up to 4 
hours

 • Protects neck from harmful 
UV rays

 • Conveniently attaches to hard 
hat suspension headband

 • Reusable, just re-wet

 • Cooling lifecycle lasts up to two 
hours

 • Anatomical over-the-shoulder 
design conforms to the body for 
improved comfort

 • Weighs less than comparable 
products - no batteries, blowers 
or heavy ice

 • Maintains constant 64°F / 18°C
 • Cooling lifecycle lasts up to 4 

hours
 • Comfortable cotton construction 

with hook and loop closure
 • Modacrylic cotton blend FR 

fabric
 • Extended vest surface area 

enhances cooling power 
 • Fabric meets ASTM F1506 

performance requirements 
(ATPV rating of 7.1 cal/cm2); 
Classified to NFPA 70E (CAT1)

 • Non-toxic, non-carcinogenic 
 • Elastic pen loop

 • Durable 600D water-resistant rip stop 
polyester shell

 • Vented shoulder straps and back for 
maximum breathability

 • 8mm EVA foam padding on shoulder straps 
for added comfort

 • One zippered compartment, multiple d-rings 
and nylon daisy chain webbing for gear 
storage

 • Reflective accent for higher visibility
 • Insulated pack and tube keeps water cool
 • 100% anti-microbial bite valve with cover to 

protect against contaminants
 • Breakaway shoulder straps for added 

safety
 • DualCap bladder featuring smaller (60mm) 

cap nestled into larger (80mm) cap for easy 
water and ice filling

 • Capacity: 3L (3000mL) / 101oz / 3.3 hours

 • Maintains constant 64°F / 
18°C

 • Cooling lifecycle lasts up to 4 
hours

 • Patented honeycomb design 
provides improved flexability

 • Comfortable cotton construction 
with hook & loop closure

 • Extended vest surface area to 
enhance cooling power

 • Modacrylic cotton blend FR 
fabric

 • Fabric meets ASTM F1506 
performance requirements (ATPV 
rating of 7.1 cal/cm2); classified 
CAT1 per NFPA 70E

 • Elastic pen loop

 • Durable 600D water-resistant rip stop 
polyester shell

 • Vented shoulder straps and back for 
maximum breathability

 • 8mm EVA foam padding on shoulder straps 
for added comfort

 • Five zippered compartments, multiple 
d-rings and nylon daisy chain webbing for 
gear storage

 • Insulated pack and tube keeps water 
cool

 • 100% anti-microbial bite valve with cover 
to protect against contaminants

 • Breakaway shoulder straps for added 
safety

 • DualCap bladder featuring smaller (60mm) 
cap nestled into larger (80mm) cap for easy 
water and ice filling

 • Capacity: 3L (3000mL) / 101oz / 3.3 hours

 • Advanced PVA material lines 
the inside hat rim for relief from 
the heat.

 • Easily activated by running 
under water for one minute

 • Cooling sensation lasts for up 
to 4 hours

 • ANSI certified 150D Oxford 
Polyester

 • 1in Level 2 ANSI-compliant tape 
with contrasting color

 • Patented

 • 100% elastic hook and loop extenders
 • 3.5in (9cm) elastic width for more stretch

 • Maintains constant 64°F / 18°C 
temperature 

 • Cooling lifecyle lasts up to 4 
hours

 • Comfortable cotton construction 
with hook and loop closure

 • Extended vest surface area to 
enhance cooling power

 • Non-toxic, non-carcinogenic 
substance 

 • Protects neck from harmful UV 
rays

 • Modacrylic cotton blend FR fabric
 • Fabric meets ASTM F1506 

performance requirements (ATPV 
rating of 7.1 cal/cm2); classified 
CAT1 per NFPA 70E

 • Meets ASTM F2302 for flame 
resistance

 • Soak in water 2-5 minutes to 
activate

 • Remains hydrated for up to 4 
hours

 • Conveniently attaches to hard hat 
suspension headband

 • Reusable, just resoak
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5051B 5151

5050M 5158

 • 3.0L capacity
 • TPE bladder eliminates plastic 

odor and taste. Stays supple 
to withstand daily wear and 
tear

 • Dual cap bladder featuring 
smaller (60mm) cap nestled 
into larger (80mm) cap for 
easy water and ice filling.

 • 100% anti-microbial bite valve 
with cover to protect against 
contaminants

 • Insulated tube keeps water 
cool

 • Tough (BPA Free) impact 
resistant Tritan copolyester 
plastic

 • Odor resistant with enhanced 
durability to high heat and 
humidity

 • Wide mouth to easily fit ice 
cubes

 • Dishwasher safe
 • Colors: Orange, Gray, or 

Lime

 • Compatible with any Chill-its 
bladder

 • Drying rack to air dry 
bladder

 • Bladder cleaning brush
 • Delivery system cleaning 

brush
 • Bite-Valve cleaning brush

 • 2.0L capacity
 • Wide mouth opening for 

easy water and ice (re)
filling

 • Insulated tube keeps 
water cool

 • FDA-approved food grade 
silicone body

 • Elastic strap for secure grip
 • Valve cover keeps debris off 

valve
 • Valve self-seals, eliminating 

drips
 • Easy to apply
 • Fits with all Ergodyne hydration 

packs
 • Accessory piece, sold 

separately

Hydration Pack Cleaning Kit Bladder Replacement

Bladder Replacement Wide Mouth Water Bottle

Mouthpiece Replacement  Hydration Pack Pressure Pump

 • Mouthpiece replacement
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LICENSED TO CHILL // WWW.ERGODYNE.COM

Finally, it’s easy to keep 
your cool when the world 
goes volcanic and melts 
hockey pucks.

CHILL-ITS    PVA COOLING 
TOWEL (CT) FAMILY>>>

®
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6466 6480

6471 6840

6435 6842

 • Rugged 500D Nylon outer shell 
provides protection from the 
elements – wind, repelling water, 
and keeping cold out

 • 1600D Nylon reinforcement zones 
in heavy wear areas to hold up 
through the toughest conditions

 • Several pockets including hip and 
chest for extra storage

 • Full-length YKK zippers on each 
leg to easily put on and take off 
without removing work boots

 • Easy removable PE foam knee/shin 
pads for convenience

 • “Be Tenacious” non-slip, adjustable 
elastic straps for maximum comfort 
and the perfect fit

 • Reflective accents help keep 
workers safe and seen

 • Straight leg design with inside 
elastic bottom, snap closure liner to 
protect against snow and water

 • 2-Layer Poly/Fleece
 • Shell: 100% polyester with PU 

coating
 • Lining: 100% polyester 

fleece
 • Hook & loop chin strap
 • Regular length

 • Rugged 500D Nylon shell with 
breathable water repellent treatment 
to stay dry and comfortable

 • Thermal insulated quilted sleeves for 
easy on/off

 • 1600D Nylon reinforcement zones in 
heavy wear areas to hold up through 
the toughest conditions

 • Exterior back document pocket
 • Exterior front cell phone pocket
 • Interior audio pocket to hold cell 

phone or other device
 • Heavy Duty YKK zippers with storm 

flap to seal out wind and rain
 • Removable hood with adjustable 

draw cords customizable fit
 • Drawstring waist works to keep out 

the cold
 • Adjustable hook & loop cuffs for easy 

use when wearing gloves
 • Spandex cuffs for wind protection and 

to keep out the cold
 • Reflective accents help keep workers 

safe and seen

 • Stretch fabric, brushed interior 
for warmth and comfort

 • Anti-stink treatment helps 
workers remain unscented

 • Comfort design: stretch 
fabrics, flat seams, tagless 
waistband

 • Moisture wicking treatments 
keep workers dry

 • Stretch fabric, brushed interior 
for warmth and comfort

 • Anti-stink treatment helps 
workers remain unscented

 • Moisture wicking treatments 
keep workers dry

 • Comfort design: raglan sleeves, 
stretch fabrics, flat lock 
seams

 • Long tail design. Just Say No 
To Crack.

 • Thumb loops to keep sleeves in 
place and wind out. 

 • 2-Layer Poly/Fleece
 • Shell: 100% polyester with PU 

coating
 • Lining: 100% polyester fleece
 • Hook & loop chin strap
 • Shoulder length
 • Hi-Vis lime option available 

with reflective piping and 
warming pack pockets 

Thermal Jacket Bottoms

 Thermal Bibs/Overalls 2-Layer Econo Winter Liner - Reg

Thermal Base Layer 
Long Sleeve Shirt

2-Layer Econo Winter 
Liner - Shoulder

6850 6862

6852 6863

6860 6867

 • 2-Layer Cotton/Fleece
 • Shell: 100% cotton twill
 • Lining: 100% polyester fleece
 • Shoulder length
 • Elastic gather at forehead to keep 

wind out
 • Warming pack pockets at ears
 • Loops on both sides of face               

to attach

 • 3-Layer Polyester/Foam/Fleece
 • Shell: 100% quilted polyester
 • Mid-Layer: Foam
 • Lining: 100% polyester fleece
 • Hook & loop attachments for hard 

hat security
 • Warming pack pockets at  ears
 • Regular length
 • Loops on both sides of face            

to attach 

 • 2-Layer Cotton/Fleece
 • Shell: 100% cotton twill
 • Lining: 100% polyester fleece
 • Regular length
 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Hook and loop chin strap
 • Warming pack pockets at ears
 • Loops on both sides of face          

to attach 

 • 2-layer FR Cotton/Fleece
 • Shell: FR Modacrylic Blend
 • Lining: 100% poly fleece
 • Shoulder length
 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Warming pack pockets          

at ears
 • Loops on both sides of face 

to attach

 • 2-layer FR Cotton/Fleece
 • Shell: 60% Modacrylic/40% 

Cotton Twill
 • Lining: 100% polyester fleece
 • Regular length
 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Hook and loop chin strap
 • Warming pack pockets at 

ears
 • Loops on both sides of face to 

attach

 • 3-Layer Polyester/Foam/
Fleece

 • Shell: 100% quilted polyester
 • Mid-Layer: Foam
 • Lining: 100% polyester fleece
 • Shoulder length
 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Hook & loop attachments for 

hard hat security
 • Warming pack pockets at 

ears
 • Loops on both sides of face to 

attach 

2-Layer Winter Liner - Reg 2-Layer Winter Liner w/ FR 
Cotton Shell - Shoulder

2-Layer Winter Liner - Shoulder 3-Layer Winter Liner - Reg

2-Layer Winter Liner w/ FR 
Cotton Shell - Reg 3-Layer Winter Liner - Shoulder 
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6870 6880

6872 6882

6877 6885

 • 2-Layer mouthpiece – Modacrylic 
FR twill/Modacrylic FR fleece 
(ATPV rating of 20 cal/cm2)

 • Shell: Modacrylic cotton        
blend twill

 • Lining: Modacrylic cotton      
blend fleece

 • Meets requirements of 
Performance Specification ASTM 
F1506; classified CAT2 according 
to NFPA 70E

 • Attach to a winter liner for       
face coverage

 • Hook & loop closure

 • 2-layer Modacrylic/Cotton twill 
with modacrylic/cotton fleece 
construction

 • Shell: 60% Modacrylic/40% cotton 
twill

 • Lining: 60%Modacrylic/40% cotton 
fleece

 • Meets requirements of Performance 
Specification ASTM F1506; 
classified CAT2 according to NFPA 
70E

 • Arc-rated; ATPV rating of 20 cal/
cm2

 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Hook and loop straps for easy hard 

hat attachment
 • Warming pack pockets at              

the ears
 • Loops on both sides of face            

to attach

 • 2-Layer Mouthpiece-Cotton/Fleece
 • Shell: 100% cotton twill
 • Lining: 100% polyester fleece
 • Hook & loop closure
 • Made to fit all N-Ferno® winter liners

 • 2-layer Modacrylic/cotton twill 
and Modacrylic/cotton fleece 
construction

 • Shell: 60% Modacrylic/40%           
cotton twill

 • Lining: 60% Modacrylic/40%         
cotton fleece

 • Meets requirements of Performance 
Specification ASTM F1506; classified 
CAT2 according to NFPA 70E

 • Arc-rated; ATPV rating of 20 cal/cm2
 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Hook and loop straps for easy hard hat 

attachment
 • Hook and loop chin straps
 • Warming pack pockets at ears
 • Loops on both sides of face to attach 

 • 3-Layer FR Modacrylic Cotton/Foam/
Fleece construction

 • Shell: 60% Modacrylic/40% Cotton 
Twill

 • Mid-Layer: Foam
 • Lining: 100% polyester fleece
 • Shoulder length
 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Hook & loop straps for hard hat 

attachment
 • Warming pack pockets at ears
 • Loops on both sides of face to attach 

 • Upper section: Modacrylic 
cotton blend twill with 
Modacrylic cotton fleece lining 
(ATPV rating of 20 cal/cm2)

 • Lower section: Double layer 
modacrylic blend rib knit (EBT 
rating of 17.0 cal/cm2)

 • Meets requirements of 
Performance Specification 
ASTM F1506; classified CAT2 
according to NFPA 70E

 • Nomex® Metal Zipper
 • Hook and loop straps for easy 

hard hat attachment
 • Warming pack pockets

2-Layer H&L Mouth Piece 2-Layer FR Winter Liner - Reg

2-Layer FR H&L Mouth Piece 2-Layer FR Winter Liner - 
Shoulder

3-Layer Winter Liner w/ FR 
Cotton Shell - Shoulder Two-layer FR Winter Liner

6892 6840

6950 6842

6952 6850

 • 3-Layer Nylon/Foam/Sherpa
 • Shell: 100% quilted nylon
 • Mid-Layer: Foam
 • Lining: 100% Poly Sherpa
 • Regular length 
 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Warming pack pockets

 • 2-Layer Poly/Fleece
 • Shell: 100% polyester with PU 

coating
 • Lining: 100% polyester fleece
 • Hook & loop chin strap
 • Shoulder length
 • Hi-Vis lime option available with 

reflective piping and warming 
pack pockets 

 • 3-Layer Modacrylic twill /FR 
Thinsulate/Modacrylic fleece (ATPV 
rating of 27 cal/cm2)

 • Shell: Modacrylic cotton blend twill
 • Mid-Layer: 3M™ FR Thinsulate™
 • Lining: Modacrylic cotton             

blend fleece
 • Meets Performance Requirements of 

ASTM F1506 and NFPA 70E (CAT 3)
 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Warming pack pockets
 • Hook and loop straps for                

easy attachment

 • 2-Layer Poly/Fleece
 • Shell: 100% polyester with 

PU coating
 • Lining: 100% polyester 

fleece
 • Hook & loop chin strap
 • Regular length

 • 3-Layer Nylon/Foam/Sherpa
 • Shell: 100% quilted nylon
 • Mid-Layer: Foam
 • Lining: 100% Poly Sherpa
 • Shoulder length
 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Warming pack pockets

 • 2-Layer Cotton/Fleece
 • Shell: 100% cotton twill
 • Lining: 100% polyester fleece
 • Regular length
 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Hook and loop chin strap
 • Warming pack pockets              

at ears
 • Loops on both sides of face      

to attach 

3-Layer FR Winter 
Liner - Shoulder 2-Layer Econo Winter Liner - Reg

3-Layer Winter Liner - Reg 2-Layer Econo Winter 
Liner - Shoulder

3-Layer Winter Liner - Shoulder 2-Layer Winter Liner - Reg
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6852 6863

6860 6867

6862 6870

 • 2-layer FR Cotton/Fleece
 • Shell: 60% Modacrylic/40% Cotton 

Twill
 • Lining: 100% polyester fleece
 • Regular length
 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Hook and loop chin strap
 • Warming pack pockets at ears
 • Loops on both sides of face to 

attach

 • 3-Layer Polyester/Foam/Fleece
 • Shell: 100% quilted polyester
 • Mid-Layer: Foam
 • Lining: 100% polyester fleece
 • Shoulder length
 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Hook & loop attachments for hard 

hat security
 • Warming pack pockets at ears
 • Loops on both sides of face to 

attach

 • 2-Layer Cotton/Fleece
 • Shell: 100% cotton twill
 • Lining: 100% polyester fleece
 • Shoulder length
 • Elastic gather at forehead to keep 

wind out
 • Warming pack pockets at ears
 • Loops on both sides of face                

to attach 

 • 3-Layer Polyester/Foam/Fleece
 • Shell: 100% quilted polyester
 • Mid-Layer: Foam
 • Lining: 100% polyester fleece
 • Hook & loop attachments for hard 

hat security
 • Warming pack pockets at  ears
 • Regular length
 • Loops on both sides of face              

to attach 

 • 2-layer FR Cotton/Fleece
 • Shell: FR Modacrylic Blend
 • Lining: 100% poly fleece
 • Shoulder length
 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Warming pack pockets at ears
 • Loops on both sides of face to attach

 • 2-Layer Mouthpiece-Cotton/
Fleece

 • Shell: 100% cotton twill
 • Lining: 100% polyester fleece
 • Hook & loop closure
 • Made to fit all N-Ferno® winter 

liners

2-Layer Winter Liner - Shoulder 3-Layer Winter Liner - Reg

2-Layer Winter Liner w/ FR Cotton 
Shell - Reg 3-Layer Winter Liner - Shoulder

2-Layer Winter Liner w/ FR Cotton 
Shell - Shoulder 2-Layer H&L Mouth Piece

6872 6882

6877 6885

6880 6892

 • 3-Layer FR Modacrylic Cotton/
Foam/Fleece construction

 • Shell: 60% Modacrylic/40%  
Cotton Twill

 • Mid-Layer: Foam
 • Lining: 100% polyester fleece
 • Shoulder length
 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Hook & loop straps for hard       

hat attachment
 • Warming pack pockets at ears
 • Loops on both sides of face         

to attach

 • Upper section: Modacrylic cotton 
blend twill with Modacrylic 
cotton fleece lining (ATPV rating 
of 20 cal/cm2)

 • Lower section: Double layer 
modacrylic blend rib knit (EBT 
rating of 17.0 cal/cm2)

 • Meets requirements of 
Performance Specification ASTM 
F1506; classified CAT2 according 
to NFPA 70E

 • Nomex® Metal Zipper
 • Hook and loop straps for easy 

hard hat attachment
 • Warming pack pockets

 • 2-Layer mouthpiece – 
Modacrylic FR twill/Modacrylic 
FR fleece (ATPV rating of 20 
cal/cm2)

 • Shell: Modacrylic cotton   
blend twill

 • Lining: Modacrylic cotton 
blend fleece

 • Meets requirements of 
Performance Specification 
ASTM F1506; classified CAT2 
according to NFPA 70E

 • Attach to a winter liner for   
face coverage

 • Hook & loop closure

 • 2-layer Modacrylic/Cotton 
twill with modacrylic/cotton 
fleece construction

 • Shell: 60% Modacrylic/40% 
cotton twill

 • Lining: 60%Modacrylic/40% 
cotton fleece

 • Meets requirements of 
Performance Specification 
ASTM F1506; classified CAT2 
according to NFPA 70E

 • Arc-rated; ATPV rating of 20 
cal/cm2

 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Hook and loop straps for easy 

hard hat attachment
 • Warming pack pockets at the 

ears
 • Loops on both sides of face 

to attach

 • 2-layer Modacrylic/cotton 
twill and Modacrylic/cotton      
fleece construction

 • Shell: 60% Modacrylic/40% 
cotton twill

 • Lining: 60% Modacrylic/40% 
cotton fleece

 • Meets requirements of 
Performance Specification 
ASTM F1506; classified CAT2 
according to NFPA 70E

 • Arc-rated; ATPV rating of 20 
cal/cm2

 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Hook and loop straps for easy 

hard hat attachment
 • Hook and loop chin straps
 • Warming pack pockets            

at ears
 • Loops on both sides of face     

to attach 

 • 3-Layer Modacrylic twill /FR 
Thinsulate/Modacrylic fleece 
(ATPV rating of 27 cal/cm2)

 • Shell: Modacrylic cotton blend 
twill

 • Mid-Layer: 3M™ FR 
Thinsulate™

 • Lining: Modacrylic cotton blend 
fleece

 • Meets Performance 
Requirements of ASTM F1506 
and NFPA 70E (CAT 3)

 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Warming pack pockets
 • Hook and loop straps for easy 

attachment

2-Layer FR H&L Mouth Piece  2-Layer FR Winter 
Liner - Shoulder

3-Layer Winter Liner w/ FR 
Cotton Shell - Shoulder  Two-layer FR Winter Liner

2-Layer FR Winter Liner - Reg 3-Layer FR Winter 
Liner - Shoulder
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6950 6821

6952 6822

6832 6823

 • 3-Layer Nylon/Foam/Sherpa
 • Shell: 100% quilted nylon
 • Mid-Layer: Foam
 • Lining: 100% Poly Sherpa
 • Shoulder length
 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Warming pack pockets

 • Polyester Fleece for warmth in 
extreme conditions

 • Lightweight, strechable spandex top
 • Long length
 • Reflective accent for higher visibility

 • 3-Layer Nylon/Foam/Sherpa
 • Shell: 100% quilted nylon
 • Mid-Layer: Foam
 • Lining: 100% Poly Sherpa
 • Regular length 
 • Elastic gather at forehead
 • Warming pack pockets

 • Polyester Fleece for warmth in 
extreme conditions

 • Reflective accent for higher visibility
 • Long length
 • Hi-vis lime option available with 

reflective piping and in new         
longer length

 • Polyester/Spandex blend dries fast
 • Lightweight and stretchable for all day 

comfort and allows greater mobility in 
any direction

 • Easily fits under hard hat or other head 
protection

 • Long length extending below the 
neckline for added protection from the 
elements and extra coverage

 • Reflective accent for higher visibility

 • Fleece with wind-protectant 
fabric at most vulnerable places 
protects against a variety         
of elements

 • Unique hinged design
 • 3-panel construction with flat 

lock stitching for a comfortable 
“made just for you” fit

 • Reflective accents help keep 
workers safe and seen

 • Long length
 • RT: Realtree Xtra(R) pattern and 

longer length

3-Layer Winter Liner - Reg Fleece Balaclava

3-Layer Winter Liner - Shoulder Balaclava with Spandex Top

Spandex Balaclava Wind-proof Hinged Balaclava

6824 6827

6825 6828

6826 6970

 • Nomex® Fleece
 • Meets requirements of 

Performance Specification ASTM 
F1506; classified CAT2 according 
to NFPA 70E

 • Arc Rated, ATPV of 9.7 cal/cm2
 • Reflective accent for higher 

visibility
 • Stretchable and comfortable

 • Modacrylic Blend Fleece
 • Meets requirements of Performance 

Specification ASTM F1506; classified 
CAT2 according to NFPA 70E

 • Arc-rated; ATPV of 10.6 cal/cm2
 • Meets the performance 

reqquirements of EN1149, anti-
static

 • Reflective accent for higher 
visibility

 • Stretchable and comfortable

 • Polyester/Wool blend for the 
ultimate in warmth and moisture 
wicking

 • Easily fits underneath a hard hat
 • Long length, lightweight                 

& stretchable
 • Reflective accents help keep 

workers safe and seen

 • 2-pc Polyester Fleece with 
neoprene face mask attached by 
hook and loops

 • 1mm neoprene with one side 
nylon and one side fleece for 
additional comfort

 • Long length 
 • Reflective accents help keep 

workers safe and seen
 • Unique Hook and Loop 

suspensions to attach cap to a 
hard hat for better stability

 • 2-pc Polyester Fleece attached 
by hook and loops

 • Unique Hook and Loop 
suspensions to attach cap to a 
hard hat for better stability

 • Long length 
 • Reflective accents help keep 

workers safe and seen

 • 2-piece, 320g fleece design 
envelopes the face, neck and 
head

 • Built-in heat exchanger 
provides warm air for inhalation 
in extreme conditions

 • Form-fitting design prevents 
eyewear from fogging

 • Adjustable mask with hook and 
loop attachments

 • Removable face mask
 • Patented design

Wool Blend Balaclava 2-pc Fleece/Neoprene Balaclava

Nomex Balaclava Modacrylic Blend FR 
Fleece Balaclava

2-pc Fleece Balaclava Extreme Balaclava w/Hot Rox
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6802 6820

6816 6810

6819BT 6815

 • Reversible knit hat
 • Stretchable gray polyester on 

one side
 • Soft lime fleece on reverse side
 • One size

 • 100% polyester knit
 • Half cap style

 • Trimmed with faux fur and a 
thick, quilted satin crown lining, 
these hats are a snug barrier 
against wind and cold

 • Durable, wind and water-resistant 
nylon shell to keep you warm 
and dry

 • 60 grams of Thinsulate™ 
Insulation from 3M

 • Quilted satin crown lining with 
PU backing

 • YKK® buckle with strap
 • Button flaps with side holes for 

hearing
 • Hi-Vis Lime color option that 

includes reflective piping for 
added visibility

 • Shell: Modacrylic Cotton 
Blend

 • Lining: Modacrylic Cotton 
Blend Fleece

 • Reflective accent for higher 
visibility

 • Meets Performance 
Requirements of ASTM F1506 
and NFPA 70E (CAT 4)

 • Arc Rated; ATPV rating of 49.5 
cal/cm2

 • 100% acrylic shell
 • CoolMax™ Lining
 • 100% tenacious look

 • 100% polyester knit
 • Full face style

Classic Trapper Hat FR Knit Cap

Reversible Knit Cap Stretch Cap - Half Style

Knit Cap Stretch Cap - Full Face

6818 6995

6990 925WP

6992 814

 • To activate, just open the 
pack

 • All natural ingredients 
heat up when they contact 
oxygen

 • Seal from oxygen in 
Zip-Loc bag and reuse the 
next day

 • Hand style warms up to 12 
hours

 • Dual-zone 3M™ Thinsulate™ 
Insulation

 • Waterproof/windproof breathable 
membrane insert

 • Full TPR armor + technical foam for 
max protection

 • Dual-layer AX Suede™-reinforced 
gripping palm

 • Armortex®-reinforced thumb saddle 
and index finger

 • Padded neoprene cuff with reflective 
binding

 • Pull-on tab with ID space to write 
wearer’s name

 • EN 388: 3323 X P

 • 100% Dralon acrylic shell
 • 3M™ Thinsulate™ flex insulation 

40g
 • Soft fleece liner
 • One size 

 • To activate, just open the pack
 • All natural ingredients heat up 

when they contact oxygen
 • Seal from oxygen in Zip-Loc bag 

and reuse the next day
 • Foot style warms up to 7 hours

 • To activate, just open the pack
 • All natural ingredients heat up 

when they contact oxygen
 • Seal from oxygen in Zip-Loc bag 

and reuse the next day
 • Toe style warms up to 5 hours

 • Insulated fill for cool to cold 
temps

 • Weather-resistant outer shell
 • Durable synthetic leather 

palm
 • Touch screen-capable thumb 

and index finger
 • QuickCuff™ neoprene/elastic 

gauntlet fit with ID space
 • Soft thumb nose/brow wipe 

area
 • EN 388: 2222 X

Knit Cap Full Foot Warming Packs

Hand Warming Packs Performance Dorsal Impact
Reducing + Thermal WP Gloves

Toe Warming Packs Thermal Utility Gloves
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814CR6 818WP

817 819WP

817WP 819OD

 • Dual-zone 3M™ Thinsulate™ 
Insulation

 • Weather-resistant ripstop outer 
shell + DWR finish

 • Rugged AX Suede™ palm and 
fingertip reinforcements

 • Touch screen-capable thumb and 
index finger

 • Extended neoprene cuff with hook 
& loop closure and ID space

 • Neoprene knuckle pad
 • Soft thumb nose/brow wipe 

area
 • Reflective accents
 • EN 388: 3423 X

 • Dual-zone 3M™ Thinsulate™ 
Insulation

 • Waterproof/windproof breathable 
membrane insert

 • Weather-resistant ripstop outer 
shell + DWR finish

 • Rugged AX Suede™ palm and 
fingertip reinforcements

 • Touch screen capable thumb and 
index finger

 • Gauntlet cuff with internal elastic 
cinch cord

 • Cuff accommodates N-Ferno™ 
6990 Hand Warming Packs for 
added warmth

 • Neoprene knuckle pad
 • Soft thumb nose/brow wipe 

area
 • Reflective accents
 • EN 388: 3423 X

 • Next-gen Armortex®-backed palm 
for extreme cut protection

 • Insulated fill for cool to cold 
temps

 • Weather-resistant outer shell
 • Contrasting color gray fingertips for 

hand signaling
 • Durable synthetic leather palm
 • Reinforced thumb saddle wear area 

enhances grip and extends glove 
life

 • Low-profile molded hook and loop 
closure with ID space provides 
a secure fit and keeps out the 
elements

 • Pull-on tab for easy on/off
 • Soft thumb nose/brow wipe area
 • External size label allows for quick 

swap-out at the tool crib
 • EN 388: 2543 F; ANSI/ASTM Cut 

Level A6

 • Dual-zone 3M™ Thinsulate™ 
Insulation

 • Waterproof/windproof breathable 
membrane insert

 • Weather-resistant ripstop outer 
shell + DWR finish

 • Tough Tena-Grip™ palm and 
fingertips

 • Touch screen capable thumb and 
index finger

 • Extended neoprene cuff with hook 
& loop closure and ID space

 • Neoprene knuckle pad
 • Soft thumb nose/brow wipe area
 • Reflective accents
 • Available in black or hi-vis 

orange
 • EN 388: 3322 X

 • Dual-zone 3M™ Thinsulate™ 
Insulation

 • Waterproof/windproof 
breathable membrane insert

 • Weather-resistant ripstop outer 
shell + DWR finish

 • Rugged AX Suede™ palm and 
fingertip reinforcements

 • Touch screen-capable thumb and 
index finger

 • Extended neoprene cuff with 
hook & loop closure and ID 
space

 • Neoprene knuckle pad
 • Soft thumb nose/brow wipe 

area
 • Reflective accents
 • EN 388: 3423 X

 • Dual-zone 3M™ Thinsulate™ 
Insulation

 • OutDry® waterproof/windproof 
bonded membrane

 • Weather-resistant ripstop outer 
shell + DWR finish

 • Rugged AX Suede™ palm and 
fingertip reinforcements

 • Touch screen capable thumb 
and index finger

 • Gauntlet cuff with internal 
elastic cinch cord

 • Cuff accommodates N-Ferno™ 
6990 Hand Warming Packs for 
added warmth

 • Neoprene knuckle pad
 • Soft thumb nose/brow wipe 

area
 • Reflective accents
 • EN 388: 3423 X

Thermal Utility + Cut 
Resistance Gloves

 Performance Thermal 
Waterproof Utility Gloves

Reinforced Thermal Utility Gloves Extreme Thermal 
Waterproof Gloves

Reinforced Thermal Waterproof 
Utility Gloves

Extreme Thermal Waterproof 
Gloves with OutDry®

816 8388

8384 8925

 • Weatherproof 300D oxford 
polyester outer shell

 • PU coating
 • 160g quilted thermal insulation + 

fleece lining
 • 2” ANSI-compliant reflective 

material
 • Black panels hide dirt               

and wear
 • Inset hood with drawstring     

and stoppers
 • Internal waist cord cinches tight 

to keep out cold and wind
 • Two external front pockets with 

snap flaps
 • Cell phone chest pocket
 • Dual slot pen pocket on arm
 • Dual mic tabs for clipping 

radios
 • Storm flap snap front covers 

rugged #8 front zipper

 • Weatherproof 100% polyester 
outer shell 

 • Breathable PU coating
 • 80g 3M™ Thinsulate™ lining
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ Reflective
 • Elastic waistband with 

drawstring
 • Zippered leg openings for easy 

on/off
 • Pockets: One right leg cargo 

pocket

 • Fleece-lined mittens convert to half-
finger gloves

 • Mitten pocket and thumb stow 
easily when not in use

 • Weather-resistant outer shell
 • Durable synthetic leather palm
 • Contoured gathered elastic cuff with 

ID space
 • Soft thumb nose/brow wipe area
 • Reflective accents
 • EN 388: 2231 X

 • Weatherproof 300D oxford 
polyester outer shell

 • Breathable PU coating
 • Inner jacket with 100g 3M™ 

Thinsulate™ lining
 • Inner jacket zips out and sleeves zip 

off to create Class 2 thermal vest
 • 2” ANSI-compliant 3M™ 

Scotchlite™ Reflective
 • Black panels hide dirt and wear
 • Inset hood with drawstring and 

stoppers
 • Two external front pockets with 

snap flaps
 • External zipper chest pocket
 • Cellphone chest pocket
 • Clear ID badge holder
 • Dual mic tabs for clipping radios
 • •YKK #5 zippers

Thermal Flip-Top Gloves Type R Class 3/2 Thermal 
Jacket Kit

Type R Class 3 Thermal Parka Class E Thermal Pants
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WHAM3030AE

WHAM3030FL

WHAM3030FM

WHAM3030GB

American Eagle Decorated Auto Darkening Helmet 

Flame Decorated Auto Darkening Helmet 

Fire Metal Decorated Auto Darkening Helmet

Glossy Black Decorated Auto Darkening Helmet
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 • Superior comfort with pivot style headgear
 • Made of high-impact resistant nylon
 • Four independent arc sensors in a staggered design 

to deliver the most reliable arc detection
 • High speed lens – 1/30,000 second
 • Powered by solar cells and replaceable lithium-

battery
 • Includes magnification lens holder
 • Fully adjustable nylon suspension

 • Superior comfort with pivot style headgear
 • Made of high-impact resistant nylon
 • Four independent arc sensors in a staggered design 

to deliver the most reliable arc detection
 • High speed lens – 1/30,000 second
 • Powered by solar cells and replaceable lithium-

battery
 • Includes magnification lens holder
 • Fully adjustable nylon suspension

 • Superior comfort with pivot style headgear
 • Made of high-impact resistant nylon
 • Four independent arc sensors in a staggered design 

to deliver the most reliable arc detection
 • High speed lens – 1/30,000 second
 • Powered by solar cells and replaceable lithium-

battery
 • Includes magnification lens holder
 • Fully adjustable nylon suspension

 • 4/ 5-8/ 9-13 stepless variable shade
 • 3.858” x 3.425” (98 x 87 mm) view area
 • Manual internal controls
 • Four independent sensors in staggered design
 • Solar cells and replaceable lithium-battery
 • Grinding and welding modes
 • 1/30,000 second switch speed
 • 5 amps and below TIG rating
 • High-impact resistant nylon
 • Up to shade DIN16 at all times

 • 4/ 5-8/ 9-13 stepless variable shade
 • 3.858” x 3.425” (98 x 87 mm) view area
 • Manual internal controls
 • Four independent sensors in staggered design
 • Solar cells and replaceable lithium-battery
 • Grinding and welding modes
 • 1/30,000 second switch speed
 • 5 amps and below TIG rating
 • High-impact resistant nylon
 • Up to shade DIN16 at all times

 • 4/ 5-8/ 9-13 stepless variable shade
 • 3.858” x 3.425” (98 x 87 mm) view area
 • Manual internal controls
 • Four independent sensors in staggered design
 • Solar cells and replaceable lithium-battery
 • Grinding and welding modes
 • 1/30,000 second switch speed
 • 5 amps and below TIG rating
 • High-impact resistant nylon
 • Up to shade DIN16 at all times

 • Superior comfort with pivot style headgear
 • Made of high-impact resistant nylon
 • Four independent arc sensors in a staggered design 

to deliver the most reliable arc detection
 • High speed lens – 1/30,000 second
 • Powered by solar cells and replaceable lithium-

battery
 • Includes magnification lens holder
 • Fully adjustable nylon suspension

 • 4/ 5-8/ 9-13 stepless variable shade
 • 3.858” x 3.425” (98 x 87 mm) view area
 • Manual internal controls
 • Four independent sensors in staggered design
 • Solar cells and replaceable lithium-battery
 • Grinding and welding modes
 • 1/30,000 second switch speed
 • 5 amps and below TIG rating
 • High-impact resistant nylon
 • Up to shade DIN16 at all times
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WHAD6030GB

WHAD6030MB

WHAM1020MB

Glossy Black Auto Darkening Helmet with Digital Controls

Metallic Blue Auto Darkening Helmet with Digital Controls 

Matte Black Auto Darkening Helmet

 • Superior comfort with pivot style headgear
 • Made of high-impact resistant nylon
 • Four independent arc sensors in a staggered design 

to deliver the most reliable arc detection
 • High speed lens – 1/30,000 second
 • Powered by solar cells and replaceable lithium-

battery
 • Includes magnification lens holder
 • Fully adjustable nylon suspension

 • Superior comfort with pivot style headgear
 • Made of high-impact resistant nylon
 • Four independent arc sensors in a staggered design 

to deliver the most reliable arc detection
 • High speed lens – 1/30,000 second
 • Powered by solar cells and replaceable lithium-

battery
 • Includes magnification lens holder
 • Fully adjustable nylon suspension

 • Superior comfort with pivot style headgear
 • Made of high-impact resistant nylon
 • Four independent arc sensors in a staggered design 

to deliver the most reliable arc detection
 • High speed lens – 1/30,000 second
 • Powered by solar cells and replaceable lithium-

battery
 • Includes magnification lens holder
 • Fully adjustable nylon suspension

 • 4 / 5-13 digital display
 • 3.937” x 2.362” (100 x 60mm) view area
 • Digital internal controls
 • Four independent sensors in staggered design
 • Solar cells and replaceable lithium-battery
 • Grinding and welding modes
 • 1/30,000 second switch speed
 • 5 amps and below TIG rating
 • High-impact resistant nylon
 • Up to shade DIN16 at all times

 • 4 / 5-13 digital display
 • 3.937” x 2.362” (100 x 60mm) view area
 • Digital internal controls
 • Four independent sensors in staggered design
 • Solar cells and replaceable lithium-battery
 • Grinding and welding modes
 • 1/30,000 second switch speed
 • 5 amps and below TIG rating
 • High-impact resistant nylon
 • Up to shade DIN16 at all times

 • 4 / 9-13 stepless variable shade
 • 3.937” x 1.77” (100 x 45 mm) view area
 • Manual external/ internal controls
 • Four independent sensors in staggered design
 • Solar cells and replaceable lithium-battery
 • Grinding and welding modes
 • 1/30,000 second switch speed
 • 5 amps and below TIG rating
 • High-impact resistant nylon
 • Up to shade DIN16 at all times

WELDING: AUTO-DARKENING HELMETS WELDING: AUTO-DARKENING HELMETS
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WHP100

S1150

S1250

Passive Helmet with IR 10 Plate

Tapered IR5 Polycarbonate Face Shield

Cylinder IR5 Polycarbonate Face Shield

 • Lightweight thermoplastic shell provides total head, face and neck protection
 • Fully adjustable nylon suspension
 • Lift front with viewing area of 2” x 4 ¼” (50.8 x 107.95 mm)
 • Fitted with IR shade #10 welding filter
 • Optimally balanced “shake down” helmet minimizes carbon monoxide build up
 • Ample space for respirators

 • Meets ANSI Z87+
 • 8” x 15.5” | .078” thick
 • Provides 99% UVA/B/C protection
 • Universal slots will accommodate a wide variety of headgear
 • Shown with HGBR - sold separately 
 • Weight: 5.6 oz

 • Meets ANSI Z87+
 • 8” x 15.5” | .078” thick
 • Provides 99% UVA/B/C protection
 • Universal slots will accommodate a wide variety of headgear
 • Shown with HGBR - sold separately
 • Weight: 6 oz 
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GG504TSHIELDIR3

GB1860SFT

SB1860SF

SB5750SFT

Capstone Green Tinted Face Shield with IR3 H2X Anti-Fog Lens Goggle

3.0 IR H2X Filter Anti-Fog Lens with Black Strap/Temples

3.0 IR Filter Lens with Black Frame

5.0 IR Filter H2X Anti-Fog Lens with Black Frame

 • Fully adjustable elastic band. 
 • Fits over prescription glasses. 
 • Lens is coated to prevent fogging. 
 • Soft vinyl goggle body conforms to facial contours. 
 • Goggle provides protection against dust and chemical splash. 
 • Scratch resistant polycarbonate lens provides 99% UVA/B/C protection. 
 • Removable vent caps allow the user to remove when more ventilation is required or leave 

in place for unsurpassed chemical splash resistance.
 • Goggle incorporated with removable shield provides full face protection. 
 • 4 ventilation holes provide appropriate airflow. 
 • Ratchet shield allows user to open or close in 3 positions for adjustment. 
 • Polycarbonate shield conforms to the face offering increased impact and dust protection. 
 • Also available with a 5.0 IR Filter

 • Lens and frame vented to increase air flow.
 • Headband and temples feature ratchet adjustment for perfect fit, features quick fit retainer.
 • Interchangeable temples and headband included with each pair of V2G.
 • Flame resistant foam padding.
 • 9.75 base curved lens provides full side protection.
 • Scratch resistant polycarbonate lens provides 99% UVA/B/C protection.
 • Passes MIL-PRF 32432 High Velocity Impact Standards.
 • Also Available with a 5.0 IR Filter 

 • Temples adjust to four different lengths. 
 • Nose buds secure the glass and prevent slipping.
 • 9.75 base curved lens provides full side protection without distracting seams or traditional 

type side shields.
 • Scratch resistant polycarbonate lens provides 99% UVA/B/C protection.
 • Passes MIL-PRF 32432 High Velocity Impact Standards.
 • Also available with a 5.0 IR Filter

 • Ventilated nose piece is soft and adjustable.
 • Top of frame is ventilated allowing air to circulate.
 • Soft dual-injected rubber temple tips combined with fully adjustable straight back 

temples reinforce the highest level of comfort and fit.
 • 9.5 base curve lens provides excellent side protection.
 • Scratch resistant polycarbonate lens provides 99% UVA/B/C protection.
 • Passes MIL-PRF 32432 High Velocity Impact Standards.
 • Also available with a 3.0 IR Filter

WELDING: PASSIVE HELMETS AND IR FACE SHIELDS WELDING: IR EYEWEAR
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WELDING: IR EYEWEAR

DESCRIPTION

S3560SFJ

SB7950SF

SB460SF

S2514R20

3.0 IR Filter Lens with Black Temples

5.0 IR Lens with Black Frame

3.0 IR Filter Lens with Black Frame

1.5 IR Filter +2.0 Lens with Black Temples

 • Designed to better fit today’s prescription eye wear.
 • Lightweight nylon temples adjust for length and pitch.
 • Single lens encapsulates the eye for superb protection.
 • Scratch resistant polycarbonate lens provides 99% UVA/B/C protection.
 • Fits over frames up to 5 3/8” W x 1 3/4” H | 137mm x 44mm
 • Also available with a 5.0 IR Filter

 • Stylish dual lens with full eye protection, plano lens, prescription lens, and full reader lens 
adaptable.

 • Soft nose piece provides comfort for extended use.
 • Scratch resistant polycarbonate lens provides 99% UVA/B/C protection.
 • Available with a full reader +1.5 or +2.0 lens or as a prescription* lens.
 • Also available with a 3.0 IR Filter

 • Single lens and adjustable temples ensure reliable performance.
 • Scratch resistant polycarbonate lens provides 99% UVA/B/C protection.
 • Also available with a 5.0 IR Filter

 • Lens insert is out of user’s direct line of vision.
 • Integrated nose piece.
 • Soft, non-slip rubber temple tips provide non-binding fit.
 • Economical wrap-around single lens provides full panoramic view.
 • Scratch resistant polycarbonate lens provides 99% UVA/B/C protection.
 • Also available with a 1.5 IR filter, 1.5 IR filter + 1.5 mag, 5.0 IR filter, 3.0 IR filter, 

and ARC filter

SB4950STP Clear Anti-Fog Lens / 5.0 IR Filter Flip Lens with Black Frame

 • Adjustable nosepiece provides 3 different angles.
 • 3-angle adjustable flip lens.
 • Unique outer flip lens system provides users with multiple options.
 • Flip the outer lens down for applications where tinted or IR lenses are needed.
 • Scratch resistant polycarbonate lens provides 99% UVA/B/C protection.
 • Also available with a 3.0 IR Filter
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216

CUTTERS

DRILLS

GRINDERS

HAMMERS

IMPACT DRIVERS / MULTI-TOOLS

ROUTERS

SANDERS / SAWS

SCRAPERS / SCREWDRIVERS

SHEARS / TRIMMERS

WRENCHES

ACCESSORIES
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TOOLS: BLADE SHARPENERS, CUT-OUT TOOLS, CUTTERS

98202

3706/3706K

CA5000X

XCS02T1

Blade Sharpener

Drywall Cut-Out Tool Kit, with Circular Guide, Vacuum Dust Collection Cover, Case

4-5/8” Aluminum Groove Cutter

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Brushless Cordless Steel Rod Flush-Cutter Kit (5.0Ah)

 • BL™ Brushless Motor delivers 2,200 RPM for faster spark free 
cutting

 • Automatic Speed Change™ technology adjusts cutting speed and 
torque during cut for optimum performance

 • Spark free cold cutting of rebar, threaded-rod and other metal 
objects with a carbide-tipped cutting blade

 • Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to 
optimize battery energy use for up to 50% longer run time per 
charge

 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses 
energy to match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the 
application

 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling 
the BL™ Motor to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life

 • Chip collecting bag captures metal cut-offs (optional accessory)
 • Stopper holds the rebar at 90° to the cutting blade for faster and 

more precise cuts
 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more efficient 

transfer of energy
 • Three position adjustable side handle for operator comfort and 

convenience

 • 12 AMP motor for optimum performance in aluminum composite 
materials

 • Variable speed control dial (2,200 - 6,400 RPM) enables user to 
match the speed to the application

 • Built-in depth adjustment dial allows multiple cutting stops at 3 
mm, 4 mm and 6 mm

 • Close to the edge cutting (11/16”) for increased accuracy 
 • Built-in dust port swivels for increased maneuverability when 

connected to vacuum hose; connects to a vacuum with optional 24 
mm Hose Cuff (part no. P-70487)

 • Electronic controller provides constant speed control which 
automatically applies additional power to the motor to maintain 
speed under load

 • Electronic Controller provides an electronic current limiter 
which helps protect the motor from overload in high torque 
applications

 • Electronic Controller provides soft start which is designed to 
suppress start-up reaction for smooth start-ups and longer gear 
life

 • Mechanical brake for increased productivity
 • Smooth and convenient plunge release lever for operator 

comfort

 • Powerful 5.0 AMP motor for cutting into various 
materials

 • 32,000 RPM for faster cutting
 • 2-way “Slide and Bump” on/off switch
 • Sealed switch for extra protection from dust and 

debris and longer tool life
 • “Tool-less” depth adjustment sets the desired cutting 

depth quickly and easily
 • Lightweight at only 2.4 lbs. for easy handling
 • Slim body design (2-1/4” diameter) for comfort and 

control
 • All-ball bearing construction for longer tool life
 • Large and conveniently located shaft lock button for 

fast bit changes
 • Technologically advanced centrifugal fan for efficient 

cooling of the motor

 • Blade Diameter :  4-5/16”
 • Cutting Capacity (thickness) :  1”
 • No Load Speed :  2,200 RPM
 • Lock On Switch :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Slide
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  18-17/32”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  8.8 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  23.45 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-847124

 • Blade Diameter :  4-5/8”
 • Arbor :  13/16”
 • Max. Cutting Depth :  7/16”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  2,200 - 6,400 

RPM
 • AMPS :  12
 • Overall Length :  13-5/8”
 • Net Weight :  11.3 lbs.
 • Shipping Weight :  14.75 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-699815

 • Collet Capacity :  1/8”, 1/4”
 • No Load Speed :  32,000 RPM
 • AMPS :  5
 • Overall Length :  9-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  2.4 lbs.
 • Tool-less depth adjustment :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  5.6 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-041621

 • Ideal for sharpening woodworking planer blades, 
bevel and lathe chisels, and jointer knives

 • Quiet motor delivers 560 RPM for a fine finish
 • Large 7-7/8” aluminum-oxide wheel for efficient 

sharpening
 • Sharpens blades up to 15-3/4” long
 • Water feed for cooling blades
 • Less weight for easy transporting
 • 3 different grinding wheels are available (60 grit 

coarse, 1,000 grit medium, 6,000 grit fine) for 
increased versatility

 • Durable construction for long tool life
 • Includes 1,000 grit medium grinding wheel, wrench, 

and rule assembly
 • 1 Year Limited Warranty

 • Wheel Size :  7-7/8”
 • No Load Speed :  560 RPM
 • AMPS :  1.1
 • Overall Length :  15-3/8”
 • Net Weight :  24.3 lbs.
 • Max. no load speed :  560 RPM
 • Maximum blade length compatibility :  15-3/4”
 • Water feed :  Yes
 • Shipping Weight :  26.9 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-001113
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TOOLS: CUTTERS

XCS01T1

EK8100

EK7651H

EK7301

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless Rebar Cutter Kit (5.0Ah)

16” 81 cc Power Cutter

14” 75.6 cc MM4® 4-Stroke Engine Power Cutter

14” 73 cc Power Cutter

 • Improved decompression valve and metering spring for precise 
fuel regulation at start up

 • Start capacitor with start support function resulting in significantly 
less pull start force

 • On-Off-Choke operation switch on a single lever for operator 
convenience

 • Five stage filtration system with advanced directional air flow, 
provides cleaner air for better saw performance

 • Starter grip decompression valve for faster starting
 • Improved ignition system with large flywheel and rare earth 

magnets create more efficient power.
 • Reinforced aluminum blade guard with 70 degrees range of 

limitless positioning using a marked knob handle
 • Cutting arm position simply changes from center position to flush 

(outboard) position allowing cuts directly adjacent to curb edges, 
wall or directly above the ground

 • Cushioned operator grips with 4 vibration-absorption rubber 
buffers for increased operator comfort

 • Microchip controlled carburetor designed to compensate engine 
timing according to work load

 • Automatic engine decompression valve is engineered into the cam gear 
to reduce pull-start force by 40%

 • Pressure compensated carburetor with vented choke plate allows for 
optimum fuel delivery and reduces the occurrence of flooding during 
cold starts

 • Integrated all aluminum wheels reduce fatigue during long straight cuts 
and retract when not in use to prevent unexpected movement

 • Eliminates the need for separate mixed oil/fuel can
 • Lower noise at 92.7dB(A) and smoother idle for continuous operation
 • Five-stage, foam-paper-nylon filtration system with advance direction air 

flow provides cleaner air for better engine durability
 • Lower fuel consumption at .45 gallons per hour
 • Reduced exhaust and intake carbon build-up for long cylinder life
 • Three ring piston for improved commercial engine durability
 • Clear primer bulb facilitates fuel delivery to the carburetor for easier             

cold starts

 • Improved decompression valve and metering spring for precise fuel 
regulation

 • Start capacitor with start support function stores electrical energy resulting in 
significantly less pull start force

 • On-Off-Choke operation switch on a single lever for operator convenience
 • Five-stage, foam-paper-nylon system with advance direction air flow provides 

cleaner air for better saw performance
 • SLR Muffler recycles un-burned fuel vapor for reduced scavenging-losses and 

up to 15% improved fuel consumption
 • Microchip controlled carburetor designed to compensate engine timing 

according to work load
 • Cutting arm position simply changes from center position to flush (outboard) 

position allowing cuts directly adjacent to curb edges, wall or directly above 
the ground

 • 16” wheel capacity increases maximum cutting depth to 5-3/4”
 • Cushioned operator grips with 4 vibration-absorption rubber buffers for 

increased operator comfort
 • Aluminum guard and wheel pressure plates to reduce weight

 • Cutting capacity range of 1/8”- 3/4”; cuts up to 60 grade #6 rebar
 • 4-way rotatable cutting blade makes up to 4,000 cuts of #3 (3/8”) rebar before 

needing to be replaced
 • Cutting head rotates 360° for different cutting positions
 • Adjustable stopper holds the rebar at 90° to the cutting blade and assists in 

smooth cutting
 • Ergonomic pistol grip handle with rubberized soft grip provides increased 

comfort on the job
 • Effortless cutting of #6 (3/4”) rebar in 6.5 seconds
 • Spark free cutting of rebar and steel rod
 • Weighs only 24.3 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 5.0Ah battery BL1850B, features an integrated L.E.D. 

battery charge level indicator
 • 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 5.0Ah battery BL1850B reaches a full charge in 45 

minutes or less

 • Engine Displacement (cu.in./cc) :  4.5 cu.in. (73 cc)
 • Engine (max power) :  5.1 HP/3.8 kW
 • No Load Speed/Max. Spindle Speed :  9,350 / 4,300 RPM
 • Fuel Mixture :  50:1
 • Fuel Tank Capacity :  37 oz.
 • Arbor w/ Adaptor :  20mm/1” adaptor
 • Max. Cutting Depth :  4-13/16”
 • Dry Weight :  22 lbs.
 • Product Height (in.) :  14.5”
 • Product Length (in.) :  30-1/4”
 • Product Width (in.) :  11.375”
 • Wheel Diameter (in.) :  14”
 • Maximum Cut Depth (in.) :  4-13/16”
 • User Type :  Professional
 • Power Type :  2-stroke gas
 • Overall Length :  30-1/4”
 • Power Tool Product Type :  Other
 • Shipping Weight :  29.3 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-330510

 • Engine Displacement (cu.in./cc) :  4.5 cu.in. (73 cc)
 • Engine (max power) :  5.1 HP/3.8 kW
 • No Load Speed/Max. Spindle Speed :  9,350 / 4,300 RPM
 • Fuel Mixture :  50:1
 • Fuel Tank Capacity :  37 oz.
 • Arbor w/ Adaptor :  20mm/1” adaptor
 • Max. Cutting Depth :  4-13/16”
 • Dry Weight :  22 lbs.
 • Product Height (in.) :  14.5”
 • Product Length (in.) :  30-1/4”
 • Product Width (in.) :  11.375”
 • Wheel Diameter (in.) :  14”
 • Maximum Cut Depth (in.) :  4-13/16”
 • User Type :  Professional
 • Power Type :  2-stroke gas
 • Overall Length :  30-1/4”
 • Power Tool Product Type :  Other
 • Shipping Weight :  29.3 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-330510

 • Engine Displacement (cu.in./cc) :  4.61 cu.in. (75.6 cc)
 • Engine (max power) :  4.1 HP/3 kW
 • No Load Speed/Max. Spindle Speed :  9,100 / 4,300 RPM
 • Fuel Type :  Unleaded gas
 • Fuel Tank Capacity :  37 oz.
 • Arbor w/ Adaptor :  20mm/1” adaptor
 • Max. Cutting Depth :  4-13/16”
 • Dry Weight :  28.3 lbs.
 • Product Length (in.) :  30-3/4”
 • Product Height (in.) :  17.875”
 • Product Width (in.) :  12.25”
 • Wheel Diameter (in.) :  14”
 • User Type :  Professional
 • Power Type :  4-stroke gas
 • Overall Length :  30-3/4”
 • Power Tool Product Type :  Other
 • Shipping Weight :  35.2 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-620017

 • Blade Configuration :  Double sided
 • Cutting Capacity (thickness) :  3/4”
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  16-1/5”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  24.3 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  39 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-835541
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EK6101

4114

HP2070F

HP2050

14” 61 cc Power Cutter

14” Electric Angle Cutter, with 14” Diamond Blade

3/4” Hammer Drill, with L.E.D. Light

3/4” Hammer Drill, with L.E.D. Light

 • Powerful 6.6 AMP motor for the most demanding applications
 • Conveniently-located 2-mode switch allows for fast mode changes 

between “Rotation Only” and “Hammering with Rotation”
 • Variable 2-speed (0-1,200 & 0-2,900 RPM) with variable speed 

control dial
 • Built-in clutch engineered to reduce gear damage by 

automatically disengaging gears if bit binds
 • Built-in L.E.D. light illuminates the work area
 • Positive stop mode selector prevents accidental mode 

disengagement
 • Large trigger switch and 360° swivel side handle for added 

comfort
 • Recessed lock-on button for continuous use
 • All-ball bearing construction for longer tool life
 • Ergonomic rubberized grip for increased comfort on the job

 • Powerful 8.2 AMP motor for heavy duty use
 • 2-mode operation for “Rotation Only” or “Hammering with 

Rotation” for multiple applications
 • Large trigger switch and 360° swivel side handle for added 

comfort
 • Built-in L.E.D. light illuminates the drilling surface for more 

productivity in low light applications
 • Torque limiting clutch engineered to reduce gear damage by 

automatically disengaging gears if bit binds
 • Conveniently located reverse slide switch for easy access and 

use
 • Recessed lock-on button for continuous use
 • Lightweight (5.6 lbs.) for reduced operator fatigue
 • All-ball bearing construction for longer tool life
 • Ergonomic rubberized grip for increased comfort on the job

 • SJS™ technology is a mechanical clutch system that helps prevent motor and 
gear damage by allowing the drive shaft to slip if the wheel is forced to stop

 • Powerful 15.0 AMP motor delivers 3,800 RPM for the most demanding 
applications

 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Tool base can be removed for cutting closer to walls; guide wheels on the tool 

guard for smooth traveling
 • Built-in vacuum attachment port for efficient removal of dust and debris
 • Rubber shield helps keep debris away from operator and from entering the 

motor
 • Tool base adjusts allowing up to 5” cutting depth; best for cutting split face 

block when building retaining walls
 • Guide wheels on the tool guard ensure smooth traveling of tool over surface 

material when base is removed for cutting closer to walls
 • Positioning of the tool body can be adjusted (0°-80°) for operator comfort; 

operates independently of cutting depth for convenience and efficiency
 • Base has front and rear cutting guides for increased accuracy

 • Cyclonic air Intake delivers more air, more efficiently and increases air filter life 
by discarding 90% of larger debris

 • Start capacitor with start support function resulting in significantly less pull 
start force

 • Smaller hub and drive wheel assembly increases maximum cutting depth to 
5-1/8”

 • Stratified Air Scavenging (SAS) sends air flow through the transfer port to push 
the burned gases through the exhaust outlet recovering 75% of unburned fuel 
and reducing fuel consumption by 20%

 • Larger surface inverted intake and filter system extends filter life and service 
intervals

 • Sliding front engine mounts help absorb vibration by detaching when cutting 
pressure is applied

 • Multi-ribbed, self tensioning belt is engineered to provide a more consistent 
transfer of power

 • Lower noise at 97 dB(A) and smoother idle for continuous operation
 • Clear primer bulb facilitates fuel delivery to the carburetor for easier cold 

starts
 • On-Off choke operation switch on a single lever with touch-stop function for 

operator convenience

 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  3/4”
 • Capacities (steel: low, high) :  1/2”, 5/16”
 • Capacities (wood: low, high) :  1-9/16”, 1”
 • No Load Speed (var. 2 spd) :  0 - 1,200 / 0 - 2,900 RPM
 • Blows Per Minute (2 speed) :  0 - 24,000 / 0 - 58,000 BPM
 • AMPS :  6.6
 • Chuck Size :  1/2”
 • Overall Length :  14-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  5.6 lbs.
 • LED light :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  5/32” - 7/16”
 • Shipping Weight :  8.8 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-043236

 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  3/4”
 • Capacities (steel: low, high) :  5/8”, 5/16”
 • Capacities (wood: low, high) :  1-9/16”, 1”
 • No Load Speed (var. 2 spd) :  0 - 1,200 / 0 - 2,900 RPM
 • Blows Per Minute (2 speed) :  0 - 24,000 / 0 - 58,000 BPM
 • AMPS :  8.2
 • Chuck Size :  1/2”
 • Overall Length :  14-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  5.3 lbs.
 • LED light :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  5/32” - 7/16”
 • Shipping Weight :  9.55 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-051668

 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  3/4”
 • Capacities (steel: low, high) :  5/8”, 5/16”
 • Capacities (wood: low, high) :  1-9/16”, 1”
 • No Load Speed (var. 2 spd) :  0 - 1,200 / 0 - 2,900 RPM
 • Blows Per Minute (2 speed) :  0 - 24,000 / 0 - 58,000 BPM
 • AMPS :  8.2
 • Chuck Size :  1/2”
 • Overall Length :  14-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  5.3 lbs.
 • LED light :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  5/32” - 7/16”
 • Shipping Weight :  9.55 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-051668

 • Arbor :  1”
 • Max. Cutting Depth (14” diamond blade) :  5”
 • Max. Cutting Depth (14” cut-off wheel) :  5”
 • No Load Speed :  3,800 RPM
 • AMPS :  15
 • Overall Length :  26-1/2”
 • Net Weight :  23.8 lbs.
 • Blade Diameter :  14”
 • GFCI plug :  No
 • Includes dust extraction guard :  Yes
 • Power Tool Product Type :  Corded
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  35.2 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-077477
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HP2050F

HP2010N

HP1641K

HP1640

3/4” Hammer Drill, with L.E.D. Light

3/4” Hammer Drill

5/8” Hammer Drill, with Keyless Chuck, Tool Case

5/8” Hammer Drill

 • Powerful 6.0 AMP motor with 0-2,800 RPM & 0-44,800 
BPM for the most demanding applications

 • 2-mode operation for “Rotation Only” or “Hammering 
with Rotation” for multiple applications

 • Soft grip handle provides increased comfort on            
the job

 • All-ball bearing construction for longer tool life
 • Recessed lock-on button for continuous use
 • Lightweight (4.4 lbs.) with large drilling capacity up to 

5/8” in concrete
 • Extended life brushes are longer for more work between 

service intervals and less downtime
 • Large 2-finger trigger for added convenience
 • Reversing switch is conveniently located
 • Depth gauge for increased drilling consistency

 • 2-mode operation for “Rotation Only” or “Hammering 
with Rotation” for multiple applications

 • Powerful 6.0 AMP motor with 0-2,800 RPM & 0-44,800 
BPM for the most demanding applications

 • Lightweight (4.3 lbs.) with large drilling capacity up to 
5/8” in concrete

 • Soft grip handle provides increased comfort on            
the job

 • All-ball bearing construction for longer tool life
 • Extended life brushes are longer for more work between 

service intervals and less downtime
 • Recessed lock-on button for continuous use
 • Keyless chuck for easy bit installation and removal
 • Reversing switch is conveniently located
 • Depth gauge for increased drilling consistency

 • Powerful 6 AMP motor for the most demanding 
applications

 • 2-speed (0-900 & 0-2,300 RPM) with speed control 
switch

 • 2-mode operation for “Rotation Only” or “Hammering 
with Rotation” for multiple applications

 • Variable speed switch for easy starting of holes
 • All-ball bearing construction for longer tool life
 • Adjustable side handle for greater control
 • Depth gauge for “drop-in” type anchors
 • Recessed lock-on button for continuous use
 • Lightweight (6.4 lbs.) for reduced operator fatigue
 • Double insulated

 • Powerful 6.6 AMP motor for the most demanding applications
 • Conveniently-located 2-mode switch allows for fast mode changes 

between “Rotation Only” and “Hammering with Rotation”
 • Variable 2-speed (0-1,200 & 0-2,900 RPM) with variable speed 

control dial
 • Built-in clutch engineered to reduce gear damage by 

automatically disengaging gears if bit binds
 • Built-in L.E.D. light illuminates the work area
 • Positive stop mode selector prevents accidental mode 

disengagement
 • Large trigger switch and 360° swivel side handle for added 

comfort
 • Recessed lock-on button for continuous use
 • All-ball bearing construction for longer tool life
 • Ergonomic rubberized grip for increased comfort on the job

 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  5/8”
 • Capacity (steel) :  1/2”
 • Capacity (wood) :  1-3/16”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 2,800 RPM
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 44,800 

BPM
 • AMPS :  6
 • Chuck Size :  1/2”
 • Overall Length :  11-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  4.4 lbs.
 • LED light :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  6 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-096614

 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  5/8”
 • Capacity (steel) :  1/2”
 • Capacity (wood) :  1-3/16”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 2,800 RPM
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 44,800 

BPM
 • AMPS :  6
 • Chuck Size :  1/2”
 • Overall Length :  11-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  4.3 lbs.
 • LED light :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  1/8” - 1/4”
 • Shipping Weight :  7.5 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-096645

 • Capacities (concrete: low, high) :  3/4”, 1/2”
 • Capacities (steel: low, high) :  1/2”, 1/4”
 • Capacities (wood: low, high) :  1-1/2”, 3/4”
 • No Load Speed (var. 2 spd) :  0 - 900 / 0 - 2,300 RPM
 • Blows Per Minute (2 speed) :  0 - 18,000 / 0 - 46,000 BPM
 • AMPS :  6
 • Chuck Size :  1/2”
 • Overall Length :  13-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  6.4 lbs.
 • LED light :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  5/32” - 7/16”
 • Shipping Weight :  11.6 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-001328

 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  3/4”
 • Capacities (steel: low, high) :  1/2”, 5/16”
 • Capacities (wood: low, high) :  1-9/16”, 1”
 • No Load Speed (var. 2 spd) :  0 - 1,200 / 0 - 2,900 RPM
 • Blows Per Minute (2 speed) :  0 - 24,000 / 0 - 58,000 BPM
 • AMPS :  6.6
 • Chuck Size :  1/2”
 • Overall Length :  14-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  5.6 lbs.
 • LED light :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  5/32” - 7/16”
 • Shipping Weight :  8.8 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-043236

TOOLS: DRILLS
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6407

6302H

XFD061

XFD12T

3/8” Drill

1/2” Drill

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Compact Brushless Cordless 1/2” Driver-Drill Kit (3.0Ah)

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Compact Brushless Cordless 1/2” Driver-Drill Kit (5.0Ah)

 • Mechanical 2-speed transmission (0-500 & 0-2,000 RPM) for a 
wide range of drilling and fastening applications

 • BL™ Brushless motor delivers 530 in.lbs. of Max Torque
 • Efficient BL™ Brushless Motor is electronically controlled to 

optimize battery energy use for up to 50% longer run time per 
charge

 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling 
the BL™ Motor to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life

 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses 
energy to match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the 
application

 • Extreme Protection Technology (XPT™) engineered for improved 
dust and water resistance for operation in harsh job site 
conditions

 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 6-3/4”
 • Weighs only 3.9 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Rubberized soft grip handle provides increased comfort on the 

job
 • Built-in dual L.E.D. lights with afterglow illuminate the work 

area

 • Mechanical 2-speed transmission (0-400 & 0-1,550 RPM) for a wide 
range of drilling and fastening applications

 • BL™ Brushless motor delivers 530 in.lbs. of Max Torque
 • Efficient BL™ Brushless Motor is electronically controlled to 

optimize battery energy use for up to 50% longer run time per 
charge

 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling the 
BL™ Motor to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life

 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses 
energy to match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the 
application

 • Extreme Protection Technology (XPT™) engineered for improved 
dust and water resistance for operation in harsh job site 
conditions

 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 7-1/4”
 • Weighs only 3.8 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Rubberized soft grip handle provides increased comfort on the 

job
 • Built-in dual L.E.D. lights with afterglow illuminate the work 

area

 • Powerful 6.5 AMP motor for improved performance
 • Variable speed (0 - 550 RPM) for drilling in a wide variety 

of materials
 • Heavy duty industrial 1/2” drill chuck engineered for 

positive bit retention
 • Compact with less weight (4.8 lbs.)
 • Large, multi-position side handle for operator comfort 

and control
 • Large and conveniently located reversing switch and 

lock-on button
 • Pistol grip design for comfort and convenience
 • Convenient belt clip
 • Double insulated
 • 1-year limited warranty

 • Powerful 4.9 AMP motor for improved performance
 • Variable speed (0-2,500 RPM) for drilling in a wide 

variety of materials
 • In-line handle design for better accuracy
 • Reversing switch is conveniently located
 • All-ball bearing construction for durability and longer 

tool life
 • Low decibel rating (79dB) for quieter operation
 • Large trigger switch for comfortable operation
 • Large recessed lock-on button
 • Weighs only 3.1 lbs. for reduced operator fatigue
 • 1-year limited warranty

 • Capacity (steel) :  1/2”
 • Capacity (wood) :  1-1/2”
 • No Load Speed (var. 2 spd) :  0 - 500 / 0 - 2,000 RPM
 • Maximum Torque (in.lbs./N•m) :  530 in.lbs./60N•m
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  6-3/4”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  3.9 lbs.
 • Handle :  Pistol
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  11.6 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-826471

 • Capacity (steel) :  1/2”
 • Capacity (wood) :  1-1/2”
 • No Load Speed (var. 2 spd) :  0 - 400 / 0 - 1,550 RPM
 • Maximum Torque (in.lbs./N•m) :  530 in.lbs./60N•m
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  7-1/4”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  3.8 lbs.
 • Handle :  Pistol
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  7.5 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-847285

 • Capacity (steel) :  1/2”
 • Capacity (wood) :  1-1/2”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 950 RPM
 • AMPS :  7
 • Overall Length :  12”
 • Net Weight :  4.8 lbs.
 • Handle :  Pistol
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Max. no load speed :  950 RPM
 • Shipping Weight :  6.4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-036450

 • Capacity (steel) :  3/8”
 • Capacity (wood) :  1”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 2,500 RPM
 • AMPS :  4.9
 • Overall Length :  10-9/32”
 • Net Weight :  3.1 lbs.
 • Handle :  Pistol
 • Max. no load speed :  2,500 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-022361
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XPH07TB

XFD11RB

DS4000

DA3010F

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Brushless Cordless 1/2” Hammer Driver-Drill Kit (5.0Ah)

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Sub-Compact Brushless Cordless 1/2” Driver-Drill Kit (2.0Ah)

1/2” Spade Handle Drill

3/8” Angle Drill, reversible

 • Powerful 4.0 AMP motor with less weight (3.5 lbs.)
 • Variable speed (0 - 2,400 RPM) for drilling in a wide 

variety of materials
 • Compact design (10-5/8” long and 2-5/8” head width) 

for use when working between framing studs and other 
close quarter applications

 • Paddle switch with speed limiting dial to prevent over-
tightening of fasteners

 • Built-in clutch engineered to prevent gear damage by 
automatically disengaging gears if the bit binds

 • Small diameter barrel grip for easy handling
 • Built-in L.E.D. light illuminates the work area
 • All-ball bearing construction for longer tool life
 • Double insulated
 • 1-year limited warranty

 • Durable all-metal motor housing is jobsite tough yet 
lightweight

 • Rocker switch for quick transition between forward and 
reverse operation

 • Precision ground metal gears engineered to withstand the 
rigors of rotation changes

 • 12” pipe handle with rubberized grip for greater control and 
improved ergonomics

 • All-ball bearing construction for longer tool life and smooth 
operation

 • Powerful 9.0 AMP motor delivers 500 RPM and provides 
aggressive torque to match the job

 • Heavy-duty industrial 1/2” drill chuck for positive bit 
retention

 • Large trigger switch for smooth and easy operation
 • D-handle rotates 360° with 24 positive stops for multi-

position operation
 • Externally accessible brushes for greater serviceability

 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 6-3/8” long
 • Weighs only 2.8 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Ideal for working in tight spaces
 • Mechanical variable 2-speed transmission (0-500 & 0-1,700 

RPM) for a wide range of drilling, fastening and hammer drilling 
applications

 • Dual L.E.D. lights illuminate the work area
 • Ergonomically designed handle with rubberized soft grip provides 

increased comfort
 • BL™ Brushless Motor delivers 350 in.lbs. of Max Torque
 • Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to 

optimize battery energy use for up to 50% longer run time per 
charge

 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling 
the BL Motor to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life

 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses 
energy to match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the 
application

 • BL™ Brushless Motor delivers 1,090 in.lbs. of Max Torque
 • 0-31,500 BPM for fast hammer drilling in masonry materials
 • Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to 

optimize battery energy use for up to 50% longer run time per 
charge

 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling 
the BL™ Motor to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life

 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses 
energy to match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the 
application

 • All metal variable 2-speed transmission (0-550 & 0-2,100 RPM) 
for a wide range of drilling, fastening and hammer drilling 
applications

 • All metal gears and gear housing for maximum job site 
durability

 • All metal 1/2” ratcheting chuck for improved bit gripping strength 
and durability

 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 8-1/8” long
 • Weighs only 5.9 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue

 • Capacity (steel) :  3/8”
 • Capacity (wood) :  13/16”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 2,400 RPM
 • AMPS :  4
 • Overall Length :  10-5/8”
 • Net Weight :  3.5 lbs.
 • Handle :  Angle
 • Max. no load speed :  2,400 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  4.21 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-046947

 • Capacity (steel) :  1/2”
 • Capacity (wood) :  3”
 • Capacity (masonry) :  5/8”
 • No Load Speed (var. 2 spd) :  0 - 550 / 0 - 2,100 RPM
 • Blows Per Minute (2 speed) :  0 - 8,250 / 0 - 31,500 BPM
 • Maximum Torque (in.lbs./N•m) :  1,090 in.lbs./125N•m
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  8-1/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  5.9 lbs.
 • LED light :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  16.12 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-807364

 • Capacity (steel) :  1/2”
 • Capacity (wood) :  1-7/16”
 • No Load Speed (var. 2 spd) :  0 - 500 / 0 - 1,700 RPM
 • Maximum Torque (in.lbs./N•m) :  350 in.lbs./40N•m
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Compact Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  6-3/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  2.8 lbs.
 • Handle :  Pistol
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  10.6 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-841856

 • Capacity (steel) :  1/2”
 • Capacity (wood) :  1-1/2”
 • No Load Speed :  500 RPM
 • AMPS :  9
 • Overall Length :  14-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  8.8 lbs.
 • Handle :  Spade
 • Max. no load speed :  500 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  13.2 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-047357

TOOLS: DRILLS
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DA4031

DA6301

DA4000LR

6408/6408K

1/2” Angle Drill, 2-Speed, Reversible

1/2” Angle Drill, 2-speed, reversible

DA4000LR

3/8” Drill

 • Powerful 4.9 AMP motor
 • Variable speed (0-2,500 RPM) for drilling in a wide variety of 

materials
 • Low decibel rating (79dB) for quieter operation
 • Keyless chuck for fast and easy bit installation and removal
 • In-line handle design for improved performance
 • Reversing switch is conveniently located
 • All ball bearing construction for durability and longer tool life
 • Large trigger switch for comfortable operation
 • Large recessed lock-on button
 • Weighs only 3.1 lbs

 • Powerful 7.5 AMP motor for improved performance
 • 2-Speed (0 - 400 & 0 - 900 RPM) for increased drilling 

versatility
 • Ergonomically designed rubberized grip for comfort
 • All-ball bearing construction for longer tool life and 

smooth operation
 • Large multi-position side handle for operator comfort 

and control
 • Angle attachment may be removed and drill used as a 

straight drill
 • 360° angle attachment for drilling in any position
 • Compact design for use when working between framing 

studs and other close quarter applications
 • Trigger sensitive variable speed switch for precise 

control
 • Weighs only 8.1 lbs.

 • Powerful 7.5 AMP motor for improved performance
 • 2-speed (300 & 1,200 RPM) for increased drilling 

versatility
 • Triple gear reduction system engineered for maximum 

power
 • Built-in clutch reduces gear damage by disengaging 

gears if bit binds
 • Rocker switch for quick transition between forward and 

reverse operation
 • Compact design for use when working between framing 

studs and other close quarter applications
 • All-ball and needle bearing construction for longer tool 

life
 • Weighs only 9.5 lbs. for reduced operator fatigue
 • Large 2-position side handle for increased operator 

comfort and control
 • 1-year limited warranty

 • Powerful 10 AMP motor for improved performance
 • 2-Speed (300 & 1,200 RPM) for increased drilling versatility
 • Built-in clutch reduces gear damage by automatically disengaging 

gears if the bit binds (low speed only)
 • Adjustable top handle with hex wrench storage for easy 

positioning
 • Ergonomically designed rubberized grip for reduced operator 

fatigue
 • Compact design for use when working between framing studs 

and other close quarter applications
 • Strong supporting side handle with hex wrench storage
 • Sidewinder® handle rotates 90° left or right
 • Tool case fits tool even with attached bit
 • Ideal for frames, plumbers, electricians and general 

construction

 • Capacity (steel) :  3/8”
 • Capacity (wood) :  1”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 2,500 RPM
 • AMPS :  4.9
 • Overall Length :  10-9/32”
 • Net Weight :  3.1 lbs.
 • Handle :  Pistol
 • Max. no load speed :  2,500 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-020558

 • Capacity (steel) :  1/2”
 • Capacity (wood) :  1-1/2”
 • No Load Speed (2 spd) :  400/900 RPM
 • AMPS :  7.5
 • Overall Length :  16-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  8.1 lbs.
 • Handle :  Angle
 • Max. no load speed :  900 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  17.5 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-039499

 • Capacity (steel) :  1/2”
 • Capacity (wood) :  1-1/2”
 • No Load Speed (2 spd) :  300/1,200 RPM
 • AMPS :  7.5
 • Overall Length :  16-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  9.5 lbs.
 • Handle :  Angle
 • Max. no load speed :  1,200 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  20 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-034982

 • Capacity (steel) :  1/2”
 • Capacity (wood) :  1-1/2”
 • No Load Speed (2 spd) :  300/1,200 RPM
 • AMPS :  10
 • Overall Length :  18-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  12.3 lbs.
 • Handle :  Angle
 • Max. no load speed :  1,200 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  22.3 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-040754
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XAG11T

XAG21ZU

GA6020YX1

GA7060

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Brushless Cordless 4-1/2” / 5” Paddle 
Switch Cut-Off/Angle Grinder Kit, with Electric Brake (5.0Ah)

18v LXT® Lithium-Ion Brushless Cordless 4-1/2’’ / 5’’ Paddle Switch Cut-Off/Angle 
Grinder, with Electric Brake and AWS™, Tool Only

6” SJS™ Cut-Off/Angle Grinder, with AC/DC Switch

7” Angle Grinder, with Lock-On Switch

 • Rear handle trigger switch with lock-on feature; lock-off feature requires two 
actions to start the grinder

 • Redesigned motor with greater armature stability and larger commutator bars 
for 3 times longer life compared to previous model

 • Zig-zag epoxy on both sides of the armature coil and a powder-coated field for 
added protection from dust and debris for longer motor life

 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the motor and bearings from dust 
and debris for longer tool life

 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more efficient transfer of 
energy

 • Aluminum gear housing provides superior gear alignment and smoother 
transmission for increased durability

 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Side handle installs in three locations for operator comfort in various 

applications
 • Large spindle lock button for easier wheel changes while wearing gloves
 • Brush spiral spring allows for a 30% larger brush and increased air-flow 

compared to previous model

 • Powerful 10.5 AMP motor delivers 10,000 RPM to handle the 
most demanding applications

 • SJS™ technology is a mechanical clutch system that helps 
prevent motor and gear damage by allowing the drive shaft 
to slip if the wheel is forced to stop

 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more 
efficient transfer of energy

 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and 
debris for longer motor life

 • Labyrinth construction prevents debris from penetrating the 
motor, bearings and gears for longer tool life

 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Externally accessible brushes for greater serviceability
 • Rear handle and trigger design for more comfort during 

extended use
 • “Tool-less” grinding wheel guard for more convenient 

adjustments
 • Includes both cutting/grinding wheels and guards

 • Electric Brake stops the grinding or cut-off wheel in 2 seconds
 • or less for maximum productivity
 •  Electronic Torque Control turns the motor off if rotation speed
 • suddenly slows or wheel is forced to stop
 •  Automatic-start Wireless System (AWS) utilizes Bluetooth™
 • technology for wireless power-on/off communication between
 • tool and dust extractor
 •  Automatic Speed Change™ technology adjusts speed and 

torque
 • during operation for optimum performance
 •  The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, 

enabling
 • the BL™ Motor to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life
 •  Variable speed control dial allows manual RPM adjustment
 • (3,000-8,500) to match the speed to the application

 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling 
the BL™ 

 • Motor to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life; delivers 
8,500 RPM 

 • Efficient BL™ 
 • Brushless motor is electronically controlled to optimize battery 

energy use for up to 50% longer run time per charge 
 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses 

energy to match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the 
application 

 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 14-1/4” long 
 • Weighs only 5.8 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Rubberized soft grip provides increased comfort on the job
 •  3-stage L.E.D. gauge indicates battery charge level 
 • Extreme Protection Technology (XPT™) is engineered for 

improved dust and water resistance for operation in harsh 
conditions

 • Wheel Diameter :  7”
 • AMPS :  15
 • No Load Speed :  8,500 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Switch Type :  Rear trigger handle
 • Overall Length :  17-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  11.7 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  15.2 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-809818

 • Wheel Diameter :  6”
 • AMPS :  10.5
 • No Load Speed :  10,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Switch Type :  Rear trigger switch
 • Overall Length :  14”
 • Net Weight :  6.7 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  10 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-807029

 • Wheel Diameter 5’’
 • Battery 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) 3,000 - 8,500 RPM
 • Spindle Thread 5/8’’ - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On  No
 • Lock-Off  Yes
 • Switch Type Body grip/paddle
 • Electric Brake Yes
 • Variable speed control dial  Yes
 • Overall Length 15’’
 • Net Weight (with battery) 5.7 lbs.
 • Shipping Weight 7.6 lbs.
 • UPC Code 088381-854177
 • Power Type Cordless

 • Wheel Diameter 5”
 • Battery 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • No Load Speed 8,500 RPM
 • Spindle Thread 5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock On Switch No
 • Lock-Off Yes
 • Grinder Switch Type Body grip/paddle
 • Overall Length 14-1/4”
 • Net Weight (with battery) 5.8 lbs.
 • UPC Code (XAG11T) 088381-849289
 • UPC Code (XAG11Z) 088381-814942
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GA7061

GA7031Y

GA7001L

XAG12PT1

7” SJS™II Angle Grinder, with No Lock-On Switch

7” Angle Grinder, with AC/DC Switch

7” Angle Grinder, with AC/DC Switch

18V X2 LXT® Lithium-Ion (36V) Brushless Cordless 7” Paddle Switch 
Cut-Off/Angle Grinder Kit, with Electric Brake (5.0Ah)

 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling the BL™ Motor 
to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life; delivers 7,800 RPM

 • Two 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion batteries deliver corded power without leaving the 
18V LXT® battery platform

 • Electric brake stops the grinding or cut-off wheel in 4.5 seconds or less for 
maximum productivity

 • Active Feedback-sensing Technology (AFT®) turns the motor off if rotation of 
the wheel is suddenly forced to stop

 • Automatic Speed Change™ technology adjusts speed and torque during 
operation for optimum performance

 • Vibration absorbing back handle is isolated from the motor housing effectively 
reducing vibration to the operator’s hands

 • Rear handle paddle switch with no lock-on feature
 • Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to optimize battery 

energy use for up to 50% longer run time per charge
 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses energy to 

match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the application
 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for smooth start-ups and longer              

gear life     

 • Powerful 15.0 AMP motor delivers 6,000 RPM for the most 
challenging applications

 • Enlarged all ball bearing construction for longer tool life
 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more 

efficient transfer of energy
 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and 

debris for longer motor life
 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Externally accessible brushes for easy serviceability

 • Powerful 15.0 AMP motor delivers 8,500 RPM for faster material 
removal

 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more efficient 
transfer of energy

 • Labyrinth construction prevents debris from penetrating the 
motor, bearings and gears for longer tool life

 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and debris 
for longer motor life

 • Wire mesh intake covers are engineered to prevent debris from 
entering motor especially when used in close proximity to other 
grinders

 • Three position vibration absorbing side handle provides increased 
comfort on the job

 • Rotatable back handle for increased comfort in various 
applications

 • Large rubber tool rest to help protect tool and surfaces from 
damage

 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • “Tool-less” wheel guard for more convenient adjustments

 • Powerful 15.0 AMP motor delivers 8,500 RPM for optimum 
durability and performance 

 • Redesigned motor with greater armature stability and larger 
commutator bars for 3 times longer life compared to previous 
model 

 • SJS™II provides a leaf spring and cam gear drive mechanism that 
is engineered to reduce vibration for increased operator comfort 
during extended use 

 • Rear handle trigger switch with no lock-on feature; lock-off feature 
requires two actions to start the grinder 

 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the motor and bearings 
from dust and debris for longer tool life 

 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more effi cient 
transfer of energy 

 • Aluminum gear housing provides superior gear alignment and 
smoother transmission for increased durability 

 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source 
 • Side handle installs in three locations for operator comfort in 

various applications

 • Wheel Diameter :  7”
 • Battery :  2X 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • No Load Speed :  7,800 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Switch Type :  Rear trigger handle
 • Electric Brake :  Yes
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Max. Cutting Depth :  1-7/8”
 • Overall Length :  19-5/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  11.4 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Vibration – Surface Grinding (m/s²) :  7.5
 • Shipping Weight :  29.768 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-849746

 • Wheel Diameter :  7”
 • AMPS :  15
 • No Load Speed :  6,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Rear trigger switch
 • Overall Length :  16-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  12.6 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  17.5 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-001250

 • Wheel Diameter :  7”
 • AMPS :  15
 • No Load Speed :  8,500 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Switch Type :  Rear trigger switch
 • Overall Length :  19-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  13.5 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  18 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-604246

 • Wheel Diameter 7” 
 • AMPS 15 
 • No Load Speed 8,500 RPM 
 • Spindle Thread 5/8” - 11 UNC 
 • Lock-On No 
 • Lock-Off Yes 
 • Grinder Switch Type: Rear trigger handle 
 • Overall Length 17-3/4” 
 • Net Weight 11.7 lbs. 
 • Shipping Weight 15.8 lbs. 
 • UPC Code 088381-809870
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GA9060

GA9031Y

GA9040S

GS5000

9” Angle Grinder, with Lock-On Switch

9” Angle Grinder, with AC/DC Switch

9” Angle Grinder

5” Straight Grinder

 • Rubberized handle for increased operator comfort
 • “Tool-less” guard cap removal for more convenient wheel 

changes
 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more efficient 

transfer of energy
 • Externally accessible brushes for easier serviceability
 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil by deflecting dust and 

debris for longer motor life
 • Labyrinth construction helps prevent dust and debris from 

penetrating the main bearing or gear box
 • Spring loaded sealed drive bearing is engineered to help prevent 

dust and debris from penetrating drive bearing
 • Rubberized gear housing for increased operator comfort
 • Larger cooling fan and blades pull more air through the motor to 

help maintain lower operating temperature
 • Ideal for metal fabrication and pipe welders

 • Powerful 15.0 AMP motor delivers 6,000 RPM for faster 
material removal

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for smooth start-ups 
and longer gear life

 • Rotatable back handle for increased comfort in various 
orientations

 • “Tool-less” wheel guard for more convenient 
adjustments

 • Three position vibration absorbing side handle for increased 
comfort

 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more 
efficient transfer of energy

 • Labyrinth construction prevents debris from penetrating the 
motor, bearings and gears for longer tool life

 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and 
debris for longer motor life

 • Large rubber tool rest to help protect tool and surfaces from 
damage

 • Externally accessible brushes for easy serviceability

 • Powerful 15.0 AMP motor delivers 6,600 RPM for faster material 
removal

 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more efficient 
transfer of energy

 • Labyrinth construction prevents debris from penetrating the 
motor, bearings and gears for longer tool life

 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and debris 
for longer motor life

 • Wire mesh intake covers are engineered to prevent debris from 
entering motor especially when used in close proximity to other 
grinders

 • Three position vibration absorbing side handle for increased 
comfort

 • Rotatable back handle for increased comfort in various 
applications

 • Large rubber tool rest to help protect tool and surfaces from 
damage

 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • “Tool-less” wheel guard for more convenient adjustments

 • Rear handle trigger switch with lock-on feature; lock-off feature requires two 
actions to start the grinder

 • Redesigned motor with greater armature stability and larger commutator bars 
for 3 times longer life compared to previous model

 • Zig-zag epoxy on both sides of the armature coil and a powder-coated field for 
added protection from dust and debris for longer motor life

 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the motor and bearings from dust 
and debris for longer tool life

 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more efficient transfer of 
energy

 • Aluminum gear housing provides superior gear alignment and smoother 
transmission for increased durability

 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Side handle installs in three locations for operator comfort in various 

applications
 • Large spindle lock button for easier wheel changes while wearing gloves
 • Brush spiral spring allows for a 30% larger brush and increased air-flow 

compared to previous model

 • Max. Wheel Diameter :  5”
 • AMPS :  7
 • No Load Speed :  5,600 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” x 24 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Overall Length :  23-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  11.1 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  14.45 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-642255

 • Wheel Diameter :  9”
 • AMPS :  15
 • No Load Speed :  6,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Rear trigger handle
 • Overall Length :  20-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  14.8 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  19.9 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-073455

 • Wheel Diameter :  9”
 • AMPS :  15
 • No Load Speed :  6,600 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Switch Type :  Rear trigger switch
 • Overall Length :  19-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  14 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  18 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-604260

 • Wheel Diameter :  9”
 • AMPS :  15
 • No Load Speed :  6,600 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Switch Type :  Rear trigger handle
 • Overall Length :  17-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  12.1 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  15.4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-809962
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GD0801C

GD0800C

GD0601

GD0603

1/4” SJS™ Paddle Switch Die Grinder

1/4” SJS™ Die Grinder

1/4” Die Grinder, with AC/DC Switch

1/4” Compact Die Grinder

 • Powerful 2.2 AMP motor delivers 28,000 RPM to handle unique applications
 • Compact design with small 2-1/2” diameter barrel; weighs only 2.1 lbs. for 

added comfort
 • Contoured neck grip provides a secondary hand position for increased 

maneuverability
 • Round-shaped collet nut is designed to help prevent damage/scratches to 

workpiece
 • Powder coated field protects the motor from dust and debris for longer tool 

life
 • Directional air-flow vents channel air output away from the operator’s face
 • Lower noise at 76 dB(A)
 • Rocker switch with lock-on for operator convenience
 • Metal hanging hook for added convenience
 • Long 8’ cord for increased mobility

 • Powerful 3.5 AMP motor delivers 25,000 RPM to handle 
the most challenging applications

 • Lower noise at 73dB(A)
 • Small diameter barrel grip for added comfort
 • Directional air-flow vents channel the tool’s air output 

away from the user’s face
 • Round-shaped collet nut is engineered to prevent 

damages/scratches to workpiece
 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and 

debris for longer motor life
 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Slide switch with lock-on for operator convenience
 • Rubberized gear housing for increased operator 

comfort
 • Stepped neck for working in tights spaces

 • Powerful 6.6 AMP motor delivers 7,000-28,000 RPM for faster 
material removal

 • SJS™ technology is a mechanical clutch system that helps 
prevent motor and gear damage by allowing the drive shaft to slip 
if the wheel is forced to stop

 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to the 
application

 • Constant speed control automatically applies additional power to 
the motor to maintain speed under load

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for smooth start-ups and 
longer gear life

 • Electronic current limiter helps protect the motor from 
overload

 • Directional air-flow vents channel the tool’s air output away from 
the user’s face

 • Labyrinth construction prevents debris from penetrating the 
motor, bearings and gears for longer tool life

 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and debris 
for longer motor life

 • Overall length: 14-5/8”

 • Powerful 6.6 AMP motor delivers 7,000-29,000 RPM for faster material 
removal

 • SJS™ technology is a mechanical clutch system that helps prevent motor and 
gear damage by allowing the drive shaft to slip if the wheel is forced to stop

 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to the 
application

 • Constant speed control automatically applies additional power to the motor to 
maintain speed under load

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for smooth start-ups and longer gear 
life

 • Electronic current limiter helps protect the motor from overload
 • Directional air-flow vents channel air output away from the operator
 • Labyrinth construction prevents debris from penetrating the motor, bearings 

and gears for longer tool life
 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and debris for longer 

motor life
 • Large flush-mount paddle switch for easy operation

 • Max. Wheel Diameter :  3/4”
 • AMPS :  2.2
 • Collet :  1/4”
 • No Load Speed :  28,000 RPM
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Overall Length :  11-3/8”
 • Net Weight :  2.1 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-801072

 • Max. Wheel Diameter :  1-1/2”
 • AMPS :  3.5
 • Collet :  1/4”
 • No Load Speed :  25,000 RPM
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Overall Length :  14-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  3.7 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  6.6 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-078696

 • Max. Wheel Diameter :  1”
 • AMPS :  6.6
 • Collet :  1/4”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  7,000 - 28,000 RPM
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Overall Length :  14-5/8”
 • Net Weight :  3.7 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  5.6 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-034579

 • Max. Wheel Diameter :  1”
 • AMPS :  6.6
 • Collet :  1/4”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  7,000 - 29,000 RPM
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Overall Length :  14-3/8”
 • Net Weight :  4.2 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  7 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-682459
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XDG01T

GA5042CX1

GA5040X1

GA4030K

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless 1/4” Die Grinder Kit (5.0Ah)

5” SJS™II High-Power Angle Grinder with Cutting/Tuck Point Guard

5” SJS™II Angle Grinder with Cutting/Tuck Point Guard

4” Angle Grinder, with tool case

 • Powerful 6.0 AMP motor delivers 11,000 RPM for the most 
demanding applications

 • Compact design at only 3.7 lbs. for reduced operator fatigue
 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the motor and bearings 

from dust and debris for longer tool life
 • Slide switch design with lock-on
 • All-ball bearing design and metal gear housing for added 

durability
 • Small diameter barrel grip (only 2-1/4”) for added comfort
 • Externally accessible brushes for greater serviceability
 • Protective zig-zag varnish seals the armature from dust and debris 

for longer tool life
 • Machined bevel gears provide up to 2x longer service life than 

previous models
 • Side handle is positioned at an increased 20° angle for added 

comfort and control

 • Powerful 10.0 AMP motor delivers more output and 11,000 
RPM

 • SJS™II provides a leaf spring and cam gear drive 
mechanism that is engineered to reduce vibration for 
increased operator comfort during extended use

 • Includes 5” dust extraction guard for clean and accurate tuck 
pointing or cutting applications

 • Guard offers a durable, high quality metal construction
 • Plunge feature allows for maximum material removal and 

up to 1” cutting depth when used with a 5” blade
 • Guard provides easily adjustable depth stop and depth 

setting for added user convenience
 • Guard features a clear viewing window for improved 

visibility
 • Side handle can be installed in various locations on the 

guard for operator comfort
 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more 

efficient transfer of energy
 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the motor and 

bearings from dust and debris for longer tool life

 • Powerful 12.0 AMP motor delivers more output and variable (2,800 - 11,000) 
RPM

 • SJS™II provides a leaf spring and cam gear drive mechanism that is 
engineered to reduce vibration for increased operator comfort during extended 
use

 • Includes a 5” dust extraction guard for clean and accurate tuck pointing and 
cutting applications

 • Guard offers a durable, high quality metal construction
 • Plunge feature allows for maximum material removal and up to 1” cutting 

depth when used with a 5” blade
 • Guard provides easily adjustable depth stop and depth setting for added user 

convenience
 • Guard offers a clear viewing window for improved visibility
 • Side handle can be installed in various locations on the tuck point guard for 

operator comfort
 • Electronic Controller provides constant speed control which automatically 

applies additional power to the motor to maintain speed under load
 • Electronic Controller provides soft start which is designed to suppress start-up 

reaction for smooth start-ups and longer gear life

 • Compact barrel grip design and weighs only 4.4 lbs. for easy handling
 • Slide switch with lock-on for operator convenience
 • Vent slots designed to direct exhaust air away from the user
 • L.E.D. light flashes red when it is time to recharge the battery
 • Built-in L.E.D. protection circuit with over-torque control protects the motor
 • Solid aluminum housing for added durability
 • Round-shaped collet nut reduces the possibility of damage
 • Stepped neck for working in tights spaces
 • 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 5.0Ah battery BL1850B, features an integrated L.E.D. 

battery charge level indicator
 • 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 5.0Ah battery BL1850B provides up to 65% more run 

time per charge*

 • Wheel Diameter :  4”
 • AMPS :  6
 • No Load Speed :  11,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  M10 x 1.25
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Body grip/slide
 • Overall Length :  10-1/2”
 • Net Weight :  4 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Electric Brake :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  8.1 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-096874

 • Wheel Diameter :  5”
 • AMPS :  10
 • No Load Speed :  11,000 RPM
 • Max. Cutting Depth :  1”
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Body grip/slide
 • Overall Length :  11-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  5.4 lbs.
 • Accessories Included :  Yes
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  12 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-698290

 • (1) Lock Nut (224568-4) SPECS
 • Wheel Diameter :  5”
 • AMPS :  12
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  2,800 - 11,000 RPM
 • Max. Cutting Depth :  1”
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Body grip/slide
 • Overall Length :  11-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  5.4 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  13 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-698788

 • Max. Wheel Diameter :  1-1/2”
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Collet :  1/4”
 • No Load Speed :  25,000 RPM
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Overall Length :  15-3/4”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  4.4 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  12.6 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-834162
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9557NB 

9564CV 

GA4534 

9557PBX1

4-1/2” Angle Grinder, with AC/DC Switch

4-1/2” SJS™ High-Power Angle Grinder

4-1/2” Paddle Switch Angle Grinder, with AC/DC Switch

4-1/2” Paddle Switch Cut-Off/Angle Grinder

 • Powerful 7.5 AMP motor delivers 11,000 RPM for high output 
power

 • Small diameter barrel grip (only 2-1/2”) for added comfort
 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the motor and bearings 

from dust and debris for longer tool life
 • Lock-on/off feature for continuous operation
 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Protective zig-zig varnish seals the armature from dust and debris 

for longer tool life
 • Extra large paddle switch for comfortable operation
 • Thicker coil wires are wound more closely to reduce heat and 

energy loss
 • All-ball bearing design and metal gear housing for durability
 • Rotatable gear housing can be positioned every 90°

 • Powerful 6.0 AMP motor delivers 11,000 RPM for the most 
demanding applications

 • Compact design at only 4.2 lbs. for reduced operator fatigue
 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the motor and bearings 

from dust and debris for longer tool life
 • Paddle switch design with no lock-on for added user 

preference
 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Protective zig-zag varnish seals the armature from dust and 

debris for longer tool life
 • All-ball bearing design and metal gear housing for added 

durability
 • Machined bevel gears provide up to 2x longer service life than 

previous models
 • Side handle is positioned at an increased 20° angle for added 

comfort and control
 • Includes grinding wheel, guard, inner flange, lock- nut, wrench 

and side handle

 • Powerful 13 AMP motor delivers more output and variable (2,800 
- 10,500) RPM

 • SJS™ technology is a mechanical clutch system that helps 
prevent motor and gear damage by allowing the drive shaft to slip 
if the wheel is forced to stop

 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to the 
application

 • Constant speed control automatically applies additional power to 
the motor to maintain speed under load

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for smooth start-ups and 
longer gear life

 • Electronic current limiter helps protect the motor from 
overload

 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the motor and bearings 
from dust and debris for longer tool life

 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more efficient 
transfer of energy

 • Slide switch with lock-on setting for continuous use
 • “Tool-less” wheel guard for more convenient adjustments

 • Powerfull 7.5 AMP motor delivers 11,000 RPM for high output 
power

 • Compact design with small 2-1/2” diameter barrel and weighs 
only 4.5 lbs. for added comfort

 • Protective zig-zag varnish seals the armature from dust and debris 
for longer tool life

 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the drive gear and 
bearings from contamination for longer tool life

 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Thicker coil wires are wound more closely to reduce heat and 

energy loss
 • All-ball bearing design and metal gear housing for durability
 • Slide switch with lock-on for continuous use
 • Side handle can be positioned on both sides for operator 

convenience
 • Push button spindle lock for operator convenience

 • Wire Cup Brush :  3-1/2”
 • No Load Speed :  11,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • AMPS :  7.5
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Overall Length :  10-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  4.5 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  12 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-085847

 • Wheel Diameter :  4-1/2”
 • AMPS :  6
 • No Load Speed :  11,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Switch Type :  Body grip/paddle
 • Overall Length :  10-3/8”
 • Net Weight :  4.2 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Electric Brake :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  6.05 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-606196

 • Wheel Diameter :  4-1/2”
 • AMPS :  13
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  2,800 - 10,500 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Body grip/slide
 • Overall Length :  11-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  5.3 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  7.3 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-037242

 • Wheel Diameter :  4-1/2”
 • AMPS :  7.5
 • No Load Speed :  11,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Body grip/slide
 • Overall Length :  10-5/8”
 • Net Weight :  4.5 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  6.28 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-062442
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9564P 

9564PC 

GA5042CX1 

9558PB 

4-1/2” SJS™ Paddle Switch Angle Grinder

4-1/2” SJS™ High-Power Paddle Switch Angle Grinder

5” SJS™II High-Power Angle Grinder with Cutting/Tuck Point Guard

5” Paddle Switch Angle Grinder, with AC/DC Switch

 • Powerful 7.5 AMP motor delivers 10,000 RPM for high output 
power

 • Compact design with small 2-1/2” diameter barrel grip; weighs 
only 4.6 lbs. for added comfort

 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the drive gear and 
bearings from contamination for longer tool life

 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Protective zig-zig varnish seals the armature from dust and debris 

for longer tool life
 • Large paddle switch for comfortable operation
 • Thicker coil wires are wound more closely to reduce heat and 

energy loss
 • All-ball bearing design and metal gear housing for durability
 • Side handle for increased comfort
 • Push button spindle lock for operator convenience

 • Powerful 12.0 AMP motor delivers more output and variable (2,800 - 11,000) 
RPM

 • SJS™II provides a leaf spring and cam gear drive mechanism that is 
engineered to reduce vibration for increased operator comfort during 
extended use

 • Includes a 5” dust extraction guard for clean and accurate tuck pointing and 
cutting applications

 • Guard offers a durable, high quality metal construction
 • Plunge feature allows for maximum material removal and up to 1” cutting 

depth when used with a 5” blade
 • Guard provides easily adjustable depth stop and depth setting for added user 

convenience
 • Guard offers a clear viewing window for improved visibility
 • Side handle can be installed in various locations on the tuck point guard for 

operator comfort
 • Electronic Controller provides constant speed control which automatically 

applies additional power to the motor to maintain speed under load
 • Electronic Controller provides soft start which is designed to suppress start-up 

reaction for smooth start-ups and longer gear life

 • Powerful 13.0 AMP motor delivers more output and 10,500 RPM 
for the most demanding applications

 • SJS™ technology is a mechanical clutch system that helps 
prevent motor and gear damage by allowing the drive shaft to slip 
if the wheel is forced to stop

 • Constant speed control automatically applies additional power to 
the motor to maintain speed under load

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for smooth start-ups and 
longer gear life

 • Electronic current limiter helps protect the motor from 
overload

 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the motor and bearings 
from dust and debris for longer tool life

 • Large paddle switch with lock-off for comfortable operation
 • “Tool-less” wheel guard adjustment for easy adjustment
 • Two position adjustable side handle for operator covenience
 • Compact design at only 12-1/8” long and weighs only 5.3 lbs.

 • Powerful 10.0 AMP motor delivers more output and 10,500 RPM for the most 
demanding applications

 • SJS™ technology is a mechanical clutch system that helps prevent motor and 
gear damage by allowing the drive shaft to slip if the wheel is forced to stop

 • Larger cooling fan and blades pull more air through the motor to help maintain 
lower operating temperature

 • Large flush-mount paddle switch with integrated lock-off tab for more 
comfortable operation

 • Labyrinth construction prevents debris from penetrating the motor, bearings 
and gears for longer tool life

 • “Clam-shell” gear box design for greater durability and easier servicing.
 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more efficient transfer of 

energy
 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and debris for longer 

motor life
 • Spring loaded metal sealed drive bearing is engineered to prevent dust and 

debris from penetrating drive bearing
 • “Tool-less” wheel guard for more convenient adjustments

 • Wheel Diameter :  5”
 • AMPS :  7.5
 • No Load Speed :  10,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Switch Type :  Body grip/paddle
 • Overall Length :  10-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  4.6 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  6.62 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-063920

 • Wheel Diameter :  5”
 • AMPS :  12
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  2,800 - 11,000 

RPM
 • Max. Cutting Depth :  1”
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Body grip/slide
 • Overall Length :  11-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  5.4 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  13 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-698788

 • Wheel Diameter :  4-1/2”
 • AMPS :  13
 • No Load Speed :  10,500 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Switch Type :  Body grip/paddle
 • Overall Length :  12-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  5.3 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  7.2 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-085144

 • Wheel Diameter :  4-1/2”
 • AMPS :  10
 • No Load Speed :  10,500 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Switch Type :  Body grip/paddle
 • Overall Length :  12-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  5.1 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  6.5 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-638432
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9565PCV

9565PC 

9005BZ 

GA5020 

5” SJS™ High-Power Paddle Switch Angle Grinder

5” SJS™ High-Power Paddle Switch Angle Grinder

5” Angle Grinder, with AC/DC Switch

5” SJS™ Angle Grinder, with AC/DC Switch

 • Powerful 10.5 AMP motor delivers 11,000 RPM to handle the most 
demanding applications

 • SJS™ technology is a mechanical clutch system that helps 
prevent motor and gear damage by allowing the drive shaft to slip 
if the wheel is forced to stop

 • Electric brake for maximum productivity
 • No lock-on feature for more convenience
 • “Tool-less” wheel guard for more convenient adjustments
 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more efficient 

transfer of energy
 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and debris 

for longer motor life
 • Labyrinth construction prevents debris from penetrating the 

motor, bearings and gears for longer tool life
 • Externally accessible brushes for greater serviceability
 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source

 • Lightweight (6.6 lbs.) for high production work with less 
fatigue

 • Powerful 9.0 AMP motor
 • Side handle can be installed on either side of the tool
 • Spindle lock for easy wheel changes
 • All ball bearing construction for longer tool life
 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and debris 

for longer motor life
 • Standard 5/8” x 11 UNC spindle
 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Double insulated
 • No lock-on feature for operator convenience

 • Powerful 13.0 AMP motor delivers more output and 10,500 RPM 
for the most demanding applications

 • SJS™ technology is a mechanical clutch system that helps 
prevent motor and gear damage by allowing the drive shaft to slip 
if the wheel is forced to stop

 • Constant speed control automatically applies additional power to 
the motor to maintain speed under load

 • Electronic current limiter helps protect the motor from 
overload

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for smooth start-ups and 
longer gear life

 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the motor and bearings 
from dust and debris for longer tool life

 • Large no lock-on paddle switch with lock-off for comfortable 
operation

 • “Tool-less” wheel guard adjustment for easy adjustment
 • Two position adjustable side handle for operator covenience
 • Compact design at only 12-1/8” long and weighs only 5.3 lbs.

 • Powerful 13.0 AMP motor delivers more output and variable (2,800 - 10,500) 
RPM for the most demanding applications

 • SJS™ technology is a mechanical clutch system that helps prevent motor and 
gear damage by allowing the drive shaft to slip if the wheel is forced to stop

 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to the 
application

 • Electronic controller provides constant speed control which automatically 
applies additional power to the motor to maintain speed under load

 • Electronic controller provides soft-start which is designed to suppress start-up 
reaction for smooth start-ups and longer gear life

 • Electronic controller provides an electronic current limiter which helps protect 
the motor from overload in high torque applications

 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the motor and bearings from dust 
and debris for longer tool life

 • Refined design at only 5.3 lbs. for reduced operator fatigue
 • Large paddle switch with lock-off for comfortable operation
 • “Tool-less” wheel guard adjustment for easy adjustment

 • Wheel Diameter :  5”
 • AMPS :  10.5
 • No Load Speed :  11,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Rear trigger switch
 • Overall Length :  14”
 • Net Weight :  5.9 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  8.8 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-083249

 • Wheel Diameter :  5”
 • AMPS :  9
 • No Load Speed :  12,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Rear trigger switch
 • Overall Length :  14”
 • Net Weight :  6.6 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  7 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-035132

 • Wheel Diameter :  5”
 • AMPS :  13
 • No Load Speed :  10,500 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Switch Type :  Body grip/paddle
 • Overall Length :  12-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  5.3 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  7.2 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-085168

 • Wheel Diameter :  5”
 • AMPS :  13
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  2,800 - 10,500 

RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Switch Type :  Body grip/paddle
 • Overall Length :  12-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  4.2 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  7.3 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-085175
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GA5020Y 

GA5010Z 

9566PCX1 

GA7011C 

5” SJS™ Angle Grinder, with AC/DC Switch

5” Angle Grinder, with AC/DC Switch

6” SJS™ High-Power Paddle Switch Cut-Off/Angle Grinder

7” Angle Grinder

 • Powerful 13.0 AMP motor delivers more output and variable (2,800 - 10,500) 
RPM for the most demanding applications

 • SJS™ technology is a mechanical clutch system that helps prevent motor and 
gear damage by allowing the drive shaft to slip if the wheel is forced to stop

 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to the 
application

 • Electronic controller provides constant speed control which automatically 
applies additional power to the motor to maintain speed under load

 • Electronic controller provides soft-start which is designed to suppress start-up 
reaction for smooth start-ups and longer gear life

 • Electronic controller provides an electronic current limiter which helps protect 
the motor from overload in high torque applications

 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the motor and bearings from dust 
and debris for longer tool life

 • Refined design at only 5.3 lbs. for reduced operator fatigue
 • Large paddle switch with lock-off for comfortable operation
 • “Tool-less” wheel guard adjustment for easy adjustment

 • Powerful 13.0 AMP motor delivers more output and 9,000 RPM for the most 
demanding applications

 • SJS™ technology is a mechanical clutch system that helps prevent motor 
and gear damage by allowing the drive shaft to slip if the wheel is forced to 
stop

 • Constant speed control automatically applies additional power to the motor to 
maintain speed under load

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for smooth start-ups and longer gear 
life

 • Electronic current limiter helps protect the motor from overload
 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the motor and bearings from dust 

and debris for longer tool life
 • Large no-lock on paddle switch with lock-off for comfortable operation
 • Spiral bevel gears for less vibration and a more efficient transfer of power
 • Two position adjustable side handle for operator covenience
 • “Tool-less” grinding wheel guard for more convenient adjustments

 • Powerful 10.5 AMP motor delivers more output for 
increased performance

 • Refined design at only 5.8 lbs. for reduced operator 
fatigue

 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the motor and 

bearings from dust and debris for longer tool life
 • Externally accessible brushes for greater serviceability
 • Rotatable gear housing can be positioned every 90°
 • Ergonomic soft grip provides increased comfort on the 

job
 • “Rat Tail” back handle for increased comfort
 • No lock-on feature for more convenience
 • Ideal for welders, fabricators, masons, maintenance/

repair and more

 • Powerful 10.5 AMP motor delivers 11,000 RPM to handle the most 
demanding applications

 • SJS™ technology is a mechanical clutch system that helps 
prevent motor and gear damage by allowing the drive shaft to slip 
if the wheel is forced to stop

 • Electric brake for maximum productivity
 • “Tool-less” wheel guard for more convenient adjustments
 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more efficient 

transfer of energy
 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and debris 

for longer motor life
 • Labyrinth construction prevents debris from penetrating the 

motor, bearings and gears for longer tool life
 • Externally accessible brushes for greater serviceability
 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • No lock-on feature for more convenience

 • Wheel Diameter :  7”
 • AMPS :  15
 • No Load Speed :  6,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Switch Type :  Rear trigger handle
 • Overall Length :  17-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  7.5 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  11.91 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-055680

 • No Load Speed :  9,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • AMPS :  13
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Overall Length :  12-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  5.5 lbs.
 • Wheel Diameter :  6”
 • Switch Type :  Body grip/paddle
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  9.5 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-680523

 • Wheel Diameter :  5”
 • AMPS :  10.5
 • No Load Speed :  11,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Rear trigger switch
 • Overall Length :  14”
 • Net Weight :  5.8 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  8.8 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-081801

 • Wheel Diameter :  5”
 • AMPS :  10.5
 • No Load Speed :  11,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Switch Type :  Rear trigger switch
 • Overall Length :  14”
 • Net Weight :  5.9 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  7.9 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-084758
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GA7021 

GA7040S 

GA4530X XAG04T

GA4542C 

7” Angle Grinder, with AC/DC Switch

7” Angle Grinder

4-1/2” Angle Grinder, with 5 Wheels 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Brushless Cordless 4-1/2” / 5” Cut-Off/Angle Grinder Kit (5.0Ah)

4-1/2” SJS™II High-Power Angle Grinder

 • Powerful 12.0 AMP motor delivers more output and variable (2,800 - 11,000) 
RPM

 • SJS™II provides a leaf spring and cam gear drive mechanism that is 
engineered to reduce vibration for increased operator comfort during extended 
use

 • Vibration absorbing side handle provides increased comfort on the job
 • Electronic controller provides constant speed control which automatically 

applies additional power to the motor to maintain speed under load
 • Electronic controller provides soft start which suppresses start-up reaction for 

smooth start-ups and longer gear life
 • Electronic controller provides an electronic current limiter which helps protect 

the motor from overload in high torque applications
 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to the 

application
 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the drive gear and bearings from dust 

and debris for increased durability
 • Motor fan is designed with enlarged fins for increased air flow and a cooler 

running motor
 • Complete zig-zag epoxy is applied to both sides of the armature coil and a 

powder coating to the field for protection from debris and longer tool life

 • Powerful 6.0 AMP motor delivers 11,000 RPM for the most 
demanding applications

 • Compact design with small 2-1/4” diameter barrel and weighs 
only 4 lbs. for added comfort

 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the motor and bearings 
from dust and debris for longer tool life

 • Slide switch design with lock-on for added user convenience
 • Protective zig-zag varnish seals the armature from dust and 

debris for longer tool life
 • All-ball bearing design and metal gear housing for added 

durability
 • Machined bevel gears provide up to 2x longer service life than 

previous models
 • Side handle is positioned at an increased 20° angle for added 

comfort
 • Side handle can be installed on either side of the tool
 • Double insulated

 • Automatic Speed Change™ technology adjusts speed and torque 
during operation for optimum performance

 • Active Feedback-sensing Technology (AFT®) turns the motor off 
if rotation of the wheel is suddenly forced to stop

 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling 
the BL™ Motor to run cooler and more efficiently for longer 
life

 • Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to 
optimize battery energy use for up to 50% longer run time per 
charge

 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently 
uses energy to match torque and RPM to the changing demands 
of the application

 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 14-1/4” long
 • Weighs only 5.6 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Rubberized soft grip provides increased comfort on the job
 • Slide switch with lock-on for operator convenience
 • 3-stage L.E.D. gauge indicates battery charge level

 • Powerful 15.0 AMP motor delivers 8,000 RPM for faster material 
removal

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for smooth start-ups and 
longer gear life

 • Rotatable back handle for increased comfort in various 
applications

 • “Tool-less” wheel guard for more convenient adjustments
 • Three position vibration absorbing side handle for increased 

comfort
 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more efficient 

transfer of energy
 • Labyrinth construction prevents debris from penetrating the 

motor, bearings and gears for longer tool life
 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and debris 

for longer motor life
 • Large rubber tool rest to help protect tool and surfaces from 

damage
 • Externally accessible brushes for easy serviceability

 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more efficient 
transfer of energy

 • Labyrinth construction prevents debris from penetrating the 
motor, bearings and gears for longer tool life

 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and debris 
for longer motor life

 • Large rubber tool rest protects work piece from damage
 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Rubberized back handle for increased operator comfort
 • Externally accessible brushes for easy serviceability
 • Three position adjustable side handle for operator covenience
 • “Tool-less” wheel guard for more convenient adjustments
 • Includes 7” grinding wheel and guard

 • Wheel Diameter :  4-1/2”
 • AMPS :  12
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  2,800 - 11,000 

RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Body grip/slide
 • Overall Length :  11-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  5.4 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  8 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-699761

 • Wheel Diameter :  4-1/2”
 • AMPS :  6
 • No Load Speed :  11,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Body grip/slide
 • Overall Length :  10-1/2”
 • Net Weight :  4 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  6.28 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-096997

 • Wheel Diameter :  5”
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • No Load Speed :  8,500 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On Switch :  Yes
 • Lock-Off Switch :  No
 • Switch Type :  Body grip/slide
 • Overall Length :  14-1/4”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  5.8 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Electric Brake :  No
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  15.5 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-848220

 • Wheel Diameter :  7”
 • AMPS :  15
 • No Load Speed :  8,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Rear trigger handle
 • Overall Length :  20-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  14.2 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  17.3 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-073387

 • Wheel Diameter :  7”
 • AMPS :  15
 • No Load Speed :  6,600 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Rear trigger handle
 • Overall Length :  18-5/8”
 • Net Weight :  12.2 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  15.4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-070768
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9565CV

GA6020

HM1812X3

5” SJS™ High-Power Angle Grinder

6” SJS™ Angle Grinder, with AC/DC Switch

70 lb. Advanced AVT® Breaker Hammer, accepts 1-1/8” Hex bits

 • Efficient 15 AMP motor with improved hammer mechanism delivers 
53.9 ft.lbs./72.8 joules of impact energy to handle the most demanding 
applications

 • Advanced AVT® is a synchronized, three-component system that more 
effectively reduces vibration in varying conditions resulting in a low 6.5m/
s2

 • Advanced AVT® provides a mechanical counterbalance system which greatly 
reduces vibration and directs more impact energy to the work surface for 
increased user comfort and greater productivity

 • Advanced AVT® provides a vibration absorbing housing which moves 
independently of the motor and hammer mechanism effectively isolating more 
vibration away from the user

 • Advanced AVT® provides rubberized fixed handles which dampen vibration for 
increased comfort and precision

 • Soft start is designed to suppress start-up reaction for greater accuracy on 
start up

 • “Soft no-load” function automatically reduces the speed of the motor when not 
in use which helps increase tool life and performance

 • L.E.D. power light indicates switch failure or cord damage
 • L.E.D. service light notifies the user approximately 8 hours before brushes need 

to be replaced
 • Automatic brush cut-off protects commutator from damage for longer tool 

life

 • Powerful 10.5 AMP motor delivers 10,000 RPM to handle the 
most demanding applications

 • SJS™ technology is a mechanical clutch system that helps 
prevent motor and gear damage by allowing the drive shaft to 
slip if the wheel is forced to stop

 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more efficient 
transfer of energy

 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and debris 
for longer motor life

 • “Tool-less” wheel guard for more convenient adjustments
 • Labyrinth construction prevents debris from penetrating the 

motor, bearings and gears for longer tool life
 • Externally accessible brushes for greater serviceability
 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Rear handle and trigger design for more comfort during 

extended use
 • Compact design at only 14” long

 • Powerful 13.0 AMP motor delivers more output and variable 
(2,800 - 10,500) RPM

 • SJS™ technology is a mechanical clutch system that helps 
prevent motor and gear damage by allowing the drive shaft to slip 
if the wheel is forced to stop

 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to the 
application

 • Constant speed control automatically applies additional power to 
the motor to maintain speed under load

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for smooth start-ups and 
longer gear life

 • Electronic current limiter helps protect the motor from 
overload

 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects the motor and bearings 
from dust and debris for longer tool life

 • Slide switch with lock-on setting for continuous use
 • “Tool-less” wheel guard for easy adjustment
 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and debris 

for longer tool life

 • AMPS :  15
 • Blows Per Minute :  870 BPM
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  53.9
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  72.8 J
 • Vibration Control  :  Yes
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  6.5
 • Noise Level :  106 dB
 • Cord Length (ft) :  16.4’
 • Overall Length :  33-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  69.1 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  1-1/8” Hex
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Breaker/Demo class :  70
 • Shipping Weight :  140 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-801799

 • Wheel Diameter :  6”
 • AMPS :  10.5
 • No Load Speed :  10,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  No
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Rear trigger switch
 • Overall Length :  14”
 • Net Weight :  6.7 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  8.75 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-083263

 • Wheel Diameter :  5”
 • AMPS :  13
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  2,800 - 10,500 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Switch Type :  Body grip/slide
 • Overall Length :  11-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  4 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  7.4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-033909
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HM1810X3

HM1317CB

HM1214C

HM1203C

70 lb. AVT® Breaker Hammer, accepts 1-1/8” Hex bits

42 lb. AVT® Demolition Hammer, accepts 1-1/8” Hex bits

27 lb. AVT® Demolition Hammer, accepts SDS-MAX bits and 1” Rotary Hammer

20 lb. Demolition Hammer, accepts SDS-MAX bits

 • Powerful 14 AMP motor delivers 18.8 ft.lbs. of impact energy to 
handle the most demanding applications

 • Constant speed control automatically applies additional power 
to the motor to maintain speed under load to complete the most 
challenging jobs

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for more precision and 
better accuracy

 • L.E.D. service light notifies the user approximately 8 hours before 
the brushes need to be replaced

 • L.E.D. power light indicates switch failure or cord damage
 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to the 

application for greater versatility
 • Extended life brushes are longer for more work between service 

intervals and less downtime
 • 12 bit angle settings allow the bit to be set at different positions 

for operating convenience
 • Automatic brush cut-off protects commutator from damage for 

longer tool life
 • Rubberized ergonomic soft grip provides more comfort

 • Powerful 14.0 AMP motor to handle the most demanding applications
 • Anti-Vibration Technology is an internal counterbalance system that greatly 

reduces vibration and directs more impact energy to the work surface for 
increased user comfort and greater productivity

 • Constant speed control automatically applies additional power to the motor to 
maintain speed under load to complete the most challenging jobs

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for more precision and better 
accuracy

 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to the application 
for greater versatility

 • L.E.D. service light notifies the user approximately 8 hours before the brushes 
need to be replaced

 • L.E.D. power light indicates switch failure or cord damage
 • Makita Motor Advantage engineered with field core interlocking steel 

laminations, dual ball bearing armature and more copper commutator bars, 
increasing energy transfer efficiency for more power and longer tool life

 • Extended life brushes are longer for more work between service intervals and 
less downtime

 • 12 bit angle settings allow the bit to be set at different positions for operating 
convenience

 • Powerful 14 AMP motor delivers 25.7 ft.lbs. of impact energy to handle the most 
demanding applications

 • Anti-Vibration Technology (AVT®) is an internal counterbalance system that 
greatly reduces vibration by moving a counterweight in the opposite direction 
of the drive piston

 • Constant speed control automatically applies additional power to the motor to 
maintain speed under load to complete the most challenging jobs

 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to the application 
for greater versatility

 • L.E.D. service light notifies the user approximately 8 hours before the brushes 
need to be replaced

 • L.E.D. power light indicates switch failure or cord damage
 • Rubberized ergonomic soft grip provides more comfort
 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for more precision and better 

accuracy
 • Extended life brushes are longer for more work between service intervals and 

less downtime
 • Automatic brush cut-off protects commutator from damage for longer            

tool life

 • Efficient 15 AMP motor with improved hammer mechanism 
delivers 46.5 ft.lbs. of impact energy to handle the most 
demanding applications

 • Anti-Vibration Technology is an internal counterbalance system 
that greatly reduces vibration and directs more impact energy 
to the work surface for increased user comfort and greater 
productivity

 • Fixed movement handles for more control and better accuracy
 • Automatic brush cut-off protects commutator from damage for 

longer tool life
 • L.E.D. power light indicates switch failure or cord damage
 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Low profile design is engineered for easier movement around 

uneven surfaces
 • Large, easy-to-operate switch for operator comfort and control
 • 16.4 ft. jobsite cord for greater versatility
 • Cylindrical tool holder enables new bolt holes to be drilled should 

the original bolts break

 • AMPS :  14
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  950 - 1,900 

BPM
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  18.8
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  25.5 J
 • Vibration Control  :  No
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  15.5
 • Noise Level :  95 dB
 • Overall Length :  22-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  20.3 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-MAX
 • Breaker/Demo class :  20
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  36 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-601986

 • AMPS :  14
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  730 - 1,450 

BPM
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  25.7
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  34.9 J
 • Vibration Control  :  Yes
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  7
 • Noise Level :  101 dB
 • Cord Length (ft) :  16.4’
 • Overall Length :  32-1/2”
 • Net Weight :  41.9 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  1-1/8” Hex
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  60.39 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-604659

 • AMPS :  14
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  730 - 1,450 BPM
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  25.7
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  34.9 J
 • Vibration Control  :  Yes
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  7
 • Noise Level :  101 dB
 • Cord Length (ft) :  16.4’
 • Overall Length :  32-1/2”
 • Net Weight :  41.9 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  1-1/8” Hex
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  60.39 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-604659

 • AMPS :  15
 • Blows Per Minute :  1,100 BPM
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  46.5
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  63 J
 • Vibration Control  :  Yes
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  9
 • Noise Level :  107 dB
 • Cord Length (ft) :  16.4’
 • Overall Length :  32-1/2”
 • Net Weight :  71.3 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  1-1/8” Hex
 • Breaker/Demo class :  70
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  141.3 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-075213
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HM1211B

HM1111C

HM0870C

HM0810B

20 lb. Demolition Hammer, accepts 3/4” Hex bits

17 lb. AVT® Demolition Hammer, accepts SDS-MAX bits

11 lb. Demolition Hammer, accepts SDS-MAX bits

11 lb. Demolition Hammer, accepts 3/4” Hex bits

 • Compact with less weight for improved balance
 • Soft rubber grip side handle minimizes vibration and swivels 360° 

for operator convenience
 • Innovative anti-vibration spring is positioned between tool body 

and rear handle for reduced operator fatigue
 • One-touch tool retainer action for easy accessory installation and 

removal
 • Makita Motor Advantage engineered with field core interlocking 

steel laminations, dual ball bearing armature and more copper 
commutator bars, increasing energy transfer efficiency for more 
power and longer tool life

 • Extended life brushes are longer for more work between service 
intervals and less downtime

 • Factory grease packed for reduced maintenance
 • Ideal for light chiseling, chipping and scaling operations
 • Accepts 3/4” Hex Shank bits
 • Rugged metal gear housing for longer tool life

 • Powerful 10 AMP motor delivers 8.4 ft.lbs. of impact energy to 
handle the most demanding applications

 • Constant speed control automatically applies additional power 
to the motor to maintain speed under load to complete the most 
challenging jobs

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for more control and better 
accuracy

 • L.E.D. service light notifies the user approximately 8 hours before 
the brushes need to be replaced

 • L.E.D. power light indicates switch failure or cord damage
 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to the 

application for greater versatility
 • Extended life brushes are longer for more work between service 

intervals and less downtime
 • 12 bit angle settings allow the bit to be set at different positions for 

operating convenience
 • Automatic brush cut-off protects commutator from damage for 

longer tool life
 • Rubberized ergonomic soft grip provides more comfort

 • Powerful 14 AMP motor delivers 12.7 ft.lbs. of impact energy to handle the 
most demanding applications

 • Anti-Vibration Technology is an internal counterbalance system that greatly 
reduces vibration for increased user comfort and greater productivity

 • Detached rear handle is spring loaded and engineered to provide less vibration 
and more control

 • Constant speed control automatically applies additional power to the motor to 
maintain speed under load to complete the most challenging jobs

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for more control and better accuracy
 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to the application 

for greater versatility
 • L.E.D. service light notifies the user approximately 8 hours before the brushes 

need to be replaced
 • L.E.D. power light indicates switch failure or cord damage
 • Extended life brushes are longer for more work between service intervals and 

less downtime
 • Automatic brush cut-off protects commutator from damage for longer tool 

life

 • Powerful 10 AMP motor for faster and efficient operation
 • Comfortable rubber D-shaped grip side handle absorbs vibration; 

secures in four positions for operator comfort
 • One-touch latch bit retainer for quick bit changes
 • Automatic brush cut-off protects commutator from damage for 

longer tool life
 • Factory grease packed for reduced maintenance
 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Makita Motor Advantage engineered with field core interlocking 

steel laminations, dual ball bearing armature and more copper 
commutator bars, increasing energy transfer efficiency for more 
power and longer tool life

 • Accepts 3/4” Hex Shank bits
 • Ideal for chiseling, chipping and scaling operations
 • Rugged metal gear housing for longer tool life

 • AMPS :  8.3
 • Blows Per Minute :  2,900 BPM
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  5.6
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  7.6 J
 • Vibration Control  :  No
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  15
 • Noise Level :  94 dB
 • Overall Length :  16-5/8”
 • Net Weight :  12.8 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  3/4” Hex - 21/32” Round
 • Breaker/Demo class :  11
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  19.4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-011860

 • AMPS :  10
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  1,100 - 

2,650 BPM
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  8.4
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  11.4 J
 • Vibration Control  :  No
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  11
 • Noise Level :  98 dB
 • Overall Length :  17-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  11.1 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-MAX
 • Breaker/Demo class :  11
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  18.5 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-605328

 • AMPS :  14
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  

1,100 - 2,650 BPM
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  12.7
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  17.2 J
 • Vibration Control  :  Yes
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  8
 • Noise Level :  99 dB
 • Overall Length :  20-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  17.7 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-MAX
 • Breaker/Demo class :  17
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  28.6 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-609395

 • AMPS :  10
 • Blows Per Minute :  2,000 BPM
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  10.5
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  14.2 J
 • Vibration Control  :  No
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  25
 • Noise Level :  96 dB
 • Overall Length :  19-5/16”
 • Net Weight :  20.7 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  3/4” Hex - 21/32” Round
 • Breaker/Demo class :  20
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  33 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-012287
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HR5212C

HR5000

HR4510C

HR4013C

2” Advanced AVT® Rotary Hammer, accepts SDS-MAX bits

2’’ Rotary Hammer, accepts Spline bits

1-3/4” AVT® Rotary Hammer, accepts SDS-MAX bits

1-9/16” Advanced AVT® Rotary Hammer, accepts SDS-MAX bits

 • The 1-9/16” AVT® Rotary Hammer (model HR4013C) 
has 45% less vibration and 20% more impact energy 
than the previous model. It is engineered with enhanced 
Anti-Vibration Technology (AVT®), a synchronized 
three-component system for significantly less vibration. 
The result of the enhanced AVT® is a category-leading 
vibration rating of 5m/s².

 • The powerful 11 AMP motor delivers 8.4 ft. lbs. (11.4 
Joules) of impact energy, 20% more than the previous 
model for faster drilling. An added feature is the option 
of lock-on or trigger-activated in the “chipping only” 
mode, with a push button start/stop control for more 
convenient operation.

 • Powerful 13.5 AMP motor delivers 9.2 ft.lbs. of impact energy to handle the 
most demanding applications

 • Constant speed control automatically applies additional power to the motor to 
maintain speed under load to complete the most challenging jobs

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for increased accuracy
 • L.E.D. service light notifies the user approximately 8 hours before the brushes 

need to be replaced
 • L.E.D. power lights indicate switch failure or cord damage
 • Anti-Vibration Technology is an internal counterbalance system that greatly 

reduces vibration and directs more impact energy to the work surface for 
increased user comfort and greater productivity

 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to the application 
for greater versatility

 • Torque limiting clutch engineered to prevent gear damage by automatically 
disengaging gears if the bit binds

 • Sequential impact timing delivers timed hammering during rotation to 
minimize overlapping bit impacts for up to 50% faster drilling

 • Extended life brushes are longer for more work between service intervals and 
less downtime

 • All ball-and-needle bearing construction for longer tool life
 • Powerful 11 AMP motor delivers 2,100 BPM for the most 

demanding applications
 • Built-in clutch reduces gear damage by disengaging gears if the 

bit binds
 • 2-mode operation for “Hammering Only” or “Hammering with 

Rotation” for multiple applications
 • Sequential impact timing delivers timed hammering during 

rotation to minimize overlapping bit impacts resulting in up to 
50% faster drilling

 • Makita Motor Advantage engineered with field core interlocking 
steel laminations, dual ball bearing armature and more copper 
commutator bars, increasing energy transfer efficiency for more 
power and longer tool life

 • Automatic brush cut-off protects commutator from damage for 
longer tool life

 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Large comfortable grip swivels 360° for easy handling
 • “Spline” type drive system for maximum power

 • Powerful 15 AMP motor delivers 14 ft.lbs. / 19 J. of impact energy to handle the most 
demanding applications

 • Advanced Anti-Vibration Technology (AVT®) is a synchronized, three-component system 
that more effectively reduces vibration resulting in a low 5m/s2

 • Advanced AVT® includes an air actuated counterbalance that directs air pressure from 
the crank and barrel room into the counterbalance cylinders to move counterweight 
pistons in the opposite direction of the hammer mechanism to effectively reduce 
vibration

 • Advanced AVT® includes a vibration absorbing housing with a spring loaded back 
handle and housing which moves independently of the motor and hammer mechanism 
effectively isolating more vibration away from the user

 • Advanced AVT® includes an integrated damper spring at the base of the impact bolt 
engineered to absorb impact vibrations from the drill bit

 • Constant speed control automatically applies additional power to the motor to maintain 
speed under load to complete the most challenging jobs

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for more precision and better accuracy
 • “Soft no-load” function automatically reduces the speed of the motor when idling to 

help increase tool life and performance
 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to the application for 

greater versatility
 • Torque limiting clutch engineered to prevent gear damage by automatically disengaging 

gears if the bit binds

 • AMPS :  11
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  1-9/16”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  5/8” - 1-1/4”
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling w/ core bit) :  4-1/8”
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  8.4
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  11.4 J
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  1,450 - 2,900 BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  250 - 500 RPM
 • Vibration Control  :  Yes
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  5
 • Overall Length :  18-11/16”
 • Cord Length (ft) :  15.6’
 • Net Weight :  15.1 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-MAX
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  27.8 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-651325

 • AMPS :  13.5
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  1-3/4”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  3/4” - 1-3/8”
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling w/ core bit) :  5”
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  9.2
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  12.5 J
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  1,250 - 2,750 BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  130 - 280 RPM
 • Vibration Control  :  Yes
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  9.5
 • Overall Length :  18”
 • Cord Length (ft) :  16.4’
 • Net Weight :  19.6 lbs.

 • AMPS :  11
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  2”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  5/8” - 1-3/8”
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling w/ core bit) :  5-7/8”
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  8.7
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  11.8 J
 • Blows Per Minute :  2,100 BPM
 • No Load Speed :  260 RPM
 • Vibration Control  :  No
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  25
 • Overall Length :  18-3/4”
 • Cord Length (ft) :  8.2’
 • Net Weight :  21.8 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts Spline shank
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  35 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-003360

 • AMPS :  13.5
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  

1-3/4”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  3/4” 

- 1-3/8”
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling w/ core 

bit) :  5”
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  9.2
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  12.5 J
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  1,250 

- 2,750 BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  130 - 

280 RPM
 • Vibration Control  :  Yes
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  9.5
 • Overall Length :  18”
 • Cord Length (ft) :  16.4’
 • Net Weight :  19.6 lbs.
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HR4002

HR4041C

XRH07PTU

HR3210C

1-9/16” Rotary Hammer, accepts SDS-MAX bits

1-9/16” Rotary Hammer, accepts Spline bits

18V X2 LXT® Lithium-Ion (36V) Brushless Cordless 1-9/16” Advanced AVT® Rotary 
Hammer Kit, accepts SDS-MAX bits, AWS™ (5.0Ah)

1-1/4” AVT® Rotary Hammer, accepts SDS-PLUS bits

 • Powerful 8.2 AMP motor delivers 4.7 ft.lbs. of impact energy to handle the most 
demanding applications

 • Anti-Vibration Technology (AVT®) is an internal counterbalance system that 
greatly reduces vibration by moving a counterweight in the opposite direction 
of drive piston for increased user comfort and productivity

 • Torque limiting clutch engineered to prevent gear damage by automatically 
disengaging gears if the bit binds

 • Constant speed control automatically applies additional power to the motor to 
maintain speed under load to complete the most challenging jobs

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for more control and better accuracy
 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to the application 

for greater versatility
 • L.E.D. service light notifies the user approximately 8 hours before the brushes 

need to be replaced
 • L.E.D. power light indicates switch failure or cord damage
 • Extended life brushes are longer for more work between service intervals and 

less downtime
 • Automatic brush cut-off protects commutator from damage for longer tool 

life

 • The Makita 18V X2 LXT® (36V) Brushless 1-9/16” Advanced AVT® 
Rotary Hammer with AWS is a cordless concrete solution that’s 
loaded with advanced engineering for maximum efficiency. It’s 
equipped with Auto-Start Wireless System (AWS) for wireless 
connectivity with an AWS-equipped dust extractor (sold separately), 
and features Advanced AVT® for reduced vibration. It’s powered 
by two 18V LXT® batteries and an efficient brushless motor for 
maximum power, speed and run-time for corded demands, without 
the cord.

 • The XRH07PTU is engineered with Advanced Anti-Vibration 
Technology (AVT®), a synchronized three-component system for 
significantly less vibration. AVT® is more than just a padded handle. 
The three-component system includes an internal counterbalance 
that uses air pressure to move counterweight pistons in the opposite 
direction of the drive piston to actively reduce vibration. The result 
is a low vibration rating of only 5m/s², but with no compromise in 
performance: The efficient brushless motor delivers a full 8.4 ft. lbs. 
of impact energy, with 250-500 RPM and 1,450-2,900 BPM.

 • Powerful 12 AMP motor delivers 6.8 ft.lbs. of impact energy to handle the most 
demanding applications

 • Constant speed control automatically applies additional power to the motor to 
maintain speed under load to complete the most challenging jobs

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for increased accuracy
 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to the application 

for greater versatility
 • Torque limiting clutch engineered to prevent gear damage by automatically 

disengaging gears if the bit binds
 • Sequential impact timing delivers timed hammering during rotation to 

minimize overlapping bit impacts for up to 50% faster drilling
 • Automatic brush cut-off protects commutator from damage for longer tool 

life
 • 2-mode operation for “Hammering Only” or “Hammering with Rotation” for 

multiple applications
 • “No hammering when idling” function helps increase tool life
 • High quality aluminum housing for greater durability and longer tool life

 • Powerful 10 AMP motor delivers 4.6 ft.lbs. of impact energy to 
handle the most demanding applications

 • 2-mode operation for “Hammering Only” or “Hammering with 
Rotation”

 • Torque limiting clutch engineered to prevent gear damage by 
automatically disengaging gears if the bit binds

 • Rubberized ergonomic soft grip provides more comfort
 • “No hammering when idling” functions helps increase tool life
 • One-touch sliding chuck for quick bit changes
 • 12 bit angle settings allow the bit to be set at different positions 

for operating convenience
 • Automatic brush cut-off protects commutator from damage for 

longer tool life
 • 12 bit angle settings allow the bit to be set at different positions 

for operating convenience
 • Makita Motor Advantage engineered with field core interlocking 

steel laminations, dual ball bearing armature and more copper 
commutator bars, increasing energy transfer efficiency for more 
power and longer tool life

 • AMPS :  8.2
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  1-1/4”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  1/2” - 7/8”
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling w/ core bit) :  3-1/2”
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  4.1
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  5.5 J
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  1,650 - 3,300 BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  315 - 630 RPM
 • Vibration Control  :  Yes
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  10
 • Overall Length :  15-5/8”
 • Cord Length (ft) :  16.4’
 • Net Weight :  11.4 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-PLUS
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  19.84 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-088718

 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  1-9/16”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  5/8” - 1-1/4”
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling w/ core bit) :  

4-1/8”
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  8.4
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  11.4 J
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  1,450 - 2,900 

BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  250 - 500 RPM
 • Vibration Control  :  Yes
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  5
 • Battery :  2X 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  18-5/8”
 • Net Weight :  16.8 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-MAX
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  35.28 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-856188

 • AMPS :  12
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  1-9/16”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  1/2” - 1”
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling w/ core bit) :  4-5/8”
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  9.2 J
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  6.8
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  1,300 - 2,600 BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  230 - 460 RPM
 • Vibration Control  :  No
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  15
 • Overall Length :  16-7/8”
 • Cord Length (ft) :  16.4’
 • Net Weight :  14.8 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts Spline shank
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  20.3 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-081191

 • AMPS :  10
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  1-9/16”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  1/2” - 1”
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling w/ core bit) :  4-1/8”
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  4.6
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  6.2 J
 • Blows Per Minute :  2,500 BPM
 • No Load Speed :  680 RPM
 • Vibration Control  :  No
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  17.5
 • Overall Length :  18”
 • Cord Length (ft) :  9.8’
 • Net Weight :  14.6 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-MAX
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  26.89 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-081566
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HR2811F

XRH10PTW

1-1/8’’ Rotary Hammer, accepts SDS-PLUS bits and 4-1/2” Angle Grinder

18V X2 LXT® (36V) Brushless Cordless 1-1/8” AVT® Rotary Hammer Kit, SDS-PLUS, w/ 
HEPA Dust Extractor, AFT®, AWS™ Capable (5.0Ah)

 • X2 LXT® technology delivers up to 140 1/2” x 2-3/8” holes per charge using 
two 18V LXT® 5.0Ah batteries

 • Powerful BL™ Brushless motor delivers 0-980 RPM, 0-5,000 BPM and 2.3 ft.lbs. 
of impact energy to handle the most demanding applications

 • OSHA Table 1 compliant on-board dust extractor includes a filter cleaning 
mechanism designed to help maintain optimum suction efficiency

 • Active Feedback-Sensing Technology (AFT®) electronically turns off the motor 
if rotation of bit is suddenly forced to stop

 • Auto-Start Wireless System (AWS™) which utilizes Bluetooth® technology for 
wireless power-on/off communication between tool and dust extractor

 • AWS™ capable with Auto-Start Wireless Transmitter (part no. 198901-5) sold 
separately

 • Anti-Vibration Technology (AVT®) is an active internal counterbalance system 
which is engineered to reduce vibration for increased comfort

 • Vibration-absorbing back handle and side handle further reduce vibration and 
increase comfort on the job

 • Torque limiting clutch engineered to prevent gear damage by automatically 
disengaging gears if the bit binds

 • Constant speed control automatically applies additional power to the motor to 
maintain speed under load to complete the most challenging jobs

 • Powerful 7.0 AMP motor delivers 2.1 ft.lbs. of impact energy to 
handle the most demanding applications

 • L.E.D. light illuminates drilling surface for more productivity in 
low light applications

 • Torque limiting clutch engineered to prevent gear damage by 
automatically disengaging gears if the bit binds

 • 3-mode operation for “Rotation Only”, “Hammering with 
Rotation” or “Hammering Only”

 • One-touch sliding chuck for quick bit changes
 • Sequential impact timing delivers timed hammering during 

rotation to minimize overlapping bit impacts for up to 50% faster 
drilling

 • “No hammering when idling” function helps increase tool life
 • Ergonomic “D-shaped” handle with rubberized soft grip for 

increased comfort
 • Recessed lock-on button for continuous operation
 • Extended life brushes for more work between service intervals 

and less downtime

 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  1-1/8”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  3/16” - 5/8”
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling w/ core bit) :  2-1/8”
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  2.3
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  3.2 J
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 5,000 BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 980 RPM
 • HEPA filter :  Yes
 • Container Hole Count Capacity :  25 holes of dimension 5/8”x2”
 • Filter Life (Approx. container fillings) :  200
 • Vibration Control  :  Yes
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  9
 • Battery :  2X 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  14-3/4”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  11 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-PLUS
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Automatic-start Wireless System (AWS™) :  Capable (transmitter sold 

separately)
 • Active Feedback-sensing Technology (AFT®) :  Yes
 • Shipping Weight :  23.02 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-865159

 • AMPS :  7
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  1-1/8”
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling w/ core bit) :  

3-1/8”
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  2.9 J
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  2.1
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  15
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 4,500 BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 1,100 RPM
 • Overall Length :  12-5/8”
 • Cord Length (ft) :  8.2’
 • Net Weight :  7.7 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-PLUS
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  1/4” - 5/8”
 • Shipping Weight :  20.3 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-603447

HR2641 1” AVT® Rotary Hammer, accepts SDS-PLUS bits (D-Handle)

 • Powerful 8 AMP motor delivers 2.1 ft.lbs./2.9 J. of impact energy to handle the 
most demanding applications

 • Anti-Vibration Technology (AVT®) is an internal counterbalance system that 
greatly reduces vibration by moving a counterweight in the opposite direction 
of the drive piston

 • Integrated damper spring at the base of the impact bolt is engineered to absorb 
impact vibrations from the drill bit

 • Recessed hammer function selector located below gear housing for improved 
durability

 • Torque limiting clutch engineered to prevent gear damage by automatically 
disengaging gears if the bit binds

 • Variable speed trigger enables user to match the speed to the application for 
greater versatility

 • 3-mode operation for “Rotation Only”, “Hammering with Rotation” or 
“Chipping Only” for multiple applications

 • 40 bit angle settings allow the bit to be set at different positions for operating 
convenience

 • Ergonomic “D-shaped” handle with rubberized soft grip for increased 
comfort

 • Retractable hook allows tool to remain close by but never in the way

 • AMPS :  8
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  1”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  1/4” - 5/8”
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling w/ core bit) :  3-1/8”
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  2.1
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  2.9 J
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 4,500 BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 1,100 RPM
 • Vibration Control  :  Yes
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  11.5
 • Overall Length :  16-5/8”
 • Cord Length (ft) :  13.1’
 • Net Weight :  7.1 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-PLUS
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  11.55 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-687485

HR2661 1” AVT® Rotary Hammer, accepts SDS-PLUS bits, w/ HEPA Dust Extractor (D-handle)

 • Powerful 8 AMP motor delivers 1.6 ft.lbs./2.2 J. of impact energy to handle 
the most demanding applications

 • On-board dust extractor captures concrete dust during drilling and is 
activated by the tool for operator convenience

 • Efficient HEPA filtration system captures 99.97% of particulates .3 microns 
and larger

 • Anti-Vibration Technology (AVT®) is an internal counterbalance system that 
actively works to reduce vibration to the operator

 • Transparent dust container provides needed visibility in determining when 
the dust box needs to be emptied

 • Depth stop adjustment allows drilling up to 7-7/16” deep for increased 
capacity

 • Torque limiting clutch engineered to prevent gear damage by automatically 
disengaging gears if the bit binds

 • Retractable hook allows tool to remain close by but never in the way
 • 3-mode operation for “Rotation Only”, “Hammering with Rotation” or 

“Chipping Only” for multiple applications
 • Variable speed trigger enables user to match the speed to the application for 

greater versatility

 • AMPS :  8
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  1”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  1/4” - 5/8”
 • Max. Hole Depth :  7-7/16”
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling w/ core bit) :  3-1/8”
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  1.6
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  2.2 J
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 4,500 BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 1,100 RPM
 • HEPA filter :  Yes
 • Equipped Filter Efficiency :  99.97% of .3 microns
 • Container Hole Count Capacity :  36 holes of dimension 3/8”x2-3/8”
 • Filter Life (Approx. container fillings) :  200
 • Vibration Control  :  Yes
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  9.5
 • Sound Rating (decibels) :  90 dB(A)
 • Overall Length :  18-7/8”
 • Cord Length (ft) :  13.1’
 • Net Weight :  9.7 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-PLUS
 • Dust Collection :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  18.081 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-845984
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HR2651

HR2631F

XRH05PT

1” AVT® Rotary Hammer, accepts SDS-PLUS bits, w/ HEPA Dust Extractor (Pistol-grip)

1” AVT® Rotary Hammer, accepts SDS-PLUS bits

18V X2 LXT® Lithium-Ion (36V) Cordless 1” Rotary Hammer Kit (5.0Ah)

 • Two 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion batteries deliver the power and 
run time for corded demands without leaving the 18V LXT® 
platform

 • Makita-built motor delivers 0-1,250 RPM, 0-5,000 BPM and 2.2 
ft.lbs. of impact energy for faster drilling

 • Vibration-absorbing handle engineered for increased operator 
comfort

 • Dust extraction capability with Makita Dust Attachment, #193472-7 
(not included)

 • Torque limiting clutch engineered to prevent gear damage by 
automatically disengaging gears if the bit binds

 • 3-Mode operation for “Rotation Only”, “Hammering with 
Rotation” or “Hammering Only”

 • Ergonomic soft-grip handle and large 2-finger trigger provide 
increased comfort on the job

 • Built-in L.E.D. light illuminates the work area
 • L.E.D. battery indicators show charge level for each battery
 • SDS-PLUS shank rotates 360° with 40 different positions

 • Powerful 7 AMP motor delivers 2.1 ft.lbs. of impact energy to handle the 
most demanding applications

 • Anti-Vibration Technology (AVT®) is an internal counterbalance system 
that greatly reduces vibration by moving a counterweight in the opposite 
direction of drive piston

 • Integrated damper spring at the base of the impact bolt is engineered to 
absorb impact vibrations from the drill bit

 • Torque limiting clutch engineered to prevent gear damage by automatically 
disengaging gears if the bit binds

 • L.E.D. light illuminates drilling surface for more productivity in low light 
applications

 • Recessed hammer function selector located below gear housing for 
improved durability

 • Variable speed trigger enables user to match the speed to the application 
for greater versatility

 • 3-mode operation for various applications with “Rotation Only”, 
“Hammering with Rotation” or “Chipping Only” functions

 • 40 bit angle settings allow the bit to be set at different positions for 
operating convenience

 • Ergonomic “Pistol-grip” handle with rubberized soft grip for increased 
comfort

 • Powerful 7 AMP motor delivers 1.6 ft.lbs./2.2 J. of impact energy to handle the 
most demanding applications

 • Anti-Vibration Technology (AVT®) is an internal counterbalance system that 
greatly reduces vibration by moving a counterweight in the opposite direction 
of the drive piston

 • The built-on dust extractor captures concrete dust during drilling and is 
activated by the tool for operator convenience

 • Efficient HEPA filtration system captures 99.97% of particulates .3 microns and 
larger

 • Transparent dust container provides needed visibility in determining when the 
dust box needs to be emptied

 • Torque limiting clutch engineered to prevent gear damage by automatically 
disengaging gears if the bit binds

 • Depth stop adjustment allows drilling up to 7-7/16” deep for increased 
capacity

 • 3-mode operation for “Rotation Only”, “Hammering with Rotation” or 
“Chipping Only” for multiple applications

 • Variable speed trigger enables user to match the speed to the application for 
greater versatility

 • 40 bit angle settings allow the bit to be set at different positions for operating 
convenience

 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  1”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  1/4” - 5/8”
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  2.2
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  3 J
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 5,000 BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 1,250 RPM
 • Vibration Control  :  No
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  14.5
 • Battery :  2X 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  13-3/4”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  9.3 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-PLUS
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  26.2 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-849401

 • (1) Tool Case (824695-3) SPECS
 • AMPS :  7
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  1”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  3/16” - 1/2”
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling w/ core bit) :  

2-11/16”
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  2.1
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  2.9 J
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 4,600 BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 1,200 RPM
 • Vibration Control  :  Yes
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  11.5
 • Overall Length :  15-1/8”
 • Cord Length (ft) :  13.1’
 • Net Weight :  6.6 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-PLUS
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  13.2 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-687133

 • AMPS :  7
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  1”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  1/4” - 5/8”
 • Max. Hole Depth :  7-7/16”
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling w/ core bit) :  3-1/8”
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  2.2 J
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  1.6
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 4,600 BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 1,200 RPM
 • HEPA filter :  Yes
 • Equipped Filter Efficiency :  99.97% of .3 microns
 • Container Hole Count Capacity :  36 holes of dimension 3/8”x2-3/8”
 • Filter Life (Approx. container fillings) :  200
 • Vibration Control  :  Yes
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  11.5
 • Sound Rating (decibels) :  90 dB(A)
 • Overall Length :  16-7/16”
 • Cord Length (ft) :  13.1’
 • Net Weight :  9.3 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-PLUS
 • Dust Collection :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  20.066 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-845755

XRH011TX 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Brushless Cordless 1” Rotary Hammer Kit, accepts 
SDS-PLUS bits, w/ HEPA Dust Extractor (5.0Ah)

 • Powerful BL™ Brushless motor delivers 0-950 RPM, 0-4,700 BPM and 1.7 ft.lbs. 
of impact energy to handle the most demanding applications

 • The on-board dust extractor attachment captures concrete dust during drilling 
and is activated by the tool for operator convenience

 • Extractor is powered by a separate motor to maintain drilling performance and 
provide a 2-second delay to help capture remaining dust

 • Efficient HEPA filtration system captures 99.97% of particulates .3 microns and 
larger

 • Transparent dust container provides needed visibility in determining when the 
dust box needs to be emptied

 • Torque Limiting Clutch prevents gear damage by automatically disengaging 
gears if the bit binds

 • Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to optimize battery 
energy use for up to 50% longer run time per charge

 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling the BL™ Motor 
to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life

 • Weighs only 10.3 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Variable speed trigger enables user to match the speed to application for 

greater versatility

 • (1) Tool Bag SPECS
 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  1”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  3/16” - 1/2”
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  1.7
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  2.4 J
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 4,700 BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 950 RPM
 • HEPA filter :  Yes
 • Equipped Filter Efficiency :  99.97% of .3 microns
 • Container Hole Count Capacity :  25 holes of dimension 

5/8”x2”
 • Filter Life (Approx. container fillings) :  200
 • Vibration Control  :  No
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  13.5
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  14-5/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  10.2 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-PLUS
 • Dust Collection :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  19.6 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-834346
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XRH01T

XRH04T

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Brushless Cordless 1” Rotary Hammer Kit (5.0Ah)

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless 7/8” Rotary Hammer Kit, accepts SDS-PLUS bits (5.0Ah)

 • Makita-built variable speed motor delivers 0-1,200 RPM and 
0-4,000 BPM

 • 3-mode operation for “Rotation Only”, “Hammering with 
Rotation” or “Hammering Only” for multiple applications

 • Torque limiting clutch reduces gear damage by automatically 
disengaging gears if bit binds

 • Faster drilling with synchronized RPM and BPM
 • Job site tested shock absorbent handle protects the battery 

housing for extra durability
 • One-touch sliding chuck for quick bit changes
 • Chisel rotates 360° with 40 different positions
 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 16-3/8” long
 • Weighs only 7.7 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Large 2-finger variable speed trigger for added convenience

 • Powerful BL™ Brushless motor delivers 0-950 RPM, 0-4,700 BPM and 1.7 ft.lbs. 
of impact energy to handle the most demanding applications

 • Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to optimize battery 
energy use for up to 50% longer run time per charge

 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling the BL™ Motor 
to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life

 • Torque Limiting Clutch prevents gear damage by automatically disengaging 
gears if the bit binds

 • Compatible with built-on HEPA Dust Extraction Vacuum Attachment part no. 
DX01 (sold separately) for improved dust extraction mobility

 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 12-7/8” long
 • Weighs only 7.2 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Variable speed trigger enables user to match the speed to application for 

greater versatility
 • Multiple Chisel Positions has 40 different positions to align tool more 

comfortably with the application
 • 3-Mode operation for “Rotation Only”, “Hammering with Rotation” or 

“Hammering Only”

 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  7/8”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  5/32” - 1/2”
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  1.4
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  1.9 J
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 4,000 BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 1,200 RPM
 • Vibration Control  :  No
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  12.5
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  16-3/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  7.7 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-PLUS
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  16.2 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-834254

 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  1”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  3/16” - 1/2”
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  1.7
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  2.4 J
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 4,700 BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 950 RPM
 • Vibration Control  :  No
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  13.5
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  12-7/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  7.2 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-PLUS
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  19 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-677066

XRH03T 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless 7/8” Rotary Hammer Kit, accepts 
SDS-PLUS bits (5.0Ah)

 • Makita-built variable speed motor delivers 0-1,200 RPM and 
0-4,000 BPM

 • 3-mode operation for “Rotation Only”, “Hammering with 
Rotation” or “Hammering Only” for multiple applications

 • Large 2-finger variable speed trigger for added convenience
 • Faster drilling with synchronized RPM and BPM
 • Torque limiting clutch reduces gear damage by automatically 

disengaging gears if bit binds
 • Job site tested shock absorbent handle protects the battery 

housing for extra durability
 • One-touch sliding chuck for quick bit changes
 • Chisel rotates 360° with 40 different positions
 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 14-1/8” long
 • Weighs only 7.7 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue

 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  7/8”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  5/32” - 1/2”
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  1.4
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  1.9 J
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 4,000 BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 1,200 RPM
 • Vibration Control  :  No
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  14.5
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  14-1/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  7.7 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-PLUS
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  16 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-834292

XRH06RB 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Sub-Compact Brushless Cordless 11/16” Rotary Hammer Kit, 
accepts SDS-PLUS bits, 65 Pc. Accessory Set (2.0 Ah)

 • Brushless motor delivers 0-680 RPM, 0-4,800 BPM and .88 ft.lbs./1.2 Joules 
of impact energy for faster drilling

 • Compact and Ergonomic design at only 10-3/4”
 • Weighs only 4.6 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Vibration absorbing handle moves independently of the motor and hammer 

mechanism for increased operator comfort
 • For dust management use Dust Extraction Cup Set (199245-6) which includes 

Side Handle, Spacer, Side Handle Base and Bolt
 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses energy to 

match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the application
 • Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to optimize battery 

energy use for up to 50% longer run time per charge
 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling the BL Motor 

to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life
 • 2-Mode operation for “Rotation Only” or “Hammering with Rotation” for 

multiple applications
 • Variable speed trigger enables user to match the speed to application for 

greater versatility

 • Max. Capacity (concrete drilling) :  11/16”
 • Optimum Range (concrete drilling) :  5/32” - 3/8”
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  .88
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  1.2 J
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 4,800 BPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 680 RPM
 • Vibration Control  :  Yes
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  9
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Compact Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  10-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  4.6 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Accepts SDS-PLUS
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  7.7 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-850681
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XDT131 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Brushless Cordless Impact Driver Kit (3.0Ah)

 • BL™ Brushless Motor delivers 1,500 in.lbs. of Max Torque
 • Variable speed (0-3,400 RPM & 0-3,600 IPM) for a wide range of 

fastening applications
 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling 

the BL™ Motor to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life
 • Efficient BL™ Brushless Motor is electronically controlled to 

optimize battery energy use for up to 50% longer run time per 
charge

 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses 
energy to match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the 
application

 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 5” long
 • Weighs only 3.3 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Convenient 1/4” hex chuck for quick bit changes
 • Built-in dual L.E.D. lights illuminate the work area
 • Rubberized soft grip provides increased comfort on the job

 • Hex Shank :  1/4”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 3,400 RPM
 • Impacts Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 3,600 IPM
 • Maximum Torque (in.lbs./N•m) :  1,500 in.lbs./170N•m
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  5”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  3.3 lbs.
 • Speed power selection :  1
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  7.1 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-848695

XDT12T

XDT14R

XDT15RB

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Brushless Cordless Quick-Shift Mode™ 
4-Speed Impact Driver Kit (5.0Ah)

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Compact Brushless Cordless Quick-Shift Mode™ 
3-Speed Impact Driver Kit (2.0Ah)

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Sub-Compact Brushless Cordless Impact Driver Kit (2.0Ah)

 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 5-5/16”
 • Weighs only 2.6 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Ideal for working in tight spaces
 • Variable 2-speed (0-1,300/0-3,000 RPM & 0-1,600/0-3,900 IPM) for a 

wide range of fastening applications
 • Assist Mode (A-mode) feature helps eliminate “screw cam-out” 

and “cross threading” by driving at low speed until tightening 
begins

 • BL™ Brushless Motor delivers 1,240 in.lbs. of Max Torque in an 
ultra compact design

 • Dual L.E.D. lights illuminate the work area
 • Ergonomically designed handle with rubberized soft grip provides 

increased comfort
 • Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to 

optimize battery energy use for up to 50% longer run time per 
charge

 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling 
the BL Motor to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life

 • Quick-Shift Mode™ uses the brushless motor’s electronic controls to find 
the best balance of speed and torque for each application for more efficient 
fastening

 • Tightening Mode (T-mode) for faster tightening of self-drilling screws; helps 
prevent damage to the screw or workpiece

 • 3-speed power selection switch (0-1,100 / 0-2,100 / 0-3,600 RPM & 0-1,100 / 
0-2,600 / 0-3,800 IPM) provides precise fastening control for a wide range of 
applications

 • BL™ Brushless Motor delivers 3,600 Max RPM and 1,550 in.lbs. of Max 
Torque

 • Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to optimize battery 
energy use for up to 50% longer run time per charge

 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling the BL™ Motor 
to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life

 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses energy to 
match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the application

 • Features Extreme Protection Technology (XPT™) which is engineered to provide 
increased dust and water resistance in harsh job site conditions

 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 4-5/8” long
 • Weighs only 2.7 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue

 • Quick-Shift Mode™ uses the brushless motor’s electronic controls to find 
the best balance of speed and torque for each application for more efficient 
fastening

 • BL™ Brushless Motor delivers 3,600 Max RPM and 1,550 in.lbs. of Max 
Torque

 • 4-speed power selection switch (0-1,100/ 0-2,100/ 0-3,200/ 0-3,600 RPM & 
0-1,100/ 0-2,600/ 0-3,600/ 0-3,800 IPM) provides precise fastening control for a 
wide range of applications

 • Assist Mode (A-mode) feature helps eliminate “screw cam-out” and “cross 
threading” by driving at low speed until tightening begins

 • Tightening Mode (T-mode) for faster tightening of self-drilling screws; helps 
prevent damage to the screw or workpiece

 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 4-5/8” long
 • Weighs only 3.3 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to optimize battery 

energy use for up to 50% longer run time per charge
 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling the BL™ Motor 

to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life
 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses energy to 

match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the application

 • Hex Shank :  1/4”
 • No Load Speed (var. 2 spd) :  0 - 1,300 / 0 - 3,000 RPM
 • Impacts Per Minute (var. 2 spd.) :  0 - 1,600 / 0 - 3,900 IPM
 • Maximum Torque (in.lbs./N•m) :  1,240 in.lbs./140N•m
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Compact Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  5-5/16”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  2.6 lbs.
 • Speed power selection :  2
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  10.3 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-841764

 • Hex Shank :  1/4”
 • No Load Speed (var. 3 spd.) :  0 - 1,100 / 0 - 2,100 / 

0 - 3,600 RPM
 • Impacts Per Minute (var. 3 spd.) :  0 - 1,100 / 0 - 2,600 

/ 0 - 3,800 IPM
 • Maximum Torque (in.lbs./N•m) :  1,550 

in.lbs./175N•m
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Compact Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  4-5/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  2.7 lbs.
 • Speed power selection :  3
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  17 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-824217

 • Hex Shank :  1/4”
 • No Load Speed (var. 4 spd.) :  0 - 1,100 / 0 - 2,100 / 0 - 3,200 / 0 - 

3,600 RPM
 • Impacts Per Minute (var. 4 spd.) :  0 - 1,100 / 0 - 2,600 / 0 - 3,600 / 

0 - 3,800 IPM
 • Maximum Torque (in.lbs./N•m) :  1,550 in.lbs./175N•m
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  4-5/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  3.3 lbs.
 • Speed power selection :  4
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  12.4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-827478
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TM3010CX1

XMT035

JN3201

JN1601

Multi-Tool Kit

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless Multi-Tool Kit (3.0Ah)

10 Gauge Nibbler

16 Gauge Nibbler

 • For clean and precise work in keystone plate, deck plate 
and other sheet materials

 • Slim and ergonomic body design for easy gripping
 • Die rotates 360°; large 1/4” stroke
 • Extremely light (weighs only 3.6 lbs.) for easier 

handling
 • Small circumference barrel grip design
 • Lock-on sliding switch for continuous operation
 • Built-in thickness gauge for convenience
 • Easy punch and die replacement for reduced down 

time
 • Externally accessible carbon brushes for greater 

serviceability
 • Double insulated

 • Less noise at 81 dB(A) for continuous operation
 • Well balanced with a rubberized soft grip handle for 

greater comfort
 • Built-in thickness gauge for added convenience
 • Refined design at only 7.4 lbs.
 • Lock-on switch for continuous operation
 • Ideal for metal cutting up to 10 gauge mild steel and 13 

gauge stainless steel
 • Highly visible line-of-sight for precise pattern 

following
 • Convenient chip disposal below cutting material to 

minimize damage to cutting surface
 • Small cutting radius (4-3/4” inner edge, 5-1/16” outer 

edge) for precision applications
 • Easy punch and die replacement for reduced downtime 

on the job

 • 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion battery provides up to 20 minutes of 
continuous run time

 • Variable speed control dial (6,000-20,000 OPM) enables user to 
match the speed to the application

 • 3.2° oscillation angle engineered for faster, more aggressive 
cutting and sanding

 • Large on/off slide switch with lock-on button for operator 
convenience

 • Includes adapters to fit most competitive accessories
 • Small diameter barrel grip (only 2-3/8”) for easy handling
 • Battery capacity warning system turns on indicator light and is 

engineered to automatically stop motor to notify user when it is 
time to recharge the battery

 • Weighs only 4.9 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Soft start feature for smooth start-ups
 • Ideal for wood flooring, tile, plaster, sheetrock, wood, PVC and a 

variety of other applications

 • Powerful 3.0 AMP motor with soft start feature for smooth start-
ups and improved performance for fast cutting, sanding, scraping 
and grout removal

 • Variable speed control dial (6,000-20,000 OPM) enables user to 
match the speed to the application

 • Electronic speed control maintains constant speed under load for 
smoother, higher-quality work

 • 3.2° oscillation angle engineered for faster cutting and sanding
 • Precision engineered for reduced vibration (6.5m/s²) and low 

noise 80dB(A)
 • Small diameter barrel grip for improved handling and added 

operator comfort
 • Large on/off slide switch with lock-on button for operator 

convenience
 • Clamp system provides 12 tightening settings; one every 30° (0° 

to 360°)
 • Includes adapters to fit most competitive accessories
 • Ideal for wood flooring, tile, plaster, sheetrock, wood, PVC and a 

variety of other applications

 • Capacity (aluminum, ga.) :  10 ga.
 • Capacity (mild steel, ga.) :  16 ga.
 • Capacity (stainless, ga.) :  18 ga.
 • Cutting Radius (inner edge) :  1-3/4”
 • Cutting Radius (outer edge) :  2”
 • Strokes Per Minute :  2,200 SPM
 • AMPS :  5
 • Overall Length :  10-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  3.6 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  5.28 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-015448

 • Capacity (aluminum, ga.) :  10 ga.
 • Capacity (mild steel, ga.) :  10 ga.
 • Capacity (stainless, ga.) :  13 ga.
 • Cutting Radius (inner edge) :  4-3/4”
 • Cutting Radius (outer edge) :  5-1/16”
 • Strokes Per Minute :  1,300 SPM
 • AMPS :  6.2
 • Overall Length :  8-1/2”
 • Net Weight :  7.5 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  8.8 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-637770

 • Oscillations Per Minute :  6,000 - 20,000 OPM
 • Oscillation Angle :  3.2°
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  13-3/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  4.9 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Includes Universal Accessory Adaptor :  Yes
 • Soft start :  Yes
 • Tool-less blade change :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  14.33 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-667715

 • Oscillations Per Minute :  6,000 - 20,000 
OPM

 • Oscillation Angle :  3.2°
 • AMPS :  3
 • Overall Length :  11-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  3.5 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Includes Universal Accessory Adaptor 

:  Yes
 • Soft start :  Yes
 • Tool-less blade change :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  8.8 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-651066
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XNJ01T

PC5000C

PC5001C

1002BA

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless 16 Gauge Nibbler Kit (5.0Ah)

5” Concrete Planer

5” Concrete Planer

4-3/8” Curved Base Planer

 • Powerful 9.6 AMP motor with 15,000 RPM for improved 
performance

 • Precision machined base for notching out logs at a 12-
5/8” curved radius

 • Planes 4-3/8” width and 3/16” deep in a single pass
 • Large ejection chute for high rate of chip discharge
 • Conveniently located front and rear grips for operator 

control
 • Lock-on button for continuous operation
 • Smoothes and notches out logs for a perfect fit
 • Adjustable bevel radius to 11-13/16”
 • Large conveniently located depth settings knob for easy 

adjustments
 • Ideal for planning curved lumber and other radius 

materials

 • Powerful 10.0 AMP motor delivers more output and 10,500 
RPM

 • Constant Speed Control automatically applies additional power 
to the motor to maintain speed under load

 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for more precision and 
longer tool life

 • Electronic current limiter helps protect the motor from 
overload

 • Anti-restart prevents accidental start up after power loss
 • Large two-finger trigger switch with lock-on for continuous 

operation
 • Ergonomic soft grip handle provides increased comfort on the 

job
 • Easy to install/remove dust bag for cleaner operation
 • Externally accessible carbon brushes for greater 

serviceability
 • Removable dust shroud cap for flush-to-wall planing

 • Powerful 10 AMP motor delivers more output and 10,500 RPM
 • Constant Speed Control automatically applies additional power to 

the motor to maintain speed under load
 • Soft start suppresses start-up reaction for more control and longer 

tool life
 • Electronic current limiter helps protect the motor from 

overload
 • Anti-restart prevents accidental start up after power loss
 • Large two-finger trigger switch with lock-on for continuous 

operation
 • Ergonomic soft grip handle provides increased comfort on the 

job
 • Easy to install/remove dust bag for cleaner operation
 • Externally accessible carbon brushes for greater serviceability
 • Removable dust shroud cap for flush-to-wall planing

 • Makita-built motor delivers 1,900 SPM for faster and smooth 
cutting

 • Ideal for cutting roofing sheet metal at thicknesses up to 16 
gauge

 • Die holder rotates 360° to meet demands of cutting direction
 • Convenient chip disposal is below cutting material to minimize 

damage to cutting surface
 • Cutting radius: inner edge 1-3/4”; outer edge 2”
 • Battery capacity warning system turns light solid red and 

automatically stops motor to notify user that battery needs to 
be replaced

 • Anti-restart protection prevents motor start up when battery is 
inserted with switch locked on

 • Rubberized soft grip for improved comfort
 • Lock-on sliding switch for continuous operation
 • Built-in thickness gauge for convenience

 • Planing Width :  4-3/8”
 • Planing Depth :  3/16”
 • No Load Speed :  15,000 RPM
 • AMPS :  9.6
 • Overall Length :  13-11/32”
 • Net Weight :  11.4 lbs.
 • Max. no load speed :  15,000 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  15.4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-007511

 • Wheel Diameter :  5”
 • No Load Speed :  10,000 RPM
 • AMPS :  10
 • Overall Length :  18-13/16”
 • Net Weight :  11.2 lbs.
 • Adjustable roller :  Yes
 • Constant speed control :  Yes
 • Soft start :  Yes
 • Electric current limiter :  Yes
 • Shipping Weight :  26.5 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-099134

 • Wheel Diameter :  5”
 • No Load Speed :  10,000 RPM
 • AMPS :  10
 • Overall Length :  17-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  8.9 lbs.
 • Adjustable roller :  No
 • Constant speed control :  Yes
 • Soft start :  Yes
 • Electric current limiter :  Yes
 • Shipping Weight :  8.9 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-099110

 • Capacity (aluminum, ga.) :  12 ga.
 • Capacity (mild steel, ga.) :  16 ga.
 • Capacity (stainless, ga.) :  18 ga.
 • Cutting Radius (inner edge) :  1-3/4”
 • Cutting Radius (outer edge) :  2”
 • Strokes Per Minute (variable speed) :  

0 - 1,900 SPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  12-3/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  4.8 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  13.3 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-834278
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KP0800K

KP0810

XPK01Z

1912B

3-1/4” Planer 3-1/4” Planer, with Tool Case

3-1/4” Planer

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless 3-1/4” Planer, Tool Only

4-3/8” Planer

 • Powerful 7.5 AMP motor for improved performance
 • Two-blade cutter head with 16,000 RPM delivers smooth 

finish and fast stock removal
 • Lock-on button for continuous operation
 • V-groove on front shoe for easy chamfer cutting
 • Precision machined aluminum base for planing 

accuracy
 • Planes up to 4-3/8” wide and 1/16” deep in a single 

pass
 • Professional quality planer in small and compact 

design
 • All-ball bearing construction for longer tool life
 • Centerline balance with D-handle grip for easy 

operation
 • Double insulated

 • 2-blade cutter head with double edge carbide blades for added 
performance and smooth finish

 • High power-to-weight ratio; weighs only 7.4 lbs. with battery 
(battery not included)

 • 14,000 RPM motor engineered for faster stock removal
 • Click depth adjustment knob with easy-to-read scale with settings 

from 0” to 5/64” for precise depth adjustment
 • Spring-loaded stand elevates the base to protect the blades and 

workpiece
 • Precision machined aluminum base for planing accuracy
 • Ergonomically centered balance with rubberized soft grips on the 

front and rear handles for increased comfort on the job
 • Easy blade setting system for fast blade installation
 • Electric brake for maximum productivity
 • Equipped with Star Protection Computer Controls™ to protect 

against overloading, over-discharging and over-heating

 • Planes up to 3-1/4” wide and 5/32” deep in a single pass
 • Two-blade cutter head with 16,000 RPM delivers smooth finish 

and fast stock removal
 • Chip ejection can be directed to either side of the tool for 

convenience
 • Depth adjust knob features an easy-to-read scale with click stops 

in 0.1mm increments for precise depth adjustment
 • Conveniently located lock-on/off button can be operated from 

either side of handle
 • Ergonomically designed rubberized grip and depth adjustment 

knob for comfort and control
 • Front base features 3 chamfering groove options: approximately 

1.4 mm, 3 mm and 4 mm
 • Rigid die-cast aluminum housing supports planer drum for 

increased durability
 • Spring-loaded stand elevates the base to protect the blades and 

workpiece
 • Powerful with less weight (7.5 AMP motor; 7.3 lbs.)

 • 6.5 AMP motor delivers more output power for increased stock 
removal and superior finishes

 • Planes up to 3-1/4” wide and 3/32” deep in a single pass
 • Two-blade cutter head with 17,000 RPM delivers smooth finish 

and fast stock removal
 • Spring-loaded stand elevates the base to protect the blades and 

workpiece
 • Easy blade setting system for fast blade installation
 • Precision machined aluminum base for planing accuracy
 • Equipped with double edge carbide blades for added 

performance
 • Rigid die-cast aluminum housing with all-ball bearing construction 

for longer tool life
 • High power-to-weight ratio; weighs only 5.7 lbs.
 • Machined aluminum and balanced planer drum for reduced 

vibration and added durability

 • Planing Width :  4-3/8”
 • Planing Depth :  1/16”
 • No Load Speed :  16,000 RPM
 • AMPS :  7.5
 • Overall Length :  14”
 • Net Weight :  9.3 lbs.
 • Max. no load speed :  16,000 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  10.9 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-016117

 • Planing Width :  3-1/4”
 • Planing Depth :  5/64”
 • No Load Speed :  14,000 RPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  13-1/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  17.4 lbs.
 • Max. no load speed :  14,000 RPM
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  7.5 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-662673

 • Planing Width :  3-1/4”
 • Planing Depth :  5/32”
 • No Load Speed :  16,000 RPM
 • AMPS :  7.5
 • Overall Length :  11-3/8”
 • Net Weight :  7.3 lbs.
 • Max. no load speed :  16,000 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  10.2 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-079501

 • Planing Width :  3-1/4”
 • Planing Depth :  3/32”
 • No Load Speed :  17,000 RPM
 • AMPS :  6.5
 • Overall Length :  11-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  5.7 lbs.
 • Max. no load speed :  17,000 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  12 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-603935
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TOOLS: PLANERS, PLATE JOINERS, ROUTERS

1806B

KP312

PJ7000

XJP03Z

6-3/4” Planer

12-1/4” Planer

Plate Joiner

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless Plate Joiner, Tool Only

 • Rack-and-pinion vertical fence system engineered for accurate 
fence adjustments

 • Cast aluminum pivot fence with three positive stops at 0°, 45° and 
90°, and easy centering on 3/4” material

 • Six depth settings with one-touch stops for #0, #10, and #20 and 
most common biscuits sizes

 • Cordless plate joiner provides portability and performance in the 
field or in the shop without the cord

 • Large and easy-to-operate cam locks for angle guide and fence 
adjustments

 • “Tool-less” blade cover and shaft lock for fast and easy blade 
changes

 • Non-marring rubber inserts on shoe engineered to prevent 
material from slipping

 • Cast aluminum front body for added durability
 • Slim and ergonomic body design for added comfort
 • Large top grip handle for improved handling

 • Powerful 5.6 AMP motor delivers 11,000 RPM for quick, precise 
cutting in a variety of woods

 • Cast aluminum pivot fence with three positive stops at 0°, 45° 
and 90°

 • Six depth settings with one-touch stops for most common 
biscuits sizes including #0, #10, and #20

 • Large and easy-to-operate cam locks for angle guide and fence 
adjustments

 • Rack-and-pinion vertical fence system engineered for accurate 
fence adjustments

 • Large top grip handle for improved handling
 • Slim and ergonomic body design for added comfort
 • “Tool-less” blade cover and shaft lock for fast and easy blade 

changes
 • Non-marring rubber inserts on shoe engineered to prevent 

material from slipping
 • Cast aluminum front body for added durability

 • Powerful 15 AMP motor with 12,000 RPM for improved 
performance

 • Large, conveniently located depth setting knob for easy 
adjustment

 • Poly “V” belt designed with grooves efficiently transfers power 
from the motor to the blades

 • Large ejection chute provides high rate of chip discharge and 
helps prevent clogging from wet or dry wood chips

 • Front roller for easy moving over rough materials
 • Ideal cord location and length (33 ft.) helps prevent obstruction 

during long and repeated passes
 • Rubberized front handle for comfort, control, and reduced 

operator fatigue
 • Spring-loaded stand elevates the base to protect the blades and 

workpiece
 • Guide rule for accurate and maximum use of planing width
 • Externally accessible brushes for greater serviceability

 • Powerful 10.9 AMP motor with 15,000 RPM for 
improved performance

 • Cuts 6-3/4” width in a single pass
 • Comfortable handle and easy depth setting
 • Large, sturdy sole plate for added stability
 • Perfect alignment of front and back grips for better 

control
 • 2-blade cutter head makes 30,000 cuts per minute for 

fast material removal
 • Precision machined aluminum base for planing 

accuracy
 • Lock-on button for continuous operation
 • Double insulated
 • 1-year limited warranty

 • Blade Diameter :  4”
 • Max. Cutting Depth :  3/4”
 • No Load Speed :  6,500 RPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  13-3/4”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  6.7 lbs.
 • Fits biscuit sizes #0, #10, #20 :  Yes
 • Max. no load speed :  6,500 RPM
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  8.2 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-678353

 • Blade Diameter :  4”
 • Max. Cutting Depth :  3/4”
 • No Load Speed :  11,000 RPM
 • AMPS :  5.6
 • Overall Length :  11-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  5.5 lbs.
 • Fits biscuit sizes #0, #10, #20 :  Yes
 • Max. no load speed :  11,000 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  8 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-622868

 • Planing Width :  12-1/4”
 • Planing Depth :  1/8”
 • No Load Speed :  12,000 RPM
 • AMPS :  15
 • Overall Length :  21-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  40.6 lbs.
 • Max. no load speed :  12,000 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  50.6 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-050883

 • Planing Width :  6-3/4”
 • Planing Depth :  1/16”
 • No Load Speed :  15,000 RPM
 • AMPS :  10.9
 • Overall Length :  20-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  19.8 lbs.
 • Max. no load speed :  15,000 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  33 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-003957
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RP2301FC

RP1800

RP0900K

RF1101KIT2

3-1/4 HP* Plunge Router, with Variable Speed

3-1/4 HP* Plunge Router

1-1/4 HP* Plunge Router

2-1/4 HP* Router Kit, with Plunge Base

 • Motor:
 • Powerful 11.0 AMP motor delivers 8,000-24,000 RPM for 

the most demanding applications
 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the 

speed to the application
 • Electronic speed control maintains constant speed under 

load
 • Soft start feature for smoother start-ups
 • Low noise (81dB) and low vibration for operator 

comfort
 • Rugged aluminum motor housing with slender 3-1/4” 

diameter for easy handling
 • Durable flat top design for stability when changing 

bits
 • All-ball bearing construction for longer tool life
 • Externally accessible brushes for greater serviceability

 • 0” - 1-3/8” plunge depth capacity for easy penetration into work 
piece

 • Plunge depth adjustment lever with 3 pre-set depth stops for 
added precision

 • Oversized ball bearing construction for longer tool life
 • Durable flat top design for added convenience when changing 

bits
 • Rubberized contoured handles with built-in switch for better fit 

and control
 • Chip deflector engineered to direct chips away from the 

operator
 • Easy-to-read depth scales
 • Powerful 8.0 AMP motor delivers 27,000 RPM for smooth 

routing
 • Uses 1/4” shank router bits
 • Double insulated

 • Powerful 15 AMP motor delivers 22,000 RPM for smooth 
routing

 • 0” - 2-3/4” plunge depth capacity for easy penetration into work 
piece

 • Linear ball bearings for smooth plunge action and superior 
performance

 • Quick release plunge depth adjustment with micro control along 
with 3 preset depth stops for added precision

 • Oversized ball bearing construction for longer tool life
 • Ergonomic rubberized handles with built-in large two-finger 

switch for added control and use
 • Conveniently located plunge lock lever for efficient operation
 • Shaft lock for quick and easy bit changes
 • “Tool-less” template guide system for quick and easy installation 

and removal
 • Lock-on trigger switch for continuous operation

 • Powerful 15 AMP motor delivers 9,000-22,000 RPM for smooth 
routing

 • Electronic speed control maintains constant speed under load
 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to the 

application
 • Soft start feature for smooth start-ups
 • Electric brake for increased productivity
 • 0” - 2-3/4” plunge depth capacity for easy penetration into work 

piece
 • Linear ball bearings for smooth plunge action and superior 

performance
 • Quick release plunge depth adjustment with micro control along 

with 3 preset depth stops for added precision
 • Built-in twin L.E.D. lights illuminate the work area for increased 

visibility
 • Oversized ball bearing construction for longer tool life

 • Collet Capacity :  1/2”, 1/4”
 • Plunge Capacity :  2-19/32”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  8,000 - 24,000 

RPM
 • AMPS :  11
 • Maximum Horsepower :  2-1/4 HP
 • Overall Length :  8-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  7.2 lbs.
 • Base :  Kit
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Shipping Weight :  20 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-052870

 • Collet :  1/4”
 • Plunge Capacity :  1-3/8”
 • No Load Speed :  27,000 RPM
 • AMPS :  8
 • Maximum Horsepower :  1-1/4 HP
 • Overall Length :  8-1/2”
 • Net Weight :  6 lbs.
 • Base :  Plunge
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  5.52 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-099219

 • Collet Capacity :  1/2”, 1/4”
 • Plunge Capacity :  2-3/4”
 • No Load Speed :  22,000 RPM
 • AMPS :  15
 • Maximum Horsepower :  3-1/4 HP
 • Overall Length :  12-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  13.4 lbs.
 • Base :  Plunge
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  16.4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-099271

 • Collet Capacity :  1/2”, 1/4”
 • Plunge Capacity :  2-3/4”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  9,000 - 

22,000 RPM
 • AMPS :  15
 • Maximum Horsepower :  3-1/4 HP
 • Overall Length :  12-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  13.4 lbs.
 • Base :  Plunge
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Shipping Weight :  16.4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-099431
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TOOLS: ROUTERS

RD1101

RT0701CX3

RT0701CX7

RT0701C

2-1/4 HP* D-Handle Router

1-1/4 HP* Compact Router Kit

1-1/4 HP* Compact Router Kit

1-1/4 HP* Compact Router Kit

 • Variable speed control dial (10,000 - 30,000 RPM) enables user to 
match the speed to the application

 • Smooth rack-and-pinion fine depth adjustment system for more 
precise settings

 • Slim and ergonomically designed body for increased comfort and 
control

 • Quick release cam lock system for easy depth adjustments and 
base removal/installation

 • Electronic speed control maintains constant speed under load
 • Soft start feature for smooth start ups
 • Fixed base accepts industry standard template guides for 

convenience
 • High visibility base design for improved handling and 

performance
 • Base can be removed quickly to install other bases
 • Heavy duty aluminum motor housing engineered for increased 

durability

 • Variable speed control dial (10,000 - 30,000 RPM) enables user 
to match the speed to the application

 • Smooth rack-and-pinion fine depth adjustment system for 
more precise settings

 • Slim and ergonomically designed body for increased comfort 
and control

 • Quick release cam lock system for easy depth adjustments and 
base removal/installation

 • Electronic speed control maintains constant speed under 
load

 • Soft start feature for smooth start ups
 • Fixed base accepts industry standard template guides for 

convenience
 • High visibility base design for improved handling and 

performance
 • Base can be removed quickly to install other bases
 • Heavy duty aluminum motor housing engineered for increased 

durability

 • Variable speed control dial (10,000 - 30,000 RPM) to match the 
speed to the application

 • Smooth rack-and-pinion fine depth adjustment system for more 
precise settings

 • Slim and ergonomically designed body for increased comfort and 
control

 • Quick release cam lock system for convenient depth adjustments 
and base removal/installation

 • Accepts industry standard template guides
 • Electronic speed control maintains constant speed under load
 • Soft start feature for smooth start ups
 • High visibility base design for improved handling and 

performance
 • Base can be removed quickly to install other bases (plunge, tilt 

and offset)
 • Heavy duty aluminum motor housing engineered for increased 

durability

 • Low noise (81dB) for operator comfort
 • Electronic speed control maintains constant speed under 

load
 • Soft start feature for smooth start-ups
 • Rugged aluminum motor housing with small 3-1/4” diameter 

for easy handling
 • Sub base accepts industry standard template guides for 

convenience
 • Industrial cam-lock for fast and easy depth adjustment and 

removal of motor
 • Powerful 11 AMP motor for the most demanding 

applications
 • Variable speed control dial enables user to match the speed to 

the application
 • Durable flat top design for stability when changing bits
 • Trigger switch with lock-on for continuous operation

 • Collet :  1/4”
 • Plunge Capacity :  1-3/8”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  10,000 - 30,000 

RPM
 • AMPS :  6.5
 • Maximum Horsepower :  1-1/4 HP
 • Overall Length :  7-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  3.9 lbs.
 • Base :  Kit
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  10.5 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-658522

 • Collet :  1/4”
 • Plunge Capacity :  1-3/8”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  10,000 - 

30,000 RPM
 • AMPS :  6.5
 • Maximum Horsepower :  1-1/4 HP
 • Overall Length :  7-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  3.9 lbs.
 • Base :  Kit
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  10.5 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-658522

 • Collet :  1/4”
 • Plunge Capacity :  1-3/8”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  10,000 - 30,000 

RPM
 • AMPS :  6.5
 • Maximum Horsepower :  1-1/4 HP
 • Overall Length :  7-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  3.9 lbs.
 • Shipping Weight :  19.8 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-652889

 • Collet Capacity :  1/2”, 1/4”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  8,000 - 24,000 

RPM
 • AMPS :  11
 • Maximum Horsepower :  2-1/4 HP
 • Overall Length :  8-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  7.9 lbs.
 • Base :  D-Handle
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Shipping Weight :  10.9 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-032582
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XTR01T7

XTR01Z

GA7911

GV5010

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Brushless Cordless Compact Router Kit (5.0Ah)

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Brushless Cordless Compact Router, Tool Only

Angle Sander, with AC/DC Switch

5” Disc Sander

 • Powerful 4.2 AMP motor delivers 4,500 RPM for faster material 
removal

 • Precision balance with rubberized soft grip handle for greater 
comfort

 • Rubberized mold over motor housing for added precision and 
control in a variety of applications

 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more efficient 
transfer of energy

 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and debris 
for longer motor life

 • Trigger lock-on button for operator convenience
 • Two position adjustable side handle for operator convenience
 • Refined design at only 2.6 lbs. for reduced operator fatigue
 • Includes 5” backing pad
 • Double insulated cord helps prevent static electricity 

accumulation

 • Powerful 15.0 AMP motor delivers 7,000 RPM for the 
most challenging applications

 • Accepts 7” or 9” grinding wheels with correct guard 
installed

 • Enlarged all ball bearing construction for longer tool 
life

 • Spiral bevel gears for smoother rotations and a more 
efficient transfer of energy

 • Zig-zag varnish protects the armature coil from dust and 
debris for longer motor life

 • AC/DC switch for use with alternative power source
 • Externally accessible brushes for easy serviceability
 • Large tool rest bumper to help protect tool and surfaces 

from damage
 • Two position adjustable side handle for operator 

covenience
 • 8’ cord for operator convenience

 • LXT® technology delivers 380 feet of cutting performance in red oak using a 
1/4” (6mm) straight bit at a 5/32” (4mm) depth with a 5.0Ah battery (battery 
not included)

 • Makita-built brushless motor delivers faster and more accurate cuts in a variety 
of materials

 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses energy to 
match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the application

 • Variable speed control dial (10,000 - 30,000 RPM) to match the speed to the 
application

 • Electronic speed control maintains constant speed under load
 • On/Off button with separate lock button helps prevent accidental start-up of the 

tool for user and workpiece protection
 • Soft start feature for smoother start-ups and better accuracy
 • Smooth rack-and-pinion fine depth adjustment system for more precise 

settings
 • Slim and ergonomically designed body with rubberized grip for increased 

comfort and control
 • Aluminum housing and base for increased durability and accuracy

 • Makita-built brushless motor delivers faster and more accurate cuts in a variety 
of materials

 • LXT® technology delivers 380 feet of cutting performance in red oak using a 
1/4” (6mm) straight bit at a 5/32” (4mm) depth with a 5.0Ah battery

 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses energy to 
match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the application

 • Variable speed control dial (10,000 - 30,000 RPM) to match the speed to the 
application

 • Electronic speed control maintains constant speed under load
 • On/Off button with separate lock button helps prevent accidental start-up of the 

tool for user and workpiece protection
 • Soft start feature for smoother start-ups and better accuracy
 • Smooth rack-and-pinion fine depth adjustment system for more precise 

settings
 • Slim and ergonomically designed body with rubberized grip for increased 

comfort
 • Aluminum housing and base for increased durability and accuracy

 • Sanding Disc :  5”
 • No Load Speed :  4,500 RPM
 • AMPS :  4.2
 • Overall Length :  7-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  2.6 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Soft start :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  2.6 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-091374

 • Grinding Wheels :  7” or 9”
 • No Load Speed :  7,000 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • AMPS :  15
 • Lock-On :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Overall Length :  16-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  12.2 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Soft start :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  13 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-001267

 • Collet :  1/4”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  10,000 - 30,000 

RPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  5-1/4”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  4.6 lbs.
 • Base :  Fixed
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • LED light :  Yes
 • Constant speed control :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  5.3 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-844420

 • Collet :  1/4”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  10,000 - 

30,000 RPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  5-1/4”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  4.6 lbs.
 • Base :  Fixed
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • LED light :  Yes
 • Constant speed control :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  20.1 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-844444
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9218SB

GV7000C

BO6050J

BO5041K

7’’ Disc Sander

7’’ Disc Sander

6” Random Orbit Sander

5” Random Orbit Sander, variable speed, with Tool Case

 • Large 1/8” random orbit action for fast and super 
smooth sanding

 • Pad control system for controlled pad speed upon start-
up

 • Efficient through-the-pad dust collection system for a 
cleaner work environment

 • Dust-sealed switch minimizes contamination
 • Variable speed control dial (4,000 - 12,000 OPM) to 

match the speed to the application
 • Conveniently located on/off switch for easy one-handed 

operation
 • Smooth and fast sanding with 3.0 AMP motor
 • Oversized sealed-ball bearing construction for longer 

tool life
 • Uses quick-change 5” (8-Hole) hook-and-loop abrasive 

paper
 • 1-year limited warranty

 • Convenient 2-mode switch for “random orbit” and “random 
orbit with forced rotation” action

 • Variable speed control dial (1,600 - 6,800 OPM) to match the 
speed to the application

 • Ergonomically designed barrel grip and side handle for 
increased comfort

 • 7/32” orbit diameter provides a swirl-free finish
 • “Tool-less” backing pad change enables quick pad change to 

meet application
 • Efficient through-the-pad dust collection system with built-in 

dust port for a cleaner work environment
 • Lock-on slide trigger switch for added convenience of 

continuous operation
 • Uses quick-change 6” hook-and-loop abrasive discs for fast and 

easy installation
 • Removable pad protector protects work surface and backing 

pad
 • Smooth soft start operation

 • Advanced electronics include soft start and electronic 
speed control

 • Variable speed control dial (2,500-4,700 RPM) enables 
user to match the speed to the application

 • Trigger lock-on button for operator convenience
 • Motor-over-pad design for better balance
 • Externally accessible brushes for greater serviceability
 • Electronic speed control maintains constant speed under 

load
 • Soft start feature for smooth start-ups
 • Two position adjustable side handle for operator 

covenience
 • Refined design at only 4.6 lbs. for reduced operator 

fatigue
 • Includes 7” backing pad

 • Powerful 5.2 AMP motor delivers 4,000 RPM for 
smooth sanding

 • Lightweight (6.3 lbs.) for reduced operator fatigue
 • Ball-and-needle bearing construction for longer tool 

life and smooth operation
 • Lock-on button for continuous use and reduced 

operator fatigue
 • Externally accessible brushes for easy serviceability
 • Overall length of only 11-5/8”
 • Side handle for operator covenience
 • 8’ cord for operator convenience
 • Includes 7” backing pad and abrasive disc
 • Double insulated

 • Pad Size (round) :  4-13/16”
 • Abrasive Disc Size :  5”
 • Orbits Per Minute (variable speed) :  4,000 - 12,000 

OPM
 • Orbit Diameter :  1/8”
 • AMPS :  3
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  4
 • Dimensions (LxWxH) :  6” x 4-7/8” x 6”
 • Net Weight :  3 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Maximum orbits per minute :  12,000 OPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  7 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-092746

 • Pad Size (round) :  6”
 • Abrasive Disc Size :  6”
 • Orbits Per Minute (variable speed) :  1,600 - 

6,800 OPM
 • Orbit Diameter :  7/32”
 • AMPS :  6.6
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  5
 • Dimensions (LxWxH) :  13” x 6-1/8” x 

5-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  5.7 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Maximum orbits per minute :  6,800 OPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  12.4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-804585

 • Sanding Disc :  7”
 • Wool Bonnet :  7”
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  2,500 - 4,700 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • AMPS :  7.9
 • Overall Length :  8-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  4.6 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Soft start :  Yes
 • Shipping Weight :  6.62 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-037747

 • Sanding Disc :  7”
 • No Load Speed :  4,500 RPM
 • Spindle Thread :  5/8” - 11 UNC
 • AMPS :  5.2
 • Overall Length :  8-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  6.3 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Soft start :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  9.7 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-001014
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9903

9920

9924DB

9404

3/8” x 21” Belt Sander

3” x 24” Belt Sander

3” x 24” Belt Sander

4” x 24” Belt Sander, with Variable Speed

 • Powerful 8.8 AMP motor for faster material removal
 • Low noise (84dB) for operator comfort
 • Auto-tracking belt system tracks belt without adjustment
 • Innovative design for sanding flush to wall with nose and side of 

sander
 • Long 16.4 ft. power cord for easier maneuverability
 • Variable speed control dial (690-1,440 ft./min.) enables user to 

match the speed to the application
 • Dust bag for a cleaner work environment
 • Sands wood or metal and removes paint and rust
 • Double insulated
 • Ideal for woodworkers, carpenters, furniture makers, floor 

installers, deck builders and general contractors who require a 
best-in-class belt sander

 • Powerful 7.8 motor for fast material removal
 • Extended base to allow flush sanding
 • Innovative design for sanding flush to wall with nose 

and side of sander
 • Extra long cord for easier maneuverability
 • Easy-release belt lever for quick belt changes
 • All-ball bearing construction for longer tool life
 • Replaceable ceramic wear plate for easy maintenance
 • Low profile for balance and less gouging
 • Highly efficient dust collector
 • Double insulated

 • Variable speed control dial (690-1,440 ft./min.) to match 
the speed to the application

 • Electronic speed control maintains constant speed under 
load

 • Auto-tracking belt system tracks belt without 
adjustment

 • Innovative design for sanding flush to wall with nose 
and side of sander

 • Front grip design for comfortable operation
 • Powerful 8.8 AMP motor; only 84dB
 • Dust bag for a cleaner work environment
 • Long 16.4 ft. power cord for easier maneuverability
 • Sands wood or metal and removes paint and rust
 • Optional sanding shoe available for precise sanding 

depth control

 • Versatile for use on both wood and steel materials
 • Ideal for woodworkers, artists, sculptors, door hangers and 

handymen.
 • Variable speed control dial (980 - 5,600 ft./min.) to match the 

speed to the application
 • Adjustable sanding arm pivots up to 100° for access to hard-to-

reach areas
 • Large 21” belt length produces 4-5/16” maximum sanding length 

for faster work
 • Easily adjustable belt tracking with a turn of a knob
 • 3 different size arm assemblies and belts are available (1/4”, 3/8”, 

1/2”) for increased versatility
 • Compact design with low weight (3.5 lbs.) and great balance for 

sanding in close quarters
 • 8.2 ft. power cord for increased maneuverability
 • Includes 2 abrasive belts and 3/8” arm assembly

 • Belt Size :  4” x 24”
 • Belt Speed (variable speed) :  690 - 1,440 ft./min.
 • AMPS :  8.8
 • Overall Length :  13-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  10.3 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Dust bag included :  Yes
 • Sands flush to wall :  Yes
 • Shipping Weight :  12.7 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-032667

 • Belt Size :  3” x 24”
 • Belt Speed :  1,300 ft./min.
 • AMPS :  7.8
 • Overall Length :  14”
 • Net Weight :  10.6 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Dust bag included :  Yes
 • Sands flush to wall :  Yes
 • Shipping Weight :  13.2 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-001144

 • Belt Size :  3” x 24”
 • Belt Speed (variable speed) :  690 - 1,440 ft./min.
 • AMPS :  8.8
 • Overall Length :  13-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  9.9 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Dust bag included :  Yes
 • Sands flush to wall :  Yes
 • Shipping Weight :  12.4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-032759

 • Belt Size :  3/8” x 21”
 • Belt Speed (variable speed) :  980 - 5,600 

ft./min.
 • AMPS :  4.4
 • Overall Length :  16-1/2”
 • Net Weight :  3.5 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  Yes
 • Dust bag included :  No
 • Sands flush to wall :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  4.4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-041348
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TOOLS: SANDERS AND SAWS

9403

9741

XBP02TX

XBP01T

4” x 24” Belt Sander

Wheel Sander

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless Portable Band Saw Kit (5.0Ah)

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless Compact Band Saw Kit (5.0Ah)

 • Makita-built motor delivers 630 ft./min. blade speed for faster 
cutting

 • Compact design at 18-1/2” long; weighs only 7.5 lbs. (with battery) 
for convenient operation

 • 2-1/2” cutting capacity is ideal for cutting conduit, Unistrut®, 
copper pipe, threaded rod, angle iron and channel

 • Includes a blade wheel cover that covers the blade outside the 
cutting area making the saw suitable for appropriate one-handed 
operation: meets ANSI Standard 60745-2-20

 • Accepts standard 32-7/8” x 1/2” blades
 • Built-in L.E.D. light illuminates the work area
 • Protective bumper design for added durability
 • “Tool-less” blade change system for fast blade installation and 

removal
 • Adjustable foot protects material and provides improved support 

for accurate cutting
 • Soft grip handle provides increased operator comfort

 • 4-3/4” cutting capacity accepts a 44-7/8” blade and is ideal for 
cutting multiple metal materials

 • Makita-built motor delivers faster cutting with variable speed 
275-530 ft./min.

 • Protection circuit with built-in alert light provides over-torque 
motor protection warning for increased durability

 • Trigger switch with lock-off feature requires two actions to 
power on the band saw

 • Conveniently located variable speed control dial enables user 
to match the speed to the application

 • Thick protective rubber bumper for added durability
 • Tool hook secures the tool when not in use
 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 20-5/8” long and 14.3 

lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Adjustable stopper plate protects material and provides 

positive support for accurate cuts
 • Built-in L.E.D. light illuminates the work area for increased 

visibility

 • Powerful 7.8 AMP motor delivers 3,500 RPM for faster work
 • Ideal for grain texture revealing, rust and paint removal, clearing 

dust, dirt, and grit from exterior surfaces, polishing, and concrete 
mold cleaning

 • Innovative design for sanding flush to wall with nose and side of 
sander

 • Adjustable front roller for uniform pressure to workpiece
 • Well balanced with a low center of gravity for easy operation
 • Electric brake for maximum productivity
 • Well balanced design for even surface sanding
 • 8.2 ft. power cord for increased maneuverability
 • 5 different sanding wheels are available (slit paper for sanding; 

wire brush for metal finishing; nylon brush wheels in 80 grit, 100 
grit, 240 grit) for increased versatility

 • Includes 100 grit nylon brush wheel and wrenches

 • Low noise (84dB) for operator comfort
 • 4” wide belt with a speed of 1,640 ft./min. for fast 

material removal
 • Labyrinth construction seals and protects motor and 

bearings from dust and debris for longer tool life
 • Large front grip is positioned for operator comfort
 • Innovative design for sanding flush to wall with nose 

and side of sander
 • Powerful 11 AMP Motor for High Production Use
 • Cord is located on the upper portion of the handle for 

operator convenience
 • Dust bag swivels 360° for more convenient 

operation
 • Double insulated
 • 1-year limited warranty

 • Max. Cutting Capacity (round workpiece) :  2-1/2”
 • Max. Cutting Capacity (rectangular workpiece) :  

2-1/2” x 2-1/2”
 • No Load Speed (ft./min.) :  630 ft./min.
 • Blade Length :  32-7/8”
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  18-1/2”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  7.5 lbs.
 • Built-in light :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  18.4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-834179

 • Max. Cutting Capacity (round workpiece) :  
4-3/4”

 • Max. Cutting Capacity (rectangular 
workpiece) :  4-3/4” x 4-3/4”

 • No Load Speed (ft./min., var. speed) :  275 - 
530 ft./min.

 • Blade Length :  44-7/8”
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  20-5/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  14.3 lbs.
 • Built-in light :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  28.1 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-834193

 • Wheel Size (width x diameter) :  4-3/4” x 4”
 • No Load Speed :  3,500 RPM
 • AMPS :  7.8
 • Overall Length :  12-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  9.3 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Sands flush to wall :  Yes
 • Cord Length (ft) :  8.2’
 • Shipping Weight :  18 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-003346

 • Belt Size :  4” x 24”
 • Belt Speed :  1,640 ft./min.
 • AMPS :  11
 • Overall Length :  13-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  12.6 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Dust bag included :  Yes
 • Sands flush to wall :  Yes
 • Shipping Weight :  15.6 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-025621
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LW1400

LW1401

2414DB

LC1230

14” Cut-Off Saw with Tool-Less Wheel Change

14” Cut-Off Saw

14’’ Cut-Off Saw, with AC/DC Switch

12” Metal Cutting Saw

 • Carbide-tipped blade lasts 50x longer than abrasive wheels; cuts 
clean, accurate and virtually burr-free

 • Quick release vise for secure material retention and fast, repeated 
cut-offs

 • Lock-off button for user convenience
 • Quick release support fence adjusts 0-45° for miter cutting
 • Shaft lock for easy blade changes with just one wrench
 • Powerful 15.0 AMP motor for the most demanding applications
 • 4x faster cutting in light pipe, angle iron, tubing, conduit and 

channel than abrasive cut-off saws
 • D-shape handle for user comfort
 • Socket wrench stores on base for convenient blade changes
 • Shavings collection tray for easy waste disposal and a cleaner 

work environment

 • Cuts 4-1/2” round stock at 45° and 90°
 • D-shape handle for easy gripping
 • Lock-off button for user convenience
 • Fence adjusts 45° right and left; 3 locations for various 

material sizes
 • Quick release vise for secure material retention and 

faster, repeated cut-offs
 • Spark diversion guard
 • Adjustable depth stop for precise, repeatable cutting 

depth
 • Carrying handle is ergonomically positioned to provide 

a balanced weight distribution for increased comfort 
while transporting the saw

 • Socket wrench stores on base for convenience
 • Shaft lock for easy wheel changes

 • Powerful 15 AMP motor delivers 3,800 RPM for superior 
performance and durability

 • Adjustable spark guard designed to divert sparks
 • Two-stage lock-off power button for operator convenience
 • Fence adjustment up to 45º for accurate angle cuts; adjusts to 3 

locations for various material sizes
 • “Tool-less” vice adjustment for quick and easy clamping of 

material
 • Chain secures cutting head in down position for transport and 

storage
 • Large ergonomic handle for operator comfort when performing 

various cutting applications
 • Weights only 37 lbs. for increased job site portability
 • Carrying handle is ergonomically positioned to provide a 

balanced weight distribution for increased comfort while 
transporting the saw

 • Wrench stores on base for operator convenience

 • Powerful 15 AMP motor delivers 3,800 RPM for superior 
performance and durability

 • “Tool-less” flange removal for quick and easy blade and wheel 
changes

 • Extra-large spark guard captures and deflects debris away from the 
surrounding area

 • Large cutting capacity; cuts up to 5” round and 4” x 7-5/8” 
rectangular

 • “Tool-less” fence adjustment up to 45º for faster and more accurate 
angle cuts; adjusts to 3 locations for various material sizes

 • “Tool-less” vice adjustment for quick and easy clamping of 
material

 • Locking pin secures cutting head in down position for easy transport 
and storage

 • Stamped steel base provides added rigidity for increased 
durability

 • Two-stage lock-off power button for operator convenience
 • Large ergonomic handle for operator comfort when performing 

various cutting applications

 • (1) Safety Goggles (191686-2)
 • SPECS
 •
 • Blade Diameter :  12”
 • Arbor :  1”
 • Max. Cutting Capacity (at 90°) :  4-1/2”
 • Max. Cutting Capacity (at 45°) :  3-1/2”
 • No Load Speed :  1,300 RPM
 • AMPS :  15
 • No Tool Blade Change :  No
 • Overall Length :  20-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  42.5 lbs.
 • Max. Cutting Capacity at 90° (aluminum) :  4-1/2”
 • Max. Cutting Capacity at 90° (mild steel) :  4-1/2”
 • Max. no load speed :  1,300 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Power Tool Product Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  50.1 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-029797

 • AMPS :  15
 • Blade Diameter :  14”
 • No Load Speed :  3,800 RPM
 • Max. Cutting Capacity (at 90°) :  4-1/2”
 • Arbor :  1”
 • Tool-less blade change :  No
 • Tool-less fence adjustment :  No
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Electric Brake :  No
 • Overall Length :  19-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  37.1 lbs.
 • AC/DC switch :  Yes
 • Shipping Weight :  42 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-027861

 • AMPS :  15
 • Blade Diameter :  14”
 • No Load Speed :  3,800 RPM
 • Max. Cutting Capacity (at 90°) :  5”
 • Arbor :  1”
 • Tool-less blade change :  No
 • Tool-less fence adjustment :  No
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Electric Brake :  No
 • Overall Length :  19-3/4”
 • Net Weight :  37 lbs.
 • AC/DC switch :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  50.4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-807913

 • AMPS :  15
 • Blade Diameter :  14”
 • No Load Speed :  3,800 RPM
 • Max. Cutting Capacity (at 90°) :  5”
 • Arbor :  1”
 • Tool-less blade change :  Yes
 • Tool-less fence adjustment :  Yes
 • Lock-Off :  Yes
 • Electric Brake :  No
 • Overall Length :  20-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  37.9 lbs.
 • AC/DC switch :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  50.4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-807876
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4131

XSC02T

XSC01T

XSC01T

7-1/4” Metal Cutting Saw

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Brushless Cordless 5-7/8” Metal Cutting Saw Kit (5.0Ah)

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless 5-3/8” Metal Cutting Saw Kit (5.0Ah)

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless 5-3/8” Metal Cutting Saw Kit (5.0Ah)

 • Makita-built motor delivers 3,600 RPM for faster cutting
 • Cuts a wide range of metals including Unistrut®, all thread, 

channel, conduit, pipe, sheet metal, square tubing, steel and 
more

 • Compact and ergonomic design at 13-3/4” long
 • Weighs only 5.7 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Rubberized soft grip handle provides increased comfort on the 

job
 • Built-in L.E.D. light illuminates the work area
 • Heavy gauge, precision machined base for smooth, accurate 

cutting and added durability
 • Equipped with Star Protection Computer Controls™ to protect 

against overloading, over-discharging and over-heating
 • 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 5.0Ah battery BL1850B features an 

integrated L.E.D. battery charge level indicator
 • 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 5.0Ah battery BL1850B provides up to 65% 

more run time per charge*

 • Makita-built motor delivers 3,600 RPM for faster cutting
 • Cuts a wide range of metals including Unistrut®, all thread, 

channel, conduit, pipe, sheet metal, square tubing, steel and 
more

 • Compact and ergonomic design at 13-3/4” long
 • Weighs only 5.7 lbs. with battery for reduced operator 

fatigue
 • Rubberized soft grip handle provides increased comfort on 

the job
 • Built-in L.E.D. light illuminates the work area
 • Heavy gauge, precision machined base for smooth, accurate 

cutting and added durability
 • Equipped with Star Protection Computer Controls™ to protect 

against overloading, over-discharging and over-heating
 • 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 5.0Ah battery BL1850B features an 

integrated L.E.D. battery charge level indicator
 • 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 5.0Ah battery BL1850B provides up to 

65% more run time per charge*

 • Automatic Speed Change™ technology adjusts cutting speed and 
torque during cut for optimum performance

 • Large cutting capacity (2-1/4” at 90°) allows for 2” conduit to be 
cut in a single pass

 • BL™ Motor delivers 3,900 RPM for faster cutting
 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling 

the BL™ Motor to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life
 • Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to 

optimize battery energy use for up to 50% longer run time per 
charge

 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses 
energy to match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the 
application

 • Cuts a wide range of metals including Unistrut®, all thread, 
channel, conduit, pipe, sheet metal, square tubing, steel and 
more

 • Can be used with Makita 5-3/8” metal cutting blades
 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 13-1/8” long
 • Weighs only 6.4 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue

 • Powerful 13.0 AMP motor cuts through various types of 
metal

 • Heavy duty blade cover provides increased chip protection
 • Virtually spark-free cuts
 • CERMET-tipped blades are made with a special Ceramic-

Metal mixture that resists heat, which can shorten the life of 
traditional carbide tipped blades

 • “Tool-less” blade cover removal and chip collection window for 
operator convenience

 • Large cutting capacity (2-1/2”) for single pass cutting
 • Fast, effortless cutting through single or multiple metal pieces 

with burr-free ends that are cool to the touch
 • Quick release blade guard lever for plunge cutting
 • Stainless steel base plate for stability and durability
 • Externally accessible brushes for easy replacement

 • Blade Diameter :  5-3/8”
 • Arbor :  5/8”
 • Max. Cutting Depth :  2”
 • No Load Speed :  3,600 RPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  13-3/4”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  5.7 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  16 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-677981

 • Blade Diameter :  5-3/8”
 • Arbor :  5/8”
 • Max. Cutting Depth :  2”
 • No Load Speed :  3,600 RPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  13-3/4”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  5.7 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  16 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-677981

 • Blade Diameter :  5-7/8”
 • Arbor :  5/8”
 • Max. Cutting Depth :  2-1/4”
 • No Load Speed :  3,900 RPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  13-1/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  6.4 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  15.2 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-834131

 • Blade Diameter :  7-1/4”
 • Arbor :  5/8”
 • Max. Cutting Depth :  2-1/2”
 • No Load Speed :  3,500 RPM
 • AMPS :  13
 • Overall Length :  14-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  10.6 lbs.
 • Capacity (steel) :  1/4”
 • Cutting Capacity (thickness) :  1/4”
 • Max. Cutting Capacity at 90° (aluminum) :  2-1/2”
 • Max. Cutting Capacity at 90° (mild steel) :  2-1/2”
 • Max. no load speed :  3,500 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  14.9 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-056519
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4100KB

4101RH

XRJ05T

XRJ07R1B

5” Dry Masonry Saw, with Dust Extraction

5” Masonry Saw

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Brushless Cordless Recipro Saw Kit (5.0Ah)

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Sub-Compact Brushless Cordless Recipro Saw Kit (2.0Ah)

 • Makita-built brushless motor delivers 0-3,000 strokes per minute 
combined with a 13/16” stroke length for faster and more efficient 
cutting

 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 12-1/2” long
 • Weighs only 5.7 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Ideal for working in tight spaces
 • “Tool-less” blade change system allows for faster blade 

installation and removal for increased productivity
 • Reinforced fixed shoe for added durability
 • Electric brake for maximum productivity
 • Built-in L.E.D. light with preglow and afterglow illuminate the 

work area
 • Rubberized soft grip handle provides increased comfort on the 

job
 • Extreme Protection Technology (XPT™) is engineered for 

improved dust and water resistance for operation in harsh 
conditions

 • Makita-built variable 2-speed brushless motor delivers 0-2,300 
(Low) & 0-3,000 (High) strokes per minute

 • Long 1-1/4” stroke length provides increased cutting efficiency
 • Built-in L.E.D. light with preglow and afterglow illuminates the 

work area
 • Refined crank mechanism design minimizes blade deflection and 

reduces vibration
 • Retractable tool hook secures the tool when not in use
 • “Tool-less” blade change system allows for faster blade 

installation and removal for increased productivity
 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 17-1/4” long
 • Weighs only 8.2 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Rubberized soft grip handle provides increased comfort on the 

job
 • Large two-finger variable speed trigger for operator 

convenience

 • Powerful 7.9 AMP motor for the most demanding 
applications

 • Special cover engineered to prevent water from entering 
into motor housing

 • Includes 15 ft. of tubing, water pressure regulator and 
water valve

 • Ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) plug
 • Cuts up to 1-5/8” at 90° and 1” at 45°
 • Lock-on button for continuous operation
 • Easy to adjust depth gauge for precision cutting
 • Large top handle design for increased comfort
 • Powerful cutting in stone, masonry, tile and concrete
 • Double insulated

 • Powerful 13 AMP motor delivers 12,200 RPM for the most 
demanding applications

 • Transparent upper guard dust cover for increased 
visibility

 • High depth of cut capacity up to 1-9/16” at 90°
 • Saw attaches to optional guide rail with guide rail adapter 

(#198673-2) to provide straight and accurate cutting
 • 1-3/8” (38mm) dust extraction port swivels 360° for 

convenient operation
 • Lock-off button for user convenience
 • Large rubberized depth gauge lever for easy adjustment
 • Large top handle design for increased comfort
 • Dust protected trigger switch helps prevent dust 

contamination for longer tool life
 • Double insulated 8.2 ft. power cord

 • Length of Stroke :  13/16”
 • Max. Cutting Capacity (wood w/ 12” blade) :  10”
 • Max. Cutting Capacity (pipe) :  5-1/8”
 • Strokes Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 3,000 

SPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Compact Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  12-1/2”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  5.7 lbs.
 • Shipping Weight :  10.1 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-849869

 • Length of Stroke :  1-1/4”
 • Max. Cutting Capacity (wood w/ 12” blade) :  10”
 • Max. Cutting Capacity (pipe) :  5-1/8”
 • Strokes Per Minute (var. 2 spd.) :  0 - 2,300 / 0 - 3,000 

SPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  17-1/4”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  8.2 lbs.
 • Variable speed control dial :  No
 • Built-in clutch :  No
 • Orbital settings :  No
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  19 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-841832

 • AMPS :  7.9
 • Watts Out :  1,050
 • No Load Speed :  13,800 RPM
 • Blade Diameter :  5”
 • Max. Cutting Capacity (at 90°) :  1-5/8”
 • Max. Cutting Capacity (at 45°) :  1”
 • Arbor :  3/4”
 • Overall Length :  9-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  6.5 lbs.
 • GFCI plug :  Yes
 • Includes dust extraction guard :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  9.3 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-026574

 • AMPS :  13
 • Watts Out :  1,800
 • No Load Speed :  12,200 RPM
 • Blade Diameter :  5”
 • Max. Cutting Depth :  1-9/16”
 • Arbor :  13/16”
 • Overall Length :  9-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  6.6 lbs.
 • Includes dust extraction guard :  Yes
 • Shipping Weight :  10.6 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-851428
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TOOLS: SCRAPERS AND SCREWDRIVERS

HK1810

FS6200

FS4200

FS2200

Power Scraper

6,000 RPM Drywall Screwdriver

4,000 RPM Drywall Screwdriver

2,500 RPM Drywall Screwdriver

 • Powerful 6.0 AMP motor with 0-2,500 RPM to handle the most 
challenging applications

 • Less weight (only 3.5 lbs.) with precision balance for ultimate user 
comfort

 • Built-in L.E.D. light illuminates the work area for greater 
productivity in low-light applications

 • Steel-reinforced belt clip for user convenience and increased 
durability

 • Directional air-flow vents channel the tool’s air output away from 
the user’s face

 • Nose cone holder positioned below pistol grip for convenient 
storage during framing applications

 • Ergonomically designed rubberized “pistol grip” for increased 
comfort

 • Cast aluminum gear housing for less weight and increased 
durability

 • Convenient bit storage on base of grip reduces downtime
 • Large trigger with lock-on button located mid-handle for operator 

convenience

 • Powerful 6.0 AMP motor with 0-4,000 RPM to handle the most 
challenging applications

 • Less weight (only 3.0 lbs.) with precision balance for ultimate 
user comfort

 • Built-in L.E.D. light illuminates the work area for greater 
productivity in low-light applications

 • Steel-reinforced belt clip for user convenience and increased 
durability

 • Directional air-flow vents channel the tool’s air output away 
from the user’s face

 • Nose cone holder positioned below pistol grip for convenient 
storage during framing applications

 • Ergonomically designed rubberized “pistol grip” for increased 
comfort

 • Cast aluminum gear housing for less weight and increased 
durability

 • Convenient bit storage on base of grip reduces downtime
 • Large trigger with lock-on button located mid-handle for 

operator convenience

 • Powerful 6.0 AMP motor with 0-6,000 RPM to handle the most 
challenging applications

 • Less weight (only 3.0 lbs.) with precision balance for ultimate user 
comfort

 • Built-in L.E.D. light illuminates the work area for greater 
productivity in low-light applications

 • Steel-reinforced belt clip for user convenience and increased 
durability

 • Directional air-flow vents channel the tool’s air output away from 
the user’s face

 • Nose cone holder positioned below the pistol grip for convenient 
storage during framing applications

 • Ergonomically designed rubberized “pistol grip” for increased 
comfort

 • Cast aluminum gear housing for less weight and increased 
durability

 • Convenient bit storage on base of grip reduces downtime
 • Large trigger with lock-on button located mid-handle for operator 

convenience

 • The Makita Power Scraper (model HK1810) is a 
versatile tool for scraping and tile removal. It features 
a variable impact speed of 0 - 3,200 BPM, and an 
automatic brush cut-out system engineered to protect 
the motor from stress. It is packed in factory grease 
for reduced maintenance, and the ball-bearing 
construction and air-cushion hammering help promote 
a long service life.

 • Bit Type :  1/4” Hex
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 2,500 RPM
 • AMPS :  6
 • Overall Length :  11-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  3.5 lbs.
 • Auto-feed :  No
 • Max. no load speed :  2,500 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Torque adjustment :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  3.306 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-603171

 • Bit Type :  1/4” Hex
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 4,000 

RPM
 • AMPS :  6
 • Overall Length :  11-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  3 lbs.
 • Cord Length (ft) :  8.2’
 • Auto-feed :  No
 • Max. no load speed :  4,000 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Torque adjustment :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  4 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-600873

 • Bit Type :  1/4” Hex
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 6,000 RPM
 • AMPS :  6
 • Overall Length :  11-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  3 lbs.
 • Auto-feed :  No
 • Max. no load speed :  6,000 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Torque adjustment :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  3.086 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-604291

 • AMPS :  4.5
 • Blows Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 3,200 

BPM
 • Impact Energy (ft.lbs.) :  2.9
 • Impact Energy (Joules) :  3.9 J
 • Vibration Control  :  No
 • Vibration (m/s²) :  13.5
 • Noise Level :  93 dB
 • Overall Length :  12-3/8”
 • Net Weight :  7.1 lbs.
 • Bit Type :  Makita small
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  13.7 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-002172
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FS2500

FS2701

XSF03T

XSF03R

2,500 RPM Screwdriver

2,500 RPM Torque Adjustable Screwdriver

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Brushless Cordless 4,000 RPM Drywall Screwdriver Kit (5.0Ah)

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Compact Brushless Cordless 4,000 RPM 
Drywall Screwdriver Kit (2.0Ah)

 • Push Drive™ Technology – in lock-on mode the motor starts only 
when the fastener engages for more efficient battery usage and 
increased drywall installation

 • BL™ Motor delivers 0-4,000 RPM to handle a variety of drywall 
and framing applications

 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling 
the BL™ Motor to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life

 • Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to 
optimize battery energy use for up to 50% longer run time per 
charge

 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses 
energy to match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the 
application

 • Ergonomically designed rubberized pistol grip with large 2-finger 
trigger for increased comfort

 • Adjustable nose piece delivers consistent screw depth
 • Lock-on button for continuous use
 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 9-7/8” long
 • 3-stage L.E.D. gauge indicates battery charge level

 • BL™ Motor delivers 0-4,000 RPM to handle a variety of drywall 
and framing applications

 • Push Drive™ Technology – in lock-on mode the motor starts only 
when the fastener engages for more efficient battery usage and 
increased drywall installation

 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling 
the BL™ Motor to run cooler and more efficiently for longer 
life

 • Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to 
optimize battery energy use for up to 50% longer run time per 
charge

 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently 
uses energy to match torque and RPM to the changing demands 
of the application

 • Ergonomically designed rubberized pistol grip with large 2-finger 
trigger for increased comfort

 • Adjustable nose piece delivers consistent screw depth
 • Lock-on button for continuous use
 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 9-7/8” long
 • 3-stage L.E.D. gauge indicates battery charge level

 • Powerful 6.0 AMP motor with 0-2,500 RPM with increased torque 
for side lapping, metal decking and heavy gauge applications

 • Six stage torque clutch adjustment helps prevent fastener 
overdriving and material damage

 • Built-in LED light illuminates the work area for greater productivity 
in low-light applications

 • Large trigger with lock-on button located mid-handle for operator 
convenience

 • Ergonomically designed rubberized “pistol grip” for increased 
comfort

 • Cast aluminum gear housing for less weight and increased 
durability

 • Steel-reinforced belt clip for user convenience and increased 
durability

 • Less weight (only 4.0 lbs.) with precision balance for ultimate user 
comfort

 • Directional air-flow vents channel the tool’s air output away from 
the user’s face

 • Ideal for continuous work in a range of applications

 • Powerful 6.0 AMP motor with 0-2,500 RPM to handle the most challenging 
applications

 • Less weight (only 3.4 lbs.) with precision balance for ultimate user comfort
 • Built-in L.E.D. light illuminates the work area for greater productivity in low-light 

applications
 • Steel-reinforced belt clip for user convenience and increased durability
 • Directional air-flow vents channel the tool’s air output away from the user’s 

face
 • Nose cone holder positioned below pistol grip for convenient storage during 

framing applications
 • Ergonomically designed rubberized “pistol grip” for increased comfort
 • Cast aluminum gear housing for less weight and increased durability
 • Convenient bit storage on base of grip reduces downtime
 • Large trigger with lock-on button located mid-handle for operator convenience

 • Bit Type :  1/4” Hex
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 4,000 RPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Compact Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  9-7/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  3.2 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Torque adjustment :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  12 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-841078

 • Bit Type :  1/4” Hex
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 4,000 RPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  9-7/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  3.8 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Torque adjustment :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  13 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-841825

 • Bit Type :  1/4” Hex
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 2,500 RPM
 • AMPS :  6
 • Overall Length :  11-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  4 lbs.
 • Auto-feed :  No
 • Max. no load speed :  2,500 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Torque adjustment :  Yes
 • Shipping Weight :  3.306 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-603300

 • Bit Type :  1/4” Hex
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 2,500 

RPM
 • AMPS :  6
 • Overall Length :  11”
 • Net Weight :  3.4 lbs.
 • Auto-feed :  No
 • Max. no load speed :  2,500 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Torque adjustment :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  3.306 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-603218
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XSF04R

XSF05T

XRF01Z

XRF02Z

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Compact Brushless Cordless 2,500 RPM 
Drywall Screwdriver Kit (2.0Ah)

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Brushless Cordless 2,500 RPM Screwdriver Kit (5.0Ah)

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless Autofeed Screwdriver, Tool Only

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless Autofeed Screwdriver, Tool Only

 • Makita-built 4-pole motor delivers superior fastening speed with 
4,000 RPM for drywall and sub-floor applications

 • High collated screw capacity range of 1” to 2-1/8”
 • Screw guide prevents screw strip tangling and can fold against 

the autofeed housing for easy storing
 • Rugged aluminum dust-proof autofeed housing provides smooth 

sliding action
 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 16-3/4” long
 • Weighs only 5.1 lbs. with battery (battery not included) for 

reduced operator fatigue
 • Integrated autofeed design makes the tool lighter and more 

compact
 • Reversible belt clip attaches to either side of the tool
 • Rubberized soft grip handle provides increased comfort on the 

job
 • Equipped with Star Protection Computer Controls™ to protect 

against overloading, over-discharging and over-heating

 • Makita-built 4-pole motor delivers superior fastening speed 
with 4,000 RPM for decking and sub-floor applications

 • High collated screw capacity range of 1-3/4” to 2-15/16”
 • Screw guide prevents screw strip tangling and can fold against 

the autofeed housing for easy storing
 • Rugged aluminum dust-proof autofeed housing provides 

smooth sliding action
 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 18-1/4” long
 • Weighs only 5.2 lbs. with battery (battery not included) for 

reduced operator fatigue
 • Integrated autofeed design makes the tool lighter and more 

compact
 • Reversible belt clip attaches to either side of the tool
 • Rubberized soft grip handle provides increased comfort on 

the job
 • Equipped with Star Protection Computer Controls™ to protect 

against overloading, over-discharging and over-heating

 • Brushless motor delivers 0-2,500 RPM with increased torque to handle high 
demand fastening applications

 • Push Drive™ Technology – in lock-on mode the motor starts only when the 
fastener is engaged for a quieter work environment and to save battery 
power

 • Depth adjustable nose piece delivers consistent screw drive performance
 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling the BL™ Motor 

to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life
 • Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to optimize battery 

energy use for up to 50% longer run time per charge
 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses energy to 

match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the application
 • All metal gears and aluminum gear housing for maximum job site 

durability
 • Steel-reinforced belt clip and hook for increased durability and user 

convenience
 • Built-in L.E.D. light illuminates the work area; remains on for approximately 10 

seconds after releasing the trigger
 • Ergonomically designed rubberized pistol grip with large 2-finger trigger for 

increased comfort

 • Brushless motor delivers 0-2,500 RPM with increased torque to handle high 
demand fastening applications

 • Push Drive™ Technology – in lock-on mode the motor starts only when the 
fastener is engaged for a quieter work environment and to save battery 
power

 • Depth adjustable nose piece delivers consistent screw drive performance
 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling the BL™ 

Motor to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life
 • Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to optimize battery 

energy use for up to 50% longer run time per charge
 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses energy to 

match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the application
 • All metal gears and aluminum gear housing for maximum job site 

durability
 • Steel-reinforced belt clip and hook for increased durability and user 

convenience
 • Built-in L.E.D. light illuminates the work area; remains on for approximately 

10 seconds after releasing the trigger
 • Ergonomically designed rubberized pistol grip with large 2-finger trigger for 

increased comfort

 • (1) Extension Handle (194500-1)
 • SPECS
 •
 • Bit Type :  1/4” Hex
 • Collated Screw Capacity :  1” - 2-3/16”
 • No Load Speed :  4,000 RPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  16-3/4”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  4.6 lbs.
 • Auto-feed :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Torque adjustment :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  5.1 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-680820

 • Bit Type :  1/4” Hex
 • Collated Screw Capacity :  1-3/4” - 2-15/16”
 • No Load Speed :  4,000 RPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  18-1/4”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  5.2 lbs.
 • Auto-feed :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Torque adjustment :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  5.1 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-670142

 • Bit Type :  1/4” Hex
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 2,500 RPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  9-3/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  3.9 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Torque adjustment :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  13 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-841801

 • Bit Type :  1/4” Hex
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 2,500 RPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Compact Lithium-Ion
 • Overall Length :  9-3/8”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  3.5 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Torque adjustment :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  12 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-841818
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6844

JS3201

JS1602

JS1300

Autofeed Screwdriver

10 Gauge Shear

16 Gauge Shear

18 Gauge Straight Shear

 • Cuts up to 18 gauge mild steel, 20 gauge stainless and 
13 gauge aluminum

 • Pistol grip design for comfort and convenience
 • Shear head attachment rotates 360°
 • Lightweight cast aluminum gear housing for 

durability
 • Large variable speed trigger switch for controlled cutting 

speed
 • Retractable belt clip allows operation in tight areas
 • Lock-on button for continuous operation
 • Low noise (80dB) for operator comfort
 • Brushes are easily accessible for fast replacement
 • Double insulated

 • Powerful 3.3 AMP motor delivers 4,000 SPM for the 
most demanding applications

 • Smaller circumference barrel grip (only 2-1/4”) for 
added comfort

 • Refined design at only 3.4 lbs. for increased control
 • Lock-on slide switch for continuous operation
 • Built-in thickness gauge for added convenience
 • Engineered for continuous operation in 16 gauge mild 

steel and 18 gauge stainless steel
 • Large easily replaceable blades with 8 cutting edge 

each
 • Engineered to cut without the material loss in kerf 

typically associated with nibblers
 • Highly visible line-of-sight for precise pattern 

following
 • Engineered for cutting sheet metal and metal decking

 • Less noise at 81 dB(A) for continuous operation
 • Tight 2” cutting radius for greater versatility
 • Lock-on switch for continuous operation
 • Built-in thickness gauge for convenience
 • Refined design at only 7.4 lbs. for increased control
 • Large, easily replaceable blades with 8 cutting edges 

each
 • Well balanced with a rubberized soft grip handle for 

greater comfort
 • Engineered to cut without the material loss in kerf 

typically associated with nibblers
 • Highly visible line-of-sight for precise pattern 

following
 • Engineered for cutting sheet metal and metal decking.

 • High torque for driving screws up to 2-15/16” long
 • Adjustable stopper base can be set for different screw 

lengths
 • Ergonomic in-line D-handle design for driving control
 • Silent clutch for reduced maintenance and quiet 

operation
 • Belt clip for attaching to belt or holster
 • “Tool-less” screw depth adjustment for easy depth 

setting
 • Rigid aluminum casing provides greater durability
 • Built-in L.E.D. light illuminates the work area
 • Lock-on button for continuous operation and increased 

productivity
 • Dust proof construction for smooth sliding action while 

fastening

 • Capacity (aluminum, ga.) :  13 ga.
 • Capacity (mild steel, ga.) :  18 ga.
 • Capacity (stainless, ga.) :  20 ga.
 • Strokes Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 2,500 

SPM
 • AMPS :  6.5
 • Overall Length :  11-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  3.9 lbs.
 • 360° Rotating Head :  Yes
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  5.28 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-037013

 • Capacity (aluminum, ga.) :  13 ga.
 • Capacity (mild steel, ga.) :  16 ga.
 • Capacity (stainless, ga.) :  18 ga.
 • Strokes Per Minute :  4,000 SPM
 • AMPS :  3.3
 • Overall Length :  12-1/2”
 • Net Weight :  3.4 lbs.
 • Cutting Radius :  1-3/16”
 • 360° Rotating Head :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  4.9 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-634120

 • Capacity (aluminum, ga.) :  9 ga.
 • Capacity (mild steel, ga.) :  10 ga.
 • Capacity (stainless, ga.) :  13 ga.
 • Strokes Per Minute :  1,600 SPM
 • AMPS :  6.2
 • Overall Length :  8-3/8”
 • Net Weight :  7.4 lbs.
 • Cutting Radius :  2”
 • 360° Rotating Head :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  8.8 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-637732

 • Bit Type :  1/4” Hex
 • Collated Screw Capacity :  1-3/4” - 

2-15/16”
 • No Load Speed :  3,000 RPM
 • AMPS :  4.3
 • Overall Length :  17-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  4.5 lbs.
 • Auto-feed :  Yes
 • Max. no load speed :  3,000 RPM
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Torque adjustment :  No
 • Shipping Weight :  11.02 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-081993
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TOOLS: SHEARS AND TRIMMERS

XSJ01T

JS8000

XSJ02Z

3709

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless 18 Gauge Straight Shear Kit (5.0Ah)

Fiber Cement Shear

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless 16 Gauge Compact Straight Shear, Tool Only

1/4” Fixed Base Laminate Trimmer

 • 4.0 AMP motor delivers 30,000 RPM for smooth trimming and 
light routing applications

 • Transparent base for a clear view of the trimming edge
 • Top-mounted power cord stays out of the way for easier 

operation
 • Slim design with rubberized grip for comfort
 • Smooth rack-and-pinion mechanism for fine depth adjustment
 • Compact with less weight (3.3 lbs.)
 • All ball bearing construction for durability and longer tool life
 • Double insulated
 • 8.2 ft. power cord for easier maneuverability
 • Includes 1/4” collet cone, trimmer guide, straight guide, template 

guide and wrenches

 • Cuts up to 16 ga. mild steel, 18 ga. stainless steel and easily 
cuts through 22 ga. spiral duct seams

 • Makita-built 4-pole motor delivers 4,300 strokes per minute for 
faster cutting

 • Compact barrel grip design with rubberized soft grip enables 
one-handed operation in various orientations

 • High performance double blade design minimizes material 
distortion and produces clean cuts with minimal burrs

 • Radius cutting capability allows for easy turns and circular 
cutting applications

 • Anti-restart protection is designed to prevent motor start up 
when battery is inserted with switch locked on

 • Built-in alert light provides overload motor protection warning 
and low battery recharge warning for operator convenience

 • Slide switch with lock-on capability for continuous operation
 • Solid aluminum housing for added durability
 • Externally accessible brushes for easy serviceability

 • Single-piece cutting head is machined from precisely milled 
aluminum to ensure blades cut straight

 • Solid steel blades cut clean, straight lines with a maximum cutting 
capacity up to 5/16”

 • Protected drive spindle withstands heavy torque loads from 
powerful 6.5 AMP motor

 • Large variable speed trigger with lock-on button for operator 
convenience

 • Ergonomically designed rubberized “pistol grip” for increased 
comfort

 • Cast aluminum gear housing for less weight and increased 
durability

 • Retractable tool hook allows user to work in tight spaces
 • 8.2’ long power cord for operator convenience
 • Refined design at only 4.8 lbs. for improved handling
 • Cuts fiber cement quickly while producing less dust

 • Makita-built 4-pole motor delivers 3,000 strokes per minute for 
faster cutting

 • Cuts up to 18 gauge mild steel and 20 gauge stainless steel
 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 13-3/4” long
 • Weighs only 5.3 lbs. with battery for reduced operator 

fatigue
 • Reversible belt clip attaches to either side of the tool
 • Rubberized soft grip handle provides increased comfort on the 

job
 • Swivel shear head rotates 360° for increased cutting options 

and added convenience
 • 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 5.0Ah battery BL1850B, features an 

integrated L.E.D. battery charge level indicator
 • 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 5.0Ah battery BL1850B provides up to 

65% more run time per charge*
 • 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 5.0Ah battery BL1850B reaches a full 

charge in 45 minutes or less

 • Collet :  1/4”
 • No Load Speed :  30,000 RPM
 • AMPS :  4
 • Overall Length :  7-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  3.3 lbs.
 • Max. no load speed :  30,000 RPM
 • Rack-and-pinion adjustment :  Yes
 • Transparent base :  Yes
 • Shipping Weight :  5.66 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-067454

 • Capacity (mild steel, ga.) :  16 ga.
 • Capacity (stainless, ga.) :  18 ga.
 • Strokes Per Minute :  4,300 SPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • 360° Rotating Head :  No
 • Overall Length :  14-1/4”
 • Net Weight :  4.4 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  3.97 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-844222

 • Capacity :  5/16”
 • Strokes Per Minute (variable speed) :  

0 - 2,500 SPM
 • AMPS :  6.5
 • Overall Length :  13-5/8”
 • Net Weight :  4.8 lbs.
 • 360° Rotating Head :  No
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Shipping Weight :  8.5 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-078191

 • Capacity (mild steel, ga.) :  18 ga.
 • Capacity (stainless, ga.) :  20 ga.
 • Strokes Per Minute :  3,000 SPM
 • Battery :  18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
 • 360° Rotating Head :  Yes
 • Overall Length :  13-3/4”
 • Net Weight (with battery) :  5.3 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Cordless
 • Shipping Weight :  13.6 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-834247
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6953

TW0200

TW0350

XWT08T 6952

1/2” Impact Wrench w/ Detent Pin Anvil

1/2” Impact Wrench w/ Detent Pin Anvil

1/2” Impact Wrench w/ Detent Pin Anvil

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Brushless Cordless High Torque 1/2” Sq. Drive Impact 
Wrench Kit w/ Friction Ring Anvil (5.0Ah) Impact Driver w/ 1/4” Hex Drive

 • BL™ Motor delivers 740 ft.lbs. of Max Torque and 1,180 ft.lbs of 
breakaway torque

 • 3-speed power selection switch (0-900/ 0-1,000/ 0-1,800 RPM & 
0-1,800/ 0-2,000/ 0-2,200 IPM) provides precise fastening control for 
a wide range of applications

 • Compact and ergonomic design at only 9” long
 • 1/2” anvil with friction ring for quick and easy socket changes
 • The BL™ Brushless Motor eliminates carbon brushes, enabling the 

BL Motor to run cooler and more efficiently for longer life
 • Efficient BL™ Brushless motor is electronically controlled to 

optimize battery energy use for up to 50% longer run time per 
charge

 • The electronically-controlled BL™ Brushless Motor efficiently uses 
energy to match torque and RPM to the changing demands of the 
application

 • Weighs only 7.9 lbs. with battery for reduced operator fatigue
 • Rubberized soft grip handle provides increased comfort on the 

job
 • Built-in dual L.E.D. lights with preglow and afterglow illuminates 

the work area

 • Variable speed trigger (0-3,200 RPM) for easy operation
 • Impact-resistant aluminum housing for gear protection and 

durability
 • Compact and lightweight (3.1 lbs.) for both vertical and horizontal 

applications
 • Rubberized pistol grip provides increased comfort on the job
 • Dual ball bearings for longer tool life
 • 2.3 AMP motor for high performance (0-3,100 IPM)
 • Maximum torque of 88.5 ft.lbs. (1,062 in.lbs.)
 • Reverse switch located near the trigger ensures easy one-handed 

operation
 • 1/4” hex bit shank for fast bit changes
 • Externally accessible brushes for easy greater serviceability

 • Powerful 3.5 AMP motor delivers 2,000 RPM/IPM for heavy duty 
applications

 • Efficient impact system with less vibration for longer tool life
 • Externally accessible brushes for easy replacement
 • Precision gearing with ball and needle bearing construction for 

smooth and efficient power transmission
 • Compact and lightweight (6.6 lbs.) for use in close quarters
 • Impact-resistant aluminum gear case with rubber boot for 

increased durability
 • Rocker switch with forward/reverse operation for user 

convenience
 • 2,000 impacts per minute for maximum efficiency
 • Compact length for easy handling and total operator control
 • Rubberized soft grip provides increased comfort on the job

 • Variable speed swith (0-2,200 RPM) for controlled fastening
 • Efficient impact system with less vibration for longer tool life
 • Externally accessible brushes for easy replacement
 • Precision gearing with ball and needle bearing construction for 

smooth and efficient power transmission
 • Compact and lightweight (only 4.9 lbs.) for use in close 

quarters
 • Impact-resistant aluminum gear case with rubber boot for 

increased durability
 • 0-2,200 impacts per minute for maximum efficiency
 • High Max Torque (150 ft.lbs.) for demanding applications
 • Rubberized soft grip provides increased comfort on the job
 • Convenient tool hook attaches to both sides of tool

 • All-metal hammer casing to withstand all environments
 • Externally accessible brushes for easy replacement
 • 0 - 3,000 impacts per minute for maximum efficiency
 • Compact length for easier handling and operator control
 • Convenient belt clip attaches to both sides of tool
 • Ideal for garage door installers, metal framers and deck 

builders
 • High max torque (110 ft.lbs.) for demanding applications
 • Reverse switch is located near the trigger ensuring one-

handed operation
 • Ergonomically designed rubberized grip for increased 

comfort and reduced operator fatigue
 • 1/2” detent pin anvil for secure accessory retainment

 • Capacity (square drive) :  3/4”
 • Impacts Per Minute :  1,600 IPM
 • No Load Speed :  1,700 RPM
 • Maximum Torque (ft.lbs./N•m) :  433 ft.lbs./588 

N•m
 • AMPS :  9
 • Overall Length :  12-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  12.3 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Speed power selection :  1
 • Shipping Weight :  22 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-000840

 • Hex Shank :  1/4”
 • Impacts Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 3,100 IPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 3,200 RPM
 • Maximum Torque (ft.lbs./N•m) :  120 ft.lbs./162 N•m
 • AMPS :  2.3
 • Overall Length :  9”
 • Net Weight :  3.1 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Speed power selection :  1
 • Maximum Torque (in.lbs.) :  1,440 in.lbs.
 • Max. no load speed :  3,200 RPM
 • Shipping Weight :  6.6 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-036917

 • Capacity (square drive) :  1/2”
 • Impacts Per Minute :  2,000 IPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 2,000 RPM
 • Maximum Torque (ft.lbs./N•m) :  258 ft.lbs./350 

N•m
 • AMPS :  3.5
 • Overall Length :  11-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  6.6 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Speed power selection :  1
 • Shipping Weight :  11 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-052498

 • Capacity (square drive) :  1/2”
 • Impacts Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 2,200 

IPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 2,200 RPM
 • Maximum Torque (ft.lbs./N•m) :  150 ft.lbs./200 

N•m
 • AMPS :  3.3
 • Overall Length :  9-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  4.9 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Speed power selection :  1
 • Shipping Weight :  8.8 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-052436

 • Capacity (square drive) :  1/2”
 • Impacts Per Minute (variable speed) :  0 - 

3,000 IPM
 • No Load Speed (variable speed) :  0 - 3,000 

RPM
 • Maximum Torque (ft.lbs./N•m) :  110 

ft.lbs./150 N•m
 • AMPS :  2.5
 • Overall Length :  9-1/8”
 • Net Weight :  3.3 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Speed power selection :  1
 • Shipping Weight :  6.6 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-036948
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TOOLS: WRENCHES

6906

6922NB

TW100

3/4” Impact Wrench w/ Friction Ring Anvil

3/4” Shear Wrench

1” Impact Wrench w/ Friction Ring Anvil

 • Powerful 738 ft.lbs. of Max Torque and large 1” square drive 
capacity for heavy duty applications

 • Efficient impact system (1,500 IPM) with less vibration
 • Externally accessible brushes for easy replacement, and ball 

bearings for longer tool life
 • Side handle rotates 360° for operator convenience
 • Impact-resistant aluminum gear case with rubber boot protects 

the all metal gears and offers increased durability
 • Rocker switch with forward/reverse operation for user 

convenience
 • Ergonomically designed rubberized grip for increased comfort
 • Conveniently located sky hook for continuous use or for 

convenient storage
 • Friction ring anvil with retaining ring hole for secure socket 

retention
 • 8.4 ft. double insulated cord for user convenience

 • Powerful 9.0 AMP motor delivers 1,700 RPM for heavy 
duty applications

 • Precision gearing with ball and needle bearing 
construction for smooth and efficient power 
transmission

 • Rocker switch with forward/reverse operation for user 
convenience

 • Side handle rotates 360° for operator convenience
 • Externally accessible brushes for easy replacement
 • 1,600 IPM for increased productivity
 • Impact-resistant aluminum gear case with rubber boot 

for increased durability
 • Friction ring anvil with retaining ring hole for secure 

socket retention
 • Steel tool case for convenient storage
 • Double insulated

 • Delivers 593 ft.lbs. of max torque for the most 
demanding applications

 • Anti-slipping mechanism: tool won’t start until inner 
sleeve engages with bolt tip

 • Bolt tip ejecting lever located by power trigger for 
increased convenience

 • Compact design at a length of only 9-13/16”
 • Protective rubber bumper positioned at tool body for 

increased durability
 • Light weight design at only 10.6 lbs.
 • Includes two outer sleeves and one inner sleeve for 

increased versatility
 • All metal gear housing for increased durability
 • D-handle design for increased comfort
 • No-lock on trigger switch for increased convenience

 • Capacity (square drive) :  1”
 • Impacts Per Minute :  1,500 IPM
 • No Load Speed :  1,400 RPM
 • Maximum Torque (ft.lbs./N•m) :  738 ft.lbs./1,000 N•m
 • AMPS :  12
 • Overall Length :  15”
 • Net Weight :  19 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Speed power selection :  1
 • Shipping Weight :  19.8 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-062855

 • Capacity (square drive) :  3/4”
 • Impacts Per Minute :  1,600 IPM
 • No Load Speed :  1,700 RPM
 • Maximum Torque (ft.lbs./N•m) :  433 ft.lbs./588 

N•m
 • AMPS :  9
 • Overall Length :  12-7/8”
 • Net Weight :  12.3 lbs.
 • Power Type :  Corded
 • Speed power selection :  1
 • Shipping Weight :  22 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-000840

 • Bolt Size Capacity (A325) :  5/8”, 3/4”, 7/8”
 • Bolt Size Capacity (A490) :  5/8”, 3/4”
 • No Load Speed :  18 RPM
 • Maximum Torque (ft.lbs./N•m) :  593 ft.lbs./804 

N•m
 • Lock-Off :  No
 • Electric Brake :  No
 • Overall Length :  9-13/16”
 • Net Weight :  10.6 lbs.
 • Max. no load speed :  18 RPM
 • Shipping Weight :  20.12 lbs.
 • UPC Code :  088381-013505
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BL1860B 741423-B-25BL1820B T-01725

BL1850B 741844-ADC18RC B-51661

BL1840B A-96431-25DC18RD T-01373

BL1830B B-12631-10DC18SF B-52370

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 6.0Ah Battery 4-1/2” x 7/8” x 1/4” Grinding Wheel, 24 
Grit, General Purpose Metal, 25/pk18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 2.0Ah Battery Contractor-Grade Bit Set, 70-Pc.

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 5.0Ah Battery 4-1/2” x 7/8” Multi-Disc, 36 Grit, 
Angled Type 29

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Rapid 
Optimum Charger 66 Pc. Contractor Bit Set

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 4.0Ah 
Battery

4-1/2” x .032” x 7/8” Depressed Center Ultra 
Thin Cut-Off Wheel, Stainless, 25/pk

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Dual Port 
Rapid Optimum Charger Impact Drill/Driver Bit Set, 38-Pc.

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 3.0Ah 
Battery

4-1/2” x .040” x 7/8” INOX Thin 
Cut-Off Wheel, 10/pk

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 4-Port 
Charger

Impact GOLD® 38 Pc. Torsion Bit 
Set

 • Integrated L.E.D. battery 
charge level indicator allows 
user to monitor battery 
charge

 • Provides up to 65% more run 
time per charge compared to 
BL1830

 • Reaches full charge in 45 
minutes or less

 • Charges an 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 
3.0Ah battery in only 30 minutes

 • Charges an 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 
4.0Ah battery in only 40 minutes

 • Charges an 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 
5.0Ah battery in only 45 minutes

 • Charges an 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 
6.0Ah battery in only 55 minutes

 • Charges an 18V LXT® Compact 
Lithium-Ion 2.0Ah battery in only 25 
minutes

 • Integrated L.E.D. battery charge 
level indicator allows user to 
monitor battery charge

 • Provides up to 35% more run 
time per charge compared to 
BL1830

 • Reaches full charge in 40 
minutes or less

 • Charges two (2) 18V Compact 
Lithium-Ion 2.0Ah batteries in only 25 
minutes

 • Charges two (2) 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 
3.0Ah batteries in only 30 minutes

 • Charges two (2) 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 
4.0Ah batteries in only 40 minutes

 • Charges two (2) 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 
5.0Ah batteries in only 45 minutes

 • Charges two (2) 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion 
6.0Ah batteries in only 55 minutes

 • Built-in USB port for charging portable 
electronic devices

 • Integrated L.E.D. battery charge 
level indicator allows user to 
monitor battery charge

 • Reaches full charge in 30 
minutes or less

 • .040” thick for faster cutting and 
reduced material waste

 • 60 grit abrasive for cleaner cuts
 • Aluminum Oxide construction 

makes these wheels ideal for 
ferrous metals including stainless 
steel

 • Thin design requires less energy 
for improved battery life when used 
with cordless grinders

 • For making cuts in metal and 
stainless steel pipes, sheet, and 
channel

 • Use with 4-1/2” Angle Grinders

 • Charges 2 18V LXT® 3.0Ah 
batteries in 60 minutes and 4 
18V LXT® 3.0Ah batteries in 120 
minutes

 • Charges 2 18V LXT® Compact 
2.0Ah batteries in 30 minutes 
and 4 18V LXT® Compact 2.0Ah 
batteries in 60 minutes

 • Charger indicators provide 
updates on charging progress 
or charging status

 • Impact GOLD® insert bits last up to 10X longer than 
standard insert bits

 • Double Ended Power Bits feature one bit with two 
magnetic tips for quick bit changes

 • Xtreme Torsion Technology is engineered to allow the 
torsion section of the bit and bit holder to flex under load, 
taking pressure off of the bit tip for increased durability in 
high torque applications

 • Mag Boost makes any power bit magnetic
 • Two-piece bit holder design is engineered to allow the 

torsion technology to fully activate
 • Insert bit holder features a rare earth Neodymium magnet 

that is 2X stronger than magnets in standard insert bit 
holders

 • Features the innovative detachable nutsetter that allows 
the user to remove the socket for easy cleaning of the 
magnet

 • High-quality steel engineered for use with impact 
drivers

 • Insert bits feature precision-fit tip engineered to prevent 
“cam-out” and stripping

 • Combine bits with Impact GOLD® bit holder to last up to 
15X longer than standard insert bits

 • Integrated L.E.D. battery charge 
level indicator allows user to 
monitor battery charge

 • Provides up to 50% more run time 
per charge compared to BL1815

 • Reaches full charge in 25 minutes 
or less

 • Integrated L.E.D. battery charge level 
indicator allows user to monitor 
battery charge

 • Provides up to 2X more run time per 
charge compared to BL1830

 • Reaches full charge in 55 minutes 
or less

 • General Purpose for metal, wood 
and plastic

 • 36 Grit; 7/8” arbor hole
 • Zirconium abrasive grain provides 

consistent high cut rate; Last up to 
20x longer than resin fiber discs

 • Phenolic backing prevents backing 
from scratching surface

 • Angled design ensures 90% of the 
abrasive material is in contact with 
the work surface; works at a 10º to 
25º angle

 • For use with 4-1/2” Angle 
Grinders

 • Drill and driver bits feature Ultra-Lok 
hex shanks compatible with all quick-
change connector systems, drill/drivers 
and impact drivers

 • High-speed steel, precision/135 degree 
split point drill bits prevent walking

 • Black oxide coating resists rust and 
corrosion

 • Ultra-Lok quick change hex shank 
prevents spin out in the drill chuck

 • Precision screwdriver tip geometry and 
6 point heavy-duty magnetic nut drivers 
reduce rounding and slipping

 • Pro-grade, maximum magnetic 3 bit 
holder and nut drivers provide strong 
fastener retention

 • Heat treatment process helps extend 
tool life

 • Compatible with 1/4” impact drivers 
and 3/8” or 1/2” driver/drills

 • For use in wood, plastic and metal
 • Made from S2 modified steel, and heat 

treated for longer life
 • Black oxide finish engineered to resist 

corrosion
 • UltraLok™ 1/4” hex shanks are 

engineered for fast and easy bit 
changes and no drill bit spin-out.

 • Includes the most widely-used 
screwdriver and nut-driver sizes

 • Magnetic 3” bit holder and nut 
drivers provide extra-strong fastener 
retention

 • Includes spade bits, brad point bits and metal drill 
bits for a variety of drilling applications

 • Includes a variety of insert bits, power bits and 
nutsetters for a range of fastening applications

 • Smaller, more portable case inside with color coded 
insert bits and a bit holder for added convenience

 • Power bits are packaged in a convenient re-closable 
plastic container for maxiumum portability

 • Top tray insert features specific holders for the bits, 
the secondary insert below allows the user to store 
additional items with ease

 • Innovative stackable case design for efficient 
organization, transporting and protection of tools

 • Interlocking latches secure lid shut and link multiple 
cases together

 • Corresponding channels along lid and base of case 
for stable, non-shift stacking

 • Low-profile, rounded carrying handle for user 
comfort

 • Recessed side handles for convenient lifting

 • General Purpose - Ideal for grinding 
ferrous metal

 • 24 Grit; 1/4” thick; 7/8” arbor hole
 • Constructed with aluminum oxide 

grade A24
 • For use with 4-1/2” Angle Grinders
 • Convenient 25 pack

 • .032” thick for faster cutting and 
reduced material waste

 • 60 grit abrasive for cleaner cuts
 • Zirconia Aluminum construction 

makes these wheels ideal for 
ferrous metals including stainless 
steel

 • Ultra thin design requires less 
energy for improved battery 
life when used with cordless 
grinders

 • For making cuts in metal and 
stainless steel pipes, sheet, and 
channel

 • Use with 4-1/2” angle grinders
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G100 Alloy Chain (NACM) Full Drum

Stock # Trade Size Wire Dia.
Inside Link Dim. 

(Inches)
Ft Per

Net Wt. 
(lbs.)

Working Load Limit

Black Inches MM Inches
Length 

(Nominal)
Width 
(Min)

Package Lbs. Kgs.

5510223 9/32 7 0.279 0.870 0.405 800 616 4,300 1,950 

5510323 5/16 8 0.332 1.010 0.480 500 560 5,700 2,585 

5510423 3/8 10 0.404 1.226 0.560 500 760 8,800 3,992 

5510623 1/2 13 0.529 1.570 0.750 300 836 15,000 6,804 

5510823 5/8 16 0.641 1.988 0.902 200 757 22,600 10,251 

5510923 3/4 20 0.812 2.417 1.139 100 629 35,300 16,012 

5511023 7/8 22 0.906 2.660 1.260 100 766 42,700 19,368 

5511123 1 26 1.062 2.900 1.420 50 505 59,700 27,079 

G100 Alloy Chain (NACM) Half Drum

STOCK # Trade Size Wire Dia.
Inside Link Dim. 

(Inches)
Ft Per

Net Wt. 
(lbs.)

Working Load Limit

Black Inches MM (Inches)
Length 

(Nominal)
Width 
(Min)

Package Lbs. Kgs.

5510224 9/32 7 0.279 0.870 0.405 400 308 4,300 1,950 

5510324 5/16 8 0.332 1.010 0.480 250 280 5,700 2,585 

5510424 3/8 10 0.404 1.226 0.560 250 380 8,800 3,992 

5510624 1/2 13 0.529 1.570 0.750 150 418 15,000 6,804 

5510824  5/8 16 0.641 1.988 0.902 100 379 22,600 10,251
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MATERIAL HANDLING

Grade 70 Domestic Transport Chain (NACM) Full Drum

STOCK # Trade Size Wire Dia.
Inside Link Dim. 

(Inches)
Ft Per

Net Wt. 
(lbs.)

Working Load Limit

Yellow 
Chromate

Inches MM (Inches) Length Width Drum Lbs. Kgs.

5041253 1/4 7 0.274 1.236 0.480 800 508 3,150 1,429

5040353* 5/16 8 0.334 1.120 0.480 550 550 4,700 2,132

5041453 3/8 10 0.392 1.374 0.551 400 544 6,600 2,994

5041653 1/2 13 0.510 1.782 0.750 200 460 11,300 5,127

5040853 5/8 16 0.625 2.016 0.851 150 521 15,800 7,166

*Made to Short Link specs

Grade 70 Domestic Transport Chain (NACM) Half Drum

STOCK # Trade Size Wire Dia.
Inside Link Dim. 

(Inches)
Ft Per

Net Wt. 
(lbs.)

Working Load Limit

Yellow 
Chromate

Inches MM (Inches) Length Width Drum Lbs. Kgs.

5041254 1/4 7 0.274 1.236 0.480 400 254 3,150 1,429

5040354* 5/16 8 0.334 1.120 0.480 275 275 4,700 2,132

5041454 3/8 10 0.392 1.374 0.551 200 272 6,600 2,994

5041654 1/2 13 0.510 1.782 0.750 100 230 11,300 5,127

5040854 5/8 16 0.625 2.016 0.851 75 261 15,800 7,166

*Made to Short Link specs

Grade 70 Domestic Transport Chain (NACM) 4 & 5 Gallon Square Pail

STOCK # Trade Size Wire Dia.
Inside Link Dim. 

(Inches)
Ft Per

Net Wt. 
(lbs.)

Working Load Limit

Yellow 
Chromate

Inches MM (Inches) Length Width Pail Lbs. Kgs.

5340355* 5/16 8 0.334 1.120 0.480 60 62 4,700 2,132

5340455 3/8 10 0.392 1.374 0.551 40 56 6,600 2,994

5440255 1/4 7 0.274 1.236 0.480 150 96 3,150 1,429

5440355* 5/16 8 0.334 1.120 0.480 100 100 4,700 2,132

5440455 3/8 10 0.392 1.374 0.551 75 102 6,600 2,994

*Made to Short Link specs

Grade 70 Domestic Transport Chain (NACM) Boxes

STOCK # Trade Size Wire Dia.
Inside Link Dim. 

(Inches)
Ft Per

Net Wt. 
(lbs.)

Working Load Limit

Yellow 
Chromate

Inches MM (Inches) Length Width Box Lbs. Kgs.

5454255 1/4 7 0.274 1.236 0.480 225 148 3150 1429

5454355 5/16 8 0.334 1.120 0.480 150 156 4700 2132

5454455 3/8 10 0.392 1.374 0.551 100 140 6600 2994
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MATERIAL HANDLING

Grade 43 High Test Chain (NACM): Full Drum

STOCK # Trade Size Wire Dia.
Inside Link Dim. 

(Inches)
Ft Per Net Wt. 

(lbs.)
Working Load Limit

Self-Colored Inches MM (Inches) Length Width Drum Lbs. Kgs.

5031213 1/4 7 0.274 1.236 0.480 800 508 2,600 1,180

5031313 5/16 8 0.328 1.285 0.480 550 512 3,900 1,770

5031413 3/8 10 0.392 1.374 0.551 400 544 5,400 2,450

5031613 1/2 13 0.509 1.782 0.750 200 460 9,200 4,174

5030813 5/8 16 0.625 2.016 0.851 150 554 13,000 5,897

5030913 3/4 20 0.781 2.610 1.020 100 533 20,200 9,163

5031013 7/8 22 0.904 2.570 1.260 75 582 24,500 11,113

5301113 1 26 1.032 2.870 1.420 60 606 30,000 13,608

Grade 43 High Test Chain (NACM): Half Drum

STOCK # Trade Size Wire Dia.
Inside Link Dim. 

(Inches)
Ft Per Net Wt. 

(lbs.)

Working Load 
Limit

Self-Colored Zinc HDG Inches MM (Inches) Length Width Drum Lbs. Kgs.

5031214 5031234 5630248 1/4 7 0.274 1.236 0.480 400 254 1,300 590

5031314 5031334 5630348 5/16 8 0.328 1.285 0.480 275 256 1,900 862

5031414 5031434 5630448 3/8 10 0.392 1.374 0.551 200 272 2,650 1,202

5031614 5031634 5630648 1/2 13 0.509 1.782 0.750 100 230 4,500 2,042

Grade 43 High Test Chain (NACM): 5 Gallon Square Pail

STOCK # Trade Size Wire Dia.
Inside Link Dim. 

(Inches)
Ft Per Net Wt. 

(lbs.)
Working Load Limit

Self-Colored Inches MM (Inches) Length Width Pail Lbs. Kgs.

5431215 1/4 7 0.274 1.236 0.480 150 96 1,300 590

5431315 5/16 8 0.328 1.285 0.480 100 93 1,900 862

5431415 3/8 10 0.392 1.374 0.551 75 102 2,650 1,202
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MATERIAL HANDLING

Grade 30 Proof Coil Chain (NACM): Full Drum

STOCK # Trade Size Wire Dia.
Inside Link Dim. 

(Inches)
Ft Per

Net Wt. 
(lbs.)

Working Load 
Limit

Self-
Colored

Zinc HDG Inches MM (Inches) Length Width Drum Lbs. Kgs.

5011113 5011133 5610147 3/16 5.5 0.217 0.950 0.405 800 320 800 363

5011213 5011233 5610247 1/4 7 0.274 1.236 0.480 800 508 1,300 590

5011313 5011333 5610347 5/16 8 0.328 1.285 0.480 550 512 1,900 862

5011413 5011433 5610447 3/8 10 0.392 1.374 0.551 400 544 2,650 1,202

5011613 5011633 5610647 1/2 13 0.509 1.782 0.750 200 460 4,500 2,042

5010813 5010833 5610847 5/8 16 0.625 2.016 0.851 150 554 6,900 3,131

5010913 - 5010947 3/4 20 0.781 2.610 1.020 100 533 10,600 4,808

5011013 - 5011047 7/8 22 0.904 2.570 1.260 75 582 12,800 5,806

5101113 - 5101147 1 26 1.032 2.900 1.435 60 606 17,900 8,119

Grade 30 Proof Coil Chain (NACM): Half Drum

STOCK # Trade Size Wire Dia.
Inside Link Dim. 

(Inches)
Ft Per

Net Wt. 
(lbs.)

Working Load 
Limit

Self-Col-
ored

Zinc HDG Inches MM (Inches) Length Width Drum Lbs. Kgs.

5011114 5011134 5610148 3/16 5.5 0.217 0.950 0.405 400 160 800 363

5011214 5011234 5610248 1/4 7 0.274 1.236 0.480 400 254 1,300 590

5011314 5011334 5610348 5/16 8 0.328 1.285 0.480 275 256 1,900 862

5011414 5011434 5610448 3/8 10 0.392 1.374 0.551 200 272 2,650 1,202

5011614 5011634 5610648 1/2 13 0.509 1.782 0.750 100 230 4,500 2,042

Grade 30 Proof Coil Chain (NACM): 5 Gallon Square Pail

STOCK # Trade Size
Wire 
Dia.

Inside Link Dim. 
(Inches)

Ft Per Net Wt. 
(lbs.)

Working Load Limit

Zinc HDG Inches MM (Inches) Length Width Pail Lbs. Kgs.

5411135 5411165 3/16 5.5 0.217 0.950 0.405 250 100 800 363

5411235 5411265 1/4 7 0.274 1.236 0.480 141 90 1,300 590

5411335 5411365 5/16 8 0.328 1.285 0.480 92 86 1,900 862

5411435 5411465 3/8 10 0.392 1.374 0.551 63 86 2,650 1,202

5411635 - 1/2 13 0.509 1.782 0.750 35 81 4,500 2,042



Our Mentality 

With four generations of innovation across a wide variety of industries, we are poised for more 
substantial growth like we have seen in the recent years. Whether that will be unveiling new 
products at the Waste Expo, pursuing new lucrative markets in the safety industry, or adding 
to our product mix with a wider breadth of new vendors, we will never stop innovating and 
improving in the industries that we serve. We are proud to be family owned and operated since 
1971 with made in USA parts. In addition to partnering with vendors of the highest quality, 
we are always excited to work with customers of all sizes to enhance your experience when 
it comes to safety, industrial, and commercial products that keep you safe, productive, and 
secure 24/7 across the United States and across the globe.
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